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Editor's ForewordThis volume ontains the majority of the papers presented during a onfe-rene that took plae on 16th-21st May, 1997 in �ód¹, Poland. The onferene wasorganized by the Institute of Arhaeology, University of �ód¹ and Departementd'anthropologie, Universite de Montreal (Canada). The onferene was funded bythe University of �ód¹ and by IREX (International Researh & Exhanges Board),whih also supported this publiation. The publiation was partly founded by theUniversity of �ód¹ and by the Foundation of Adam Mikiewiz University, too.The major questions of the onferene were, 1) what is the urrent evidenefor eastern or southern inuenes in the development of eastern European Meso-lithi and Neolithi populations, and 2) to what extent are urrent politial trends,espeially the reassertion or, in some ases, the reation of ethni and nationalidentities, inuening our interpretations of the prehistori data.The idea for suh a onferene ame into being through the o-organizers'long-term studies of the development of those prehistori human populations whihinhabited the vast region strething north and east from the Oder river and Carpa-thian Mountains to the foothills of the Urals. In a tradition established in moderntimes by Gordon Childe, virtually all of the transformations of Eastern Europe'sNeolithi Age human landsape have been assumed to be responses to prior de-velopments in the Balkan peninsula and Danube basin. We think that a body ofnew evidene requires a renewed analysis of the distributions of ultural produts,peoples, and ideas aross Eastern Europe during the Mesolithi through the EarlyMetal Age within a muh wider geographi ontext than previously has been thease. This inludes giving adequate attention to the far-ranging interations of om-munities between the Ponti and Balti area with those loated in both the Cauasusand the Aralo-Caspian regions.We hope that this volume will ontribute to suh a rediretion of future ana-lyses. Luyna Doma«skaKen Jaobs



Editorial omment1. All dates in the B-PS are alibrated [see: Radioarbon vol.28, 1986, and thenext volumes℄ (other versions are ited for the wish of authors). Deviations fromthis rule will be point out in notes.2. The names of the arhaeologial ultures (espeially from the territory ofthe Ukraine) are standarized aording to the English literature on the subjet (e.g.Mallory 1989). In the ase of a new term, the author's original name has beenretained.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 9-12PL ISSN 1231-0344Ken Jaobs, Luyna Doma«ska\BEYOND BALKANIZATION" | AN OUTLINEPROGRAM FOR A DISCUSSIONAs in all volumes, suh as the one presented here, the papers speak for them-selves. We will use these introdutory pages to disuss in some detail and fromour own point of view 1) the proess whereby these papers and their authors werebrought together, 2) a themati typology of the papers, inluding those of authorsnot represented in this volume, and 3) the future of the ideas presented herein,with partiular attention to the dual themes of inter-regionality and the inreasedreognition that our various researhes have inesapable theoretial and ideologialroots and impliations.These papers represent the partial proeedings of a onferene entitled \TheFuture of the Past in Eastern Europe: New Visions of the Peoples & Soieties thatFormed the Present," whih took plae May 16-21, 1997 at the Uniwersytet �ódzkiin �ód¹, Poland. However, \Beyond Balkanization: Towards Integrative Perspetiveson the Identities and Interations of Human Communities during Eastern Europe'sReent Prehistory" was the title of the IREX (International Researh & ExhangesBoard) grant that provided the neessary funding.These titles reet the polygeni origin of the onferene itself and, thus, ofthis publiation. Initially, the results of our own skeletal researh aused us to be-ome intrigued by the possibility of a onsiderable interation between Mesolithiand Neolithi human ommunities from Ukraine's Dnieper River rapids regionand ommunities lying within, or even beyond, the orridor between the Blak andCaspian Seas (Potekhina, South-eastern. . .). After disovery of our editors' sugge-stions along the same lines [e.g. Doma«ska 1990a, b℄ the idea to hold a onfereneaddressing \the Near East Issue" germinated.Subsequently, the nuanes of and potential alternatives to the traditional \Outof the Balkans" model for both the Indo-Europeanization and the Neolithizationof Eastern Europe were lari�ed through orrespondenes with James Mallory ofQueen's University, Belfast and Marek Zvelebil of SheÆeld University, UK. Theresults of their work and that of others made us autely aware of the manner inwhih prehistori ultures, tribes and/or \ethnoses" typially are reated. They arein fat the result of onveniently onjoining what are often ontologially indepen-dent sets of arhaeologial artifats, presumed subsistene systems, anthropologial



10types, and putative linguisti aÆnities. Sometimes, these amalgams are quite nielymapped onto a sub-divided soio-politial landsape of historial or reent origin(Dolukhanov, The Neolithi. . . ). As a result, the neessity for an intensi�ed inter--regional approah provided added impetus for the onferene.The notion that we, as sholars, must atively onsider how we intend to on-strut \the future of the past in Eastern Europe" an be traed diretly to theinuene of the late Priit Ligi, to whom this volume is dediated. Through perso-nal onversations and lose onsideration of his latest publiations [e.g. Ligi 1993;1994; 1995℄ we beame onerned about the need to be suspiious of and indeed todisset vigorously all rei�ed (pre)histori ethni lineages in both their temporal andspatial dimensions. Speial onern for this issue is imperative, espeially duringour urrent period of nationalist, ethno-geographi and general politial volatility.Thus, the term \Beyond Balkanization" ame to have two meanings for theonferene. The �rst evokes an overtly empirial inquest into inter-regional intera-tions and inuenes in Eastern European reent prehistory whih are not rooted inthe Balkans. The seond alls for an overtly theoretial inquiry into the best way toavoid the potential pitfalls of \balkanizing" the past (Kohl, National. . . ; Lindstrom,History. . .). As with a sumptuous banquet table, where appetite so often exeedsapaity, so it was with this onferene. The result was a unique blend of papers, abrief typology of whih we will now suggest.A predominant theme was that of \Inter-Regional Comparison." The true si-gni�ane of any arhaeologial or bioanthropologial features that are desribedas being typial of any site or small set of sites an only be understood when aomparison is made to material found over a very broad geographi range. Pa-pers in this volume that undersore this point are those of I. Loze, V.I. Timofeev,A.M. Haeussler, I. Potekhina, N.S. Kotova, D. Nuzhnyi and P.M. Dolukhanov. Inaddition, we would add to this group the papers presented in �ód¹, but not prin-ted here, of Y. Chistov (St. Petersburg, \Craniologial data banks and the study ofthe early stages of European ethni history") and of I.I. Gokhman (St. Petersburg,\Anthropologial struture of East Europe's anient population").Linked with the previous theme was another, whih emphasized the \Open Na-ture of Bio-Soial Systems." By this was meant the idea that prehistori ommunitieswere invariably open to ultural and biologial inuenes from neighboring ommu-nities and regions. One impliation of this is, of ourse, that hypotheses of purely\loal" or autohthonous developments must be plaed under the losest srutiny.The papers here of P.M. Dolukhanov, L. Heapost, N.S. Kotova and D. Nuzhnyiaddress this issue, as did the �ód¹ onferene papers not printed here of P. Bu-khrashvili (Tbilisi, \Settlement arhaeology and ultural systems of the Cauasusduring the Palaeometal Epoh") and of R. Jankauskas (Vilnius, \Skeletal biologialdata on Neolithization in Lithuania: auses and onsequenes"). That autohtho-nous developments ontinue to be asserted is not to be doubted. The papers hereof D. Telegin, A.A. Yanevih, and L. Zaliznyak illustrate this point.The remaining themati ategories are less frequently represented in this vo-lume, but were of no lesser importane. The dangers of too great a use of \Strit



11Typologial Construts" were made evident in the papers of V.I. Khartanovih,P.M. Dolukhanov, L. Heapost, and R. Jankauskas. The potential importane of the\Blak Sea/Caspian Sea Corridor" was disussed by I. Potekhina and A.M. Haeus-sler. The \Politis of the Past" was the topi of the papers here of P.L. Kohl andR.W. Lindstrom, as well as of two onferene papers not reprodued in this volume:Paul Barford (Warsaw) disussed \Paradigms of the Soial Past for the Present"and Ludomir Lozny (Hunter College, New York) presented ideas on \Surviving theChange: Polish arhaeology in the next entury."The issue now to be disussed is: Where do we go from here? This topi,invoking both of the questions desribed in the Editors' Forward, was frequentlydisussed during the �ód¹ onferene, both informally and in a losing session.The importane of expanding the inter-regional omparison of arhaeologialand bioanthropologial data over as broad a geographi sale as possible was reo-gnized by all partiipants. Similarly, it was widely aepted that hypotheses aboutthe regions and geographi diretions involved in the prehistori inter-regional in-terations of Eastern Europe should not be limited to those whih have reeivedthe greatest attention in the past. It was onsidered important to ontinue and toexpand the omparison of materials urrently housed in museums and institutesthat are usually quite distantly separated. In the same fashion, it was hoped by allthat more exavations in some previously understudied geographi areas might beundertaken. This alone would help immeasurably in �lling in some of the gaps inour ever-expanding inter-regional maps. Given the goodwill, the energy, and thesholarly dediation of the partiipants, there is every reason to believe that suhhopes will not go unful�lled.The disussion of how to onfront the \politial" aspets of prehistori researhin Eastern Europe was more tentative and di�use. This very fat both reeted thehanging soietal ontexts in whih we all urrently work and served to heighten thepertinene of the subjet itself. However, these disussions were useful and helpedto demonstrate that it would be a major error to assume that this is a new debate.For example, a familiar laim is that \ideologial issues, broadly understood, (are)embedded in sienti� argument" and are \inherited from the larger soiety('s)distint soial, philosophial, metaphysial, theologial, politial and aestheti tradi-tions." Countering suh ideas, frequent pleas are made \to transend the limits ofolder, naturalisti and politial debates . . . and [to℄ establish a new, internally onsi-stent, self-referential tradition of investigation and argumentation within siene."Yet, despite its urrent resonane, the rhetori here derives from attempts by JamesCowles Prihard (1808) and Sir Wm. Lawrene (1822) to set a new ourse for their\new" siene [Stepan 1982℄.At the same time, it was lear to all that the epistemologial dilemmas arisingfrom the fat that sienti� researh is onduted in a politial and ideologialontext are not unique to the study of later Eastern European prehistory [see, e.g.Jones 1997; Sham 1998℄. Indeed, it is now impossible to �nd a geographi area or(pre)histori period in whih suh problems are not atively debated from all sidesof the question.



12 While the debate may our everywhere, this does not provide a warrant toturn away from it. Very muh the opposite is true. As muh as our data are realand subjet to empirial investigation, \it is hard to deny that siene has bothvalue impliations and value origins. Siene is as important to . . .power as to soul--searhing questions of osmology or osmogony. Siene lies lose to the roots ofmany forms of power: power to reate or destroy, to heal or harm, to feed or lethunger, to enlighten or obsure" [Protor 1991℄. We and those among whom we livehave a diret, human relationship to those whose remains we study. We and thoseamong whom we live will feel the onsequenes of the uses to whih these remainsmay be put, regardless of our presumptions to objetivity. Thus, in losing, we willborrow from a kindred author: \(we) as a group also have the politial responsibilityto prevent the abuse of (our studies) . . .With (our) status in soiety there must beonneted speial responsibilities. It is now time for us to reognize the publi priewe must pay" [May 1989:901℄. With this in mind, we fervently hope that we, as thesholars who are in losest ontat with the prehistori data themselves, will notturn from the debate. We trust that we will instead atively engage ourselves in it.Should suh be the ase, this additional goal of the onferene shall be ful�lled.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 13-23PL ISSN 1231-0344Pavel M. DolukhanovTHE NEOLITHIC WITH A HUMAN FACE OR DIVIDINGLINES IN NEOLITHIC EUROPE?Apparently, the time may be established with great preision when Europebeame split up into two fundamentally distint parts. That may have happened be-tween 8,000 and 6,000 BP unal., during the Holoene Climati Optimum, otherwiseknown the Atlanti period or Althitermal. By that time Europe had been populatedby the groups of early modern humans for at least 40,000 years ago and remainedbasially uniform both ulturally and eonomially. Loal distintions aknowledge-able in the material ulture and strategies of subsistene in the Upper Palaeolithiand Mesolithi were of a seondary importane, all basi types of soial behaviourand spiritual life being essentially similar from the Atlanti Europe to the Urals[Dolukhanov 1997℄. Only at the time of limati optimum a onsiderable part of so-uth-eastern and entral Europe beame rapidly overed by the sites of `agriulturalNeolithi'. At the same time, the remaining part of Europe, in the East and North--East, remained the area of `forest Neolithi', where the use of pottery and minorinnovations in the sphere of ulture did not alter the subsistene solidly based onfood-gathering strategies, essentially similar to those of the preeding Mesolithi.Division of Europe into two major Neolithi areas is expliitly shown on se-veral maps, starting with that of S. Piggot [1965℄ and ending up with one reentlypublished by M. Zvelebil [1994℄ (Fig. 1). If one srutinise these maps attentively oneannot esape the feeling that the dividing line between the Neolithi areas is stri-kingly similar to that of the eastern frontier of the NATO after its latest expansion.The question arises whether this boundary forms a natural line of divide in Europe,whih soures go down to the Neolithi? Does Arhaeology provide additional ar-guments for the laims suh as: \The newly independent Central European states,partiularly Poland, Hungary, the Czeh Republi and Slovakia onsider themselvespart of the West; they ategorially refuse to be relegated to a Russian sphere ofinuene or to a no-man's land between Western Europe and Russia. . .They aremorally and politially partners of the West, seeking membership in the EuropeanUnion for their eonomi well-being and in the Atlanti Alliane for their seurity"[Peter Rodman in the Washington Post, 13 Deember 1994, p. A27℄.The purpose of this paper is to disuss the reality of the line of divide in theEuropean Neolithi. The ore of the problem onsists, �rst, in the understanding



14
F i g . 1. Major frontiers and Neolithi ultures in Europe [after Zvelebil 1994℄.A - Western Dvina; B - Alpine foreland; 1 - Early Neolithi of Anatolia and Greee; 2 - Star�evo-Cris�; 3 -Linear Pottery; 4 - Cuuteni-Tripolye; 5 - Funnel Beakers; 6 a,b - Impressed Wares; 7 - Iberian Neolithi;8 - Chassey and Cortaillod; 9 - Neolithi of Atlanti oastal area and Britain; 10 - Dnieper-Donets; 11- Corded Ware.of Neolithi as a soio-ultural phenomenon, and seondly, in the assessment ofpossible senarios of Neolithization.Let us start with the traditional view whih sees the Neolithization as the spreadof farming eonomies substituting the hunter-gathering whih remained hitherto anonly viable strategy of food-quest in Europe. There exist substantial di�erenesof opinion even within this paradigm, partiularly regarding the onrete detailsof Neolithi replaement. Nonetheless one may note a remarkable onsensus inthe aknowledgement of the fundamental distintion between the world of farmersand that of later hunter-gatherers. This distintion was highlighted in then mostspetaular form by Ian Hodder [1990℄ as that between `domus' and `agros', timedand wild.Models of agriultural expansion are deeply rooted in the proessualist tho-ught; they obviously �nd historial foundations in the reorded evidene of a om-paratively reent olonisation of temperate forests by agriultural groups: those ofnorthern Finland (in the 1500s) and Upper Canada (in the 1700s). `Colonisation'or `frontiering' are the terms whih are usually used as synonyms for movement ofpopulation [Alexander 1978; Green, Perlman 1985℄. Agriulture in this model is vie-



15wed as subsistene strategies regulating the ow of food resoures into the ulturalsystem by means of the replaement of slow-growing ommunities with fast-growingones, in aordane with the priniple of `least possible e�ort and risk'.The model of olonisation as an equivalent to a diret migration is omnipre-sent in the works of Gordon Childe [1958℄. In more reent times this took a formof a `demi expansion' or the `wave of advane' [Ammerman, Cavalli-Sforza 1973℄.An alternative onept, whih is slowly beoming popular, is that of di�usion [Den-nell 1985℄ or, in the latest version, of a retiulate proess [Moor 1994b℄: reationof ultural, linguisti and biologial units resulting from intermarriage, assimilationand borrowing. M. Zvelebil and P.A. Rowley-Conwy [1984℄ have suggested an in-termediate model, whih envisaged a gradual transition from foraging to farmingand inludes an `availability phase' during whih farming is known but not adoptedby the groups of hunter-gatherers, while intensive exhanges in `materials and in-formation' take plae between two `ulturally and eonomially' independent typesof soiety.Stemming from these theoretial foundations we may now embark on the analy-sis of two ase studies, both related to the Neolithi development but in two di�erentareas of Europe. The �rst area fouses on the Upper Western Dvina athment,lying in the middle of non-agriultural Neolithi. The seond ase study entres onthe Alpine foreland, in the heart of agriultural Neolithi Europe.1. THE WESTERN DVINAAording to the available pollen and radioarbon data, the limati optimum(Atlanti period) in that area took the form of at least two warm maxima: 7500±200unal BP (6400-6200 BC) (AT-1) and 5000±200 (AT-3) unal BP (3940-3870 BC)[Khotinsky, et al. 1991℄. Investigations arried out in the Upper Western Dvinaathment [Dolukhanov, et al. 1989℄ indiated a pronouned ool interval (AT-2)whih separated the two peaks in thermophilous plants. This ool interval lasteda. 6,200-6,000 unal BP (Fig. 2), and featured a redution in thermophilous treesreeting a drop of mean annual temperature, whih yet remained above the pre-sent-day values.During the Late Atlanti limati optimum (6,000-4,600/4,500 unal BP; 5300--4700 BC), mixed broad-leaved woodlands with oak, elk, lime and alder reahedtheir maximum expansion. Computer simulations indiate that the mean annualtemperature at that stage exeeded the present-day values by 2oC, with the rain-fall being similar to that of today [Khotinsky, et al. 1991℄ . The subsequent EarlySubboreal stage (4,600/4,500-4,200 unal BP; 3000-2600 BC) marked a onsiderabledeline in temperature and a large-sale redution in broad-leaved forests.The Usvyatian group of sites loated in the upper strethes of the WesternDvina and Lovat river athments, had been thoroughly studied by Miklyaev and



16

F i g . 2. Usvyatian sites. Evolution of pottery styles.



17his assoiates [Miklyaev 1995℄. The area, originally part of a huge ie-dammed lake,was abundantly rih in diversi�ed wild-life resoures. It beame attrative to thegroups of Epi-Palaeolithi hunters at the time of Younger Dryas (11-10 Kyr) andremained an arena of intensive settlement ever sine.Large-sale pottery-making in that area, likewise in other parts of the borealNorth-Eastern Europe, started at around 6.4-6.2 Kyr ago (5500-5000 BC). The si-tes were usually loated near large and shallow lakes | the residue of huge ie--dammed basins of the Last Ie Age, at the juntion of end-moraini heights andsandy uvioglaial plains. The faunal remains | pratially idential at all the si-tes | inluded elk (whih predominates), wild boar, red deer, brown bear, as wellas waterfowl. Among the numerous �sh remains, pike, perh, salmon and at�shwere the most ommon. No less that 30 edible plants were identi�ed in the ar-haeologial deposits, among whih hestnut and, espeially, water hestnut werepartiularly numerous. One should note in that respet that water hestnut (Trapanatans) is an amphibious plant reently widely distributed in warm temperate Eu-rasia. Its fruits are rih in protein, fat and minerals. Aording to histori reords,loafs baked from its our were in use in anient Egypt and Thrae. Presently wa-ter hestnut forms staple food in ontinental Asia, Malaysia and India and usedespeially in Chinese dishes. Fruits are also used in the preparation of linimentsto treat elephantiasis, pestilent fevers, rheumatism, sores, sunburn and skin om-plaints. Used also as food for pigs and other livestok in Southeast Asia [Vankina1970℄.At about 5.2 Kyr or 4000 BC a new type of settlement emerged: pile dwellingsloated in the oastal areas of shallow lakes. This tradition was in plae in the UpperDvina area for no less that two millennia, and disappeared only after a prolongedatastrophi ooding whih hit the area 3.6-3.5 Kyr ago (2000-1800 BC).Basing on the analyses of the eramis (the tehnology, shapes of the vesselsand ornamental patterns) as well as other groups of material ulture A.M. Miklyaev[1995℄ has identi�ed several ultural stages in the loal sequene. The earliest group(the Serteya, 6.4-6.2 Kyr; 5500-5000 BC) featuring thik-walled oni-shaped vesselsand had no diret analogies in the neighbouring areas. Both the eramis and bone--and-antler industry of the next ultural stage, the Rudnya (6.2-5.5 Kyr; 5000-4000BC), were basially similar to the Narvian, a ultural tradition widely spread in theNorth-Eastern Peribalti.The next ultural stage is referred as `Usvyatian' (5.2-4.0 Kyr; 4000-2500 BC).The pottery featured di�erent ornamental patterns, some of whih may be seen asderivatives of Funnel Beaker traditions. After a short-lived transitional stage, a newultural tradition beame established in the area; the North-Belorussian, whih isseen as a loal variant of the Corded Ware (4.0-3.6 Kyr; 2500-1900 BC). Substantialhanges are observable not only in the new types of eramis (Fig. 2), but alsoin the stone inventory and, partiularly, in a nearly total disappearane of bone--and-antler industry. The faunal assemblage of pile-dwellings of North-Belorussianulture ontain the bones of domestiates: sheep, goat, pig and attle, yet their totalnumber never exeeded 14% [Dolukhanov, Miklyaev 1986℄.



18 2. THE ALPINE FORELANDMore than 100 Neolithi and Bronze Age lake settlements are known to existin the Alpine zone of Europe: in Germany, Switzerland, Frane, Italy, Austria andSlovenia. They started appearing 4200-4000 BC and disappeared by 1500 BC. An in-reased intensity in pile-dwelling onstrution on the Boden Lake ourred between3586 and 3500 BC [Shlihtherle, Wahlster 1986℄.The time of the existene of pile-dwellings orresponded to the limati opti-mum. Aording to M. R�osh [1983℄, thermophilous tree plants (ash, and alder) star-ted spreading in the area at 8500 BP, beeh appearing at about 7300 BP. Likewisein the North-Eastern Europe, a prolonged ool episode at 6200 BP (a 5000 BC).It is generally aknowledged that Neolithi lake dwellers in the Alpine forelandwere essentially farmers and stok-breeders. Yet a onsiderable part of the faunalremains reported from these sides belonged to wild speies. At the Swiss and Ger-man sites red deer was the most ommon, followed by brown bear and wild boar.The predominane of wild speies was still greater at the sites of the Frenh Jura[Petrequin, Petrequin 1988℄. In the ase of Lubljansko Barje region in Slovenia,74% of the total amount of bones belonged to wild animals, with a prevalene ofred deer (Cervus elaphus | 53%); brown bear (Ursus artos artos) | 11% and elk(Ales ales) | 8%. The prevailing domesti animals were attle (Bos taurus) |14%, with a small proportion of sheep (Ovis aries) | 7%. Pollen analyses showsthat the immediate environment was dominated by �r and beeh forests [Budja1997℄. The sites (Reshnikov kanal and Maharski prekop) are loated within thelake basins, urrently drained by small hannels. Stratigraphi data suggest severalhanges in the lake-levels during the Holoene.The geographial loation of Alpine lake dwellings suggest a great importaneof �shing. This was on�rmed by the numerous �nds of �sh bones (pike beingthe most ommon) ombined with frequent ourrenes of harpoons, hooks andvarious �shing devies. The plant remains identi�ed in the deposits of lake dwellingsshow a predominane of domestiates: wheat (belonging to two speies: Tritiummonooum L. and T. dioum Sh), barley, millet. At the same time, one notesa onsiderable presene of wild edible plants: hazel-nut, beeh, strawberry, rose,blakberry, wild pear, lime, and arnelian herry (whose seeds onstitute strata ofnotable thikness). It is highly signi�ant, that like in the Upper Dvina athment,dwellings in the Alpine area were usually loated on the anient laustrine deposits.It is still more important that very often the area within an immediate viinity ofthe sites was totally unsuitable for agriulture. H. Shlihtherle and B. Wahlster[1986:86℄ note the arable land in the Boden Lake area are usually found at thedistane of up to 1 km from the dwelling site; often high in the mountains, or onthe opposite shore of the lake.Basing predominantly on the pottery styles, several ultural groupings are di-stinguishable in the sequenes of Alpine pile-dwellings. In the area of Boden Lake,several ultures were identi�ed, whih age was alulated on the base of dendro-



19hronologial measurements: Aihb�uhl: 4200-4000 BC; Hornstaad : 4000 BC; Pfyn:3843-3500 BC; Horgen: 3333-2863 BC; Corded Ware: 2690-2500 BC, as well asEarly and Middle Bronze Age ultural units whih lasted until a 1500 BC.Summing up the evidene for the two areas, one may onlude that ulturalphenomena fairly similar in several respets had independently developed at thesame time in two parts of Europe, both in the so-alled agriultural and non-agri-ultural Neolithi areas (Table 1). One notes partiularly remarkable similarities inthe general environmental setting and in the tehnique of house-building. In bothases this tehnique inluded an enormous quantity of pointed posts thrust into thelaustrine silt, forming the foundation of platforms on whih various strutures wereereted. In the both areas the settlements were oupied all year round. The livingstrutures were often refurbished, rebuilt, moved to a higher elevation following arise of lake-level; on several oasions major �res ould be reognised. The dwellingswere often surrounded by fenes and palisades.Yet in the majority of ases the pile-dwellings emerged in a di�erent ultu-ral environment: their inhabitants were interating with distint soial and ulturalgroups. The only exeption form the levels of Corded Ware, aknowledgeable inthe both ases. This observation needs further elaboration, but before doing so,one needs to touh upon a sensitive theoretial issue, related to the existene (ornon-existene) of larger-sale arhaeologial entities referred to as `arhaeologialultures'.The onept of (arhaeologial) ulture was de�ned in a most suint form byD. Clarke [1968℄, as a polytheti set of spei� and omprehensive artefat-types whihonsistently reur together in assemblages within limited geographi areas. Proponentsof a `ultural-histori paradigm' argued that arhaeologial ulture orresponded todistint soial (ethni or linguisti) units. Thus, Bordes viewed Mousterian `faies'identi�ed by him �rst in Frane and, later in the whole of Europe, as belonging todistint `tribes' of Neanderthal Man. This onept beame �rmly established in Cen-tral and Eastern European arhaeologial shools in the early 20th entury, whenits priniples were expliitly formulated by G. Kossinna [1911:11℄: `sharply de�nedarhaeologial ulture areas orrespond without doubt to areas of partiular pe-oples and tribes'. It may be shown that the priniples of `ultural-histori paradigm'were omnipresent in the Soviet arhaeology, partiularly after the ollapse of thestadial onept of the 1930s [Dolukhanov 1995℄.In ontrast to that, the `proessual shool', whih beame dominant in the An-glo-Saxon arhaeology sine the 1950s, tended to view arhaeologial ulture as anextra-somati means of adaptation, a non-geneti response to loal environmentalhanges [Binford 1972℄. Culture was further viewed as a `general system with sub-systems' [Clarke 1968℄. This approah left little or no room for soial, linguisti orethni interpretations of arhaeologial ulture.A further blow to the `ultural-histori paradigm' was delivered by the sholarsbelonging to the post-proessual shool in arhaeology. Basing on the observed orimagined lak of orrelation between ultural styled, on the one hand, and linguisti,ethni and religious entities, on the other, I. Hodder [1978, 1982℄ laims that the



20 T a b l e 1Sequenes of Western Dvina and Alpine Neolithi ultures

entire onept of arhaeologial entities is a `robust reationary view'. This negativeapproah was shared by C. Renfrew [1977℄ and S.J. Shennan [1978℄, who onsiderarhaeologial entities, inluding ulture, as `onstruts of our own devising' whihare `useless and misleading for analytial purposes'.If not a migration, what else?It is highly signi�ant, that the `Belorussian' ultural assemblage in the WesternDvina likewise numerous Corded Ware-related `ultures' in the eastern Balti areainluded only limited elements of Corded Ware tradition, mostly restrited to theorded ornamentation on ertain types of vessels. This beame partiularly apparentwhen the entire pottery orpus from the strati�ed site of Naumovo was subjetedto an omputer analyse with the use of the multivariate tehnique. The priniple



21omponent analysis of pottery ornamental patterns shows a gradual intrusion of analien tradition, absorbed at the �nal stages by the loal one [Dolukhanov, Fonyakov1984℄. A number of `hybrid' pottery assemblages is distinguishable at that timeboth in the eastern and western Peribalti area [see Timofeev in this volume℄. Asuggestion was made that an in�ltration of Corded Ware traditions taking form ofshared styles of pots and also battle-axes may have resulted from a `regionalisedontinuity' or `open soial relationships' [Whittle 1996:285-7℄.Signals of sex and age groups are learly reognisable in Corded Ware burialsites. Thus in the Fatyanovo graves the males were usually buried on the right side,the head direted to the west, while the female were found on the left side, thehead towards the east. Shaft-hole axes were usually loated near the head in themale's graves, and at the feet in hildren's graves. Female graves usually ontainedjewellery, predominantly pendants made of animal bones and teeth as well as amberbeads [Kraynov 1972℄.These observations evoke the question: to what extend the Corded Ware soietywas male-dominated? This rises yet another question: to what extend the gendersymbolism reets the soial role of the sexes? In A. Whittle's view [Whittle 1996℄the ommon ourrene of battle axes in male graves may be viewed rather as amessage of a tradition of `integration, partiipation, hospitality and generosity'.It is true that female representations were muh more ommon among theworks of portable art in the Neolithi of South-Eastern Europe as ompared tothe Corded Ware-related zone further north. Yet the idea of `Mother Goddess'as a symbol of peaeful matrifoal ultures in sharp ontrast to aggressive anddestrutive patriarhal world of kurgans and battle axes is inreasingly viewed as apure mythology [Hurombe 1995℄.One an hardly argue, that the majority of human �gurines (the `idols') foundin the Corded Ware ontext of forested Eastern Europe are obviously portrayingmen (Fig. 3). This was a male fae that looked at the astonished world when amummi�ed body of a Neolithi `Ieman' appeared from beneath the glaier highin the Tyrolean Alps in 1991. This man was obviously a hunter, whose base-amp,judging from the radioarbon dates (3350-3300 BC) may well have been loated farbelow, at one of the numerous lake-sites in the Alpine foreland. His equipment, theloth and organi remains found on him, all that is learly shows that his livelihoodwas based predominantly on hunting and food-gathering [Bar�eld 1994℄.It had been noted long ago that the pottery, and partiularly the styles in thepottery design, were losely related to female symbolism. Pots with feminine symbolsor in shape of women were largely spread in Neolithi Europe [Hodder 1990:61-64;Thomas, Tilley 1993℄. One an hardly doubt that the oneptual link between thewoman, the house and the pottery that had been postulated by I. Hodder [1990:216℄in relation to the European Neolithi was equally valid for the Corded Ware area.This observation beomes partiularly signi�ant, if one takes into aount the greatimportane attahed by Russian arhaeologists (based mostly on the ethnographiobservations in Siberia) to pottery styles as a powerful ethni symbol [Tretyakov1972℄. This implies a relationship between the female and ethni symbolism.
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F i g . 3. `Idol' from the Usvyaty IV site.Earlier observations about the dominane of male graves among Corded Waresites in Denmark, are probably invalid or at least partially valid in respet to theboreal forests of Eastern Europe. At the CordedWare emetery of Abora I (near theLubana Lake in eastern Latvia) [Loze 1979℄ four out of �ve anatomially identi�ableskeletons belonged to women. Jewellery (mostly amber) prevailing in the gravegoods, one may hardly doubt that females were the dominant among 61 skeletonsburied there.When one tries to sum up the available evidene in relation to the CordedWare/Battle-axe ultural area as a whole, several onlusions beome apparent.First and foremost a onsiderable degree of ontinuity in respet to the preedingultural units is pereptible, above all in the geographial distribution of the sites.These sites remained basially in the same areas as at the previous stage, no newterrain was olonised. In most ases the subsistene pattern did not experiene ahange of any dramati proportions, only in some areas the role of nomadi stok--breeding had inreased in a notieable manner; in still other areas one may note



23the appearane of elements of stok-breeding in a predominantly hunter-gatheringontext. At the same time one notes a onsiderable diversity of subsistene patternswhih were dependant both on the loal resoure base and ultural traditions. Themost spetaular hanges are aknowledgeable in the pottery styles, whih werediretly related to female gender symbolism. Thus it is tempting to link the ulturehange marking the spread of the Corded Ware tradition with the modi�ation inthe mating system and related transformation in the soial role of women.One may note that a similar approah had been adopted by T. Dobzhansky[1962℄, who viewed human raes as gene pools initially developing in endogamitribes. This was further developed by K. Jaobs [1994b℄ who treated arhaeologialultures in terms of soial groupings forming mating networks with a large degreeof losure.The long-established sholarly tradition linked the spread of Corded Ware ul-tures with the proliferation of the Indo-European speeh. The present writer sharesthe onept developed by C. Renfrew [1987℄ aording to whih the Indo-Europeanlanguages had appeared in Europe muh earlier, together with the �rst farmers. Iagree with M. Zvelebil [1994℄ that this proess involved the neighbouring groupsof hunter-gatherers, who were embroiled in omplex soial networks with the om-munities of early farmers. During the Late Neolithi | early Bronze Age, thereourred an intensi�ation of interommunal links, probably resulting in the deve-lopment of more �rmly established dialets. One may argue that the total CordedWare area orresponded to as yet undi�erentiated Balto-Slavi-Germani protolan-guage, whih existene was postulated by several linguists [Georgiev 1959℄.Regarding the initially set questions about the `dividing lines', I may stressthat they had never existed in the reality of Neolithi Europe. The Neolithi wasa multiple arriageway with both fast and slow lanes. In eah partiular ase, theindividuals and the groups of individuals had a free hoie, whih lane to take.Their hoie was inuened by the availability of resoures, their own experieneandtraditions, as well by various fators whih we shall never be able to grasp. But ineah ase the hosen strategy proved to be suÆiently suessful: it guaranteed thegroup survival, based the onstant ow and the sustainable renewal of resoures.The European Neolithi was a highly dynami soial phenomenon, the groupsinvolved were bound together by multiple links via whih both the materials, thegenes, and the symbols were onstantly interhanged. This was a soiety open toinnovations and hange. The observable transformations in material ulture and lifestyle were but outward reetions of deep-rooted soietal hanges whih inludedthe reshaping of mating networks, the mutation of gender roles and the spread ofnew dialets.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 24-33PL ISSN 1231-0344Rihard W. LindstromHISTORY AND POLITICS IN THE DEVELOPMENTETHNOGENETIC MODELS IN SOVIET ANTHROPOLOGYAnthropology plays an important role in de�ning and promoting national ha-rater, and ethniity is often ritial in the reation of nationalism [Banks 1996℄.The past, as revealed through anthropology, is used to legitimize modern politialauthority, as seen in Iraq where Saddam Hussein's name is insribed in the briksof restored walls in Babylon, linking his name to the glorious past of Mesopota-mian power [Jehl 1997℄. It is also used to establish (or deny) territorial rights ofethni/national units, as seen in the ongoing onits in Armenia, Azerbaijan, andGeorgia (as referred to by P.L. Kohl in this volume). Control of the past onferspolitial power in the present, and is atively sought, as exempli�ed by Native Ame-rian groups seeking ontrol of the exavation, study and reburial of remains in theUnited States. Anthropologists, as reoverers and interpreters of the past, are inthe unomfortable position of providing ammunition for ethni and politial on-it, while at the same time disagreeing in most ases with popular and politialinterpretations of ethniity and prehistory.The role of anthropologists in the manipulation and ontrol of the past is notalways passive. Anthropologists are members of their ontemporary ethni and na-tional strutures, and their researh and interpretations are shaped by them. This isnot a situation that is new to anthropology, though it has reeived onsiderable at-tention in reent years. The fous of this session, the reading of politis into the past,is just one example of this interest. I have hosen to look not at a modern exampleof how politis are shaping anthropology (and vie versa), but rather on a historialase in whih politial ontrol of anthropologial researh and interpretation hasinuened an entire siene in one ountry.While preparing for a symposium at the 1996 meetings of the Amerian An-thropologial Assoiation on \Language, Arhaeology and Culture History" [Lind-strom 1996℄, I beame familiar with a onsiderable and growing body of Westernliterature on ethnogeneti theory. J.H. Moore [1994a℄ and others desribe ethno-geneti theory as viewing the ethnos as \fragile, permeable, or illusory" (p. 12), asontrasted to a ulture-historial model where language, ulture, and biology haveoevolved within stable ethni units. J.H. Moore, in promoting ethnogeneti theory,ites the example of the anthropology in the Soviet Union as an example of an an-



25thropology whih has embraed ethnogeneti theory. The nature of ethniity and itsrole in prehistory as desribed by J.H. Moore's ethnogeneti theory, however, wereompletely at odds with what I understood of ethnogeneti theory as applied in theFormer Soviet Union. As M. Banks [1996℄ has noted, the Soviet ethnos theoristsare perhaps the most strongly `primordialist' of any in the world, being among thefew that \onsistently seem to think that ethniity really does exist and really is afundamental aspet of the human ondition"(p. 186). In Soviet ethnos theory \therehas to be an observable ore of stable ultural `stu�' that persists over generations"(p. 79). I beame intrigued with understanding why Soviet ethnogeneti theory dif-fered so radially from that envisioned by Moore. What I found is that ethnogenetitheory in the Soviet Union was shaped by the politial milieu of the 30s and 40s,giving it a very di�erent form than the ethnogeneti theory developing in the Westtoday.In Amerian anthropology ethnogeneti theory has reently been explored as analternative to standard branhing models of ulture history. The ulture-historialmodel has a tendeny to unite biology, language and material ulture within arelatively immutable ethnos [Bateman, Goddard, et al. 1990;Moore 1994b; Bellwood1996℄. The stability of the ethnos allows anthropologists to use material ulture,physial anthropology and linguistis to trae spei� ethni groups time and spae[as in Cavalli-Sforza, Minh, et al. 1992; Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi, et al. 1994℄. Thisleads to the projetion of modern ethni distintions into prehistory. Ethnogenetitheory has been o�ered as an alternative way of understanding the assoiations ofthese variables within an ethnos. Ethnogeneti theory proposes a loose assoiationof language, biology and material ulture, and views ethni groups as temporaryunits, onstantly evolving, merging and splitting throughout history [Moore 1994a℄.A uid de�nition of ethniity is also favored by other theorists [Banks 1996℄. Thetenuous nature of ethniity makes the traing of ethniity into the past unertain(indeed, ethniity may be a relatively modern reation [Banks 1996:42℄), and theloose assoiation of material ulture, language and biology makes it diÆult tosupport hypothesized ethni histories.A loser look at Soviet anthropology, however, suggests that its interpretationof ethnogeneti theory is very di�erent from that proposed by Moore. Soviet, andnow Former Soviet, anthropology, though developed in a framework of ethnoge-neti theory, is deidedly ulture-historial in its interpretations of the past, andoften assoiates ethnos with language, material ulture and biology. Many Russianprehistorians onsider an arhaeologial ulture the reetion of one ethnos whihshould be haraterized by a single language [Artsikhovskiy 1954:14-15; Olkhovskiy1992:31; Kuzmina 1994:59℄. While expliitly reognizing that arhaeologial ulturesand ethnoses are not always idential [Tretyakov 1963℄, ertain indiators or assem-blages are onsidered to be \quite reliable ethnoultural indiators, allowing us totrae the movements of groups of peoples" [Olkhovskiy 1992:31℄. The equation ofarhaeologial ulture, or more preisely, spei� traits of an arhaeologial ulture,with an ethni group allows the arhaeologist to onsider the history of materialulture as the ethni history of a people. This view is also favored by Russian bio-



26anthropologists who expet the grouping of raes, ultures and languages within anethni unit [Gerasimov, Rud, et al. 1987:3℄.In Soviet anthropology, the lose assoiation of language, biology and materialulture within the ethnos allows modern ethni groups to be traed into the past.Criteria for linking modern ethni groups and arhaeologial ultures (suh as thosedeveloped by E.E. Kuzmina [1981; 1994℄) invariably onfound these three variables.By traing modern ethni groups into the past, arhaeologial ultures are assignedto spei� (often modern) ethni groups. As an example, in Bronze Age Eura-sian steppe studies, Andronovo ultural groups have been desribed as ethniallyIndo-European, Indo-Iranian, Finno-Ugri and Indo-Aryan, with ultural, linguistiand biologial identities to math [see for example Kosarev 1965; Stokolos 1972;Gening 1977; Smirnov, Kuzmina 1977; Kuzmina 1994; Kovaleva 1995℄. The extentto whih suh attributions of ethniity an be arried is seen in reent studies ofthe Sintashta and Petrov ultures. Though the di�erentiating material features ofthese two Andronovo ultures has yet to be made lear, arhaeologists have goneso far as to hypothesize that the Sintashta ulture was Indo-Aryan, while the Petrovwas Indo-Iranian [Zdanovih 1990℄. Arhaeologists studying Andronovo are nowvirtually required to assign arhaeologial ultures (and even regional or tempo-ral variants) to attested ethnolinguisti groups (e.g. many of the papers from the1995 onferene \Russia and the East" [Zdanovih, Ivanova, et al. 1995℄). Russianarhaeologial studies of Andronovo should learly be lassi�ed as ulture-histori-al. Modern ethni and linguisti groups are projeted into the past, arhaeologialultures are interpreted as ethni units, speaking a partiular language, and themembers of these ethni units are expeted to di�er genetially from one ano-ther. Arhaeologial ulture hange is interpreted in terms of the movement ofpeoples arrying with them their ulture, biology and language. The ulture hi-story of the steppe zone, as reonstruted by Soviet sholars, was not developedas ulture history per se, but rather is the result of an ethnogeneti theoretialframework.It should be pointed out that this projetion of ethniity into the past, and theonfounding of language, material ulture and biology within the ethnos is by no me-ans on�ned to Soviet anthropology. Indo-European studies in all areas frequentlymake this equation, though within a ulture-historial rather than an ethnogenetiframework. Similar interpretations have also aompanied studies of other modernlinguisti groups, suh as Polynesian [Rouse 1986℄ and Numi [Madsen, Rhode1994℄ speaking peoples. Russian studies are onduted within an ethnogeneti fra-mework, but the results are stritly ulture-historial. These interpretations are theresults of expliitly ethnogeneti theory, but one that was shaped by the politialand ideologial onits of the 1930s and 40s.Prior to and immediately following the `Great Otober Revolution', Russiananthropology was on a ourse very similar to its ounterparts in the West, with aprimary fous on ulture history and typology [Trigger 1989; Shnirelman 1993b℄.The Revolution began a period of turmoil for all aspets of Soviet ulture. In theyears immediately following the Revolution, many of the pre-Revolutionary institu-



27tions and aademi leaders went unhanged [Bulkin, Klejn, et al. 1982℄. In the mid1920s, however, there was a major reorganization of sienti� researh in the newSoviet Union [Mongait 1959℄. A new generation of young, idealisti Marxists amequikly into positions of inuene in all branhes of the sienes [Trigger 1989℄. Inanthropology, N.Ya. Marr, as the diretor of the newly established Russian (laterState) Aademy for the History of Material ulture, quikly beame a leading �-gure in Soviet anthropology [Mongait 1959; Bulkin, Klejn, et al. 1982; Trigger 1989;Shnirelman 1993b℄. N.Ya. Marr, a Near-Eastern philologist by training, developeda `Theory of Stages' for desribing ultural development in whih language, eth-niity and sometimes rae were all seen as `superstrutural' phenomena that weredetermined more by the stage of eonomi development of a ulture than by its hi-story [Bulkin, Klejn, et al. 1982℄. Aording to the stadial theory, as ultures movedthrough inevitable soio-eonomi stages (as de�ned in the writings of Engels andMarx), superstrutural harateristis would hange as well. Marr's theory was qu-ikly `blessed' by the Soviet leadership [Trigger 1989:212; Malina, Va�si�ek 1990:93℄.It was seen as a true `Marxist' theory that served as a neessary break from thebourgeois siene of the West. By emphasizing the primay of soio-eonomi de-velopment, it �t well with Marx and Engels `histories' of human soiety, passingthrough distint stages determined by the produtive fores at eah stage.N.Ya. Marr's theory had reperussions throughout Soviet anthropology. Forlinguists, it denied that strutural similarities in language were rooted in history[Riasanovsky 1984:583℄. Marr's theory essentially denied any realm for ethnogra-phy, whih was to fous spei�ally on ethniity [Gellner 1977℄. Under the stadialtheory, the study of ethniity was almost ompletely dismissed in the years beforethe `Cultural Revolution' of 1934-39. Beause ethniity was essentially an `e�et' ofeonomi development, there was no point in trying to establish the historial pathand relationships of an ethni group [Slezkin 1993℄. Though N.Ya. Marr's theorywas deidedly non-ladisti, in that it denied any neessary anestral relationshipbetween linguisti or ultural groups, it ertainly reinfored notions of stability andontinuity, enouraging arhaeologists to interpret arhaeologial sequenes as sta-ges in the history of a single people [Bulkin, Klejn, et al. 1982:275; Trigger 1989:225℄.Had N.Ya. Marr and his followers remained in power, anthropology in the FormerSoviet Union would be very di�erent today. However, in the mid to late 1930s thesituation in the Soviet Union hanged dramatially. The Soviet Union was faedwith an inreasingly belligerent neighbor in the form of fasist Germany [Riasano-vsky 1984℄. In responding to this threat, the Soviets relied not only on diplomayand arms, but also on ideology and history to defend their state.In Germany, the ourse of anthropologial development in the beginning ofthis entury was not interrupted by revolution, but by the First World War. Bothbefore and after the war, arhaeologial ultures were thought to be the materialexpressions of distint ethni groups, but ethniity was not traed into the past[Veit 1989℄. Physial anthropology in Germany foused was on the lassi�ation ofphysial types. Raes were seen as purely physial, they did not equal a `people' andwere not related to language or material ulture [Protor 1988℄. The anthropology



28of Germany before World War I was very muh like that found in Russia prior tothe revolution.After Versailles, anthropology in Germany hanged. Before the war, bioanthro-pology had been the study of `otherness,' distinguishing between the `kinds' of man.After the war, Germany was stripped of its olonial assets. With no external `other'to study, the fous of anthropology generally shifted to the `internal' other (Gypsiesand Jews), and the unique qualities of the German people [Protor 1988:139℄. Inthe 1920s the redisovery of mendelian genetis brought the distintion betweenbioanthropology and ethnology into question. Genetis seemed to bridge the gapbetween biology and ulture that had been relatively unexplored before the war.By the 1930s, behaviors and dispositions were seen as geneti, and linked to rae[Protor 1988℄ (though this was by no means the �rst time this was done [Gould1981; Stoking 1988℄).The link between arhaeologial ulture and ethnos, always quietly assumed,had beome tighter under the inuene of nationalists like G. Kossinna beforeWorld War I. In the 1930s, the growing nationalism in Germany enouraged ethniinterpretations of the past, and was reeted in arhaeologial and bioanthropo-logial researh [Trigger 1989:163℄. German arhaeologists, now studying `peoples'rather than material ulture, were traing the history of Germani peoples (as alinguisti and ethni group) as far bak as the Mesolithi, and demonstrating howGermani expansions had inuened the development of `lesser' peoples (espe-ially the Slavs) [Trigger 1989:166℄. German arhaeologists beame ever bolder intheir ethni interpretations of arhaeologial materials, and the German state in-reasingly used arhaeologial researh to support its poliies. At the same time anethnoentri �xation developed in bioanthropology, often foused on resuing theGermani rae from `threats' of mixing with biologially less developed raes. Naziprograms of fored sterilization, denial of jobs to Jews and other peoples of `mixedblood', and, ultimately, the inareration and extermination of millions, all rested tosome degree on a foundation of bioanthropologial/raial researh [Protor 1988℄.In Nazi anthropology, the ethnos beame losely assoiated with language, ultureand biology, and was seen as immutable through time.The Soviet Union, �rmly under the ontrol of Y. Stalin by the 1930s, was notblind to the inreasing nationalisti fervor in Germany, or the value of anthropo-logial researh in their propaganda. The Soviets needed to mount an intelletualountero�ensive against the growing threat of German nationalism. The role of hi-story is vital to Soviet ideology, and it was imperative that the ontrol of history bewrested from German anthropologists. One immediate goal was to instill a sense ofnationalism among the peoples of the Soviet republis. Nationalism is often loselylinked with primordial notions of ethniity, and folk oneptions of biology [Banks1996℄. This pattern is lear in Nazi Germany, and followed quikly in the SovietUnion. Still reeling from the rapid onsolidation of power, painfully fast industria-lization and fored olletivization, a sense of Soviet nationalism had to be builtquikly [Riasanovsky 1984:528℄. Ethnogeneti researh was seen as a way to esta-blish the historial importane of modern ethni groups, fostering a sense of national



29pride [Trigger 1989:229℄. V.A. Bulkin, et al. note that \Soviet sholarship respondedvigorously to the resulting growth of national self-onsiousness, the expression ofnational pride and the fostering of the best indigenous traditions" [Bulkin, Klejn,et al. 1982:276). In Russia, it legitimized historial laims to territory, and fosterednationalism by emphasizing the Slavi role in the development of European ulture.Of ourse, this goal would not have been met without appropriate manipulation bythe State and Party.Stalin's purges in the late thirties ertainly ontributed to the ontrol of rese-arh results. By seletively eliminating intelletual opposition, the politial goals ofresearh ould be met. Those that were not eliminated were far more areful toprodue the results required by the State. Though N.Ya. Marr's stadial theory wasnot oÆially renouned until Stalin's `Marksizm and Voprosy Iazykoznaniya' in 1953,it lost muh of the inuene it had. The key to instilling a sense of national pridewas seen to be ethni history, requiring a turn to ethnogeneti researh, and Marr'stheory was ondemned for its rejetion of studies of ethniity. Ethnography, leftin a shambles by the stadial theory, again began to have a role in anthropologialresearh. The primary fous was now the study of ethnogenesis and dispersal ofethni and national groups. This area, while being valuable pratially from the po-litial standpoint, was also relatively safe, in that it did not diretly impinge on theterritory of Marxist historians [Humphrey 1984:311℄. In addition to ethnogenesis,ethnographers were also harged with studying the forms of transition of pre-a-pitalist soiety diretly to soialism, bypassing apitalism, and the onstrution ofultures, \national in form and soialist in ontent" [Slezkin 1993:120℄. Interestin-gly, these areas losely math the areas in whih the formation of the Soviet Uniondiretly ontradited the preditions of Marx and Engels. The study of these topiswas thus of immense politial and ideologial importane to the Soviets, and wasunder lose srutiny and State ontrol.All branhes of anthropology were reshaped in the struggle against fasist Ger-many. Ethnogenesis beame important for all �elds, and researh results used forpolitial purposes. In bioanthropology, `ethni anthropology' ame to prominene,fousing on historial questions, partiularly ethnogeneti [Debets 1961; Dragadze1980℄. Ethni anthropology and raial analysis were adopted in the `�ght againstraism', a response to the biologial and ultural imperialism of German anthropo-logists. However, this appliation of bioanthropologial researh required onside-rable reorientation within Soviet bioanthropology. As I.I. Roginskiy and M.G. Levin[1978℄ optimistially portray it,The theoretial reworking of questions of the orrespondene of anthropologial typeswith ethni and linguisti groups of mankind allowed the use of onrete anthropologialmaterial as a historial soure for the study of problems of origins of various people(p. 36).In this `reworking', bioanthropology oÆially adopted ethnogeneti theory, ad-ding biology to the de�nition of the ethnos, and at the same time beoming ulture--historial in its fous. The integration of rae into the de�nition of ethnos beame,as M.M. Gerasimov, et al. desribe it, part of \the methodologial basis of Soviet



30historial anthropology" [Gerasimov, Rud, et al. 1987:3℄. Rae beame linked tolanguage and ulture within an ethnos in a way that mirrored its role in Germanbioanthropology. To �ght `raism', Soviet bioanthropologists essentially adopted thesame interpretive framework as the Germans they opposed.Though Soviet arhaeologists sorned `bourgeois arhaeology' as explaining allhanges in ulture in terms of rae, assoiated with migration and interation [Art-sikhovskiy 1954℄, Soviet arhaeology began to do just this. Ethni arhaeology hadbeen rippled by Marrists, unable to link arhaeologial ultures with ethnos. Asthe politial tide hanged, favoring and even requiring ethno-histori studies, arha-eologists quikly put out many histories traing origins of peoples, working rapidlyto support the Soviet politial agenda [Shnirelman 1993b℄. The politial agenda be-hind the emphasis on ethnogenesis was lear, as L. Malina and Z. Va�si�ek [1990:114℄note, \attempts to projet an ethni division into the past [. . . ℄ were a reation tothe pressures of German settlement arhaeology.". Arhaeologists were well awareof the politial dimension of their work. As Bykovskiy bluntly stated \If arhaeolo-gial material allows several various interpretations, then if follows to hoose fromthem that whih is more patrioti" [Shnirelman 1993b:56℄. From the end of the1930s Marrist methods were used to study ethnogeneti problems, traing diretlines of desent from modern peoples bak to arhaeologial ultures based on e-rami deoration or house design riteria. Arhaeologial ultures were interpretedin exlusively ethni terms, with an emphasis on identifying ethno-spei� ulturaltraits that ould be used to trae and isolate ethni groups [Trigger 1989:237; Shni-relman 1993b:60℄. Stimulated by Soviet nationalism, this lead to traing the originsof the Russian people bak to various and widespread arhaeologial ultures (evento the Paleolithi [Derzhavin 1944; ited in Shnirelman 1993b:61℄). Eventually Slavsin Soviet arhaeology ame to dominate the history of humanity, with Germani pe-oples marginalized, presenting a mirror image of the history presented by Germananthropologists [Shnirelman 1993b:63℄.The shift to ethnogeneti studies in Soviet anthropology did not happen slowly.It was atively promoted and supported by the Soviet government. Ethnogenetistudies served the Soviet State as more than a response to Fasist anthropology. Theywere also used to provide support for various internal poliies, from the aligningof internal politial and ethni boundaries to justifying the preeminene of GreatRussians in the Soviet government [Humphrey 1984℄. Ethnogeneti researh wasvery ulture-historial in its fous, de�ning an ethni group and traing its historybased on material ulture remains and the distribution of `raial' types.After World War II, ethnogeneti studies remained the fous of Soviet anth-ropology. Teams of ethnographers, linguists, arhaeologists and bioanthropologistswere dispathed throughout the USSR to study the ethni histories and origins ofthe various ethni groups within the Union. In part, this was a response to theneed to establish administrative boundaries over newly annexed territories, and theresearh was often ompromised by politial needs [Humphrey 1984:311℄. Conside-rable e�ort was devoted to providing a theoretial and methodologial foundationto the ethnogeneti studies whih were already in progress. Iulian Bromlei played



31a major role in de�ning Soviet ethnography as the study of ethniity, fousing onde�ning the ultural distintiveness of various groups [Gellner 1977℄. The primaryunit of anthropologial inquiry was the ethnos. The various Soviet de�nitions ofethnos almost universally inluded territory, material ulture, often some degreeof biologial homogeneity [Bromlei 1974℄, and most importantly language [Arutiu-nov 1983℄. As already noted, Soviet ethnos theory was `primordial', in that it sawethniity as eternal and enduring.Ethnogeneti studies are onsidered an integral part of Soviet physial anth-ropology as well. Ethnogenesis is ounted as one of the three branhes of physialanthropology (along with studies of human origins and human morphology), de-�ning its main tasks as \the study of the history of nations and the �ght againstraism" [Debets 1961:3℄, but at the same time, it is also interested in \the determi-nation of the kinship of raes and anthropologial types, and in ways for employinganthropologial material as a soure of historial information" (p. 15). To apply phy-sial anthropologial methods to historial reonstrutions, physial anthropologistsrelied on the rough equation of an ethnos with an anthropologial type. V.V. Po-kshishevskiy [1974:97℄ asserts that understanding the time required the reation ofan ethnos \would bring us lose to the solution of the questions involved in theformation of raes".Ethnogenesis thus ame to enompass raial lassi�ation and typology, as wellas the establishing the origins of modern raial groups. G.F. Debets [1961:17℄ notesthat suh studies frequently \did not sueed in avoiding the bias toward identify-ing the desribed anthropologial types with the ontemporary linguisti families".While G.F. Debets intends this to be a reetion of the inuene of N.Ya. Marr, hedoes not mean that language and biology are not onneted, believing rather that\any migration of populations determined on the basis of anthropologial data andany mingling of raes is a produt of de�nite historial auses and is neessarilyreeted in the dissemination and interation of languages" [Debets 1961:18℄. Thusthe patterns of linguisti relationship (in the form of a language phylogeny) willreet or be a reetion of geneti events. More forefully put by G.F. Debets et al.[1952℄ \anthropologial types are never distributed without ulture and language"and therefore \where anthropologial data indiates the distribution of one or ano-ther type, the task falls to historians, arhaeologists, ethnographers and linguists toexplain the historial onditions whih brought about that distribution".In Soviet arhaeology, the trend toward ethnogeneti researh that began inthe 1930s ontinued and was further elaborated, beoming one of the primary aimsof arhaeology [Malina, Va�si�ek 1990:114℄. While the fous was initially on ethnihistories for groups within the Soviet Union, it ame to inuene arhaeologialstudies in other areas.The Soviet emphasis on ethnogenesis has tended to lead to the onglomerationof language, biology and material ulture in the ethnos. By de�ning the ethnos interms of endogamy [Bromlei 1974℄, material ulture [Arutiunov 1983℄ and language,the ethnos has beome a real, material objet of study for arhaeologists, bioanth-ropologists and linguists. Despite N.Ya. Moore's view emphasizing the disjuntion



32of material ulture, biology and language, in Soviet studies these are absorbed as aunit into the onept of ethnos.Where N.Ya. Moore fouses on the instability of ethni boundaries, there is areal tendeny in Soviet anthropology to assume that ethni units are long lived andtraeable in the past [Banks 1996℄. Though the partiular traits used to de�ne theboundaries of the ethnos shift through time (and interpretation), the idea that suhboundaries persist is never lost. The ethnos itself is nearly permanent, allowing theanestors of histori ethni groups to be traed into the past. Ethnogeneti studiesof the past beome reipes for the formation of modern ethni groups, ombiningvarious ultural, linguisti and biologial elements from arhaeologially `known'ethni groups into modern ethnoses [Litvinskiy 1981℄. While today ethnogenetitheory is seen as a valuable alternative to ulture-historial interpretations of humanhistory, Soviet ethnogeneti studies provide extreme examples of the uni�ation oflanguage, ulture, and biology in the ethnos, and its projetion into the past.This outline of the origins of Soviet ethnogeneti researh gives only the barestglimpse of the way in whih politis and history have shaped ethnogeneti theoryin the Soviet Union. The lose assoiation of ethniity with language, rae andmaterial ulture is a key point. Another is the politial motivation that drove eth-nogeneti theory toward spei�ally ulture-historial interpretations. The variousSoviet de�nitions of ethnos almost universally inlude territory, material ulture,often some degree of biologial homogeneity, and most importantly language. Suha de�nition of the ethnos easily lead to ulture-historial interpretations of the past.It is somewhat ironi that in an attempt to develop an anthropologial theory toounter the ulture-historial anthropology of the Germans, Soviet anthropologistswere led to the same interpretations of the past. In a hain reation German na-tionalism and historial expansionism in anthropology gave birth to a respondingSoviet nationalism.It serves to bear in mind that ethnogeneti theory is not the only one thatguides Former Soviet anthropologists. There are various de�nitions of ethniity,and oniting shools of thought on the assoiation of language, material ultureand biology. Ethnogeneti theory, in the form that I have traed here, remains veryinuential in all branhes of anthropology in the Former Soviet Union. Even whenethnogenesis is not the diret subjet of inquiry, a large proportion of arhaeologi-al and physial anthropologial works inlude a disussion of the ethniity of thepast peoples being studied (though this pratie has been questioned by some Sovietsholars [e.g. Korenevskiy 1992℄. While my readings of the Soviet and (largely) Rus-sian anthropologial literature have foused on the Bronze age, it is not unommonto have ethniity disussed in papers dealing with the Neolithi and Mesolithi (lin-guisti aÆliations are sometimes even assigned to arhaeologial ultures as early asthe Palaeolithi [e.g. Dolukhanov 1989℄). In Bronze Age Andronovo studies, ethniattributions (pratially on a site spei� level) are virtually required. This is perhapsan exeptional situation, as Andronovo is the enter of ontroversy for a migrationhypothesis developed primarily to explain language distributions [Lindstrom 1994℄.The weight of linguisti reonstrutions seems to urge arhaeologists to attribute



33ethniity and language to past peoples, a situation seen in other ases as well [Rouse1986; Mallory 1989; Madsen, Rhode 1994℄. Ethni attribution of arhaeologial ul-tures, and the grouping of language, material ulture and biology within the ethnosare, however, widespread in Soviet and Former Soviet anthropologial literature.The fous of this onferene session, the reading of ethni and national politisinto the past, is both timely and neessary. However, the politial manipulation ofthe past is by no means a reent innovation. For as long as antiquities have beenreognized as material remains of past peoples, they have been used as politialtools. Politial manipulation of the past takes many forms, from the reonstrutionof Babylon to the supremaist rhetori of groups like `Pamiat'. Anthropologists mustbe vigilant that the study of the past is not ontrolled by the politis of the present.While a post-modern, reexive anthropology has muh to o�er, the past should bea more than mere reetion of present politial urrents. While we annot divoreourselves from our own ethni and national experiene, we an be aware of thebiases that these impose on us, and make the onsious deision to be sientistsrather than politiians.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 34-43PL ISSN 1231-0344Philip L. KohlNATIONAL IDENTITY AND THE USE OF THE REMOTEPAST IN THE CAUCASUS11. INTRODUCTION: NATIONALITY, ETHNICITY, AND ETHNOGENESIS |THE STICKY WICKET OF UNQUESTIONED CONCEPTSBefore the ollapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, I used to refer to the USSRas the world's most ethnially heterogeneous nation-state and to the Cauasus, inpartiular, as the most ethnially heterogeneous region of the world's most ethni-ally heterogeneous nation-state. Stritly speaking, however, there were some otherviable ontenders: India, Indonesia, and the Philippines, for example, with all theirtribal/indigenous peoples. Or what about the highland peoples of Papuan New Gu-inea? Redued drastially, of ourse, from the more than 700 peoples �rst enoun-tered by whites more than sixty years ago, the peoples of New Guinea still numbera few hundred and, as suh, ould lay legitimate laim to omprising the most eth-nially heterogeneous state. Upon whom should this honor have been bestowed?The answer depends upon one's de�nition of an ethni group, or ethnos inthe Soviet parlane, a problem sometimes assoiated with the pratial tasks ofgoverning peoples by lassifying or subdividing them into groups, based on langu-age, territory, religion, ulture, \rae" or some other presumably objetive riteria;lassi�ers or typologists, as we know, an either be lumpers or splitters, a fatwhih ompliates our problem. Also, the onept of ethnos is obviously relatedto an extremely important and overworked onept in Soviet arhaeology and thestudy of remote antiquity: ethnogenesis or the oming into being, the formation ofan ethnos. This artile will reexamine this onept of ethnogenesis and expose itsabuse/misuse in reonstrutions of the remote Cauasian past. Before doing so, wean expediently distinguish nationality from ethniity on the basis of the assoia-tion of the former with a politial unit, the modern nation-state, and rephrase ourformer assertion: the Soviet Union the most heterogeneous state in terms of itsnationalities, some of whom have sine reeived international reognition in the1 An earlier version of this paper will appear in Russian in the proeedings of the symposium Sovremennoesostoyanie i perspektivi razvitiya istoriheskoy nauki Daghestana i Severnogo Kavkaza, Institute of History, DaghestanSienti� Center, Russian Aademy of Sienes, Makhahkala, Daghestan.



35United Nations and others of whom aspire to this status. Thus, also the title of thispaper \National Identity and the Use of the Remote Past in the Cauasus"; seeminglyinevitably and, in terms of the violent onsequenes to date, sadly, many ethnigroups in the Cauasus (ethnoi) are now more appropriately termed nationalities.The most egregious abuses of the remote past in the Cauasus have been assoiatedwith the politial imperative to be sovereign, to rule over inreasingly homogene-ous, well-demarated areas that have been ethnially leansed of other laimants tothese lands.Ethniity and nationality should be distinguished for at least three reasons.First, they are not synonymous, a fat whih should be immediately omprehensibleto itizens of multi-ethni nations, like the United States. Seondly, assoiating theonept of nationality with ontemporary nation-states historiizes the onept tothe time of the existene of nation-states; i.e., to the modern historial era or, ro-ughly, to the late 18th entury on. This point may seem trivial or pedanti, but it isimportant in disussions of the misuse of the remote past: nationalities should not,stritly speaking, be aorded time immemorial status. They are relatively reentforms of group identity. Moreover | and this is our third reason for distinguishingnationality from ethniity: the onept of nationality has bene�tted from a thoro-ugh ritique or deonstrution by modern historians. One an hoose one's favoriteauthor and opt for one's favorite de�nition of a nation (e.g. B. Anderson's famous\imagined ommunity" [Anderson 1991℄ or, as some wit one observed, \a groupunited around a ommon dislike for its neighbors and a ommon mistake about itsanestry"), but E.J. Hobsbawm's basi verdit [1992:3-6℄ is, I belive, inontroverti-ble: ontemporary historians have sueeded in eluidating the onepts of nationand nationality by disassoiating them so-alled objetive riteria (language, blood,territory, et.) and insisting on their soially onstruted harater. It is far lesslear that this Enlightenment is happening as nation-states and national identitiesare delining in importane, that | to quote E.J. Hobsbawm [1992:192℄: \the owlof Minerva ies out at dusk". The reent history of the Cauasus, whih, obviously,is �lled with nationalist tensions and onits, hardly orresponds with this wishfuldesription.The onept of ethniity, whih atually is more relevant to our onsiderationof the remote past, has not bene�tted to the same extent from suh a rigorousre-appraisal, although it is obviously the de�ning onept of ethnology and has longbeen studied by ethnologists and soial/ultural anthropologists both in the Westand in the former Soviet Union. Here, a division must be noted: the Soviet studyof the ethnos, long hampioned among others by Yu.V. Bromlei [1973, 1983℄, theformer Diretor of the Institute of Ethnology of the Soviet Aademy of Sienes inMosow, an be haraterized as \primordialist" or essentialist; i.e., attahment toan ethni group is based on objetive riteria that are durable and long-lasting, suhas language, raial group, ultural traditions or time-honored ways of doing things,et. [Shnirelman 1996:8-9; f. also Tishkov 1997:1-114 for an extended ritique ofSoviet \ethni engineering" and the entrenhed aademi and popular dogma ofviewing ethniities as primordial essenes℄; while Western anthropologists have de-



36�ned ethniity in more dynami, even psyhologial terms, as something situationaland relational; i.e., de�ned in a spei� situation in relationship to a pereivedOther, as an \emi ateogory of asription" [f. Erikson 1993:10-12℄. From this per-spetive quite simply, a group is a distint ethnos that onsiders itself suh and, tosome extent, is onsidered suh by other groups. The attribute of self-ategorizationis most important, and, sine our disussion is onerned with the identi�ation ofanient ethnoi, it must be emphasized that from this Western perspetive there isno neessary material ulture orrelate assoiated with the formation of an ethnos.There may be, but there need not be. Another onsequene of this latter fous isthat ethni groups are malleable and onstantly hanging as the historial situationin whih they exist unfolds; ethniity, like ulture, is never made, but is always \inthe making" or, perhaps, if times are tough \in the unmaking" or \in the disap-pearing". From the latter perspetive, the oalesene, as well as disappearane,of some of those highland peoples of New Guinea is not surprising. The very exi-stene of indigenous rights' advoay groups in the West, like Cultural Survival,both presupposes and opposes the real possibility of ultural extintion. From thisperspetive, ethniity and nationality are oneived similarly in that they are soiallyonstruted phenomena in whih traditions are invented and onsiously manipu-lated for politial, eonomi, and soial reasons. Ethniity is just a more universalform of group identity with a past that may extend bak to earlier histori times,indeed, perhaps, into the mists of prehistory.Finally, we arrive at the onept of ethnogenesis, one that was entral from themid-1930s on to the pratie of many Soviet soial sienes, inluding ethnology,arhaeology, physial anthropology, historial linguistis, folklore and other relatedsubjets [Tishkov 1997:1-15, 21-22℄. Why ethnogenesis beame suh a pivotal on-ept in Soviet soial siene is a fasinating question, requiring its own historialinvestigation. It annot be adequately disussed here; instead we simply refer youto the seminal studies of V.A. Shnirelman [e.g. 1993a; 1995℄ who is engaged in themonumental and important task of distentangling the omplex history of its use andrelation to Soviet ditates of state. In short, V.A. Shnirelman argues that the de-termination of ethnogenesis beame one of the entral tasks of Soviet arhaeologyfrom 1934 on when the disipline swithed from a Marxist-inspired internationalism(or, perhaps, politially-motivated universalism) to one onerned prinipally withthe ethnogeneti history of the early Slavs; i.e., when Great Russian hauvinismand the build-up to the Great Patrioti War replaed this internationalism. Ironi-ally, the e�et of this transformation was to have every ethniity/nationality alike,Russian and non-Russian, engaged in this ethnogeneti mandate or searh for itsorigins. Peoples wanted to determine when they ame into being and what theyould authentially laim was ther original homeland. Competition over the remotepast was fueled by the ethnogeneti imperative2. This task was intimately tied tothe very struture of the Soviet multi-etni federal state.2 The intensity of the searh for searh for ethni origins varied, of ourse, depending upon loal politialonditions and the pereived seurity/viability of the ethni group in question. Muh of the arhaeology onduted duringlate Soviet times was deadeningly desriptive and apolitial. This ondition partiularly haraterized its pratie in theRussian heartland after the patrioti politiization of the disipline during the 1930s and 1940s. The situation, however,



37Theoretially the use of the onept of ethnogenesis is tied diretly to one'sonept of the ethnos: something durable and well-nigh permanent, as in the Sovietperspetive, or something onstantly hanging, as favored by most Western sho-lars. For the former, the determination of origins is the ritial question. Whendid the ethni group, oneived as a little preformed homunulus already posses-sing all the essentially de�ned harateristis of the given ethnos, ome into be-ing: during the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, with the ollapse of Classial Antiquityand the ensuing Great Migrations, or after the onquests of Timur or ChingghisKhan? It is pereived as a straightforward historial question with an asertainableanswer to be provided by the arhaeologist's spade or by some long-overlookedhistorial doument. For the Western sholar, the problem is muh more opm-plex, indeed pratially unsolvable. Ethnogenesis is only a relatively minor mat-ter assoiatied with the beginnings or initial formation of a given ethni group;more signi�ant and more omplex are the hanges that group will experieneover time or its ethnomorphosis, if you will [Kohl 1992:172℄; these hanges may| though not neessarily | lead to the appearnae of new ethni groups thro-ugh proesses of assimilation and/or fundamental hange or disappearane thro-ugh various natural or human-indued proesses, suh as ethnoide. Even an eth-ni group that exhibits onsiderable ontinuity and stability over long periods ofhistorial time will nevertheless hange in fundamental ways; thus, for example,pre-Christian Armenia of the Iron Age di�ers from Christian Armenia of theMiddle Ages and from the newly formed Republi of Armenia today [f. Kohl1996℄.Obviously, both perspetives have some degree of merit: ontinuities, as wellas hanges, an be doumented for this Armenian experiene or for many, relati-vely long-lived ethni groups. Cultural traditions annot be fabriated out of wholeloth; there are real limits to the inventions of tradition. As E.J. Hobsbawm argues,states or nationalist politiians may, in fat, make nations, but they annot totallymake them up. The Italian politiian Massimo d'Azeglio's shrewd exhortation atthe �rst meeting of the parliament of the newly united Italian kingdom illustratesthis priniple graphially: \We have made Italy, now we have to make Italians [itedin Hobsbawm 1992:44℄." But it is also or should be obvious that one ould not haveonstruted mid-to-late 19th entury Italians out of the Chinese or New Guineanultural traditions. Here it is useful to distinguish between strit and ontextualonstrutionism [f. Ben-Yehuda 1995:20-22℄. The former denies any onstraintsimposed by past or urrent realities and quikly devolves into the hopelessly re-lativist morass of some post-modern or, in arhaeology, post-proessual ritiisms.Contextual onstrutivism, the theory advoated here, on the other hand, aeptsthe fat that soial phenomena are ontinuously onstruted and manipulated forhistorially asertainable reasons, but it does not deny an external world, a partiallyapprehensible objetive reality, that annot totally be redued to invention or so-was far di�erent for non-Russian Soviet arhaeology. Indeed, the legay of the ethnogeneti mandate is still uorishingthroughout the former Soviet Union. To ite just one example, an upoming onferene in Nukus, Karakalpakstan(Otober 1998) is entitled \The Aral Root of the Ethnogeneti Proess" and is devoted to a \onsideration of theproblems of the ethnogenesis of the Karakalpak people"



38ial onstrution. Representations or onstruted ultural pereptions are real, butreality enompasses more than representations and exists independently from them.The ontextual onstrutivist oneption of ethniity or nationality is prefera-ble to the stati, essentialist, neo-Platoni, and typologial/lassi�atory perspetive,whih was so widely adopted by Soviet ethnographers and arhaeologists. Its fouson hange and development is more historial and more aurately desribes thetransformations that ethni groups onstantly undergo. The arhaeologial impli-ations of the ontextual onstrutivist perspetive are profound: ethnogenesis, astraditionally oneived in Soviet arhaeology, is a false problem. Ethniities are notlittle perfetly formed homunuli or rystallized essenes ontaining within themall the harateristis of their future development; rather, they are aught up in,even bu�eted by, large historial proesses apable of altering and destroying them.The identi�ation of some arhaeologial ulture as anestral to a given ethnigroup represents a hopeless will`-o`-the-wisp`, a himera inapable of satisfatorydetermination. Moreover, the quest for suh identi�ations is not only misleading,but dangerous, as an examination of urrent identi�ations shows in attempts toreonstrut the remote Cauasian past.2. THE CURRENT ABUSE OF THE REMOTE PAST IN THE CAUCASUSThe de�ning physial feature of the Cauasus as a ultlure area is, of ourse,the perpetually snow-apped Great Cauasian mountain range strething . 1200km northwest to southeast between the Blak and Caspian Seas. Mountainous areastypially are haraterized by onsiderable ethni diversity, a feature for whih theCauasus is renowned. Ethni diversity in the Cauasus is not only the produt ofphysial geography, but of history and of the onstant movements of peoples fromthe south or the anient Near East and from the north o� the Eurasian steppes intothis beautiful land. The historial reord extends bak for nearly three millennia,and many ethni groups maintain a plausible historial onsiousness | sometimesreinfored by early literay | that strethes bak for enturies, if not millennia.While the exat borders of the Cauasus area are hard to de�ne, partiularly asthey impereptibly merge with the ranges of the Little Cauasus mountains andthe Anatolian plateau to the south, there is no debate that the Cauasus ontainthe greatest ethni and today national diversity in the former Soviet Union. Mostsigni�antly all these peoples are squeezed into a relatively restrited area. The fatthat so many peoples live heek-by-jowl next to one another goes a long way inexpllaining the reent rise of ethni tensions and onits throughout the region.Cauasian peoples have both o-existed peaefully and fought with eah other overthe millennia. Ethni enmities too should not be naturalized or essentialized buthistorially explained, and a partial explanation for the reent outbreak in ethni



39tensions will attribute them to the onsious manipulation of the remote past bypolitiians, journalists, and even reputable sholars, inluding arhaeologists. Theremainder of this paper explores some of these misuses.K.Said's fasinating historial novel Ali and Nino ontains a revealing, and todaysadly ironi, sene [1970:44℄ that epitomizes one of the problems harateristi ofCauasian historial onsiousness: it is 1914; the Great War to end all Wars is aboutto begin; and the ation takes plae in Karabagh. An Azeri properly reproahesan Armenian for laiming that the Christian Chuh in Shusha was �ve thousandyears old. Nonplussed, the Armenian replies: \The Christian faith may be only twothousand years old in other ountries. But to us, the people of Karabagh, the Saviourshowed the light three thousand years before the others." Claims to the remotepast beget other laims to the remote past, engendering ever more hyperboli andimplausible laims to land or to the ultural aomplishments of one's own people.One an refer to ethni ompetition over antiquity in the Cauasus, but one shouldnot trivialize it, sine these exaggerated laims often motivate people in their bloodyonits with their neighbors.Numerous reent examples of grossly implausible assertions about the past anbe ited for both the northern and southern Cauasus [f. Markovin 1990, Kohl,Tstetskhladze 1995℄. Very briey, let me summarize some reent ases, whi havebeen olleted and devastatingly ritiqued by V.I. Markovin [1994; all referenesto other studies an be found here℄: a Chehen journalist, A.Izmailov, attemptsto link the Chehen/Vainakh people with anient Pharaoni Egypt, while another,Yu. Khadzhiev, sees the Chehens as historially related to the anient Etrusansof Italy and the Basques of norhern Spain. More plausibly but still problematially,is Kh. Bakaev's geneti onnetion between the Chehens and Hurrians/Urartiansor Bronze and Iron Age peoples of Cauasian or east Anatolian origin, who areknown both arhaeologially and from anient uneiform soures. Here the diretlink annot be established, but the more generi relationship with peoples speakinga language of the northeast Nakh-Daghestani Cauasian group of languages is ge-nerally aepted. For northern Ossetia, whih has now signi�antly been renamedAlaniya after the Alans, V.I. Markovin ites the work of V.L. Khamitsev who laimsthat Jesus Christ was an Ossetian or, at least spoke, Ossetian, and that this langu-age spread throughout Europe all the way to the British Isles and ontinued to bespoken into the late Middle Ages, as it was the mother tongue of Frederik Barba-rossa! Aording to Khamitsev, the area of Biblial Galilee was populated by ethniSythians, who are pereived unproblematially as anestors of the Ossetians, andthe Virgin Mary was a Sythian. V.I. Markovin [f. also Chernykh 1995:143℄ alsoritially srutinizes the more \sholarly" writings of I.M. Miziev who attempts tolink the arhaeologially de�ned late 4th | early 3rd millennium B.C. Maikop ul-ture of the northern Cauasus with the anient Sumerians of Mesopotamia and thenshows how the Sumerian language is historially related to his own Karahai-BalkarTurki dialet.Suh laims appear to be so preposterous as not to require serious rebuttal, buteasy dismissal is the wrong and irresponsible reation. The past is both ompeted



40and fought over in the Cauasus. As this is the ase, pasts are onstruted that oftendeviate sharply from more objetive e�orts at understanding an always inompleteand de�ient early historial or arhaeologial reord. Tendentious, hauvinist pastsmust not be embraed as alternative aounts of an in�nitely malleable past; rather,they should be resisted, sine they are one of the important ingredients stoking theurrent ames of ethni onit in the Cauasus. The very widespread popularityof some of these problemati readings undersores the depth of the problem. Letme ite just one additional example of whih I beame aware when I visited Daghe-stan last summer: G.A. Abduragimow's Kavkazkaya Albaniya | Lezgistan [1995℄(this volume has reeived an appropriately ritial review by Davudov (personalommuniation). This volume purportedly demonstrates that the ethni anestors(ethnogenesis) of the Lezgin peoples an be traed bak in an unbroken, ontinu-ous line to Chalolithi and Bronze Age times; the story, embellished by the Lezgintranslation of hitherto unpublished and published Albanian texts, douments, inshort, the historial basis for Lezgistan, an aspirant Cauasian nationality/nation--state. What was remarkable to me was how handsomely this book was published;set in St. Petersburg, it was oÆially published by the Daghestan State PedagogialUniversity (i.e., not pulp literature), having reeived what must have been a sub-stantial subvention from the \Mavel" private �rm. No urrent publiation of theInstitute of History of the Daghestan Sienti� Center, whih is sorely strapped forfounds in the wake of the �nanial ollapse of the Russian Aademy of Sienes,is so profusely illustrated or attratively produed. Obviously, there are both mar-kets for suh tendentious publiations and individuals with suÆient resoures tounderwrite them.3. THE MATERIAL REMAINS OF DJAVAKHETI: ANCESTRAL CLAIMS AND STATEPOLICIES | THE SHORTNESS OF HUMAN MEMORYEthni ompetition in the Cauasus over the remote past takes ertain pre-ditable forms: preposterous land laims; dubious geneti links to famous anientpeoples; and a litany of ultural ahievements that on�rm the superiority of thegiven ethni group over others. Needless to say, this ompetition seems all the moreludirous when one adopts the more dynami, historially sensitive oneption ofethniity argued for above. Another observation, onsistent with the \ontextualonstrutionist", non-essentialist oneption of ethniity, is the fat that time toois relative and the remote, anestral past an be fairly reent | even in the Cau-asus. This point an be doumented by onsideration of the material remains ofDjavakheti or southern Georgia, a ontested area whih today is populated over-whelmingly (up to 80%) by ethni Armenians.Travelling aross the open volani landsape of Djavakheti, one observes dila-pidated Georgian hurhes with Georgian insriptions, some of whih date bak tothe �rst milllennium A.D., standing alongside funtioning Armenian hurhes whih



41date to the 19th entury. The famous Wardzhia ave monastery omplex is loatedhere. It ontains one of the only surviving portraits of Queen Tamar, who ruled atthe height of the Georgian medieval kingdom, and it is suh an important symbol ofGeorgian nationality that it �gures prominently on their new state urreny | thelari. Despite the lear markers of an earlier Georgian Christian presene in the area,historial priority is still debated between the loal minority Georgians and majorityArmenians. The latter, who ame into this depopulated area after 1828 or after thesigning of the Treaty of Turkmenhai whih established the international bordesbetween the Persian Qajar, Ottoman, and Russian empires, an still laim that theregion was part of greater Armenia during the 1st entury B.C. reign of Tigran theGreat. Possibly so, though Tigran ruled over a multi-ethni kingdom, and it is notlear what ethniity oupied Djavakheti in lassial times or, even earlier, duringthe Iron and Bronze Ages. We are only really ertain of proper ethni attributionwhen we �nd those Georgian hurhes with their Georgian insriptions. Moreoveras argued earlier [Kohl, Tsetskhladze 1995:161℄:The ethniity of the people who dominantly oupied this territory during Iron Age andClassial times. . . is unknown, and even the hypothetial (and improbable) disoverysomeday of insriptions proving that most peoples in the area then spoke an Indo-Eu-ropean, Proto-Armenian or Armenian-related language would not erase the Georgianhistorial laim to the area. This onlusion follows diretly from the . . . ever-develo-ping nature of ultures and the fat that Christianity has been an integral omponent ofboth Georgian and Armenian ultures for enturies; one simply annot ignore those be-autiful monastery omplexes and hurhes with their Georgian insriptions. Admittingthis, however, does not provide an exuse for the urrent Georgian state poliy of de-liberately underdeveloping the area and hindering ommuniations and transportationbetween the loal Armenian populations and their ethni relatives to the south. Surelymany generations of Armenians have lived and died on this soil sine arriving en masseafter 1828, and this fat alone is obviously relevant to their just treatment and the rightsthat they deserve. The Bible or even Biblial arhaeology may be invoked to legitimizean historial laim to the West Bank, but suh a laim (however problemati in itself)annot be used to justify an Israeli state poliy of uprooting Palestinian orhards andolive groves or demolishing their homes. These issues must be kept separate, and anyhonest arhaeologist should be apable of distinguishing between them.Human memories are also onstrained ultimately by human lifetimes and thelength of human generations, and these latter, relative to antiquity and to the depthof historial onsiousness throughout the Cauasus, are remarkably short, thoughnonetheless real. In 1991 I and Georgian olleague of mine were plaed e�etivelyunder house for taking pitures of stone statues in a emetery in a little Armenianvillage in southern Georgia not far from the Turkish border. We were suspetedof being agents of the Georgian state (still then a nominal Soviet Republi of theollapsing Soviet state), possibly intriguing against the loal Armenians and tryingto resettle ethni Georgians on this ontested land. While our arhaeologial overwas heked out, we beame friends | over several bottles of vodka| with our Ar-menian jailer/host, who was a member of a loal vigilante group, minimally engaged



42in proteting Armenian rights in the area. He was a sensitive artist/supltor, whohad been living in Leninakan (now Gyumri), Armenia's seond largest ity whih isloated in northwestern Armenia almost diretly ontiguous with Djavakheti, untilDeember 1988 when the ity was devastated by a massive earthquake. His familyhad survived, but his apartment had been destroyed and his sister and her familyhad been killed in this traumati event. He deided to return to his anestral homewhere his mother still lived and sulpt a monument over the grave of his sisterwhose remains had also been transported to their anestral emetery in this littlevillage in southern Georgia where their forebearers had been living sine arrivingin 1828.The point should be obvious. One of the tragedies about the onfusion of the\remote" past with the present is that people live in the present and their attah-ment to their land, their ulture and the like is onditioned by their own lifetimeexperienes. An anestral village may be only a few hundred years old, but that ismore than suÆient time for the people who live there, and it is only unsrupu-lous politiians or nationalist fanatis who would argue otherwise. Arhaeologistsand other sholars of antiquity should not provide always-problemati and dubiousevidene for the latter to utilize.4. CONCLUSION: THROWING OUT THE BABY WITH THE BATHWATERThis paper began by examining some basi, even overworked onepts for di-sussing identity formation and the use/abuse of the remote past: nationality; eth-niity; and ethnogenesis. It then briey summarized some egregious misuses ofarhaeologial and anient historial soures that appeal to ontemporary ethnii-ties or aspirant nationalities in the Cauasus. As noted, many of these studies havebeen devastatingly ritiqued by V.I.Markovin [f. Markovin 1990; 1994℄. While theonly omment to V.I. Markovin's ritial remarks is an emphati \right on", aheartfelt exhortation to ontinue this good and neessary work, one very impor-tant aveat must be mentioned in response to his diretions for future responsibleethnogeneti investigations [1994:61-63℄. And that is, in spite of his very frequentobservations about the inability of making ertain ethni identi�ations or aboutthe highly subjetive harater of ethnogeneti results, he refuses to draw what se-ems | to this Western investigator | the inesapeable onlusion: abandan theexerise. The searh for long past moments of ethni formation that are diretlyanestral to ontemporary ethni groups is futile. They an almost never be made |even utilizing, as V.I. Markovin reommends, di�erent types of evidene: historiallinguistis, arhaeology, ethnology, doumentary, et. The task is next to impossiblebeause ethniity or the ethnos, whih has been mistakenly theorized at length byY.V. Bromley and his disiples, represents a far more uid and dynami reality



43than arhaeologists, partiularly in the absene of insriptional evidene, an everreasonably hope to de�ne.Prehistori reonstrutions annot proeed without identifying and doumen-ting arhaeologial ultures. The problem does not lie with the oft-disussed ar-haeologial ultlure onept but with the assumption that one an move from thedetermination of arhaeologial ultures to the identi�ation of past ethnoi, ane-stral to modern self-asribed ethni groups. They are not equivalent | either asonepts or as exerises, and neither ethnogenesis nor ethniity are amenable to ar-haeologial analysis. As V.I. Markovin has so eloquently demonstrated, the attemptto do so is worse than misleading; it is often dangerous, providing fuel for ethniextremists. It is time to ut the umbilial ord and abandan the onept of ethnoge-nesis that has saddled Soviet and now post-Soviet arhaeology sine the mid-1930s.The pre- and perfetly formed ethnos, whih is inherent in the Soviet onept ofethnogenesis, simply does not exist. To ontinue the metaphor, this imaginary babyor better | homunulus, should be thrown out with its very dirty nationalist bathwater.



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 44-58PL ISSN 1231-0344Vladimir I. TimofeevTHE EAST | WEST RELATIONS IN THE LATEMESOLITHIC AND NEOLITHIC IN THE BALTIC REGIONThe huge territory of the Balti region inludes parts of two large areas de�ningin a broad sense as the Western and Eastern Europe. This modern division has thehistorial roots but the division has not existed all the time.I will all here the area around the Balti as the Cirumbalti ultural spae.The struture of this Cirumbalti area was di�erent during the di�erent periodsof prehistory and was also dependent on the broader proesses of Pan-Europeansale.During the Mesolithi all over the area ultures with the similar eonomy ofhunters-�shermen-gatherers existed, not uniform but of rather the same degreeof development. Many typologial di�erenes depend on the natural resoures,�rst of all the stone raw materials. The neighbouring Mesolithi ultures had beeninteronneted. More loal di�erenes appeared in the Late Mesolithi when anumber of loal ultures ame into being, among them Kongemosen, groups ofOldesloe, Chojnie-Pie«ki, Janisªawie, Nemen, Late Kunda. At the same time thesituation of integration existed probably in muh more degree than we an suggestbasing on the typologial di�erenes only. During the seond half of the Mesolithiaround the Balti appeared a new type of the monuments | the speial emeterieswith ohre-oloured graves, situated lose to the settlements (Skateholm, Vedbaek,Zvejnieki, Oleneostrovskiy and some others). Most probably, the spread of theselarge, long-time used emeteries reets rather rapid spread of the similar rites overthe large areas. There is a number of �nds onneted with the problem of distantlinks in the Late Mesolithi, for example the elk-head of Oleneostrovskiy type foundin Denmark, at Vedbaek site, onneted with the well-known emetery (Fig. 1--3) or antler-tool of the aerami Erteb�lle type originated from the Late KundaTyrvala site in Sankt-Petersburg distrit lose to the Estonian border (Fig. 1:5). Thegrave with Kongemosen type rhomboidal miroliths was found at Spiginas, Lithuania[Butrimas 1989℄. The situation of integration has been existed also during the periodof the �rst pottery-ultures formation. The materials of the earliest Sandinavianpottery-ulture | Erteb�lle | in general are lose to the Early Neolithi �ndsof the Eastern European forest zone. Some similarities are represented at Fig. 2.The pointed-bottommed pots of the Erteb�lle type are very lose to the vessels



45of the Nemen and Narva ultures and in the Narva ulture assemblages of the�nds of lamps very similar to the Erteb�lle ones are numerous. The traits of thedistintive Nemen Neolithi inuenes are reognisable, in my mind, in the potteryassemblage of the most eastern site of the Erteb�lle-Ellerbek type | site D¡bki 9 inNorthern Poland [Ilkiewiz 1989℄. The ornamentation in form of \pearles" (Fig. 2:8,9) represented in series in D¡bki 9 assemblage is very typial for the Nemen potteryand this type is not the oldest in the Neolithi Nemen ulture. The shapes and someother details of the earliest vessels are similar in the area of the Erteb�lle-Ellerbek,Nemen and Narva ultures and at the same time int and bone-antler industriesobviously have the loal roots, they originated from the preeded loal non-potteryindustries. The same situation we have in almost all regions of the Eastern Europeanforest zone | the Earliest Neolithi ultures of the neighbouring regions have manysimilarities in the oldest pottery assemblages and di�eeness in the industries. Manyfatual data ame to light during the last deades for the explanation of the �rstpottery appearane in the Early Neolithi forest zone by the proesses of di�usion.The hronology of the Early Neolithi in the forest zone is rather developednow and is based on the numerous C-14 datings [Timofeev, Zaitseva 1996a, b℄. The�rst pottery appearane is dated to the period not later than 7000-6800 BP∗ and insome eastern regions there are even earlier datings. The �rst pottery in the easternBalti area and in the forest zone as a whole is dated to the earlier time than inSandinavia and the southern Balti area. The modern data are in onordanewith the idea of the south-eastern roots of the Erteb�lle ulture pottery expressedfor the �rst time by the prominent researher of the Eastern European antiquitiesV.N. Danilenko [1969℄. Possible diretions of the di�usion of the pottery-makingtehnology to the Balti region are represented in Fig. 3:A. The types of shapes ofErteb�lle-Ellerbek ulture pots have their prototypes in the Early Neolithi of theDnieper basin (Fig. 3:B).The real division of the Cirumbalti ultural spae, a kind of the West | Eastdemaration, happened after the formation and the spread of the Funnel Beakerulture. The Funnel Beaker ulture brought for the �rst time to Sandinavia theprodutioning eonomy and the new soial struture of soiety.The sheme of the Cirumbalti ultural spae development is represented in aplate (Fig. 4). There are two di�erent eonomial and ultural worlds in the Baltiregion from about 5300 BP.A kind of integration had been developed in the eastern Balti area and adja-ent forest zone regions and onerning the Middle Neolithi the system of exhangeonnetions ould be reonstruted. There are represented (Fig. 5): int resoures,�nds of amber ornaments, the distrit where the Neolithi sites gave faunal assem-blages with large amounts of fur animals bones. Conerning the int soures thepoint at Selizharovka in the Upper Volga basin is of speial interest. The int ori-ginated from this point is de�ned at a number of sites in the eastern Balti area[Galibin, Timofeev 1993℄. This rather ompliated two-stage system of exhange
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of 14C hronology (Editor).
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F i g . 1. Objets of art of the Eastern Europe forest zone and Sandinavia [after Timofeev 1998℄.1,4 - Oleneostrovskiy emetery [Karelia, after N.N. Gurina 1956℄, 2 - �Sventoji 3B [after Rimantiene1984℄, 3 - Vedbaek [after Mathiassen 1948℄, 5 - Tyrvala [after Moora 1957℄, 6,7 - �nds from EasternJutland [after Andersen 1981℄.
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F i g . 2. The Erteb�lle ulture of SW Balti area and Mesolithi-Neolithi of the forest zone of EasternEurope: some ommon elements [after Timofeev 1995℄.



48onnetions was used by the populations of the Comb and Pitted Ware ulture,Middle Neolithi groups of Narva ulture, Valdai ulture of Middle-Late Neolithiand Volosovo ulture.The West-East onnetions during this period are reeted by a number of theases of inreration between the Funnel Beaker ulture and the Neolithi ulturesof the forest zone that are known nowadays.Certain types of the Neolithi \hybrid" ware appeared in the Balti region.They are ombining the features of Funnel Beaker ulture pottery and traits of theEastern European origin. At the �rst time examples of suh \hybridization" weredetermined by A. Europeus-Ayr�ap�a�a in his exellent studies on the Finnish andBalti Neolithi hronology done in 1920s-1950s [Europeus 1930; 1955℄.The �rst determination of the \hybrid" type of the Neolithi pottery onnetedwith the problem in question, was done by E. Kempisty, when she de�ned thepottery of the Linin type, whih ombineding the traits of wares of Funnel Beakerulture and the Nemen Neolithi ulture [Kempisty 1986℄. The large group of siteswith the Linin type pottery is known from Eastern Poland. The sites of the Linintype (in my mind, the Linin variant of the Nemen ulture) reets the long-timeoexistene of Funnel Beaker ulture and the Nemen Neolithi ulture.The other type of the \hybrid" ware was de�ned by S. Kukawka at the sites ofFunnel Beaker ulture in Cheªmno Land [Kukawka 1987; 1991℄. This Neolithi ware,judging by tehnology and some elements of ornamentation, appeared as a resultof the eastern inuenes from areas of the Narva ulture and Comb and PittedWare ulture. This type of Neolithi pottery (probably it ould be alled \WeªzWielki type", after the most representative olletion) appeared in frames of FunnelBeaker ulture and reets probably mixed harater of the population of N-Egroup of the ulture. One of the earliest ases of the eastern links of Funnel Beakerulture was onneted with a formation of the Zedmar Neolithi ulture. Four peat--bog sites of this ulture were exavated, three of them in Kaliningrad distrit ofRussia by the author [Timofeev 1990; 1997℄ and one in North-Eastern Poland byW. Gumi«ski and J. Fiedorzuk [1988; 1990℄. The ulture has a number of featureswhih are ommon with the other forest zone Neolithi ultures, �rst of all the Narvaand Nemen ultures. At the same time some elements appeared as results of theinuenes from the west or south-west are reognisable. The at-bottommed vesselsare harateristi for the ulture. It is the earliest type of at-bottommed pottery inthe east Balti area. The at-bottoms, some details of the pro�le and ornamentation,the mineral tempering of the part of Zedmar type vessels as well as some types ofthe antler tools ould be onsidered as features whih appeared beause of theinuenes from the Funnel Beaker ulture area. The hronology of the Zedmarulture is now worked out rather well by the numerous C-14 determinations as 5500--4800 BP unalibrated [Timofeev, et al. 1994℄. The ulture ould be synhronisedwith the early stages of Funnel Beaker ulture of Kujavia and even with the lateLengyel assemblages (Fig. 6).In spite of the appearane of some Central European elements in the mate-rial ulture, the eonomy of Zedmar ulture sites remained onservative and was
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F i g . 3. [After Timofeev 1997℄. A - Possible diretions of the di�usion of the pottery-making tehnologyto the Balti region. (a - the Erteb�lle sites; b - the Narva ulture sites;  - area of the Linear BandPottery ulture; d - the Nemen ulture; e - the Dnieper-Donets ulture; f - possible diretions of thedi�usion of pottery-making tehnology). B - The types of shapes of the Erteb�lle-Ellerbek ulture potsand their prototypes in the assemblages of the Early Neolithi of the Dnieper river basin.
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F i g . 4. The sheme of the Cirumbalti ultural spae development during the Mesolithi and theNeolithi [After Timofeev 1997℄. 1 - Mesolithi, 2 - Neolithi with food - produing eonomy, 3 - Neolithiwith food - gathering eonomy, 4 - ultural genetial ontinuity, 5 - absene of distint ultural - genetialontinuitg, 6 - links of regions oupied by populations of similar levels of eonomial development, 7- links of regions oupied by populations of di�erent levels of eonomial development.
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F i g . 5. The exhange onnetions in the Middle-Late Neolithi of the eastern Balti area and the adja-ent territories [Timofeev 1994℄. 1 - �nds of amber ornaments at Neolithi-Early Metal Age sites [afterLoze 1980℄, 2 - area of int deposits [after Kovnurko 1963℄, 3 - point of int deposits at Selizharovka,Valdai area, 4 - diretions of spread of int raw-material from Selizharovka (after the data of spetralanalysis done by V.A. Galibin).based on hunting ativity ombined with �shing and gathering. The amount of do-mestiated animals bones (sheep/goat and attle) in faunal olletions is very small(less than 5%). The food-produing eonomy was not borrowed together with theelements reognisable in the material ulture. The situation most probably is or-responding to the ooperation of the foraging soiety with the area inhabited bythe food-produing populations at the availability phase of the \agriultural fron-tier" development using the sheme suggested by M. Zvelebil and P. Rowley-Conwy[1986℄.The speial ase of the appearane of Funnel Beaker ulture elements is knownin North-Western Russia in Pskov and Smolensk distrits. The loal Usvyaty Neoli-thi ulture of the Middle Neolithi (dated to about 5-4.5 mill. BP) was disoveredthere in 1960s-1970s by A.M. Miklyaev [1995℄. The assemblages of the ulture havea number of features derived from the preeded Narva Early Neolithi ulture. Atthe same time the motifs of the pottery deoration unfamiliar to the Neolithi ofthe forest zone and similar to the Funnel Beaker ulture ornamentation are known
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F i g . 6. The radioarbon datings of the Zedmar ulture, the Late Lengyel and the Early Funnel Beakerulture of Polish Lowland [after Timofeev, et al. 1994℄.



53from the beginning of the Usvyaty ulture (Fig. 7). The Usvyaty ulture shows adistant (for about 500 km at least) penetration of the Funnel Beaker ulture ele-ments into the forest zone. The �nd at the Zvidze Neolithi site in South-EasternLatvia, not far from the area of the Usvyaty ulture, must also be mentioned inthis onnetion. Sherds of the two funnel beakers of Wiórek style ornamentationwere found in the Middle Neolithi layer [Loze 1988a℄. It is the only ase of suh animport in the Neolithi of the eastern Balti area. These data reet a long-distaneonnetions whih had happened about 5000 BP (unalibrated).We onsidered the situation on the eastern border of the Funnel Beaker ulture,but the similar manifestations of the \hybrid" pottery ould be reognised also onthe northern border. The formation of the Pitted Ware ulture of SandinavianNeolithi ould be onsidered, in my opinion, in frames of the similar proess, too.The problem of the Sandinavian Pitted Ware ulture origin has been disussedfor a long time. C-J. Beker [1950℄ expressed the idea of the eastern roots of theulture. He based it on the �nds of tanged points, whih are unusual for the otherDanish Neolithi ultures but have ertain eastern parallels. Aording to opinion ofM.P. Malmer [1969℄ the formation of the ulture in question had happened on thebasis of the Mesolithi ultures in partiular Erteb�lle and also Fosna and N�stvetgroups. After M.P. Malmer idea the Mesolithi groups survived during the Neolithiin some eologial nihes and the proess of Pitted Ware ulture formation hadbeen under Funnel Beaker ulture inuenes. J. Skaarup [1973℄ raised a questionof more substantial ontribution of Funnel Beaker ulture to this proess. On theother side B. Wyszomirska [1984℄ marks the elements of the spiritual ulture andof the eonomy ommon for the Pitted Ware ulture and for the Neolithi of theEastern Europe forest zone. The links of the late developed populations of thePitted Ware ulture of Gotland with the Late Neolithi of the eastern Balti areawere shown by M. Stenberger [1960℄ and espeially by L. Jaanits [1985℄. From mypoint of view the problem of the astern elements partiipation in the proess ofPitted Ware ulture formation needs speial investigation.I wish to touh the problem basing on the researh I had an opportunity todo in the Museums of Sweden, Denmark, the Eastern Balti States and in somedegree Finland in 1980s-1990s.The materials of the Pitted Ware ulture of the northenmost Swedish sites arepeuliar by the traits absent in the olletions from the other parts of the PittedWare ulture area. The �nds from Martsbo site, Gostrikland distrit are espeiallyremarable. There is the great olletion reahed by exavations of A. Ernquist,M. Lindquist, L. Eriksson, J. Norrman [Jonsson 1958℄, storeds in Stokholm (Sta-tens Historiska Museum, NN 18784, 32113) and in the Uppsala University. Themineral tempering is harateristi for Pitted Ware ulture of the site. The traitsuntypial for the lassial pitted-ware and for the whole style of Funnel Beakerulture tradition but ommon for the Comb and Pitted Ware ulture of Finland,Eastern Balti and Karelia our rather often in ornamentation. Among them arespei� deep pits plaed in \hess" manner, rude omb-like imprints forming dia-gonal rows, rhomboidal �gures and some others. These elements our in the vessels
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F i g . 7. Ornamentation of Usvyaty 4 site Neolithi pottery (lassi�ation prepared by the author).



55deoration together with the typial elements of the Funnel Beaker ulture orna-mental tradition. The details of rim's pro�le are of partiular interest. The rims withthe thikened edge bevelled inside the vessel prevail, they onsist more than 50 %.This pro�le of the rim's edge is unharateristi for the \normal" pitted ware andfunnel beaker ulture also and it is very typial for the vessels of Comb and PittedWare ulture. I suggest that, the Martsbo pottery shows learly the introdution ofComb and Pitted Ware stylistial elements into the area of Pitted Ware ulture.The aquitane with the pitted ware olletions in number of museums gave anopportunity to de�ne the similar pottery in some assemblages inluding Sotmyra,Sater group, Overada, Fagervik, Aleppo and some others. All these sites are situatedin the northern part of Pitted Ware ulture area in Middle Eastern Sweden. In theolletions of pitted ware from more southern areas of Sweden, also from Gotland,western oast and Denmark we did not �nd the rims of above-mentioned type orfound learly oassional isolated examples.When did the eastern traits appear in the Neolithi of the Middle EasternSweden?The materials of Fagervik are of speial importane for the problem. Sine1950s [Bagge 1951℄ it has been the key-assemblage for the hronologial divisionof the Middle Eastern Sweden Neolithi and for Pitted Ware ulture as a whole.A. Bagge de�ned the lassial division into periods. The pottery with mineral tem-pering (Feste Pottery) is harateristi for the earlier stages of Pitted Ware ultureand is the most important for the problem in onsideration. This group of warehas been studied (olletion in Statens Historiska Museum, Stokholm, NN 21049,21526). A. Bagge [1951℄ used for his lassi�ation features typial for the FunnelBeaker ulture pottery and features typial for the lassial pitted ware. Four ty-pes of vessels pro�les were de�ned [Bagge 1951:Fig. 8℄. It was a very importantlassi�ation, but some more detailed division ould be suggested if use also thepeuliarities of the upper part of the rim and inlude features typial for Comb andPitted Ware ulture. No less than 16 types of rim's edge ould be de�ned (Fig. 8:A).The types 5-7 are of \eastern" omb and pitted style : 5) staight rim with the edgethikened and beveled inside the vessel; 6) the same, but the thikened part of therim has a kind of projeted ornie inside the vessel; 7) the same, but the edge ismassive and the ornie is projeted sharply. Following the distribution of the rimstypes 5-7 with referene to sea level marked by A. Bagge [1951℄ the \eastern" featu-res appeared in series in frames of the Fagervik-I stage (the earliest) from the levelof 29,5 m | the mid stage. Then the amount of them is inreasing and reahing themaximum (about 25% of all rims piees) at level of 28 m | the Early Fagervik-IIstage (Fig. 8:B,C). In the small olletions of the earliest (the highest) Fagervik-I,levels 31-30 m almost all rims are represented by types whih are harateristi forthe Funnel Beaker ulture assemblages. An ornamentation of the Fagervik-I vesselsould be onsidered as a kind of admixture of the elements typial for Funnel Be-aker ulture and Comb and Pitted Ware ulture elements. The last group onsistsof the same elements as were marked in the Martsbo olletion (Fig. 8:D). Thebiggest part of the \eastern" elements in Fagervik-I is onneted with the seond
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F i g . 8. A - Typology of Fagervik Neolithi ware rims (Feste Keramik). B, C - Distribution of the rimsof di�erent types following the niveaus above sea level marked by A. Bagge [1951℄. B - amount ofexamples, C - perentage of rims types 5-7. D - Examples of Fagervik Neolithi ware with \eastern"(omb and pitted) elements in ornamentation and pro�le of vessels.
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F i g . 9. The areas of \hybrid" types of Neolithi ware ombining the features of the Funnel Beakerulture and Forest Neolithi ultures [after Timofeev 1997℄. 1 - zone of the Early Pitted Ware ultureformation, 2 - area of sites with the Linin type of the pottery, 3 - area of distribution of the Weªz Wielkitype of the pottery, 4 - area of the Zedmar ulture, 5 - area of the Usvyaty ulture, a - borders of theFunnel Beaker ulture, b - borders of the areas desrited in 1-5 items.half of the stage. Probably this trait ould be onsidered as a foundation for thedivision of the Fagervik-I stage into two periods (F I/1 and F I/2). The arlier periodis represented by the Early Neolithi Funnel Beaker ulture assemblage with someelements of omb and pitted ornamentation and later one | by the pottery om-bining Funnel Beaker ulture | and omb and pitted ware elements of pro�le andornamentation. The late part of Fagervik-I materials looks like \pre-pitted ware"



58assemblage onneted stritly with sueeded Fagervik-II materials | the early pit-ted ware with some reognisable elements of Comb and Pitted Ware ulture origin.The Sater-II site pottery assemblage, following rims lassi�ation, shows a pituresimilar to the Fagervik-II olletion with some small peuliarities. The early partof the Fagervik-I stage (F1/1) judging by this lassi�ation is omparable with theother assemblages of what was termed as the Vro ulture by S. Florin [1958℄. Therims of \eastern" pro�les are absent in these olletions or represented by isolatedand most probably oassional piees. We an onlude that the elements of theeastern origin are learly represented in the late Fagervik-I and the amount of themis inreasing to the Fagervik-II stage, when the Early Pitted Ware ulture appeared,with a style of ornamentation ombining elements of Funnel Beaker ulture styleand \eastern" ones. The situation orresponds most probably to the proess of thepitted-ware style formation. This proess ould be onsidered as an appearane of\hybrid" type of Neolithi ware. The materials of the Late Stone Age of the Baltiregion show the variety of onrete onnetions between the populations of thewestern and eastern parts of the area. The interations of Funnel Beaker ulturewith the Forest Neolithi ultures gave life to the new types of the Neolithi potteryand the new Neolithi ultures (Fig. 9). Translated by the author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 59-84PL ISSN 1231-0344Ilze LozeTHE ADOPTION OF AGRICULTURE IN THE AREA OFPRESENT-DAY LATVIA (THE LAKE LUBANA BASIN)The proess involved in the initial adoption of agriulture and the variousaspets of researh on this subjet represent one of the most disussed questions inthe literature devoted to European prehistory.The adoption of agriulture has been disussed against the general bakgroundof plant ultivation and animal domestiation. Suh origins are viewed only as a partof the muh wider proess of domestiation [Hodder 1990:20-41℄. The latter inludesnot only the aquiring of the plant ultivation skills and keeping of domesti animals,but also, most importantly, soial domestiation even before the domestiation ofplants and animals [Chapman 1994:133℄.The origins of agriulture are seen not only as an aspet of the eonomy oras a means of obtaining the prodution, but as a part of a muh wider proess ofdomestiation, arried out by soial groups with an outlook based on the importaneof soial status.The aim of this paper is to sketh in the origins and beginnings of agriulturein the area of present-day Latvia, utilising the aumulated arhaeologial, fossilseeds and palynologial material, as well as to indiate the possible harater of theearly agriulture.Use is made of material obtained through arhaeologial exavation in a speialmiro-region of Neolithi sites: the Lake Lubana depression and its environs whihhas so far not been disussed in arhaeologial literature.The loation of Neolithi settlement sites in wetland areas of the Lake Lubanabasin has ensured the preservation of organi remains, whih is very important foridenti�ation and analysis of indiations of agriulture.1. THE SETTLEMENTS OF THE FIRST FARMERSThe settlements of the �rst farmers in the Lake Lubana depression are siteswith long-term oupation on isolated headlands or areas of higher ground in theviinity of the lake or major rivers, with substantial post-built dwellings, hearths



60of round stones and areas suitable for agriulture in the viinity. Suh sites mustalso provide suÆient evidene of the skills involved in the early agriulture andthe pratie of this eonomi ativity. There are four suh settlement sites: Abora Iand Lagaza [Loze 1979:11-38℄, Ia [Loze 1993a:21℄ and Zvidze [Loze 1988a:18-74℄,whih are onsidered not only permanent sites, but also entral plaes during onepartiular period of the Neolithi or even during several periods (Zvidze) (Fig. 1).These settlements also stand out in terms of the harater of the oupation layer,its thikness and density of �nds, and in having a tightly bounded, possibly enlosedspae.Building onstrution at these sites utilised posts and stakes of elm, sprue,alder and aspen, as well as alder planks (wood samples from Zvidze, 1982 exava-tions)1. Pines and birhes were also felled (wood samples from Lagaza, 1968, andAbora, 1970)2, and these speies were used for strutural elements of buildings.These are settlements with losely spaed buildings, between and within whihthe deeased members of the ommunity were buried (Abora I, Ia, Lagaza andZvidze) [Loze 1979:43-60; 1988a:21-23℄.The strutures were onsiderably elaborated. The buildings had a ridged roofwith overhanging eaves, an annex at one end or the other, one room (at Zvi-dze) or several rooms (at Lagaza), and a speially onstruted entrane at theend of the building (at Zvidze). An unusual building was also onstruted, on-sisting of two wings laid out at a wide angle to eah other. The building had adouble wall faing the side of the settlement that had no natural protetion (atLagaza) [Loze 1978; 1998b℄. The massive timbers of deiduous wood supportingthe roof at the settlement of Lagaza, as well as the six metres long ridge-pole (?)and splitted planks, and the perfetly sharpened ends of posts and stakes at thissite testify to developed skills in building and shaping of strutural elements ofdwellings.There was a large onentration of material remains at these settlements, fo-und within buildings and in speial areas for working partiular materials. A fairlyhaoti distribution of implements and pottery an be seen in the upper part of theoupation layer.The everyday utensils, hunting and �shing equipment of the inhabitants numberin the thousands. The mass �nds of pottery and their density as well as their presenein numerial terms between the entre and periphery of the settlements points tothe intensive use of pottery and storage of produts.A developed system of exhange of amber for int from the Upper and MiddleVolga and the Dnieper basin, and amber for slate from Karelia testi�es to intensiveativity by the inhabitants of the Lake Lubana depression for subsistene needs,reating a strategially advantageous system of ommuniations between their ownarea and those of their neighbours to the east, south-east and north [Loze 1998a℄.The inhabitants of all of the sites mentioned were familiar with domestiatedanimals: attle, sheep/goats and pigs [Loze 1995b:13-15℄. The minimal number of1 Wood samples identi�ed by dr M. Buss.2 Wood samples identi�ed by dr M. Buss, and by A. Rozens.
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F i g . 1. The distribution of settlements of the �rst farmers in the Lake Lubana depression in relationto the geomorphology of the region [Eberhards 1972℄. 1 - till and kame relief, 2 - range of glaiouvialhills, 3a - undulating and gently sloping moraine plain, 3b - undulating moraine plain with pronounedmoraine uvals and moraine ridges, 4 - slopes of uplands, 5 - eskers, 6 - isolated glaiolaustrine hills,7 - eolian relief, 8 - sandy late-glaial basin plain, 9 - abraded moraine plains with intermittent thinovering of sand and boulders, 10 - the Lake Lubana and wetland depression, 11 - wetland plains, 12- deltas, 13 - shorelines of late-glaial and post-glaial water-bodies and their height above sea-level,14 - abraded hollows, 15 - outow valleys of late-glaial basins, 16 - small, poorly distint post-glaialood-plain valleys and river ood-plains of the Lake Lubana depression, 17 - valley-like hollows, 18 -diretion of meltwater ow, 19 - geologial setions, 20 - geomorphologial regions (1 - Gulbene Ridge,2 - Vidzeme Central Uplands, 3 - Madona-Trepe Ridge, 4 - Latgale Uplands, 5 - North Latgale Plateau,6 - Prauliene Hills), 21 - Neolithi sites (Z - Zvidze, A - Abora I, L - Lagaza, I - Ia).



62individuals of domesti animals is not great: 25 at Zvidze, 34 at Abora and 9 atLagaza [Loze 1979:Tables 12, 13; 1988a:Table 22℄. However, not all of the animalswere neessarily slaughtered: animals were possibly also kept for milk and wool.The rih hunted fauna in the Lake Lubana depression, inluding birds and �sh,ould have reated speial onditions for supplying food resoures and stabilisingthe subsistene strategy.The soial organisation, as seen from the burials at Abora I settlement (61individuals) [Loze 1979:43-52℄, was oriented towards reognition of soial status.Only one male grave (no. 3) was furnished with rih grave goods (inluding astring of 27 tehnially well-made button-shaped beads) [Loze 1979:Fig. 40℄. Thedeeased was laid in a grave together with three other individuals, inluding two wo-men, and a piee of wood (a plank?) was found in this grave, resembling box-wood(Buxus sempervirens) [Loze 1995a:35℄, a harateristi entral European speies on-sidered exoti to the eastern Balti.Burial no. 3 an be onsidered an individual of high status, whih is on�rmedby the fat that one of the hildren (burial 18) was buried with a partiularly rihand �ne array of grave goods (2 bulging and 2 snake-like pendants) [Loze 1979:Table 5℄, indiating that high status ould be inherited. Possibly, this is a reetion ofa soial struture based on a a simple form of hiefdom, at a time when patrilinealorganisation had already beome dominant.2. CHRONOLOGY AND THE SEQUENCE OF NEOLITHIC CULTURESThe earliest Neolithi ulture in the Lake Lubana depression with pottery,exhibiting a onsiderable number of anthropogeni indiators (fators indiatinghuman intervention in the environment), is desribed as the Narva ulture, datedto the period 4585-4100 BC∗ [Liiva, Loze 1988℄.In this ase the datings from the multi-layered settlement of Zvidze, inludingnine inter-laboratory omparison datings, have been used [Veksler, Punning 1988:16,17℄. Sine they orrespond only partially with the radioarbon datings from Osa, theother Early Neolithi settlement in the Lake Lubana basin [Liiva, Loze 1988:Table4℄, we must assume that they reet the original and thus the earliest stage ofdevelopment of the Narva ulture, whih was in existene up to 3780±50 BC.The next ulture in the Lake Lubana depression was the Comb-and-PittedPottery ulture. This ulture is dated di�erently, sine at both Zvidze and Osa therespetive layers our above the layers with Narva pottery, and its hronologialboundaries are set onsiderably later: 3370-2800 BC.This ulture is followed by the Post-Narva ulture (represented in the entralpart of the eastern Balti by a pottery ware known from the sites of Piestina and
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of 14C hronology (Editor).



63espeially Zvidze in the Lake Lubana depression). Compared with the Pit-and--Comb Pottery ulture, its upper and lower hronologial boundaries are set later:2800-2480 BC [Loze 1988a:Table 16, Fig. 74℄.On the basis of radioarbon dates from Abora I, Ia and Lagaza, the age of theLate Neolithi omplex, inluding the Corded Ware ulture is between 2540 (?) /2300 and 1910 / 1820 BC [Loze 1991℄. Aording to radioarbon dates from Lagazasettlement, Lubana Ware of the Early Bronze Age was being made 1690-1390 BC[Loze 1979:121, 122℄. 3. ECOLOGICAL ZONESSeveral di�erent eologial zones an be distinguished in the Lake Lubanadepression and the surrounding area. Settlements were usually sited at the transitionbetween di�erent environments. The Zvidze site, of partiular interest here, is onthe very edge of an abraded moraine plain at the transition to the former bed ofLake Lubana, whih in the Neolithi was already �lled with deposits of gyttja andpeat (Figs 1, 2).The edge of the moraine plain in partiular, overed with mixed forest andsrub, was in terms of soil harater the plae that provided the opportunity forlearing the forest at some stage for �elds.However, other eologial nihes, too: the nearshore and shore zones (withshoreline and aquati vegetation) and wetlands with their soils, partiularly duringthe dry Subboreal Period, provided favourable onditions for general developmentof the eonomy of the people inhabiting the site. Suh zones o�ered onsiderableeonomi potential, providing the opportunity to utilise partiular eologial zonesin partiular seasons.It is onsidered that an area within a 1 km radius of a site is intensively utilisedfor agriulture, and this is often desribed as the \site athment area", where treeswere felled and the �rst �elds laid out.On the other hand, the Abora I settlement was on small isolated rise on theright bank of the 60-70 m wide Aiviekste River, onsisting of deposits of lay loamwithin the Lake Lubana depression (a low area of lakes and bogs). Di�erent eo-logial zones an be distinguished here, too. These are also reeted in a oralanalysis of vegetation represented by seeds of 40 di�erent speies [Loze, Yakubo-vskaya 1984:Table 3℄.Tree and srub oras, together with those of forest grasses and shrubs, makeup 12%, with 27% onsisting of bog and wet meadow oras and 58% representingthe dominant shore and open water oras.The rising proportion of aquati plants is possible evidene of hanges in thehydrologial regime: a rise in the water level in the Aiviekste River and in the



64whole of the ontinental water system. This is also shown by researh on fossilseeds at this site [Loze, Yakubovskaya 1984:Table 3℄. Also, a study of Pediastrumalgae as indiators of hydrologial onditions and eologial hanges in water-bodieshas shown that the Lake Lubana was originally a warm, eutrophi basin. Theseeutrophi onditions were still in existene in the Sub-boreal Period when the watertemperature gradually fell and a transition began to a old, oligotrophi type basin[Yakubovskaya 1996℄.However, this fat has not a�eted the utilisation by the inhabitants of the siteof the eonomi potential of the various eologial zones during di�erent seasons,although the hanges in water level eventually led the inhabitants of the Neolithi| Bronze Age site to abandon the Lake Lubana depression entirely.The following eologial zones were found within a 1 km radius around theAbora site: forest and srub (i.e. suitable for agriulture), bog and wet meadows(suitable for pasture), and a shore and open water zone.The environs of the settlements at Ia and Lagaza an be similarly lassi�ed, thegeographial situation no doubt having been hosen in order to failitate utilisationof di�erent eologial nihes. 4. THE DISTRIBUTION OF SOIL TYPESThe Lake Lubana depression is �lled with fen and transitional bog peats (Tzaand Tzh, so-alled hydromorphi soils), overing quite a onsiderable area: 55%[Nomals 1943:223-225, 257-261; Zarins 1974℄ (Fig. 2). These soils have been for-med in depressions and in the lowest parts of the plain, where the depression hasgradually bogged-up through the long-term e�et of ooding and high groundwaterlevel. There is no doubt that during the dry Subboreal Period at least a proportionof this area ould have been used for small �elds or pasture and hay-meadows. Theonditions under whih these wet soils were formed were dependent on the limate.A dry limate had a favourable e�et on the development of wetland soils (minera-lisation of organi matter inreases, aeration improves). At the present day sod-gleyand gley soils (Glg and Glv, so-alled semi-hydromorphi soils) over less than onequarter of the previously mentioned area: 12%. These are formed under very wetonditions over arbonaeous substrates, as well as on sand and loam under theinuene of mineral-rih groundwaters.Sod-podsoli gleysoli and sod-podsoli gley soils formed on higher ground(Pgg and Pgv, so alled automorphi soils) over loam and sand in oniferous forest.Table 1 gives a sheme of soil type distributions for the environs of ZvidzeNeolithi site [Karklins 1995℄, whih learly shows that during the Sub-boreal periodin the viinity of the site forest learane was possible on the till, as well on the fenpeat soils of the former bed of the Lake Lubana (Fig. 2).
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F i g . 2. Soil map of the environs of the Zvidze site 1 - lowland bog humus soil, 2 - sod-podsoli gleysolisoil, 3 - sod-gleysoli soil, 4 - sod-gley soil, 5 - lowland bog muky-humus gley soil, 6 - the Zvidze site.Drawing by Daiga Pjatkovska.Possibly the peat layer in suh soils already exeeded a thikness of 0.50 m andould also have been used for pastureland and meadows.The distribution of soil types in the Lake Lubana depression would not beomplete without mentioning alluvial soils (Type 09, aording to the Latvian soillassi�ation), whih formed in periodially ooded river valleys on alluvium onsi-sting of lay and loam. These our over deposits of gleyed lay or lay loam.There is a low degree of soil improvement in the Lake Lubana depressionand the lake basin [Mezals, et al. 1970:443℄, but the large-sale land improvementwork and the ultivation of meadows and wetlands has presently altered this view[Rubenis 1964℄.Evidently, in the dry Sub-Boreal period, when the former bed of the LakeLubana had already beome bogged-over, overed by a soil harateristi of transi-tional bog, the onditions were di�erent, sine, as reent researh shows, suh soilsan be tilled if they are not subjet to ooding.



66 T a b l e 1The distribution of soil types in the viinity of the Zvidze siteSymbol∗ Soil sub-types∗∗ Sub-type numbers Soil types∗∗∗PGg sod-podsoli gleysoli soil 8.1 0.8 podsoli gleysoli soilPGv sod-podsoli gley soil 8.4GLg sod-gleysoli soil 7.1 07.GLv sod-gley soil 7.4 gley soilsTZa lowland bog muky humus gley soil 10.2 10. lowland bog peat soilTZh lowland bog humus soil 10.3
∗ After the FAO lassi�ation.
∗∗ After a soil map ompiled by the Land Use Planning Institute for the `Aiviekste' State Farm, Madona Region,No. 419/3, 1990.
∗∗∗ After the lassi�ation of soil types in Latvia [Karklins 1995:167-168℄.5. THE NEOLITHIC LANDSCAPEReonstrution of the partiular features of vegetation development in theLake Lubana depression and the surrounding area has involved pollen analysis andthe study of fossil seeds, as well as radioarbon datings of the boundaries betweenpollen zones. This has permitted haraterisation of the landsape in various phasesof the Neolithi.In the initial phase of the Neolithi (seond half of the Atlanti Period) thelandsape in the viinity of the Lake Lubana depression was haraterised by mixedforest with deiduous trees, partiularly elm and oak, with pine and hazel standsdelining at this time. This period oinides with the limati optimum, when aspenstands were dominant, with a high proportion of oak, lime, elm and hazel. Thelandsape of this time was haraterised by hemp, plantain, butterup, groundseland primulas, all reeting human ativity [Yakubovskaya 1997℄. The amount ofbirh inreased in the middle of the Atlanti Period. Herbaaeous plants of thetime inluded hemp and plantain, and espeially mugwort and goose-foot. Thepresene of aquati plants and water-hestnut is indiative of the early stages oflake transgression.At the transition from the Early to the Middle Neolithi the landsape washaraterised by an inrease in sprue and pine, with aspen and birh dereasing.The presene of oak and lime was high in the Middle Neolithi, but the amountof elm dereased. The elm deline is seen as one of the �rst indiations of humanintervention in the environment, or else is taken to reet elm disease on a global



67sale. The deline of the elm (Sb1a) in the Lake Lubana basin is dated to the period4750±60 { 4430±50 BP.At the end of the �rst half of the Subboreal Period (Sb1b), with an inrease inthe amount of hazel, elm and aspen, there was a deline in sprue. In the seondhalf of the Sub-boreal the amount of sprue and pine inreased one again, pollendiagrams showed a derease in the urves for birh, aspen and mixed forest.That people were ative in shaping the open landsape of that time it is reetedby the presene of mugwort, butterup and groundsel. Ruderal, as well as forest andwet meadow, omponents onsist of nettles and grasses, while plants of fallow-landinlude spurry, sheep's sorrel, ribwort and Polygonum [Yakubovskaya 1997℄.Thus, indiators of early farming ativities appear in pollen diagrams. Of theseindiators, pollen analysts stress plantain in partiular as being very hardy in pastureland in omparison with other plants [Andersen 1993:74℄.Aording to palynologists, ommunities with these and other plants are lin-ked to forest learane and the reation of an open landsape, not only for plantultivation, whih interests us here, but also for pasture.In the Middle Neolithi an open landsape was formed, and it was preisely atthis time, as seen from pollen data, that the �rst small �elds appeared. The area offorest dereased, the amount of oak and aspen fell, but an inrease is seen in theamount of pine. 6. ARCHAEOLOGICAL INDICATIONSArhaeologial evidene for haraterising the �rst farming in the environs ofthe Lake Lubana inludes possible farming implements. These an be divided asfollows: tools for forest learane, tools for land tillage, tools for harvesting ereals,grain proessing tools and tools for working hemp and ax.Forest learane tools. The required wood felling tools for forest learane arerepresented by good quality int axes (elts) whih were �xed in a wooden shaft.These are the straight thin-butted axes (Jaunsvirlauka in Zemgale and Lejasiemsin the Vidzeme uplands) and thik butted axes (Nigrande and Ramtas in Kurzeme)(Fig. 3). These have been arefully polished. Rarer are examples with additionalfaets on the sides. This tehnique of int knapping | grinding and polishing |is known in Europe, inluding southern Sandinavia, from the time of the FunnelBeaker ulture. Suh axes were in use for over 500 years [Nielsen 1977:69, 70℄. Theirage in southern Sandinavia is attested by over 50 radioarbon dates. The pointed--butt and thin-butted forms are onsidered to be earliest, while the thik-butted axesare taken to be later. The latter are harateristi both of the Funnel Beaker ultureand the Corded Ware ulture during the period 2500-1800 BC [Nielsen 1977:6℄.
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F i g . 3. Flint axes in the area of present-day Latvia (Colletions of the History Museum of Latvia,Department of Arhaeology, nos. A 10670, CVVM 59026, A 9841, A 3530): 1 - Jaunsvirlauka, JelgavaRegion, 2 - Vesaules Sili, Bauska Region, 3 - Nigrandes Mezlauzi, Liepaja Region, 4 - Upmales Pavari,Kuldiga Region. Drawing by Marta Jankalnina.



69Thus, the int working tehnique mentioned, grinding and polishing, ouldhave appeared in the Lake Lubana depression already at the time of the FunnelBeaker ulture. This was not impossible, in view of the harater of int tehnologyat this time and the harater of the spread of innovations in this �eld. Experimentsin Denmark have reprodued the tehnique of manufaturing suh axes [Madsen1984; Hansen & Madsen 1983℄. It may already have been employed in the MiddleNeolithi in the eastern part of present-day Latvia, sine high quality pointed-buttand thin-butted axes have been obtained at Lejasiems in Gulbene Region, Jaun-svirlauka in Jelgava Region, Vesaule in Bauska Region et.On the other hand, as indiated by stray �nds from Ramtas in Tukums Region,Pampali in Kuldiga Region, Milzkalne Distrit in Tukums Region, Nigrande in Lie-paja Region and Vesaules Seli in Bauska Region, thik-butted, wedge-shaped intaxes belonged to the people of the Corded Ware ulture (Fig. 3:3, 4).The hafts into whih int axes were �xed have been found mainly at settlementsites and in hoards in Denmark and Switzerland. These have been made of ash, onlyone being hewn from beehwood.Experiments onduted by the Danish researher Svend Jorgensen in southernJutland relating to preparation, length and working of the haft, tree felling, traesof use on the axe blades, blade breakage, sharpening and grinding, the use-life ofthe axe et. all indiate that speial skills were required for hafting int axes, andthat the right balane was required between the weight of the axe and the lengthof the shaft [Jorgensen 1985:25-51℄.Lime and oak (hard woods) were easily felled, whih was not the ase withbirh, alder and ash (soft woods). Elm (having very resistant wood) was even morediÆult to fell, while beeh sometimes presented diÆulties and sometimes waseasy to fell.The int axes of Denmark and Switzerland were hafted in the same fashion[Wyss 1988:41, 42℄. The ratio of the length of the shaft to the hafting plae was5.5:1.5. The shaft was slightly bent, its thikened hafting plae being spoon-shapedin pro�le. The hole was ut out in the middle of the shaft, adjusted for the thiknessof the axe to be hafted.Another type of hafting is found in the Lake Lubana depression, at the Aborasite. Only part of this haft has survived, and judging by the dimensions of the hole,it held a 2.5 m thik and 3.2 m wide stone pik (Inventory no. 76:3855; Fig. 8:1).An un�nished 56 m long haft for a int axe (?) (Zvidze site, no. 118:1371) is anevidene of a di�erent form of hafting (Fig. 5:1).Soil tillage tools. Digging, hoeing and soil loosening tools are represented bya wooden spade, wooden, antler and stone mattoks, wooden stiks and antlerimplements with a hole for attahment to a haft.A slightly rounded wooden spade with a partially preserved haft from the siteof Zvidze (Fig. 4:2) did not have its surfae exposed to �re [Loze 1988b:Fig. 4℄. Itis very primitive in form in omparison with those from the Swiss Neolithi sites,in partiular that found at Egolzwil 3 [Wyss 1988:45℄. The blade of the spade was16.5 m wide and 12.5 m high, the shaft having broken o� in antiquity.
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F i g . 4. Spades made of elk antler (1) and wood (2) from the Neolithi sites of Abora and Zvidze(Colletions of the Institute of History of the University of Latvia, Department of Arhaeology, nos.76:3685, 188, olletion of wooden artefats no. 8). Drawings by Marta Jankalnina (1) and Vilnis Zabers(2). Possibly also spade-like tools made of the base of an elk antler were used fordigging (Abora, no. 76:654 and 1080). They ould be hafted in the same way asstone spade-like tools (Fig. 4:1) [Loze 1979:Fig. 5:5℄.Wooden mattoks were made of one piee of deiduous wood (Fig. 5:2). Thesehad a pointed oval blade arefully worked from both faes (dimensions: 18 x 9m and 14.7 x 6.5 m) and a slightly bent shaft [Loze 1988b:Fig. 5:5℄. This typeof mattok, also known from the wetland dwellings of Sarnate [Vankina 1970:Fig.XIX:1-3℄ and �Sventoji lagoon sites 1B, 2B, 3B and 23 [Rimantiene 1979:Fig. 23℄,was a widespread form of hoeing tool in Neolithi Europe [Wyss 1988:45, Fig. 7℄.In ontrast to the wooden mattoks from Sarnate and �Sventoji, the examplesfrom Zvidze do not have a thikening of the shaft where it joins the blade.Hoe-like stone tools, whih ould be hafted, are harateristi of the Late Neo-lithi sites in the Lake Lubana depression. Their form is not pronouned, sinestone-working (apart from int and slate) did not develop fully in the Stone Age.These thik-butted mattoks with a heavy body and narrowed in the lower part werevery suitable for tilling the earth [Loze 1979:Fig. XXII:2℄.Tools for loosening soil inlude red deer antlers with a drilled hole in the base(Fig. 6). Suh loosening tools, onsisting of a wooden shaft and attahed antler, havebeen reonstruted by Mats Malmer, after �nds in Skane (Beding et.) and Gotland
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F i g . 5. Possible semi-manufatured shaft for a int axe (1) and wooden mattok (2). Zvidze site(Colletions of the Institute of History of the University of Latvia, Department of Arhaeology, nos.188:1371, 437). Drawings by Marta Jankalnina (1) and Baiba Vaska (2).
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F i g . 6. Tools for loosening soil made of red deer antler. Abora site (Colletions of the Institute ofHistory of the University of Latvia, Department of Arhaeology, nos. 76:3104, 3699).(Visby et.), where they have generally been obtained as grave goods [Malmer1962:313-321, Figs. 66, 77; Janzon 1974:Plate 30℄.Cereal harvesting tools. Knife-shaped int sikles, one of the tool forms forharvesting ereals, were possibly known to the inhabitants of the Late Neolithi sitesin the Lake Lubana depression, suh as Abora I [Loze 1979:Fig. VIII:11, 12℄ (seureidenti�ation requires use-wear analysis). As seen from reonstrutions, int sikleswere �xed in sikle-shaped or di�erently formed wooden handles so that they ouldeasily be gripped [Wi±la«ski 1979:216; Korobkova 1987:Fig. 31℄.Grain proessing tools. For grinding, the people of the Lake Lubana depressionused grindstones and pestles.So-alled single-handed grindstones were used for separating the grain from thehusks and for grinding the grain after it was separated from the ha�.The earliest grindstones (round river pebbles with one working fae) are 8.5-9m in diameter and ould easily be gripped in one hand. Suh grindstones are alre-ady present in the Middle Neolithi dwellings of the Zvidze site (no. 188:1639, 1787).Among Late Neolithi grindstones from Abora I, Lagaza and Kvapani II sites,there are, in addition to round forms, also oval examples (Fig. 7:2), what possiblyindiates that they were used as two-handed upper grindstones at the time whenthe large lower grindstone ame into use.



73T a b l e 2Dimensions of grindstones from the settlements of the Lake Lubana depression (m)Site Form Inventory no. Diameter Thikness Length WidthAbora I oval 76:66 - 5.2 9.85 8.276:3518 - 3.8 11.4 7.876:3519 - 3.1 8.4 7.6round 76:3585 6.4 5.5 - -oval 76:3663 - 4.4 14.9 9.8Eini oval 119:344 - 3.8 8 5round 119:345 6.5 3.39 - -Ia oval 303:139 - 4.2 10.1 7.6303:156 - 0.51 8.1 6.5Lagaza oval 118:597 - 4.75 11 9.9round 118:595 7.7 5.4 - -118:594 7.2 5.65 - -There are among the examples obtained at the Lagaza site some grindstoneswhose lateral edges have been used for grinding (nos. 118:596; Fig. 7:2), and traesof use are also seen on both opposite faes of the other examples (no. 118:594)(Table 2).As established through exavation, grindstones are onentrated in large num-bers around the hearths of the dwellings. Thus, for example in the dwellings un-overed in Area F (overing an area of 240 m2) 74 grindstones were found, themajority of whih ame from the immediate viinity of the hearth of one partiulardwelling [Loze 1979:Fig. 12℄.A large lower grindstone made of �ne-grained stone, was found in exavationsat the Lagaza site in the late 1960's [Loze 1979:Fig. XXV:7℄ (dimensions: 29.6 x24 m; Fig. 7:3). This was very suitable for grinding grain. Evidene of long andintensive use is a 3.5-4 m wide groove around the slightly oval projetion in themiddle.Stone pestles were present as a tool for grinding grain in the area of present-dayLatvia already from the Middle Neolithi. A part of suh a tool was obtained atthe Zvidze site (no. 188:2454). Worthy of mention is the partiular form of pestle:a 17.35 m long pebble with a ompletely smoothed surfae and round setion



74 T a b l e 3The measurements of the pulley sheave of weawing spindlePottery ware Site Inventory no. Diameter Thikness RemarksPost-Narva Zvidze 188:2366 6.8 0.8188:708 6.5 0.95 semi-manufaturedTextile impressed Eini 119:319 6.4 1 fragmentPost-Narva Lagaza 118:547 6.5 0.7 semi-manufa-tured118:264 6 1.3118:191 3.1 0.9 muh usedLubana Late Neolithi 101:24 3 0.7 muh usedand Early BronzeAge site atthe mouth ofthe r.MalmutaAbora 76:1342 4.7(3 m in diameter) [Loze 1988a:Fig. XXIII:1℄. Arhaeologial parallels indiatethat preisely this form of tool was used together with `saddle querns' for grindinggrain in the Neolithi of Asia [Wang Xing-guang 1995:Figs. 15-17℄.There is other evidene of agriulture, too: spinning and weaving tools andpossible elements thereof.Spinning implements. Among spinning utensils are the spindle whorls obta-ined in arhaeologial exavations. The earliest of these are disoidal forms madefrom at sherds of pottery, with the edges rounded and a hole drilled in theentre for �xing to a spindle. Often these spindle whorls still show potterydeoration.Spindle whorls have been made from pot-sherds with ompletely smooth sur-faes (Lagaza, no. 118:547), with deoration of wrapped ord impressions (Lagaza,no. 118:264) and textile impressions (Eini, no. 119:319). One example has alsobeen found of a spindle whorl with a linear design (Zvidze, no. 188:354, 2366;Table 3).The mean diameter of spindle whorls is 6.5 m, and 0.5 m for the hole. Thethikness of the spindle whorls is the same as for the respetive pottery forms.Weaving implements. Weaving equipment and elements of suh utensils ob-tained in arhaeologial exavations an be onsidered indiret evidene of thepresene of early farming. In this ase, use an be made of arhaeologial evidene



75of fabri making. This inludes textile impressions on pot-sherds, as well as woodenshuttles. Fragmentary shuttles obtained in the Middle Neolithi layers at the siteof Zvidze are retangular in form with a hole in the middle and symmetriallyor asymmetrially worked ends [Loze 1988a:Fig. XXXVI:10, 12℄, reminisent of aperforated shuttle aording to the lassi�ation given in ethnographi literature[Alsupe 1982:Fig. 32:5℄. (Fig. 8:2, 4). It is possible that already in the Middle Neo-lithi the vertial loom was used for joining plant �bres. It is diÆult to onnet themany �nds of wooden elements (rods, poles, thin rods et.) with a de�nite type ofvertial loom.They resemble warp poles, disussed in ethnographi literature [Alsupe 1982:Fig. 23:1℄. They onsisted of two 1.9-2.3 m high vertial poles with pegs (of pineor birh) and two horizontal rods joining them. It is mentioned that in terms ofonstrution they resemble a vertial loom and ould be used for arranging thewarp. They are lassi�ed as portable warp poles, whose funtion was to prevent theweaver from tangling up the warp. The pegs are more losely spaed than those ofordinary looms.Tools for proessing hemp, nettles and ax. The earliest hemp, nettle andax proessing tools in the Lake Lubana depression are represented only by swin-gles, beause among the wooden artefats from the Zvidze site there are somewhih losely resemble ethnographi examples in terms of form and ross-setion.Ethnographers distinguish knife-like and retangular single-sided and double-sidedswingles [Istoriko-etnogra�heskiy atlas, 1985:Fig. 159℄, often made of birh [Ligers1952:123℄.Aording to �nds from Zvidze, single-sided swingles were of rounded triangularsetion, 18 m long, with a 5.5 m wide blade [Loze 1988a:Fig. XXXVI:13℄ (Fig.8:5, 6). It is possible that single-sided swingles were also onsiderably wider. This isshown by heavily worked examples with a broad blade and a broken handle [Loze1988a:Fig. XXXVII:1, 3℄. Judging from ethnographi material, the blades of single--sided swingles may have been at or segmental in setion, the handle being roundor rounded retangular in setion [Istoriko-etnogra�heskiy atlas, 1985:Fig. 139℄.It is possible that a wooden omb (Fig. 8:3) also relates to proessing, i.e.ombing, of hemp and ax �bres [Loze 1988a:Fig. XLI:1; 1988b:Fig. 2:1;℄. Bits ofwooden boards found at Zvidze, Abora and Lagaza ould be evidene of so-alledtablets, or smooth supports, used when proessing hemp and ax �bres with aswingle.Hemp �bres were used for making rope and fabris. Mention should be madeof a spei� features of hemp proessing, for hemp is a dioeious plant [Ligers1952:127℄. The male plants were pluked �rst (immediately after owering) andprovided �ner �bres.Hemp seeds were also used as food, being heated and then rushed in a mortar.Hemp our mixed with fats has been used as food.The nettle is the oldest �bre plant in Latvia. It ould be used for spinningthread and weaving loth. It is possible that tools like the ones desribed abovewere also used for proessing these �bres.



76 7. FARMING AS REFLECTED IN POLLEN SPECTRAThe results of pollen analyses represent one of the main lasses of evidene inthe study of initial farming systems, as well as later ones.In the Lake Lubana depression too, pollen of ultivated plants, together withtheir aompanying synanthropi plants (weeds) serves to haraterise the ultiva-tion of ereal rops during the respetive periods of the Neolithi habitation.Hemp (Cannabis sativa) appears sporadially in the pollen spetra of the LakeLubana depression (at Zvidze) already in the Early Neolithi layers, and an betraed without interruption from the Middle Neolithi onwards [Yakubovskaya1997℄.Along the Lithuanian oast hemp �bres were used in everyday life, as shownby �nds of seeds and a piee of string from a Middle Neolithi site in the �Sventojilagoon (no. 32) [Rimantiene 1979:75, 168℄, as well as hemp pollen in the LateNeolithi sites at �Sventoji (nos. 1A and 9).There is little data relating to the use of hemp �bre in the Neolithi of pre-sent-day Poland. Its possible presene is only noted in the territory of the Li-near Pottery ulture (around 4000-4200 BC) in north-western Poland [Wi±la«ski1979:179℄.Barley (Hordeum vulgare) has been found in a di�erent area | on the shoreof the Greater Lake Ludzas, where a half of a seed was found in the viinity of ahearth at the Kreii Neolithi settlement [Rasins, Taurina 1983:154℄.In the viinity of the Lake Lubana, barley pollen appears in the lower and uppersetions of the Middle Neolithi layer of pollen spetra [Yakubovskaya 1997:157℄.This is possible evidene of a hiatus in the ultivation of barley. The preseneof this pollen is low in perentage terms. Previously it was the ereals, inludingbarley, from Kivutkalns along the lower Daugava (Late Bronze Age) that served toharaterise early the farming [Graudonis 1989:72℄. Barley pollen has been foundin the Middle Neolithi oupation layer, whose age, as indiated above, has beendetermined through radioarbon dating [Loze 1988a:Table 19℄. This means that theinitial proess of ereal ultivation, inluding that of barley, started two thousandyears earlier.Of ereal rops, barley and millet have been found in the Neolithi sites alongthe Lithuanian oast at �Sventoji [Rimantiene 1979:168; 1994:129℄. Also, Gaerte[Gaerte 1929:32℄ mentions a �nd of a husk of two-row barley at a site on theCouronian Spit.Barley was known at the Linear Pottery ulture and the Funnel Beaker ul-ture sites in Poland [Wi±la«ski 1979:Fig. XLVI℄, as well as the Tripolye ulture, theGlobular Amphorae ulture and the Corded Ware ulture sites in entral Europe[Wi±la«ski 1979:Fig. L℄. It has also been found at the Funnel Beaker ulture set-tlements in the south-western part of Skane [Larsson 1985:56℄, and it is thoughtthat barley was muh easier to ultivate than einkorn or emmer wheat [Larsson1985:89℄. There are also indiations that barley is less sensitive to old.



778. THE INITIAL DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL SKILLSArhaeologial and palynologial indiations of elements of farming in the LakeLubana depression and the viinity lead to the onlusion that the people living inthis area had possibly begun to pratie shifting ultivation.Shifting ultivation is a small-sale form of agriulture, interpreted as a land--extensive and labour-intensive subsistene system, beause the leared areas, nolarger than 4 ha, provided a good return for only a short period (one to three years).At the same time, the proess of forest learane, ultivation and harvesting requiresintensive human ativity, with the use of tools suh as axes, knives, mattoks anddigging stiks [Harris 1972℄. This form of small sale agriulture is usually assoiatedwith a low population density or sparsely distributed settlements with a populationbelow 250.Shifting ultivation is onsidered partiularly suitable for forest eosystems,sine the vegetation of the �elds leared in forest ontains a higher potential ofnutrients to be used for prodution than �elds established in srub or grassland. Agrain rop, rih in proteins, onstitutes a larger reserve of food, when it is ultivatedin ash and soil, than does a root rop grown under the same onditions. It is theereals that require a hange in the site of ultivation, and for this reason the �eldsare shifted often, with a large territory used by eah ommunity.The development of farming skills in the Lake Lubana basin an be disussednot only on the basis of the spei� body of evidene desribed here, but also againsta muh broader bakground.As mentioned above, the origin of agriulture is seen as part of a broad proessof domestiation of the landsape by soial groups [Chapman 1994:113℄.One of the most important details related to this question is the modelling ofthe initial farming over large regions, on�rming or refuting hypotheses of indige-nous origin or di�usion.Without attempting to produe a model of the �rst farming, whih shoulddoubtless be onduted at a larger sale, overing the eastern Balti region, someof the basi priniples will be skethed in whih should be taken into aount wheninterpreting this question as it applies to the Lake Lubana depression.First, attention should be given to the long-term settlement of this region.This is indiated by the suession of oupation layers at the Zvidze site, showinguninterrupted settlement in the Mesolithi and Neolithi [Loze 1988a:18-23℄. Ar-haeologial exavations here show the suession from Mesolithi to the Neolithioupation layers and the harater of artefat assemblages, and provide evideneof the harateristis of the ora and fauna of partiular phases of settlement.Long-term settlement at Zvidze possibly indiates that the loal ommunityassoiated the hoie of this settlement site with the regular utilisation of the LakeLubana and its shore zone, as well as initial use of pasture land and �elds. This isshown by seed samples from the Zvidze site. Dominant are aquati grasses (40%)and grasses of the lakeshore (24%). Wetland and wet meadow plants (19%) and



78trees and shrubs (10%) are worse represented in the eologial struture of seedoras [Loze, Yakubovskaya 1984:90, 91℄.Zvidze is one of the very rare sites on the eastern shore of the Balti Sea withan oupation layer in situ, reording the beginnings of the hange in subsistenestrategy, marked by the transition from a hunting and gathering subsistene strategyto agriulture. It is possible that long-term settlement reets a de�nite world viewof the inhabitants, involving the long-term use of a ertain hosen settlement, tothe extent that it was also adapted to a di�erent subsistene strategy.Seond, it should be noted that there are no indiations in the Lake Lubanabasin of the arrival of a new ulture, whih ould have brought with it the skillsrelated to agriulture. However, at the Zvidze site, a small amount of the Fun-nel Beaker pottery has been found [Loze 1988a:Fig. LVIII:1-3℄ indiating ontatsbetween the people of the Lake Lubana depression and the people of this ulture.Thus we an exlude the possibility of a ulture-bearing migration, whih ouldhave indued hanges in the eonomi struture of the loal tribes prior to theCorded Ware ulture.The pointed-butt and thin-butted int axes for tree-felling and forest learane,whih have been reovered as stray �nds in the area of present-day Latvia, donot, with rare exeptions, repliate harateristi western, i.e. entral European andSandinavian, forms of int axes of the Funnel Beaker ulture.Third, is should be borne in mind that agriulture in the Lake Lubana depres-sion was being adopted in an area very rih in natural resoures. This is indiatedby the thik Neolithi oupation layers at the Zvidze site whih have produedremains of a large number of speies of forest fauna (wild boar, elk, roe deer, reddeer and aurohs), as well as wide-ranging information about Neolithi diet, sinethe reorded data provides evidene of intensive everyday use of birds and �sh,as well as water hestnut, hazelnut, hik-weed, reed, stinging nettle et. [Loze,Yakubovskaya 1984:88, 89℄.Fourth, it should be noted that it was preisely in the Middle Neolithi thatthe Lake Lubana depression, whih ontinued to beome bogged up, was denselypaked with new settlement sites, whih doubtless indiates a sudden hange in thedemographi situation. On the other hand, the Mesolithi settlements, inludingthe Osa site, exavated by Zagorskis [Zagorskis 1978:660-662℄ were loated only onthe shore of the former bed of the Lake Lubana at a height of 94-95 m above sealevel. An inrease in the population and the siting of settlements in the immediateviinity of the new, onsiderably lower, shoreline of the Lake Lubana (Sulka andKvapani II in the Middle Neolithi, Asne I and Malmuta II in the Late Neolithi),as well as in the major Aiviekste system of waterourses (Dzedziekste, Nainiekste,Piestina et.) indiates that newly bogged over areas were being settled and thatpeople were entering a new environment whih initially had not been utilised |with all of the onsequenes that this entails. At the same time, intensive Neolithisettlement at the Zvidze site, on the shore of the former bed of the Lake Lubana(on the edge of the undulating till) at a height of 94-95 m above sea level, wasexperiening its most intensive period of ativity.



79It is possible that the inhabitants of these new settlements, who made theirhomes in a di�erent environment from that found at Zvidze, kept to the sameeonomi regime, but were no longer bound by the view of their predeessors thatit was neessary to ontinue to live at the \speially hosen plae".The settlement of new areas was of great signi�ane. It is thought that thisstabilised the eonomi regime and broadened the sphere of ativities ondutedby the people of the region: they began to herd domesti animals and ultivateereals. However, it should be noted that the bogged-over areas were subjet tohanges in the water onditions both during the Atlanti and the Subboreal Periods,whih fored the inhabitants to move to higher ground | islands and headlands| in the wetlands on at least a few oasions at ertain times in the Neolithi.It is generally agreed that hunter-gatherers used natural resoures within a ra-dius of a two hour's walk, while for farmers and stok-keepers this radius was onehour's.It is of ourse diÆult to judge, to what extent the uninterrupted oupationof the Zvidze site was inuened by soial aspets suh as the links to the past andthe anestors, but the soial value of this site together with its funtion of providingnatural protetion and its eonomi aspets, ould no doubt have served to maintainuninterrupted settlement.Fifth, the sedentary ommunity that inhabited the Zvidze settlement was notthe last to make use of this area. Late Neolithi sites have also been exavated,and there are indiations that Early and Late Bronze Age, as well as the Iron Agesettlements, disovered during arhaeologial survey work between 1961 and 1990were also sited here.Also, the medieval village at Smaudi was loated only a few hundred metres tothe west of Zvidze Neolithi site on the shore of a relit lake | an overgrown bay ofthe former bed of the Lake Lubana [Loze 1974:41-44℄. An Early to Late Iron Ageemetery was sited immediately adjaent [Loze 1974:42-44℄. These fats indiatethat settlement was uninterrupted and learly point to produtive utilisation of thisarea over the ourse of millennia.Sixth, indiations of intensive farming (with mass �nds of grindstones | anaverage of 40 per 100 m2) in the entral part of the Late Neolithi site of AboraI indiate a onentration of settlement by another sedentary ommunity. Inten-si�ation of agriulture is evidene of ative development of this subsistene stra-tegy, with the use of an assemblage of grindstones of the hand quern type andpestles and mortars (Fig. 7), possibly at the same time handling a small herd oflivestok. Hunting, �shing and gathering still provided most subsistene needs. Ho-wever, this site, unlike the site of Zvidze, was in later times, in the Middle andLate Iron Age, utilised only on a seasonal basis, beause of the geographial situ-ation: the rapid bogging-up of this area did not permit habitation after the BronzeAge.Seventh, it is thought that the further adoption of agriulture was fosteredby the in�ltration of small groups from the Corded Ware ulture into the LateNeolithi ultural environment [Loze 1979:40, 41℄. The people at the Abora I site,
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F i g . 7. Upper grindstones from the Kvapani II (1) and Lagaza (2) sites, lower grindstone from theLagaza site (3). (Colletions of the Institute of History of the University of Latvia, Department ofArhaeology, nos. 194:693; 118:596, 290). Drawing by Marta Jankalnina.who represented a new ultural environment, also started to adopt pastoralism∗.They buried their dead in speial hambers (?) between buildings or within anenlosed area in the settlement itself, rather than at speial burial sites, providingthe dead with the possibility of being permanently among the living. There mightbe reserved the far end of the house or the area between houses, depending onwhether the hearth was in the middle or the front of the dwelling.This fat is given partiular attention in interpretations of the domestiationproess, and is onsidered a sign of the domestiation of soiety [Hodder 1990:29℄.
∗ Palynologists have onsiderable evidene permitting haraterisation of pasture-land in the Lake Lubana de-pression and the environs.



81Eighth, hanges in Neolithi symbolism an also be aepted, whih, like soialhanges, ould have ourred in advane of eonomi hanges. These hanges tookplae onomitantly and were a reetion of the world view and soial struture ofthe respetive period. With the integration of the people of the earliest CordedWareulture into the loal environment and the reation of a new ultural environment,agriultural symbols were introdued: solar and lunar signs (in the form of pendantsand ornaments) [Loze 1994a; 1994b℄.Also a hypothesis has been put forward linking the onstellation Taurus with theanient agriultural alendar, spei�ally the time of spring sowing and the adventof summer [Chmykhov 1990:276-288℄.The Taurus onstellation is seen in dis pendants whih are widespread inEurope and whih in the Lake Lubana depression were made of amber and wornby women, aompanying them to the world beyond the grave [Loze 1993b; 1993℄.Changes in world view and soio-eonomi developments are also reetedin the Late Neolithi art, suh as a bull's head representation as a int sulpture(from Lagaza), whih surprises the viewer with the superbly exeuted urved hornsharateristi of this partiular animal and the stylised proportions of the head.This symbol, like those of the sun and moon, are assoiated with the han-ging seasons, one of the main determinants of the agriultural yle. Observing thealendar was one of the main pre-onditions for obtaining a suessful | thoughas yet small | harvest, whih was perhaps not insigni�ant, bearing in mind thepossibilities of the early farming.It is possible that the role of the bull in the adoption of the new eonomiregime was muh greater than hitherto onsidered [Graudonis 1967:118; 1989:76,77℄. This is also shown by a model of a yoke for oxen found at a Late Neolithisite at �Sventoji (no. 4A) on the north-west oast of Lithuania [Rimantiene 1994:Fig. 53℄.It seems that the use of the horse in the Late Neolithi was linked to transportrequirements, i.e. riding, as shown by part of a bridle bit found in the Lake Lubanadepression (Abora; olletions of the Latvian Institute of History at the Universityof Latvia, no. 76:3441). Establishing whether the horse was domestiated does,however, depend very muh on the degree of wear of the pre-molars.The �rst farming in the Lake Lubana basin indiates the beginnings of theadoption of agriulture (Zvidze), and the intensi�ation of farming skills in the laterpart of the Stone Age in this same region (Abora I) shows the gradual developmentof this eonomi ativity, along with hanges in symbols and soial struture.That this eonomi system was gradually developing is shown by the siting ofBronze and Iron Age settlements and medieval villages in the viinity of the LakeLubana beyond the bounds of bogged-up areas, maintaining some of the previoussettlement sites in the Lubana wet meadows for seasonal ativities.Finds of Striated Pottery show that Late Bronze and Early Iron Age farmers(1300 BC to the seond or third entury AD) made use of higher ground along thebanks of the Rezekne (Ideni and Zoseri), Malta (Kupi and Zvejsalas) and Sulka(Sulagals) rivers, also establishing settlements on the shores of the Lake Zvidzes
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F i g . 8. Fragment of a handle of a stone mattok (1), fragments of shuttles (2,4), omb (3) and swingles(5,6) from Abora (1) and Zvidze (2-6) (Colletions of the Institute of History of the University of Latvia,Department of Arhaeology, nos. 76:3855, 188:477, 484, 116, 433, 476). Drawing by Marta Jankalnina.



83(Smaudzi and Zvidze). This is a period when the �rst forti�ed settlement appearedat the south-east end of Ideni ridge [Loze, Vasks 1974:48-50; Vasks 1994:65-73℄.This is also a time of ardinal hanges in soial struture, with the beginnings ofthe so-alled period of tribal soiety. The system of forti�ations disovered here(defensive dithes and wooden palisades) served to protet not only the people livingat this site, but also those of the open settlements disovered in the immediateviinity, also seuring the produts of farming labour (grain and other seeds ofultivated plants).Evidene of farming in this period omes in the form of seasonal ativities in thearea of the present wet meadows, possibly involving haymaking and pasture alongthe banks of the Aiviekste (Abora I and Lagaza), Malta (Jasubova) and Rezekne(Kvapani II) rivers.The people making Early Iron Age textile impressed pottery after the seondor third entury AD ultivated �elds on higher ground along the lower ourse ofthe Rezekne River (Kvapani Laivu Baze, Mikuli, Zoseri and Lielie Idini), on theIdeni hill (Brikuli) and on higher ground along the lower ourse of the Malta River(Kupi and Zvejsalas), along the middle ourse of the Sulka (Sulagals) and on risesseure from ooding in the basin of the Malmuta River (Adumeni I and II), as wellas on the present shore of the Lake Zvidzes (Smaudzi and Zvidze).There is onsiderable evidene of seasonal ativities of the people produingtextile impressed pottery in the bogged-up depression of the Lake Lubana along thelower ourses of the rivers: Aiviekste (Abora I and Lagaza), Malmuta (Malmuta Iand II) and Rezekne (Kvapani I and III).On the other hand, the farming people making plastered pottery in the Middleand Late Iron Age (�fth to tenth enturies AD) utilised areas of fertile alluviumon the banks of the rivers: Piestina (Maza Osa, Liela Osa and Galeji), Ia (Sala),Rezekne (Kvapanu Laivu Baze, Mikuli, Pasloka, Zoseri and Ideni), Malta (Kupiand Zvejsalas), Malmuta (Adumeni I and II) and Aiviekste (Naglini). They alsoontinued to ultivate �elds on the shore of the Lake Zvidzes (Smaudzi and Zvi-dziena).Like many previous generations, the makers of plastered pottery made seaso-nal amps on the banks of the Aiviekste (Abora I), Ia (Ia and Upesgala Liis),Rezekne (Kvapani II and III) and the lower ourse of the Malmuta (MalmutasGrva).That areas of higher ground with mineral soil within the present area of theLubana wet meadows were used for growing summer ereal rops during er-tain periods is shown by the use of the Abora site for agriulture in the 1920'sand 30 s.Thus, the Lake Lubana depression with the Stone Age sites in the presentlybogged-over areas and sixty newly disovered settlements and village sites (Bronzeand Iron Age, Middle Ages) outside of this zone, onstitutes a speial miro-region.This is an area very well suited for large-sale interdisiplinary researh not onlyonerning early and developed shifting ultivation, but also ultivation of perma-nent �elds.



84 9. MODELLING THE PROCESS OF ADOPTION OF AGRICULTUREModelling of the proess of the adoption of agriulture is not possible wi-thout researh on a spei� body of data. For this reason, an understanding ofthis proess in the Lake Lubana basin needs to utilise the above desribed body ofevidene gathered over the ourse of deades, inluding studies of the palaeoge-ographial situation and environment of the �rst farming settlements, requiring aonsiderable amount of work, whih needs to be seen against the general ultu-ral bakground [Eberhards 1969:59-63; 1981; 1989; Dolukhanov, Levkovskaya 1971;Loze, Eberhards 1983:116, 117; Loze, et al. 1984℄. Modelling of the adoption of the�rst farming in the Lake Lubana basin ould be onduted as follows:1. A ontinuous line of ultural development is on�rmed (Mesolithi to MiddleNeolithi), envisioning a proess of loal, peaeful adoption of agriulture wi-thin a partiular soial environment (without the partiipation of immigrants)as a result of di�usion (the time of the Funnel Beaker ulture);2. A ertain inux of soially organised people is admitted (in�ltration of smallgroups of the earliest Corded Ware ulture) in the Late Neolithi, already fa-miliar with agriulture, furthering the proess of the introdution of this ativityinto the loal ultural environment;3. Intensi�ation of the proess of the adoption of agriulture in the Late Neo-lithi and the transition to the Bronze Age, with pronouned hanges in sym-bolism and soial struture, marked the possibility of gradual stabilisation ofthe introdution of this farming ativity, whih was interrupted by atastrophihange (hanges in the water regime in the Lake Lubana basin, whih led torapid paludi�ation) and fored the people living in the region to settle outsideof the area of the present-day wet meadows. Translated by Valdis B−erzin�s



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 85-101PL ISSN 1231-0344Dmitriy TeleginMESOLITHIC CULTURAL-ETHNOGRAPHIC ENTITIES INTHE SOUTHERN UKRAINE: GENESIS AND ROLE INNEOLITHIZATION OF THE REGIONAs the reader may know, it has been a long time sine the pratie of makinguse of arhaeologial materials for the purpose of dividing relis into typologialgroups, ultures, ethno-ultural (ulture-ethnographi) entities, et., developed twomethodologial trends. Aording to the �rst of them, when analysing materials,researhers operate statistial data about all, without exeption, �nds in omplexes,while in the seond ase only seleted, the most distintive artefats are takeninto aount. Experiene has proved that both of these methodologial tendeniesdeserve to be applied in pratie.While undertaking ulture-territorial division of the Mesolithi materials in theUkraine, the author took the �rst trend, i.e., full statistial elaborating of the wholeseries of �nds in omplexes [Telegin 1982℄. However, nowadays, we believe that theseond researh method will be more appropriate for de�ning ulture-ethnographientities in the southern Ukraine, with the following de�nition of lines (yles) ofthe ulture-histori developments within three ontiguous periods Late Palaeolithi,Mesolithi and Early Neolithi. In suh a ase mainly geometri miroliths, insertsof the Kukrek type and nothed blades et. should be onsidered.You, dear reader, will be able to judge whether we have sueeded in thatundertaking.The issue of ulture-territorial division of the Ukrainian Mesolithi relis hasbeen a matter of substantial researh e�orts. Here we should mention, for instane,the works of P.P. E�menko [1924℄, I.G. Rudinskiy [1928; 1931℄, M.V. Voevodskiy[1950℄, A.P. Chernysh [1975℄, A.A. Formozov [1959℄ and others. Those data, aswell as reent researh results, obtained by V.N. Stanko [1972℄, L.G. Matskevoy[1977℄, L.L. Zaliznyak [1991; 1995℄, S.P. Smolyaninova [1990℄, A.A. Yanevih andothers, reate rather sophistiated struture of ulture-based lassi�ation of relisin di�erent regions. First of all, two major ulture-geographial zones or regionsof remains are distinguished: (a) the northern forest-forest-steppe zone with miro-and marolithi inventory, and (b) southern steppe or the Azov-Ponti zone. Withinthe latter omplexes ontain remarkable olletions of mirolithi artefats but thereare no samples of large double-edged marolithi tools, like axes, hathets, et. Theultures of those zones di�er in a number of other features [Telegin 1982℄.



86 Within the two regions, researhers distinguish a lot of Mesolithi ultures andtypes of relis.In general, the Ukrainian Mesolithi ultures are dated to X-VI/V millenniaBC∗ (by stratigraphial, typologial, radioarbon and other methods), although someearly monuments (Shan-Koba, Osokorovka, Leontyevka, and others) have their ro-ots in the Late Palaeolithi | Dryas 3, Aller�d (see below).Hereinafter, we will disuss only ultures of the steppe Azov-Ponti zone.Generally reognised group of ultures of the steppe zone in Southern Ukra-ine and Crimea inludes the Mountain-Crimean ulture, Grebeniki and Kukrekultures, as well as several separate types of relis, like Belyi Les, Syuren, Osoko-rovka-Rogalik, Mospino, Nenasytets and others [Telegin 1982℄. In new researh onthe Late Palaeolithi-Mesolithi period in Crimea and the Azov region, the authorssuggested somewhat di�erent interpretation of the relis. For instane, they distin-guished two or three ultures within materials of the Mountain-Crimean ulture,i.e., the Shan-Koba, the Shan-Koba 4, and the Mountain-Crimean [Bibikov, et al.1994℄, and of the Zimovniki type within the south Donets relis [Gorelik 1984℄.The Osokorovka-Rogalik group | the Tsarinka type, the Rogalik-Tsarinka ulture,the Osokorovka-Rogalik ulture | distinguished by us, have also been regarded indi�erent ways [Stanko 1982; Gorelik 1987; Olenkovskiy 1992; Zaliznyak 1995℄.Due to uneven historial development and, primarily, obvious geneti di�e-renes in the omposition of individual groups of anient populations, a level ofsimilarity of these ultures materials and types of relis is manifested to a di�erentdegree. Therefore, basing on analysis of typologial omposition of int items (tobe disussed below) we an distinguish three main entities or ultural developmentyles whih we all the Crimean-Belyi Les with segments, the Rogalik-Grebenikiwith trapezes, and the Kukrek with speial inserts of the Kukrek type [Telegin 1982,1990℄. These entities usually oupy separate territories (Fig. 1).As follows from further desription, the main attention in suh a division ispaid to analyses of geometri tools and some other spei� items (inserts, nothedblades), whih, in suh ases are the most informative soures. Other tools, inludingretouhed blades, srapers, et., are far less helpful in terms of their typology andquantity. As follows from Table 1, these items omprise about the same perentageof relis of all three entities. That is 30% to 35% of retouhed blades (in the south),22% to 38% of srapers, 10% to 12% of burins, 1% to 2% of baked bladelets,and 1% to 5% of other types of items. However, this is not true for quantitiesof segments, trapezes, nothed blades, inserts of the Kukrek type, and trunatedbladelets, whih may substantially vary from 0.1 to 12.4% (Table 1).Let us briey disuss the omposition of int artefats in the three groups.The Crimean-Belyi Les entity inludes monuments of the Mountain-Crimeanulture of the early Shan-Koba type (Buran-Kaya, Shan-Koba, layers 6-5; Fatma--Koba, 6-5; Zamil-Koba, et) and the late Murzak-Koba (Murzak-Koba, Fatma--Koba, layers 2-4, Laspi, et.) [Voevodskiy 1950℄, as well as materials of the Belyi Lestype of the North-Western Ponti region [Stanko 1976℄. Among the main features of
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of 14C hronology (Editor).
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F i g . 1. Mesolithi ultural-ethnographi entities in the southern Ukraine and some neighbouring terri-tories: (I) Crimean-Belyi Les, (II) Kukrek, and (III) Rogalik-Grebeniki. 1. Cuina-Turului, 2. Belyi Les,3. The Mountain-Crimean ulture, 4. Sosruko, 5. Gilma, 6. Grebeniki, 7. Rogalik, 8. Kukrek and its loalversions: (8a) Kukrek-Azov, (8b) Dnieper or Igren, (8) Northern Ponti or Zanetovo.this entity one should mention, �rst of all, substantial majority of segments amonggeometri miroliths, partiularly in the Late Palaeolithi and Early Mesolithi. Theproportion of trapezes in the Crimean-Belyi Les entity is muh smaller, with theexeption of the Crimean Late Mesolithi artefats (Murzak-Koba). For instane,in the lower (VI) layer of Shan-Koba segments onstitute about 30% of all inttools, and trapezes only 6%. If low symmetri triangles | a version of the segments| are ounted among segments, the total proportion of this kind of artefats willbe muh higher [Bibikov, et al. 1994℄.Another peuliarity of these omplexes is the presene of nothed blades; intwo other Mesolithi entities in the Ukraine they are represented to substantiallyless extent or are absent (Table 1; Fig. 2; 3).Outside the Ukraine, the Crimean-Belyi Les ulture extends further to the east(in the area of so-alled Gubska and the Northern Cauasus groups [Bader 1965℄,and to the west (found among Epigravettian sites in Romania) [Paunesu 1970℄.Aording to Paunesu's estimates, the Cuina-Turkului omplex ontains over 100segment items, and only 5 trapezes. Segments also our in materials of the Gubskagroup, partiularly, at the Sosruko site, where segments and segment-shaped bakedblades are the main kinds of miroliths. [Formozov 1965; Zamyatnin, Akritas 1957℄.Substantial similarity between materials of the Crimean-Belyi Les entity and�nds of the Gubska group has been mentioned also by other researhers (N.O. Ba-der, S.N. Bibikov). However one should see notieable di�erenes between them,



88 T a b l e 1Composition of Flint Tools in the Crimean-Belyi Les, the Rogalik-Grebeniki and the Kukrek entitiesEntities yles (lines) of developmentCrimean-Belyi Les Rogalik-Grebeniki KukrekTools Mountain- Belyi Average Rogalik Grebeniki Average Crimea Dnieper Northern AverageCrimean Les ulture Pontiulture group regionShan- Murzak- early lateKoba Koba(6) (4)* (1) (11) (3) (5) (4) (10) (1) (3) (3) (7)Retouhed 32.3 45.2 16.6 31.3 26.6 32.0 28.2 30.6 38.3 48.4 17.0 30.2bladesand akesNothed 3.0 20.8 1.8 8.5 2.8 7.2 2.6 3 14.0 2.5 1 5.8bladesInserts - 0.9 - 0.3 - 0.5 - 1.1 13.7 5.5 8 9.1of theKukrektypeSrapers 10.8 10.6 45.4 22.3 38.1 32.5 50.6 38.7 7.7 27.3 54.8 30.3Burins 17.9 7.9 8.6 11.5 21.8 13.5 0.6 12.3 18.2 7.1 7.3 10.3Trapezes 3.9 6.0 1.1 3.7 4.6 10.5 15.6 10.2 0.3 1.4 1.0 0.9Segments 25.6 0.6 10.9 12.4 - 1 - 0.3 - - 0.1 0.4Trunated 2.6 1.6 2.3 2.2 2.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 5.4 0.4 0.6 6.1bladeletsBaked 1.3 2.2 2.9 2.1 1.6 0.5 1.2 1.1 0.2 0.9 2.8 1.3bladeletsOther 2.6 4.2 10.4 5.7 2.0 0.8 0.7 1.2 2.2 6.5 7.4 5.4typesTotal: 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100* the number of omplexes analysed is given in the parenthesisinluding the ourrene of so-alled Natu�an retouh in the Cauasus, as well asan obviously more signi�ant role of baked blades here than in Crimea.The majority of the Crimean-Belyi Les materials dates bak to the Early Me-solithi, although its development is to be observed in late stages of the Mesolithias well (Murzak-Koba in Crimea, Sosruko in the Cauasus).Lately, A.A. Yanevih [1990℄ desribed the phenomenon of lose ulture-ge-neti links between the Mountain-Crimean ulture, the Belyi Les type, and theEpigravettian monuments.The Rogalik-Grebeniki entity oupies territories of the Ukrainian steppe zonefurther to the north. It inludes relis of the Grebeniki ulture and the Tsarinka type
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F i g . 2. Perentage of int artefats in the omplexes of the Crimean-Belyi Les (I), Rogalik-Grebeniki(II) and Kukrek (III) entities: 1. Segments, 2. Trapezes, 3. Inserts of the Kukrek type, 4. Nothed blades,5. Trunated bladelets.in the Northern Ponti area, as well as the Osokorovka, Leontyevka, the Surskoyisland V, and the Nenasytets on the Dnieper, the Rogalik, the Mospino, the Zimo-vniki types in the Don and the Northern Donets area, whih ontain similar typesof int items. Flint omplexes of these ultures and types of relis notieably di�erfrom materials found in ontiguous groups, the Azov-Ponti region, in partiular,the Crimean-Belyi Les and Kukrek.The int industry of the Rogalik-Grebeniki entity is haraterised by the do-mination of trapezes among geometri miroliths, usually of medium height or ofelongated form. The ourrene of segments is pratially unknown here (Table 1;Fig. 2; 4) or only individual items have been found (Vasilyevka-Progon). An exep-tion from this rule is the Zimovniki site in the north-western Azov region, whereA.F. Gorelik [1984℄ found several segment-shaped trapezes.
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F i g . 3. Flint artefats of the Crimean-Belyi Les entity (1-20) and the Late Palaeolithi of the north--western Ponti region (21-24). 1,9 - Laspi; 2,10,13,17 - Murzak-Koba; 3,7,14,15,19,20 - Fatma-Koba; 4- Ala-Chuk; 8, 18 - Zamil-Koba; 2,5,6,16 - Alimovskiy Naves; 11, 12 - Belyi Les; 21-24 - Korpah.There is a high perentage (10.2%) of trapezes in omplexes of the Rogalik--Grebeniki entity, espeially in Late Mesolithi omplexes of Grebeniki, Nenasytetsand Mospino. They are almost as ommon as segments in Crimea. Nothed bladespratially never our in the Rogalik-Grebeniki omplexes, as well as inserts of theKukrek type.
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F i g . 4. Flint artefats of the Rogalik-Grebeniki entity (1-14) and the Late Palaeolithi omplexes of theDnieper and the Donets areas (15-20). 1 - Rogalik 1; 2,3 - Mospino; 4-7 - Grebeniki; 8-9 - Lokhanska;10- Mirnoe; 11-12 - Tsarinka; 13 - Kantserka; 14 - Teplaya; 15,18 - Osokorovka; 16 - Rogalik 2; 17 -Leontyevka; 19 - Yamburg; 20 - Surskoy.Therefore, the main artefats among geometri miroliths in omplexes of theRogalik-Grebeniki type are trapezes that di�er substantially depending on the ab-solute age. In earlier omplexes (Osokorovka III-, Surskoy V, Tsarinka) they areusually bigger, elongated in shape, and often bear traes of retouh on the upperbase (Fig. 4:11-14). In the later periods, trapezes beome notieably smaller andget the medium wide form, \standard" for this region; some tall trapezes also our(Fig. 4:1-10).Gilma in Romania is a site similar to Rogalik-Grebeniki that ourred outsidethe Ukraine.It took the Rogalik-Grebeniki materials a long time to be developed, just likein ases of the Crimean-Belyi Les yle. They emerged in the Late Palaeolithi(Osokorovka III-, Rogalik 2), and they are well-represented both in the Early



92Mesolithi (Tsarinka, Rogalik 1) and the Late Mesolithi (Grebeniki, Nenasytets,Mospino).Complexes of the Crimean-Belyi Les and the Rogalik-Grebeniki yles dif-fer not only in main types of geometri miroliths, but also in other features, forinstane, in their formation tehniques. In Crimea, segments and trapezes with reto-uhed base are well represented, but not in Rogalik and Grebeniki. Meanwhile, theOsokorovka-type trapezes with retouhed base are pratially unknown in Crimeaand Belyi Les.Territorially, monuments of the Kukrek entity oupy a plae between the Cri-mean-Belyi Les and the Rogalik-Grebeniki monuments, though the division betweenthem annot be de�ned learly. In the Northern Ponti region, for instane, the po-pulations of the Kukrek ulture and the Grebeniki ulture settled in the same area(Mirnoe). A similar phenomenon may be observed in the Lower Dnieper regionThe Kukrek int industry di�ers radially from both the Crimean-Belyi Lesand the Rogalik-Grebeniki. The Kukrek omplexes, unlike the other ones, ontainpratially no geometri miroliths. Meanwhile, original int items, like inserts ofthe Kukrek type ourred; they did not appear in other ultures (Table 1; Fig. 5).Hene, on the grounds of the above data, we may state the fat of existene ofthree major entities of the Mesolithi period in the Azov-Ponti area: the Crimean--Belyi Les, Rogalik-Grebeniki, and Kukrek. These entities, living in the same periodin pratially the same environmental onditions of the steppe zone of the Ukraineand Crimea represent, due to di�erenes in materials, three groups of tribes. Thisonlusion beomes even more obvious if we onsider the issue from the perspetiveof origins of the ulture of these entities, and then, the reetion of eah of themin the Neolithi ultures.The issue of origins of ultures with segments of the Crimean-Belyi Les entityand, in partiular, the Shan-Koba stage of the Mountain-Crimean ulture is hardlya new one. It was the researh topi in a number of works [Bonh-Osmolovskiy1934; Bibikov 1966; Vekilova 1971; Yanevih 1990, and others℄. Reently, this issuehas been analysed in a separate hapter of a book by S.N. Bibikov, V.N. Stankoand V.Y. Koen [1994℄, whih makes it unneessary for us to be onsidered here infull. Summing up the analyses of the data, inluding the most reent ones, we mayargue that the priniple fator in the formation of both the Shan-Koba and the BelyiLes industries was predominantly autohthonous development of the loal LatePalaeolithi monuments of Crimea, the Dniester region and the Northern Cauasus.Above, we argued that the main diagnosti feature of monuments of the Crimean--Belyi Les entity was the ourrene of segments and low segment-shaped triangles.Therefore, when investigating the issue of genesis of the Mesolithi int produtiontehnology, one should study the earliest stages of emergene of suh tools. In thisontext, we should note that elongated segment-shaped baked blades with sharpretouh on the urved edge are rather broadly represented in the Late Palaeolithiultures of Europe | the Epigravettian, et. Sometimes they were found in largenumbers in the Late Palaeolithi omplexes of the area that was later inhabited
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F i g . 5. Flint artefats of the Kukrek entity (1-13) and the Late Palaeolithi omplexes of the northernPonti region (14-19). 1-4, 6-11 - Kukrek; 12 - Kizlevyi; 13 - Anetovka 1; 14, 19 - Dmitrievka; 15-18 -Anetovka 2.by the population of the Crimean-Belyi Les entity. In this sense, it is important topoint out the ourrene of segments that are typologially idential to the Shan--Koba ones, for instane, in the Syuren 1 omplex, whih allowed E.A. Vekilova[1971℄ to make a suggestion about autohthonous way of formation of the CrimeanMesolithi. Other renowned researhers of the Crimean Stone Age (G.A. Bonh--Osmolovskiy, O.N. Bader, D.O. Kraynov, and others) expressed similar views.As exavations at the Korpah site in Moldavia have shown, the segments,typial for ultures of the Crimean-Belyi Les entity, �rst appeared in the Dniesterregion in the Late Palaeolithi. The site is dated by radioarbon method to 25thousand years ago [Grigoriev 1983℄. The whole series of suh items were foundthere (Fig. 3:21-24).



94 Aording to G.V. Grigoriev, similar materials are harateristi of other ter-ritories of Europe as well, partiularly Poland and Italy. The data that annot beignored suggest that genealogial roots of the Crimean-Belyi Les monuments, withsegment as a distinguishing kind of miroliths, go deep into the loal Palaeolithiultures, represented here by artefats of Syuren 1 in Crimea or Korpah in Mol-davia.The ourrene of the whole series of segment-like geometri miroliths al-lows looking at the question about the time of appearane of the �rst trapezes inthe Azov-Blak Sea region from a new point of view. The fous is, primarily, onso-alled Osokorovka trapezes whih have been represented at a number of sites,inluding Osokorovka 3 b, Rogalik 2, Leontyevka, Ivashkov, Tsarinka, et. Theseartefats bear some resemblane to retangular and trapezes knives of the Magda-lenian and the Hamburg ultures of Western Europe [Shwabedissen 1944℄ wherethey are referred to the Late Palaeolithi. However, researhers did not have a sin-gle opinion about dating omplexes ontaining suh trapezes. Some authors, like,for instane, P.I. Boriskovskiy, A.P. Chernysh, D.Y. Telegin regarded them as be-longing to the Early Mesolithi, while others, inluding I.F. Levitskiy, V.N. Stanko,S.A. Dvoryaninov, L.L. Zaliznyak. N.P. Olenkovskiy, I.V. Saposhnikov and othersargued that these �nds belonged to the Palaeolithi. Taking into aount the abovematerial, and onsidering stratigraphial onditions where some omplexes with theOsokorovka trapezes are found in rather early layers of loess, it is possible to sug-gest that trapezes emerged in the Late Palaeolithi period. In suh terms the mostrepresentative are the onditions of ultural horizons ourrene at the Osokoro-vka site [Levitskiy 1949℄, where a layer with trapezes (III-) was found in about 3meters deep deluvial loams on the depth of about 3 meters. Remarkably, above theIII- horizon, also in deluvial loams (2 meters deep) a researher found two morepoor Mesolithi horizons (1, II), and above that there was an almost 1.5 meter layerunder a �ne layer of humus (Fig. 6). Aording to geologists, the Osokorovka loessloam belongs to the level of so-alled Blak Sea loess [Veklyh 1968℄, the emergeneof whih is dated bak to the Late Palaeolithi, whih is probably diretly linked tode�ning dates and arhaeologial horizons in those layers. A similar situation of theourrene of a ulture layer ontaining Osokorovka trapezes in the loam over 4meters deep has been desribed by N.P. Olenkovskiy [1991:163℄ and in Leontevka.Due to these observations their author dates the monument to the Allerod.Therefore, the beginning of formation of early ultures of the Rogalik-Grebe-niki entity, as well as of the Crimean-Belyi Les entity, may be also dated bak tothe Late Palaeolithi.Monuments of the Kukrek entity also have anient roots going deeply to thePalaeolithi.Conerning this issue, we have already suggested that the proess of formationof the Kukrek monuments ould be substantially inuened by traditions of theLate Palaeolithi Europe [Telegin 1982℄. Later on, this hypothesis has been fullysupported and developed in the works of V.N. Stanko [1982℄ and S.P. Smolyani-nova [1990℄. Apparently, nowadays it should be argued that the Kukrek (Anetovka)
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F i g . 6. Stratigraphi onditions of the ourrene of the Late Palaeolithi layers at the sites of Osokoro-vka (A) and Leontyevka (B). 1. Soil, 2. Loess. 3-8. Layer of loess-like loam, 9. Sand, I-V - arhaeologiallayers.monuments in the Southern Bug region developed mainly on the basis of the loalLate Palaeolithi monuments, where S.P. Smolyaninova [1990: 94℄ outlines theirfollowing geneti line: Sakhaidak 1 | Anetovka 1 | Abuzova Balka | Konetspol.Meanwhile, the Sakhaidak ultural layer is dated to over 20,000 years ago by theradioarbon method, while Abuzova Balka and the Konetspol belong to the LateMesolithi. The adequay of suh a geneti line of development from the Palaeoli-thi (Sakhaidak | Anetovka) to the Kukrek ulture is supported by a number ofommon features. They inlude the ourrene of typial round srapers, bladeswith at retouh on the bottom fae and, in partiular, the so-alled hisel toolsamong their int inventories.These artefats | the purpose of whih is not totally lear | are related tothe inserts of the Kukrek type in terms of tehnology of their manufaturing witha help of at retouh. Typologially similar types of bone points with grooves forinserts also may follow more or less diret line of geneti development from theLate Palaeolithi monuments to the Kukrek ulture.However, this does not bring us to onlusion that the genesis of the Kukrekulture should be also searhed for in the Southern Bug region. Obviously, theissue is far more omplex, as the Southern Bug is not the only area where thePalaeolithi sites lose to Sakhaidak have been found. They have also been found



96in the Azov region: for instane, Muralovka, Zolotovka [Praslov 1972; Krotova1985℄. The Muralovka layer is dated by radioarbon method to 18,000 years ago.In addition, N.P. Olenkovskiy [1989℄ studied a number of the Palaeolithi sitesin the Lower Dnieper region: Novovladimirovka, Pervomayevka, Lyubimovka IIIand others, haraterised by the ourrene of up to 18.5% of hisel-shaped toolswith at retouh on the bottom fae and round srapers (de�ned by the author as\nuleus srapers").A site ontaining hisel-shaped artefats, the Siyuren 2, was disovered in Cri-mea a long time ago.Therefore, the above may bring us to at least two onlusions: the �rst, the areaof formation of the Kukrek ulture ould inlude almost the whole Northern Pontiregion and Crimea, and, the seond, geneti roots of this ultural phenomenon, aswell as of both of the afore-mentioned ultural-territorial entities, originate fromthe Late Palaeolithi.In order to omplete the study of the three Mesolithi ultural-ethnographientities desribed above, we still have to onsider briey the role of population ofthese ultural phenomena in the Neolithization of the region. Aording to esta-blished experts` views, the priniple features of the Neolithi ultures of EasternEurope that make them distint from the loal Mesolithi is the ourrene of e-ramis in the omplexes and the emergene of food-prodution. Meanwhile, theEarly Neolithi tools made of int, stone and other materials often retain Meso-lithi or lose forms. This fator, as well as some other features of ontinuity inultures of the transitional period from the Mesolithi to the Neolithi allows us tofollow geneti development lines of ultures of the Mountain-Crimean-Belyi Les,the Rogalik-Grebeniki and the Kukrek entities into the loal Neolithi.Obviously, the e�ort to trae geneti onnetions between ultures of di�erentepohs is a diÆult task, and positive results are by now not obtainable in all ases.Hene, for instane, from a number of ultures and entities onsidered above, wean trae features of geneti ontinuity in the transition from the Mesolithi to theNeolithi only in some ases, inluding transitions between:(a) int industries of the late stage of the Mountain-Crimean ulture (theMurzak-Koba stage) and the loal Crimean Neolithi ulture of the Tash-Air type;(b) industry of the latest monuments of the Rogalik-Grebeniki entity (Nenasy-tets) and the oldest sites of the Dnieper-Donets ulture, and() omplexes of the Dnieper version of the Kukrek ulture (Igren) and theSurska ulture.In Crimea, an evident example of a lear tradition in the development of theint tehnique in the ourse of transition from the Late Mesolithi to the Neolithimay be observed in materials of the multilayer site of the Tash-Air, exavated byD.A. Kraynov [1969℄. There, in reliable stratigraphial onditions under a shelterthe researher separated ten ultural horizons, inluding three lower (IX-VII) pre--erami layers, and �ve upper layers that ontained pottery. In this partiular asewe may be interested, �rst of all, in the late Mesolithi layer VII that ontainsno eramis, and in the suessive layers VI and Va where it appears for the �rst



97time. The �nds represent pottery fragments of the Early Neolithi vessels with sharpbottoms and impressed ornament. Similar eramis has been found in Crimea inmany other plaes, inluding Zamil-Koba 2, Ost-Bash, Kaya-Arasy (lower layer),Shan-Koba (upper layer) and others.Although the sixth layer of Tash-Air ontains only 11 fragments of suh vessels,in layer Va their number grows to about 300.As it was mentioned before, in the study of the proess of transformation of theLate Mesolithi ulture into the Neolithi ulture, the prime importane is given toint artefats that our in the Mesolithi as well as in the Neolithi layers of the site.Remarkably, in many ases the types of artefats and tehnologies of their manu-faturing are very similar in the Mesolithi and the Neolithi layers. As an example,we will ompare geometri miroliths | trapezes, segments and triangles that werefound in about the same quantity in all three adjaent layers of Tash-Air: 12 in layerVII, 9 in layer VI, and 11 in layer Va. The diret typologial and tehnologial onti-nuity in development of those tools from the Mesolithi (layer VII) to the Neolithi(layers VI-Va) is evident, partiularly in types of segments and segment-like triangles(Fig. 7), as D.A. Kraynov pointed out. The trapezes in all three layers are typologi-ally idential as well, although some hanges may be observed in their development,inluding the ourrene of trapezes with a at retouh of edges layer VI (Fig. 7).For Crimea one may refer to other examples of diret suession in developmentof geometri miroliths that aompanied the transition from the Mesolithi to theNeolithi. We mean here materials of another multilayer site, Zamil-Koba 2, wherethe lower horizon 7 and 8 ontained the Mesolithi �nds, while above (horizon 6-5)the Neolithi pottery of the Tash-Air type was found [Kraynov 1938℄.In our view, the above observations of ontinuity in the development of theint industry that aompanied the transition from the Mesolithi to the Neolithilearly prove the important role of the Mesolithi of the Mountain-Crimean ulturepopulation in the formation of a loal Neolithi ulture of the Tash-Air type inCrimea.The analysis of relevant materials from the steppe Ukraine points to the fatthat similar proesses of autohthonous development of ultures during the trans-ition from the Mesolithi to the Neolithi also ourred on the north, in the areaspopulated by the Mesolithi tribes of the Rogalik-Grebeniki and the Kukrek entities.The early Neolithi is represented here by monuments of three ultures: Surska,Dnieper-Donets and Bug-Dniester.The rihest materials for the solution of the issue of transformation of the LateMesolithi ultures in the Neolithi ones may be found on the Lower Dnieper.In this area investigated Mesolithi monuments inlude the Igren settlements ofthe Dnieper version of the Kukrek ulture, and a number of settlements fromthe latest stage of the Rogalik-Grebeniki entity of the Nenasytets type, inludingVasilyevka and the Lokhanska island. Other well-represented Neolithi settlementsof the Surska ulture in the Dnieper region inlude the Surskoy island, the Shulayevisland, Strilhaya Skelya, and settlements of the Dnieper-Donets ulture, inludingthe Volhek, the Sabahki, and the Vovnigi.
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F i g . 7. Comparative table of geometri miroliths from the Late Mesolithi (16-20), Neolithi (5-15)and from the Crimean Early Neolithi asemmblages with pottery (1-4). 1,2,8,13-15 - Kaya-Arasy; 3 -Zamil-Koba 2; 4,7,9,10 - Tash-Air, layer Va; 5 - At-Bash; 6,11,12 - Tash-Air, layer VI; 16-20 - Tash-Air,layer VII-VIII.Let us try to determine geneti links between the Mesolithi and the Neolithiultures relying on samples of int materials of the Surska ulture ompared withartefats from the Igren settlement.In general, the Surska ulture is represented by mirolithi ores and smallblades. Retouhed blades oupy an important plae among tools. Aording toall these indiators, int artefats of the Surska settlements, in partiular, of theShulayev and the Surskoy islands display onsiderable similarity to materials of theKukrek ulture site Igren, in respet of quantity and typology. The same is trueabout other kinds of artefats: srapers, knives, et. In partiular, it is importantto stress the ourrene of tall srapers in the Igren and the Surska series of theLower Dnieper region | a form that is not typial for any other ulture type in theregion (Fig. 8). Monuments of the Igren and the Surska types are genetially linkedalso by the ourrene of the inserts of the Kukrek type that are pratially absent



99in all other Mesolithi and Neolithi ultures. On the other hand, both the Kukrekand the Surska ultures are haraterised by almost total absene of trapezes andother geometri miroliths | that is a fat that may also point out to idential waysof development of these ultures and their geneti similarity.Important data for the solution of the problem of histori development of theKukrek ulture are also obtained through omparative analyses of bone items, wellrepresented both in the Igren omplexes and among the Surska artefats. Typolo-gially they are rather similar. They represent similar types of axes-hathets madeof bone, and hoes-hammers made of deer horn, hisels of boar fangs, bone points,knives, awls, sewing needles, et. At least two of three types of dart points found atthe Igren site have diret analogies in the Surskoy omplex. Many ommon featuresare found between �shing tools of the omplexes under onsideration (Fig. 8). Thetehnology of bone proessing in the Igren was lose to that of the Surska ulture.In our view, all the above data indisputably point out to geneti relation be-tween the Dnieper version of the Kukrek ulture and the Early Neolithi monu-ments of the Surska ulture whih together form a ommon line (yle) of ulturaldevelopment of two immediate epohs: the Mesolithi and the Neolithi, the linethat originates from the Late Palaeolithi age.Apparently, this line of diret transformation of the Kukrek ulture into theNeolithi one in the steppe Ukraine was not unique. Similar features are observedin the ourse of omparative analyses of int materials found at sites of the Nena-sytets type and settlements of the Dnieper-Donets ulture. They are linked by twofeatures: �rstly, both ontain signi�ant numbers of typologially idential trapezesand, seondly both ontain no inserts of the Kukrek type. However, other | rathersimilar | olletion of int artefats does not ontradit the onlusion about ge-neti relations between late monuments of the Rogalik-Grebeniki ommunity andthe Dnieper-Donets ulture.In fat, we raised the issue of an important role of the Late Mesolithi mo-numents like the Nenasytets, the Donets and the Dnieper-Pripets (Rudoy Ostrov)ultures several times before [Telegin 1966; 1968:28℄, therefore, it is hardly appro-priate to disuss this question here again.Summing up the study of the Mesolithi monuments of the Azov-Blak Searegion of Eastern Europe, one may asertain | as it was mentioned above | theourrene of three main ulture-ethnographi groups of population: the Crimean| Belyi Les with segments, the Rogalik-Grebeniki with trapezes and the Kukrekwith inserts, burins and srapers of the Kukrek type. Origins of formation of all thoseentities bring us to the Palaeolithi. In our opinion, the analysis of int artefatsallows to follow further developments of Late Mesolithi ultures of the region thatreated the basis for the Neolithi ultures, inluding the Tash-Air type in Crimea,the Surska on the Lower Dnieper and the Dnieper-Donets ulture in the steppeand forest-steppe parts of the Ukraine.Finally, we would like to suggest that the above piture of the ourrene ofthree geneti lines (yles) of ultural development during the transition from thePalaeolithi to the Mesolithi and the Neolithi represents just a general sheme
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F i g . 8. Comperative table of bone, horn and int artefats of the Kukrek ultlure (13-22) and theSurska ulture (1-3, 6-12); vessels (4,5). 1-3, 5-8, 12 - Surskoy; 4 - Strilhaya Skelya; 9-11 - Shulayev;15-22 - Igren 8.



101whih, regretfully, o�ers no answer to many other questions. So far, the problemof ulture-geneti relations of the Grebeniki ulture and the Bug-Dniester ulturefound at the same territory remains unlear. This study did not raise the issue ofexternal inuenes on the proesses of Neolithization of the Azov-Blak Sea region,inluding the impat of the Cris�-Star�evo ulture from the Balkans on the southernBug-Dniester ulture formation. It did not raise a problem of the latter's role inthe emergene of the Dnieper-Donets ulture either. Apparently, the appearaneof the Surska and the Mountain-Crimean ultures also involved external impulses.It is not unlikely that the impulse went from a ommon entre, whih would explainthe relative similarity of eramis of these ultures, although no suh similarity isobserved in int materials.The solution of these issues is still open to further researh.Translated by Monika Wojieszek



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 102-119PL ISSN 1231-0344Dmitriy NuzhnyiTHE UKRAINIAN STEPPE AS A REGION OFINTERCULTURAL CONTACTS BETWEEN ATLANTIC ANDMEDITERRANEAN ZONES OF EUROPEAN MESOLITHIC1. THE STEPPE ZONE OF THE UKRAINE AS A REGION OF INTERRACTION OFTWO CULTURAL AREAS OF THE EUROPEAN MESOLITHICThe territory of the Southern Ukraine sine the Final Pleistoene was an areaof intensive ultural ontats between the Northern European (or \Atlanti") andMediterranian areas of the Old World. The western oast of the Blak Sea duringthe Early Holoene was a possible way of spreading of some Mediterranean ultureswith a new pressure tehnology of blade proessing and with trapezes as in�ltrationof agriultural eonomy in to the Central and Eastern Europe [Clark 1958:37-40℄.All Mesolithi ultures of the Northern Ukraine belonged to the Atlanti areaor zone of European Mesolithi, whih was spread over the Northern Europeanlowlands of Poland, Germany and Great Britain [Zaliznyak 1984a; 1989; 1991℄. Atthe same time, aording to the S.N. Zamyatnin's point of view the ultures ofthe Crimean Mountains were onneted with a speial \Mediterranean historial--ultural zone" of the Upper Palaeolithi and the Mesolithi of Southern Europe,the Near East and Northern Afria [Zamyatnin 1951:120-145℄.The spei� Mesolithi ultures of the Northern Crimea and other steppe re-gions of the Southern Ukraine were situated between these two zones (e.g. Zimo-vniki, Grebeniki, Donets and various ultures of Kukrek tradition). This territoryboth in the Final Pleistoene and in the Early Holoene was a steppe terrain withsuÆiently stable preservation of open landsape onditions.However during the Pleistoene-Holoene boundary, the bison (Bison prisus)as a main objet of Final Palaeolithi mass drive hunting was substituted in Meso-lithi assemblages by auroh (Bos primigenius). The latter probably ame from theWest Europe where losed mountainous landsapes were better preserved duringthe Late Pleistoene [Bibikova 1975:67-72℄. At the same time the Pleistoene horse(Equus latipes) was substituted by the tarpan-horses (Equus gmelini) whih existed in



103Ukrainian steppe until the reent time [Stanko 1982:151-154℄. Other speies typialfor Pleistoene steppe (Saiga tataria, Asinus hydruntinus) oexisted inthe Holoenewith ertain forest and semi-steppe hoofed game (Cervus elaphus, Sus srofa, Capre-olus apreolus and even Ales ales). The latter group of hunting prey indiates thepresene of some losed forest and bush landsapes in the river valleys and ravinesduring the Early Holoene.Therefore some tehnologial traditions of loal Upper Palaeolithi industries(viz. Osokorovka and Anetovka I ultures) of steppe area were sometimes prese-rved and even ontinued in the Mesolithi assemblages of the Grebeniki and Kukrekultures [Stanko 1982:114-117; Telegin 1982:117-127℄. This situation was quite dif-ferent from that in the forest zone of the Northern Ukraine where the Mesolithiultures of Atlanti zone (viz. Komornia and Janisªawie) pratially had no on-netions with the previous loal Final Palaeolithi ones [Zaliznyak 1991:137℄. Thefurther development of loal Final Palaeolithi tehnologial tradition of huntingweapons manufaturing in the Mesolithi ultures of steppe zone (espeially in ul-tures of Kukrek tradition) was onneted with the preservation in Early Holoeneof open landsapes and probably some similar elements of bison hunting strategybut adapted for auroh [Nuzhnyi, Yanevih 1987:40℄.Unfortunately at present we have no reliable reonstrutions of auroh's (Bosprimigenius) models of behaviour and seasonal adaptation in open steppe zonebeause during histori times it has been preserved only in losed forest terrain.The dental system of auroh was more onneted with the meadow vegetationand semi-losed landsape or meadow onditions of river valleys ontrary to thebison's one more adapted to dry steppe grass of plateau. However both these speieswere preserved reently in similar forest onditions of Poland, Belorussia and theUkraine.The same Mesolithi assemblages both of faunal remains of lear dry steppespeies (e.g. Saiga tataria, Equus gmelini, Asinus hydrintinus et.) and auroh werefound; the latter probably was adapted to open landsapes, too. At all points theommon biologial model of hoofed animals behaviour demonstrates the globaltendeny of herd growth in ondition of more open terrain and their redution inmore losed one [Formozov 1969:70-71℄. On the other hand, the inreased herdsstipulated both faster exhaustion of pastures and more intensi�ed migrations ofherbivorous animals. That is why the loal Upper Palaeolithi tradition of seasonaland olletive mass drive hunting of large herd game at the whole was preservedand ontinued by the population of Mesolithi steppe ultures, too.The latter kind of eonomy was very attrative for prehistori hunters beauseit permitted the easier and faster obtaining of large amounts of meat. However,suh a model of \periodially rih" eonomy both in the Pleistoene and the Ho-loene was very dependent on seasonal and limati onditions (whih direted themigrations of game) and therefore was more unstable than \onstantly poor" multi-branhed one. The latter was typial for di�erent losed terrains and sine the FinalPleistoene was represented by eonomy of Early Mesolithi mountainous huntersof the Crimea (as a region of Mediterranean zone). The similar models of eo-



104nomy were spread sine the Holoene within the forest population of the NorthernUkraine as a region of Atlanti zone of European Mesolithi. An important role inabove-mentioned kind of eonomy has been played also (exept individual huntingwith bow and arrows) by �shing.In ontrast to multibranhed eonomy, the speialised Final Palaeolithi andMesolithi drive hunters of steppe zone arried out the same strategy of intensiveexploitation of aquati resoures (�rst of all �sh) only during the periodial foodrises. In suh a ase the rihest regions of river valleys (espeially rapids) beame�elds of inter-group \possessive ompetition", ollisions and even warfare onits[Balakin, Nuzhnyi 1995:191-198℄. In the observed area suh territory were the rapidsof Dnieper River where the oldest Final Palaeolithi and Mesolithi graveyards(Voloshskiy, Vasilyevka 1 and 3 et.) were disovered as well as evidene of thehuman mass killing was found [Telegin 1982:205-208℄. It is notieable that in thenumerous Neolithi emeteries (more than 10 graveyards and near 500 burials)situated in the same region similar data of mass warfare onits were pratiallyabsent [Balakin, Nuzhnyi 1995:196℄.For reasons given above, onstant attration and periodial seasonal unstabilityof tundra-steppe or steppe eonomy of speialised drive hunters as well as frequentfood rises determined the regular in�ltration or diret mass migration of steppepopulation to the regions with more losed landsapes. The latter (mountainous,forests and bush of large river valleys) were poorer for hunting strategy but morestable for �shing and gathering than an open steppe terrain with large herds ofherbivores. Aording to the arheologial data this proess in the Ukrainian steppehave been taking plae more often in southern diretion during the Final Pleistoeneand mainly to the northern one in the Early Holoene.For example, sine 15-14 millenium BP we have a lot of evidene that numerous\geologially modern" sea and delta shells Nassa retiulata, Cerithium vulgarum andCilope neritea, Theodoxus sp. (drilled and intatted) are present in the assemblagesof some Epigravettian sites from the Northern Ukraine and the South-WesternRussia (Mezin, Mezhirih, Semenivka 2 and 3, Yudinovo). These sites are situatedmore than 500 km northward from the extreme area of shell habitat on the BlakSea oast and a problem of their origin is still opened [Shovkoplyas 1965:278-283;Nuznyi 1997:18℄.As a seond similar ase of diret migration of some tundra-steppe reindeerhunters group is represented by the well known genuine sites of the Swiderian andArhensburgian ultures in the Crimean and the Carpathian Mountains [Zaliznyak,Yanevih 1987:12-14). But losed mountainous landsapes during the Final Pleisto-ene and the Earliest Holoene were onstantly regions of in�ltration or even diretlong-time migration of large groups not only reindeer but also bison and aurohhunters of steppe ultures of the Epigravettian and Kukrek traditions (e.g. Vishen-noe, the Shpan and Kukrek ultures) [Yanevih 1992:20-31; 1993:3-13; 1987a:7-17℄.The spread of forests in the Northern Ukraine, Belorussia, Lithuania and Po-land during the Early Holoene also de�ned another northern diretion of perio-dial migration or in�ltration of steppe population. For instane, the inuene of



105steppe Final Palaeolithi ultures of the Epigravettian tradition to a great extentde�ned also the peuliar harater of mirolithi assemblage of the Early MesolithiKudlayevka ulture in the Northern Ukraine. That was di�erent from the assem-blage of related but more western Komornia ulture of Poland. This diferene hasa form of domination of the �rst various small laneolate and mirogravettian pointsin mirolithi assemblages [Zaliznyak 1991:24-25℄. Exatly the same kinds of miro-liths are very typial for lithi assemblages of the Final Palaeolithi Epigravettiansites of steppe zone. Other expressive ase is represented by in�ltration of steppepopulation of the Kukrek ulture in the same diretion. The typial sites are foundin the forest zone of Ukrainian Polesye. The proess of the \Neolithization" of theloal Late Mesolithi ulture was under the Kukrek ulture inuene [Danilenko1969:30; Zaliznyak 1991:41-44).From the author's point of view the proposed hypothesis explains the ommonmodel of ultural interration of population of the Atlanti and Mediterraneanzones in the Final Palaeolithi and the Mesolithi of Eastern Europe. This pro-ess aquired more intensi�ated forms during the abrupt limati and eologialhanges of hte Pleistoene-Holoene boundary.2. THE SHPAN CULTURE AS A NEW PHENOMENON OF THE UKRAINIANSTEPPE MESOLITHICThe spei� assemblage of miroliths (inluding asymmetri triangles, Swide-rian points and baked miroliths) from the 4th layer and lower part of 3rd layerof Shan-Koba and 5-4th layers of Fatma-Koba rok shelters in the Crimean Moun-tains for a long time was an objet of interest of many arhaeologists [Formozov1954:40; Bader 1961:19℄. However the assemblages of both sites stratigraphiallylain between the deposits of the Shan-Koba and Murzak-Koba ultures and there-fore were mixed with them. The similar mirolithi assemblages (formed by bakedmirogravettian points, asymmetri triangles and oblique trunated points manufa-tured in the miroburin tehnique and numerous miroburins) were identi�ed alsoat some other mixed sites (Alekseevskaya Zasukha, Balin-Kosh, Sy-At III, Fron-tovoe I and 3 et.) both of steppe part of Crimea and alpine meadows [Nuzhnyi1992: 33-34, 79-81℄. As a very spei� sign of suh baked miroliths is a preseneof numerous diagnosti impat fratures from their use as pointed arrow-heads.The afore-desribed miroliths from the Crimean sites had a lose analogywith the ones whih were found in the human skeletons of Chaplinskiy, Vasilyevka1 and 3 emetries of Dnieper rapids region [Nuzhnyi 1992:79℄. The presene ofSwiderian tanged points in assemblages of Shan-Koba and Fatma-Koba only asan addition beame understandable after the disovery of new sites of Swiderianulture in Crimea dated by Dryas III (the earliest assemblage of Sy-At III, 4th layerof Buran-Kaya III et.) [Zaliznyak, Yanevih 1987:6-15℄.
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F i g . 1. The mirolithi assemblages of the Shpan ulture in the Crimea from 2nd layer of Shpan-Koba(1-33) and Balin-Kosh (34-85).



107The �rst more or less lear assemblage of this ultural phenomenon in Crimeawas disovered by A.A. Yanevih in the seond layer of Shpan-Koba rok shelter si-tuated on the alpine meadows. Above-mentioned assemblage dated by radioarbonmethod 9150±150 BP∗ and other 12 ones mixed (4th and 3rd layers of Shan-Koba,4-2nd layers of Fatma-Koba, Su-At III, Ala-Chuk, Balin-Kosh, Frontovoe I and 3et.) beome the main basis for de�nition of the new Early Mesolithi Shpan ul-ture in the steppe zone of the Southern Ukraine [Yanevih 1993:3-15℄. Aordingto this, the genesis of this ulture was onneted with the loal steppe Final Pala-eolithi industries of the Epigravettian tradition and onretely with the assemblageof Vishennoe 2 site in Crimea.The mirolithi assemblage of the 2nd layer of Shpan-Koba inludes the spei�asymmetrial triangles (Fig. 1:1-5) proessed with abrupt or semi-abrupt retouh onthe longer part and abrupt or bipolar ones on the base. Sometimes these triangleswere manufatured in the miroburin tehnique (Fig. 1:1-2) similarly to the obliquetrunated points (Fig. 1:15, 16). However, the base of this assemblage is formed bythe di�erent fragments of more or less wide and massive baked points (or perhapsparts of triangles, too) proessed by the high abrupt and bipolar retouhs (Fig. 1:6--14). The largest body of them are fragmented by the diagnosti maro-frature fromthe use as arrow-heads (Fig. 1:6-14). The miroburins on the proximal and distalends of blades are present, too (Fig. 1:21-28), but the �rst are more numerous. Thereis one pseudo-miroburin (miroburin without retouhed noth) in the assemblage(Fig. 1:29).In the above-desribed assemblage are present also some mixed materials inthe form of two typial trapezes of the Late Mesolithi Murzak-Koba ulture (Fig.1:31, 32). They probably got here from the upper layer with pure Murzak-Kobaassemblage. In the same way two fragments of Swiderian tanged points (Fig. 1:30)probably hit from lower one whih ontained materials of the Shan-Koba EarlyMesolithi ulture, dated by the Final Pleistoene.Other lithi hipped tools are represented by trunated and angle burins onthe blades and sometimes by dihedral ones on the akes. The srapers are morenumerous than burins and usually have the simple form of end srapers on the bladesor also their double version. The tehnology of blade proessing in an assemblageof the seond layer of Shpan-Koba was direted to manufaturing of medium-sizedblades with the prismati ores.However, among the sites of the Shpan ulture even in Crimea the onside-rable variations both of above-mentioned types of miroliths and their dimensionspresented in the lithi assemblages oured. These variations probably reet thedi�erent hronologial positions of sites and intensi�ated hange of both maintehnologial priniples and lithi assemblages of the Shpan ulture.For example, the assemblage of the Sy-At III site, situated on the alpine me-adows of the Crimean Mountains, inludes many oblique trunated points with mi-roburin spall (Fig. 2:1-5) and small asymmetrial triangles also with the miroburinspall on the tips or bases (Fig. 2:9, 10, 12, 13). Among them also two miroliths pra-
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of 14C hronology (Editor).



108tially in the form of asymmetrial trapezes are presented (Fig. 2:14, 15), they aretypial for the Late Mesolithi Murzak-Koba ulture. However, in the assemblagesof latter we have no traes of miroburin tehnique [Nuzhnyi 1992:81-82).At the same time, just narrow and lengthened straight baked points (proessedwith the high abrupt and even bipolar retouh) form the main body of the mirolithiassemblage of the Sy-At III, too (Fig. 2:17-92). A lot of them are damaged bydiagnosti projetile impat fratures (Fig. 2:21, 24-27, 34, 36-38, 44-46, 50, 53-63et). The numerous onjoint fragments and un�nished points demonstrate the largediversity of dimensions and low eÆieny of both methods of use and tehnologyof their prodution (Fig. 2:19-22, 92).Among the miroliths also the di�ent wastes of miroburin tehnique (Fig.2:6, 7) and miroburins on the proximal (Fig. 2:105-110) and distal ends of blades(Fig. 2:111-119) are present. More or less similar quantity of both these kinds ofmiroburins (whih is typial for the Shpan ulture on the whole) indiates so--alled Mediterranean version of miroburin tehnique [Nuzhnyi 1992:78-81℄. Thelarge group of \Krukowski's miroburins" on pointed tips of oblique trunated (Fig.2:93, 95-97) and baked points (Fig. 2: 94, 99, 102, 103) is found, too. A lot of thesemiroburins ontain also the previous miroburin spalls (Fig. 2:93, 95-97). They areaompained by so-alled \pseudo-miroburins" whih have no retouhed noth inthe plae of at spall. These miroburins were results of an aidental damage ofabove-mentioned miroliths during the proessing (Fig. 2:98, 100, 101) or even animmitation of sharp miroburin spall on them (Fig. 2:104). The latter tehnologialmethod in the form of so-alled \pseudo-miroburin" tehnique was wide spreadalso in steppe Mesolithi ultures of the Northern Crimea, Dnieper rapids and Donbasin [Nuzhnyi 1992:76-87℄.On the other hand, the Shpan mirolithi assemblage of other alpine Balin--Kosh site, in the main one and inludes large quantity of fragments of narrow andlengthened straight baked points (Fig. 1:38-74) and only single oblique trunatedpoints manufatured in miroburin tehnique (Fig. 1:35, 35). The miroburins (Fig.1:82-84) and other wastes of miroburin tehnique: un�nished oblique trunatedpoints (Fig. 1:75, 76, 78-80), piees of blade broken on the noth (Fig. 1:77, 81) arenot numerous in this assemblage, either. Only one pseudo-miroburin was found(Fig. 1:82).The spei� asymmetrial triangles are pratially absent in the assemblageof Balin-Kosh (Fig. 1:36, 37), but baked miroliths broken by diagnosti impatfrature from use as projetile weapons are still numerous (Fig. 1:38, 39, 45, 46,48-50, 52-54, 56, 57 et). The sizes of tanged parts of these broken points (Fig. 1:39,45, 46, 48-50) indiate of their usage as pointed arrow-heads in ontrast to theirmorphology adapted to the forming lateral omposite edges of slotted bone spearpoints [Nuzhnyi 1990:115-123℄.The miroliths typial for the Shpan ulture are presented also in some mixedassemblages of the northern Blak Sea oast, the Lower Dnieper valley and areaof Dnieper rapids. For example both similar asymmetri triangles and baked po-ints manufatured in the miroburin tehnique are found in mixed assemblage of
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F i g . 2. The mirolithi assemblages of the Shpan ulture in the Crimea from Su-At III.



110Vasilyevka-Progon site (Fig. 3:45-48) on the Lower Dnieper [Nuzhnyi 1992:Fig. 9℄.The large body of baked points of this site (with the miroburin spall inluded) arebroken with the diagnosti impat frature from the use as arrowheads, too (Fig.3:46). The several oblique trunated points with the miroburin spall and asymme-tri triangle (Fig. 3:49-51) are also present in the lithi assemblages of other sitesin region of Dnieper rapids (Vasilyevka-Nenasytets) and in the middle part of theSouthern Bug river (Konetspol) [Telegin 1982:116, 120-121; Yanevih 1993:11℄.Just the oblique trunated points with miroburin spall of lengthened propor-tions (Fig. 3:46-68) and single baked points, as a omponent of the Shpan miro-lithi assemblage, remained in the lithi industries of the loal Late Mesolithi andthe Early Neolithi ultures of Kukrek tradition (viz. Igren 8, Popiv Mys, KlaguzaRavine, Terlyanska Kryha, Vovnigi-left bank site, Sobahki et.). It is notieablethat at these sites we have pratially no evidene of the usage of genuine miro-burin tehnique. Only one lassi miroburin is found (Fig. 3:44) at the Sobahkisite in the same assemblage with a trapeze proessed with the miroburin tehnique(Fig. 3:43). The pseudo-miroburins as a main sign of pseudo-miroburin tehnique(tehnology of immitation of miroliths with the at miroburin spall) are absentat these sites, too.There is a reason to believe that suh a phenomenon is onneted with thedi�erent loation and seasonality of the above-mentioned sites. For example in thesame region we have an assemblage (Lokhanska 3) with the onsiderable quantity ofpseudo-miroburins (Fig. 3:37-40) and single waste of genuine miroburin tehnique(Fig. 3:41) but without any oblique trunated points or geometri miroliths withthe miroburin spall.3. THE FINAL PALAEOLITHIC AND MESOLITHIC GRAVES AND CEMETERIES OFTHE SOUTHERN UKRAINE AND PROBLEM OF THEIR CULTURAL DEFINITIONOnly two Mesolithi graves (double and single) were found in Crimea in theave deposits ofMurzak-Koba and Fatma-Koba rok shelters [Telegin 1982:202-203℄.Both graves were de�ned at one as the Late Mesolithi objets onneted with theso-alled \Crimean tardenoisian" or the Murzak-Koba ulture [Bonh-Osmolovskiy1934:131, 162; Bibikov 1940:166-176℄. The double grave of male and female buriedon their baks in extended position was disovered under the stones of 3rd layerof Murzak-Koba ulture. Aording to S.N. Bibikov [1940:11-147℄ this layer washomogeneous from geologial and arhaeologial points of view and inluded onlythe Late Mesolithi assemblage of the Murzak-Koba ulture. The single grave fromFatma-Koba was of male buried on the side in exed position and overed by stonesand the 3rd ultural layer of Murzak-Koba ulture [Bibikov 1966:138-140℄.Among the modern sientists the onnetion of both above-mentioned graveswith the Murzak-Koba ulture is ommon and only disussion about meaning of so
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F i g . 3. The lithi assemblages of the Shpan ulture from the Lower Dnieper and Rapids emeteriesand sites: Voloshskiy (1-13), Vasilyevka I (14-22), Vasilyevka 3 (23-36) and Chaplinskiy emeteries (42);Lokhanska 3 site (37-41), Sobahki (43, 44, 52-59), Vasilyevka-Progon (45-48), Vasilyevka-Nenasytets (49--51), Klaguza Ravine (60-62), Terlyanska Kruha (63), Igren 8 (64-67), Popiv Mys (68-72) and Vovnigi-leftbank site (73-74).
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F i g . 4. The mirolithi assemblages of the Shpan ulture from 4-5 layers (1-3, 5) and mixed deposits(4, 6-8) of Fatma-Koba and 4 layer of Shan-Koba (9-44).di�erent grave rites of one ulture takes plae [Bibikov 1966:140; Telegin 1982:210--212℄. However, after the last reexamination of the Murzak-Koba assemblage, thepresene of materials of other ultures (typial Shan-Koba resents and miro-burins, Swiderian tanged points and both Neolithi miroliths and erami) in themain late Mesolithi assemblage of 3rd layer should be notied [Nuzhnyi 1992:49℄.The ultural de�nition and dating of the Final Palaeolithi and the Early Meso-lithi emeteries of the Dnieper rapids (Voloshskiy, Vasilyevka 1 and 3, Chaplinskiy)also are the objet of sienti� disussion. After the disovery of the Voloshskiy e-metery, �rst in this region, the oldest exed graves of Vasilyevka were dated on thebase of inventory and stratigraphial position by the Final Palaeolithi and the exten-ded ones, by the Early Mesolithi [Danilenko 1955b:60-61℄. However, A.D. Stolyar[1959:125-136℄ and V.A. Alekshin [1983:31℄ believe that the amophous inventoriesof all these emeteries have no analogies among lithi assemblages from the Ukra-ine and all emeteries should be dated by the Late Mesolithi. Aording to thedegree of skeletons exing, the �rst author also proposed the following relativehronology for above-mentioned emeteries: Vasilyevka I, Voloshskiy, Vasilyevka 3.At the same time, S.A. Dvoryaninov [1978:10-13℄ regarded that Voloshskiy andVasilyevka 3 exed skeletons were onneted with the loal steppe Upper Palaeoli-thi assemblages. The extended burials of latter emetery and graves of Vasilyevka Iwere left by the population of the late Mesolithi Kukrek ulture and loal Mesoli-



113thi ulture with geometri miroliths of the Northern Blak Sea oast aordingly.From the D.Y. Telegin's point of view [1982:212-214℄, the inventory and stratigra-phial position of exed graves of Voloshskiy, Vasilyevka 1 and 3 had analogies inthe loal Final Palaeolithi sites of the Lower Dnieper basin (Pidporizhnyi 2, layer5a of Osokorovka I et.).The extended burials from Vasilyevka 3 had similar ounterparts in the LateMesolithi assemblages of Murzak-Koba ulture in Crimea and the Kukrek ultureof Dnieper rapids region. Aording to this sheme, the oldest emetery was Volo-shskiy. A later date had Vasilyevka 1 and exed graves of Vasilyevka 3. The mostreent were extended burials of Vasilyevka 3 [Telegin 1982:212-214℄. The last deta-iled omparison of mirolithi assemblages of above-mentioned emeteries with theloal Final Palaeolithi and Mesolithi sites, in priniple, on�rmed this hypothesis[Nuzhnyi 1990:117-119℄.However, the preliminary results of radisarbon dating from two exed andone extended burials of Vasilyevka 3 on�rmed the Final Pleistoene age of them(10060±150; 9980±100; 10080±100 B.P.) [Jaobs, Prie 1998℄ and also the righnessof the latest hronologial sheme in the part onneted with the exed graves. Theertain surprise was only the same age of exed and extended graves. The latterwere dated before the Late Mesolithi. The main problem of ultural de�nitionof emeteries was onneted with the spei� harater of their so-alled \burialinventory" (viz. di�erent projetile points) whih were reasons of human death. Asit has been noted by S. Dvoryaninov [1978:11℄, these points probably belonged tothe population of other ulture than killed and buried humans.The �rst emetery disovered in region of the Lower Dnieper valley and exava-ted by A.V. Bodyanskiy and V.N. Danilenko [1955b:56-61℄ was Voloshskiy emeterysituated on the third rapid. This emetery ontained many exed burials of humansinjuried by mirogravettian points (Fig. 3:1-3, 5, 6, 8) and some extended ones a-ompanied by symmetrial trapezes (Fig. 3:9). The miroliths of the �rst group wereovered by blue patina ontrary to the seond ones whih were not. Both kinds ofburials were deposited in loess-lake Final Pleistoene lay without any traes ofgrave pits. However, the exed skeletons as a whole had deeper stratigraphial po-sition [Danilenko 1955b:56℄. Within the emetery among the graves a marine shellNassa sp. from the Blak Sea oast, two end srapers on the akes (Fig. 3:10, 12),a base part of point retouhed on both sides (Fig. 3:11), a perforator (Fig. 3:13),a blade and a ake were also found. All these lithis were overed by blue patina,too. The morphologial features of both miroliths and tools overed by patina fromthe Voloshskiy emetery are typial for the loal Upper Palaeolithi assemblages ofsteppe zone onneted with the Epigravettian tradition. The geometri mirolithsfrom that group of emeteries are similar to the ones from the loal Mesolithiassemblages of steppe area dated to the Boreal period (e.g. Grebeniki or Donetsultures) [Telegin 1982:92-98, 179-185; Stanko 1982:109-117℄. Among them di�erentmore or less symmetrial trapezes of low proportions and simple outlines onstitutea basi part of mirolithi assemblages [Nuzhnyi 1992:51-54℄.



114 The seond emetery disovered by A.V. Bodyanskiy and exavated by A.D. Sto-lyar was Vasilyevka 1, whih was situated on the 5th Dnieper's rapid \Nenasytets",the most powerful in the region [Stolyar 1959:78-165℄. The emetery ontained onlyexed burials deposited in loess-lake Final Pleistoene lay without any traes ofgrave pits, too. Among the buried humans were also two killed persons injuried bymore massive kinds of baked laneolate points (Fig. 3:14-18). Within the emeteryand in its destroyed part similar baked points made in miroburin tehnique withthe projetile impat fratures (Fig. 3:20, 21), one resent (Fig. 3:19) and a basepart of massive point retouhed on both sides (Fig. 3:22) were found. The latterwas broken by the projetile impat frature, too.As it was noted above, the massive baked points both proessed with the mi-roburin tehnique and intensivelly used as arrowheads are typial signs of the Shpanulture. The resent has the losest analogies among the mirolithi industries ofthe Shan-Koba ulture in region of the Crimean Mountains or in the assemblage ofBelolesye, a single site of latter ulture in steppe area on the north-western BlakSea oast. Afore-mentioned ulture is dated by the Final stages of Pleistoene fromAller�d to Preboreal period [Zaliznyak, Yanevih 1987:11℄.The rihest emetery at Vasilyevka 3 situated near above desribed graveyardwas disovered by A.V. Bodyanskiy and exavated by D.J. Telegin [1982:208℄. Theemetery ontained both exed and extended burials whih had no traes of gravepits in loess-like lay. However, the �rst graves were deposited deeper than theseond ones. Both kinds of burials were dated with the radioarbon method by theDryas III [Jaobs, Prie 1998℄ and a lot of them had the humans killed with themirolithi projetile weapons, too.The humans from exed burials were injuried by baked laneolate points (Fig.3:23-28) of pratially idential form as were found in Vasilyevka I emetery. Thesepoints had projetile impat fratures and were proessed in miroburin tehnique,too (Fig. 3:23, 24). One baked point has also retouhed base (Fig. 3:23). Thepoints from extended burials were slightly di�erent and had a form of asymmetrialtriangles (Fig. 3:29-32). However, the latter as a whole are only some hanged typeof baked mirogravettian points with retouhed base whih was better adapted forintensive use as arrowheads of pointed type [Nuzhnyi 1989:94℄.In one ase the base part of suh a triangle was proessed with bipollar reto-uh (Fig. 3:31). For manufaturing many miroliths the miroburin tehnique wasused, too (Fig. 3:31, 32). Pratially all miroliths were used as arrowheads and hadprojetile impat frature (Fig. 3:30-32). Both above-mentioned signs are typialfor baked points and asymmetrial triangles of the Shpan ulture in Crimea andsome of them are present at the sites of the Lower Dnieper region, too (Fig. 3:39,40, 43). The bak bone of one extended skeleton was piered by the piee of boneslotted spearpoint with the lateral miroblade insets. This kind of weapon is well--known among pratially all Mesolithi ultures of the steppe zone of the Ukraine(Grebeniki, Kukrek, Donetsk et.) sine the Early Holoene.Among the burials in the area of the emetery low resent (Fig. 3:33), longmirogravettian point with retouhed base (Fig. 3:35) and \piee esquillee" (Fig.



1153: 34) were also found. The latter kind of lithi tool is very typial for many loalUpper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi assemblages of the Ukrainian steppe zone. As ithas been noted above the losest analogies of low resent are in assemblages ofthe Shan-Koba ulture in Crimea.The last Mesolithi emetery at Chaplinskiy was disovered and exavated byA.V. Bodyanskiy and A.V. Dobrovolskiy and situated above the �rst Dnieper rapid[Telegin 1982:203-304℄. The emetery ontained four or �ve badly preserved andexed Mesolithi graves and ten or nine extended skeletons of the Neolithi andEneolithi time whih were situated in the sand deposits. The �rst group of gravesas a whole had deeper stratigraphial position than the seond one. Also was noteda ase of destrution of a Mesolithi skeleton by a Neolithi burial. In the area ofthe emetery among the graves an oblique trunated point with miroburin spall(Fig. 3:42) was found. Near the extended grave also the trapeze proessed withat retouh was disovered. The �rst kind of mirolith has lear analogies both inassemblages of the Shpan (Fig. 1:15, 16, 34, 35; 2:1-5, 7) and Kukrek (Fig. 3:50-74)ultures of Crimea and Dnieper rapids. The seond one is very typial for the loalsteppe Late Neolithi and Eneolithi sites and emeteries. 4. CONCLUSIONThe eologial and landsape stability of steppe region both in the Final Pleisto-ene and the Early Holoene admitted the suessive development of loal UpperPalaeolithi and Mesolithi ultures based on olletive drive hunting of large gre-garious game adapted to onditions of an open terrain. Just to suh an eonomistrategy assemblage of projetile weaponry of Final Palaeolithi steppe hunters ba-sed on the loal Epigravettian tehnologial tradition was adapted. The main meanof this was onneted with the joining of the anient Aurignaian tradition of wideusage of bone omposite spearpoints with the younger Gravettian tehnology ofvertial �xing of baked miroliths with resin [Nuzhnyi 1992:165-167).The di�erent kinds of mirogravettian points and retangles (manufaturedof the small blades or mirobalades) were used by the steppe Upper Palaeolithihunters �rst of all as lateral edges in the omposite slotted bone spearpoints. Thelatter (as a base of so-alled \steppe projetile assemblage") perhaps were welladapted for olletive mass drive hunting. Aording to the projetile impat damagethe baked mirogravettian points only sometimes were used by steppe hunters aspointed arrowheads with bow [Nuzhnyi 1990:122-123℄.The similar hunting strategy and tehnologial tradition of an intensive usageof bone slotted omposite spearpoints with atlatl has been ontinued during the Me-solithi time in pratially the same landsape onditions of the Holoene steppe.In the purest form we an see this proess in the lear steppe ultures of the Kukrek



116tradition whih were onneted with the further development of loal Final Pala-eolithi industries [Stanko 1982:114-117; Telegin 1982:117-127; Nuzhnyi, Yanevih1987:40-41℄. The mirolithi assemblages of these ultures are formed by bakedand trunated miroblades while the geometri miroliths (as a good indiator ofbow and arrow usage) were well spread here only in the �nal Kukrek [Yanevih1987a:14-16℄.Even mirolithi assemblages of the steppe Late Mesolithi ultures based onquite di�erent tehnologial tradition of wide usage of trapeze miroliths (Gre-beniki, Donetsk, et.) were distinguished in more losed territory of the NorhernUkraine or the Crimean Mountais (Janisªawie, Pesohny Rov, Murzak-Koba ul-tures). In all ases the mirolithi assemblages of steppe ultures had more simpletypologial struture whih reeted the simplier and poorer onstrution of theirarrowheads [Nuzhnyi 1992:49-65℄.At the same time mirolithi assemblages of the steppe Epigravettian hunters(e.g. Vishennoe ulture) migrated into losed territory of the Crimean Mountainsduring the Final Pleistoene [Yanevih 1992:30℄ and beame gradually more andmore hanged. This proess was arried out in diretion of \geometrization" of stra-ight baked and laneolate points. They reeived a �nal form of low symmetrialresents whih were typial for the Shan-Koba ulture. The new form of geometri-zated baked points was adapted to their di�erent usage as pointed arrowheads andlateral barbs. The �rst omposite arrowheads were more intended for an inreasedrole of individual bow hunting in losed onditions of the mountains. However, themorphology of large body of Shan-Koba miroliths (aording to the data of expe-riments and projetile damage) was not suitable for transversal arrowheads. It wasthat kind of arrowhead that was the most eÆient in \blood traks hunting" withdogs in the onditions of forest or bush terrain [Nuzhnyi 1990:117; 1992:109℄.The next wave of steppe migrants into the Crimean Mountains was onnetedwith the population of the Shpan ulture and took plae during the Dryas III or thePreboreal. But the proess of transformation of above-mentioned \steppe projetileassemblages" and their adaptation to new methods of hunting (as a result of theharsh and global limati hanges) was arried out very quikly and probably moredramatially. Aording to the projetile impat fratures the hunters of this ulturewere fored to use narrow mirogravettian points as arrowheads pratially withoutany hange of their morphology. To judge from numerous damaged speiments anddata of experiments they absolutely were not adapted to suh a new funtion.At �rst the steppe Epigravettian or Pre-Shpan population probably oupiedthe alpine meadows whih had similar landsape onditions as their native tarrain.In this area we have assemblages with the numerous narrow mirogravettian pointsbut pratially without oblique trunated points with miroburin spall and spei-� asymmetrial triangles (e.g. Balin-Kosh). The latter were transformed from themirogravettian points later as a result of prolonged inuene of new projetilefuntion of pointed arrowheads. Oblique trunated points, the most simple kind ofpointed arrowhead whih ould be manufatured from the blade with the abruptretouh tehnology had the same funtion.



117The invention of both afore-mentioned kinds of miroliths �xed the diretappearane of the Shpan ulture in the Preboreal whih with the new assemblage ofprojetile weapons (adapted for new eologial ondition) ould already have beenspread in an area of mountainous forests. The developed miroburin tehnique(well intended for quik proessing of oblique trunated edges) perhaps ouredlater as a result of inuene of assimilated population of the Shan-Koba ulture. Inthe layers of ave sites (Shan-Koba and Fatma-Koba) the materials of the Shpanulture are aompanied by asymmetrial resents and even triangles (smaller sizesthan Shan-Koba ones) proessed often with the miroburin tehnique (Fig. 4:9-11).The asymmetri triangles of the Shpan ulture probably were base prototypes ofmirolithi assemblage of the Late Mesolithi Murzak-Koba ulture.As a whole, the afore-desribed proess of transformation of \steppe projetileassemblage" based on Epigravettian tehnology had the same diretion in the valleysforest or bush onditions of steppe rivers, too. In the Mesolithi assemblages of Lo-wer Dnieper and rapids both spei� asymmetrial triangles and espeially obliquetrunated points with the miroburin spall and without retouhed base were wideused. However, the latter had lengthy proportions and were manufatured in thepseudo-miroburin tehnique. Aording to the materials of the Final Pleistoeneemeteries in the region of Dnieper rapids as in the Shpan ulture of the CrimeanMountains two stages of suh transformation took plae.The �rst one was onneted with a \faint geometrization" of baked mirogra-vettian points as a result of an intensive use in new funtion of pointed arrowheads(Vasilyevka 1 and exed graves of Vasilyevka 3). The seond stage was started withinvention of oblique trunation and wide use of miroburin tehnology when theasymmetrial geometri and oblique trunated points (more adapted to the samefuntion of pointed arrowhead) were in use (Chaplinskiy, extended graves of Vasi-lyevka 1).The spread of forests in Eastern Europe during the Early Holoene stipulatedalso as muh as three waves of diret migration or in�ltration of steppe Epigra-vettian population in a forest zone of the northern Ukraine. The �rst one tookplae immediately after the Pleistoene and was onneted with the forming of theKudlayevka ulture in the Middle Dnieper basin. The mirolithi assemblage of it,based on baked miroliths, was very easily and weakly adapted to be used in thearrows (the main projetile hunting weapons of losed landsapes). It is notable thatmirolithi assemblages of related Komornia ulture situated more to the west inPoland and the western Ukraine is as a whole more \geometrizated" and suitablefor that [Zaliznyak 1991:23-27℄.The seond wave of migration of steppe population, perhaps, took plae fromthe Late Boreal and stipulated the forming of the Janisªawie ulture in the North--Western Ukraine. In this ase the more eastern and southern sites had some dif-ferenes in their mirolithi assemblages than western and northern ones situatedin Poland, Belorussia and Lithuania. As in the ase of the Komornia ulture, thewestern assemblages of Janisªawie are as a whole more \geometrizated", too. Forinstane the typial oblique trunated points with miroburin spall (or Janisªawie



118points) of this ulture have usually retouhed base and a form of asymmetri trian-gles and trapezes.The south-eastern Janisªawie sites on the ontrary ontain mainly these pointswithout retouhed base as are present in steppe assemblages of the Northern Cri-mea, regions of Dnieper rapids and Don [Zaliznyak 1991:39-41℄. However, from theL. Zaliznyak's point of view, these points in steppe assemblages were only resultsof some inuene of the Janisªawie ulture. This hypothesis is doubtful as far aswe have the Preboreal arbon date of the Shpan ulture in Crimea and Boreal onesof the Kukrek ulture in Dnieper rapids.The last, third wave of diret migration or in�ltration of steppe populationboth in forest zone of the Northern Ukraine and the Crimean Mountains tookplae in the Middle and the Early Atlanti aordingly. It was onneted with thespread of ultures of Kukrek tradition and also with the proess of \Neolithization"of loal Mesolithi ultures [Danilenko 1969:9-45; Zaliznyak 1991:25-44; Yanevih1987a:13-17℄.The initial areas of the most anient Neolithi ultures of the Ukraine and ad-joining regions of southern Russia (Bug-Dniester, Surska-Dnieper, Azov et.) wereloated in steppe zone but only in the valleys of large rivers [Danilenko 1969:216--217℄. The population of these ultures as early as in the Early Atlanti had someagriultural elements in eonomy (viz. attle and less sheep breeding), ertain se-dentary residene mobility and erami prodution. However, sine hunting (steppespeies inluded) and �shing were still the main branhes of their eonomy soweaponry and lithi assemblage were based on the loal Kukrek steppe tradition[Danilenko 1969:176-183℄.Probably, the neighbouring population whih oupied more open areas ofsteppe zone limited by large river valleys and still ontinued the traditional model ofsteppe eonomy in purer form was the main soure of above-mentioned migrations.This population had some knowlege about both multibranhed and agriulturalmodels of eonomy but used it only sometimes. The ativization of multibranhed\Mesolithi" or agriultural \Neolithi" models of eonomy took plae during theseasons unsuessful for olletive mass drive hunting large herd hoofed game. Theabsene of large valleys on the onsiderable spae of this zone (or other terrainswith high diversity of food resoures whih ould be suÆient for afore-mentionedmodels of eonomy) was the main ause of periodial inreased mobility of laststeppe hunters. The spread of a new agriultural model of eonomy among thepopulation over the limits of steppe zone perhaps was a result of these migrations,too. There is every reason to belive that in the East European Mesolithi two mainareas with prinipally di�erent eonomial strategies existed. The �rst was onnetedwith the ontinuation of \Upper Palaeolithi" olletive or speialised mass drivehunting whih took plae mainly in the open steppe landsapes. The seond hadthe more individual or multibranhed \Mesolithi" form. The latter was arriedout in more losed forest and mountainous terrains. The mobile steppe populationwith the �rst kind of \traditional" eonomy during the unsuesful seasons was



119periodially spread over \more stable" losed landsapes. It was the main sourefor both intensi�ated inter-ultural ontats and transferring new tehnial andeonomi ideas into this part of Europe. Translated by the author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 120-145PL ISSN 1231-0344Leonid ZaliznyakTHE LATE MESOLITHIC SUBBASE OF THE UKRAINIANNEOLITHICThere are 8 Neolithi ultures on the territory of the Ukraine, whih divideinto two main groups. The �rst one is a newomer from Danube and Balkan regions(Cris�, Linear Band Pottery, Cuuteni-Trypolye). Its materials do not omprise anytraes of autohthonous subbase. The seond group of Neolithi ultures is situatedin the Northern, Eastern and Central Ukraine. Its materials demonstrate the bri-ght features of autohthonous Late Mesolithi subbase (Nemen, Dnieper-Donets,Surska, Pitted-Comb Pottery, Bug-Dniester ultures) and the strong inuenes ofpreviously mentioned group of Balkan newomers.The analysis of a ultural situation of the Ukraine in the Late Mesolithi needsto be done to understand the Neolithization proess of that area. On the territoryunder disussion seven ultural unites developed it the Late Mesolithi, namely:Murzak-Koba, Kukrek, Grebeniki, Janisªawie, Donets ultures and Studenok, Pla-tovo Stav type of monuments (Fig. 1).The ultural di�erentiation of Mesolithi sites in the Ukraine had been madeon the basis of typologial lassi�ation of its int implements and, �rst of all, themiroliths (Fig. 2). Most of them were used as arrowheads or other kind of insertsin the points of projetile weapons [Bonh-Osmolovskiy 1934; Nuzhnyi 1992℄.MURZAK-KOBAThe sites of this ulture are known in the Crimea Mountains. The best om-plexes of Murzak-Koba materials have been found in the Late Mesolithi levels ofCrimea aves: Murzak-Koba, 2-4 levels of Fatma-Koba, 2 and 3 levels of Shan-Koba,Kara-Koba, Laspi 7 et. A population of this ulture left the burials in Murzak-Kobaand Fatma-Koba aves [Debets 1936℄. About 20 Murzak-Koba ulture sites areknown now.The �rst sites of the ulture have been exavated by G. Bonh-Osmolovskiybetween the First and the Seond World Wars in Crimea aves of Shan-Koba and
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F i g . 1. The Late Mesolithi sites of the Ukraine. 1 - the Studenok type monuments, 2 - the Donetsulture, 3 - emetery of Vasilyevka 1, 3, 4 - the Platovo Stav type, 5 - the Grebeniki ulture, 6 - theShpan-Koba ave, 7 - group of Janisªawie sites, 8 - the Janisªawie ulture sites, 9 - the Murzak-Kobaulture, 10 - border of the Kukrek ulture, 11 - movement of Janisªawie population, 12 - movement ofGrebeniki population, 13 - the Kukrek ulture sites and movement of its population.Janisªawie ulture sites: 1 - Wieliszew XIII, 2 - Czerwony Borek, 3 - Tomaszów 1, 4 - Rydno VI, XIII, 5- Rani»ów, 6 - Gwo¹dzie, 7 - Jawornik Czarna, 8 - Nieborowo, 9 - Zatishye V, 10 - Tur, 11 - Nevir, 12- Lubyaz, 13 - Perevoloka 2, 14 - Omit, 15 - Nobel, 16 - Lubotin, 17 - Senhitsy 5A, 5D, 18 - Mulhitsy,19 - Grushvitsa, 20 - Nepirets, 21 - Balakhovihy, 22 - Mala Osnitsa, 23 - Rudnya, 24 - Krinitsa, 25 -Polyany, 26 - Zhurovihy, 27 - Kamyanitsa 1, 28 - Brukhovihy, 29 - Yastrebihy, 30 - Gay Levyatinskiy,31 - Sapanov, 32 - Netishin, 33 - Korma, 34 - Pishane, 35 - Pribor 9, 36 - Protereb, 37 - Gorki, 38 -Obolon, 39 - Stakhanovo, 40 - Kropivyanka, 41 - Kukhary 2, 42 - Priborsk 3, 43 - Rudoy Ostrov, 44 -Borodyanka 3B, 4, 45 - DVS (Vyshgorod), 46 - Peretihek, 47 - Priluky, 48 - Stradeh, 49 - Nosky, 50 -Miloshevihy, 51 - Leskovihy, 52 - Kameny, 53 - Doroshevihy, 54 - Rozhava, 55 - Krasnovka 1B, 56 -Stara Lutava.Donets ulture sites: 1 - Solonitsa, 2 - Okhtirka, 3 - Khukhra, 4 - Bela Gora, 5 - Petrovska 4, 10, 28, 6 -Izyum, 7 - Prishib, 8 - Ustya Oskola, 9 - Zlivka, 10 - Ruby, 11 - Drobyshevo, 12 - Petrovo-Orlovska, 13- Shevhenko, 14 - Raigorodok, 15 - Borovskoe, 16 - Pelagiloevka 3, 17 - Olkhova 2, 5, 19 - Tepye, 18 -Orekhovo-Donetska, 20 - Kondryutskiy, 21 - Kremnevaya Gora, 22 - Mospino, 23 - Matveev Kurgan.Grebeniki ulture sites: 1 - Sarateny, 2 - Zaim I, 3 - Vasilyevka, 4 - Mirnoe, 5 - Borisovka, 6 - Diviziya, 7 -Tsarihanka, 8 - Baraboy, 9 - Dobrozhany, 10- Vasilyevka, 11 - Grebeniki, 12 - Karpovo, 13 - Tsybulevka,14 - Trostyanets, 15 - Katarzhany, 16 - Girzhevo, 17 - Orlovka, 18 - Dovzhanka, 19 - Elenovka, 20 -Poznanka, 21 - Balakha, 22 - Kazanka.Murzak-Koba ulture sites: 1 - Murzak-Koba, 2 - Laspi 7, 3 - Zamil-Koba, 4 - Shan-Koba, 5 - Fatma-Koba,6 - Kara-Koba, 7 - Alimovskiy naves, 8 - Balin-Kosh, 9 - Su-At III, 10 - Ala-Chuk.Platovo Stav type of monuments: 1 - Murzina Balka, 2 - Platovo Stav, 3 - Zimovniki I.



122Fatma-Koba [Bonh-Osmolovskiy 1934℄. After the SeondWar S. Bibikov ondutedexavations of Murzak-Koba and Fatma-Koba aves [Bibikov 1966℄. Kara-Koba andLaspi 7 have been exavated by Y. Kolosov [1960℄ and D. Telegin [1982℄.Single-platform, one-sided ores for blades are typial for int omplexes ofthe Murzak-Koba ulture (Fig. 3:37).There are a lot of small, low and medium trapezes. Among them one andistinguish two main groups: low asymmetri trapezes (the Murzak-Koba type; Fig.3:1-3), whih sometimes are the very simillar to triangles (Fig. 3:4-7) and symmetrilow and of medium height (Fig. 3:8-16). Sometimes the trapezes have nothedretouh on a upper side (Fig. 3:8-11) and thin retouh on a bottom side (Fig.3:3, 7).The blades with nothed retouh are the very numerous (Fig. 3:41-51). Sraperswere found in smaller amounts. They inlude end (Fig. 3:27-30) and subround (Fig.3:31-40) srapers on the akes. Santy burins on the akes (Fig. 3:17, 18, 19) anddrills (Fig. 3:20-22) have also been found.Among bone artefats two-sided harpoons, whih are simillar to famous Azilianharpoons appeared (Fig. 3:23). Single inserts of the Kukrek type, penil-like ores,baked miroblades, fragments of two slots bone spearheads in the levels of theMurzak-Koba ulture sites are the traes of ontats with a population of the Kukrekulture (Fig. 3:23-26).In levels of the Murzak-Koba ulture sites, among numerousHelix shells, bonesof the red deer, roe deer, wild boars, birds, �sh were found.Aording to radioarbon dates from the site of Laspi 7 of the Murzak-Kobaulture the population appeared at the beginning of the 7th mill. BC∗ and develo-ped in the Crimea Mountains to the beginning of the Neolithi. At �rst, Ukrainianresearhers onsidered the Murzak-Koba ulture to be a seond stage of so alledMountain-Crimean ulture, the �rst stage of whih was the Shan-Koba ulture [Te-legin 1982℄. But now most investigators do not onnet the Murzak-Koba ulturewith the Shan-Koba.The Murzak-Koba population took part in formation of the Crimean Neolithi.Typial feature of Crimean Neolithi int material is a large amount of trapezes andresents with at retouh on a bak (Fig. 2:1-6). KUKREKAn investigation of the Kukrek ulture began in 1926 and has been arriedby G. Bonh-Osmolovskiy, who exavated the Kukrek site in the Crimea [Bonh--Osmolovskiy 1934℄. About 50 sites of the Kukrek ulture are known. The ulturespread and rossed a border of Southern Ukraine (Fig. 1). The �rst investigated
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of 14C hronology (Editor).



123settlements are: Kukrek in Crimea, Kamennaya Mogila in the Azov Sea region [Da-nilenko1986℄, Igren 8 in the Dnieper rapids region [Telegin 1982:103-112), AbuzovaBalka on the Southern Bug River [Stanko 1982:Tabl. XIX℄.The most typial Kukrek sites are onentrated in the Blak Sea steppes regionand in the Crimea. East border of the Kukrek ulture was the Molohna River(Kamennaya Mogila), its west border was Lower Danube (Trapovka), and middleDniester (Frumushika, Varvarovka). Inuenes of the Kukrek ulture reahed thePripet delta (Lazarevka, Pribor 7a) in the Kiev region [Zaliznyak 1978:42-44℄. Flintimplements of the Kukrek ulture have no analogies with other units of EuropeanMesolithi. The development of miroblade int tehnique is a typial feature ofthe Kukrek int industry. As a rule there are a lot of regular miroblades amongint artefats of the Kukrek ulture sites. The penil-like and onial ores are themost numerous. The srapers and burins have been made of rough akes, obtainedfrom disk-like ores.Most important artefats of this ulture are inserts of the Kukrek type (Fig.4:3-6) baked miroblades and oblique trunation (Fig. 4:1-2, 59) and points of theAbuzova Balka type (Fig. 4:2). Trapezes and segments are rarities.The srapers have been made from the akes and often have high form (Fig.4:9), so alled burins of the Kukrek type have been made from the massive akeswith at burin spells (Fig. 4:12-16).Very typial for the Kukrek sites are bone spearheads with 1, 2 or 4 slots (Fig.4:7). Suh points are known from Igren 8, Kamennaya Mogila, Mirnoe, Vishennoesites. In the Dnieper rapids region at bone points with two slots were found at theKukrek ulture site.Aording to V. Danilenko the Kukrek int industry has been oriented to pro-dution of bone spearheads with the slots for the int inserts. The Kukrek slotspearheads are onneted with the miroblade int tehnique, whih appeared inthe Late Palaeolithi of the North Blak Sea region [Nuzhnyi, Yanevih 1987:38-41℄.So, Kukrek population was a desendant of the Late Palaeolithi East Gravettianentity of the North Blak Sea region. Most of Ukrainian investigators suggest au-tohthonous roots of the Kukrek ulture in the Ukrainian steppes.The spreading of Kukrek population to the north over the forest-steppe zoneand to the south to the Crimea Mountains was aused by the Early Holoenetransgression of the Blak Sea.There are three loal versions of the Kukrek ulture: Dnieper, Crimea-Azovand north Blak Sea versions [Telegin 1982:101).The series of radioarbon dates obtained for Kukrek sites: Igren 8 (the begin-ning of 6th mill. BC), Kamennaya Mogila (6th mill. BC), Kukrek (middle of the6th mill. BC) [Telegin 1990:31-33℄. Vishennoe site is dated by a border betweenthe Pleistoene and the Holoene. The large resent-like Gravettian points areevidene of geneti onnetions between the Final Palaeolithi Gravettian ultureand the Vishennoe II site [Yanevih 1987a:7-18℄.The bones of wild animals from the Igren 8 (auroh, red-deer, boar, roe deer,horse), Kukrek (horse, donkey, auroh), Mirnoe (auroh, horse, donkey, saiga, boar)
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F i g . 2. Miroliths of the Late Mesolithi ultures: Murzak-Koba (1-16), Kukrek (17-25), Grebeniki(26-33), Donets (34-60), Janisªawie (61-74), Platovo Stav (75-79), Studenok (80-88).
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F i g . 3. Laspi 7. Flint implements.
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F i g . 4. Kamennaya Mogila (1-18), Grebeniki (19-59). Flint implements.
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F i g . 5. Lazarevka near Kiev. Flint artefats and pottery.



128testify that hunting hoofed animals was the base of eonomy among the Kukrekpopulation of the Ukrainian steppes in the Mesolithi. In Dnieper rapids region�shery was an important branh of eonomy. At Igren 8 site the �sh bones, bone�shing hooks, stone weights for nets were found. In Kukrek levels of KamennayaMogila the bones of domestiated aurohs were exavated. It gave V. Danilenko[1969℄ an opportunity to write about an important role of the Kukrek populationin the Neolithization of the Ukraine.Most of the Early Neolithi ultures of the Ukraine (Surska, Bug-Dniester,Dnieper-Donets, Neolithi of Crimea), aording to their int materials, were for-med under an inuene of the Kukrek ulture. On the border between the Meso-lithi and the Neolithi Kukrek population spread out to the north along Dniester,Southern Bug, Dnieper to Podolya, Volhynia and Polesye regions (Fig. 1).GREBENIKIThe Grebeniki site, near Odessa, was exavated by P. Boriskovskiy in 1954.But most sites of the ulture have been investigated by V. Stanko [1966, 1971,1976, 1982℄. About 20 Grebeniki ulture sites are known now in the Odessa region(Fig. 1): Poznanka [Smolyaninova 1990:66-68℄, Kazanka [Boriskovskiy 1975:55-63℄,Dovzhanka, Orlovka, Baraboy IV, Borisovka, Tsybulevka, Karpovo, Dobrozhany[Kraskovskiy 1978℄. The sites of Mirnoe and Girzhevo are the best-investigatedmonuments [Stanko 1966, 1982℄.The Grebeniki ulture sites are known in the steppe zone between the LowerDanube and the Ingulets River (Fig. 1).One-sided, at ores for regular blades are typial for the Grebeniki pressuretehnique (Fig. 4:55, 56). The most of srapers were made from the akes. They aresubround, frequently with low working edge (Fig. 4:36-54). The burins are almostabsent. Low and medium symmetri trapezes onstitute about 20% of tools. As arule they are made from rossations of wide, regular blades (Fig. 4:19-35).Single inserts of the Kukrek type, penil-like ores, baked miroblades, obliquetrunation (Fig. 4:58-59) and bone spearheads with the slots have been distinguishedamong typial Grebeniki int implements as the traes of inuenes of the Kukrekulture population. The bones of animals from Mirnoe and Girzhevo sites testiythat auroh and hunting was a base of the Grebeniki ulture eonomy.Most of researhers date the Grebeniki ulture to the Late Mesolithi and theygenetially onnet it with the Final Palaeolithi site of the Tsarinka type [Stanko1982℄. But the large hronologial gap between the Grebeniki ulture and its Tsa-rinka subbase (more than 2000 years) is in ontradition with this statement.The Neolithization of Europe was a result of migration of the oldest Near Eastfarmers and stok breeders through the Balkan region to the north. Therefore, in the



129Early Holoene, the migration from the Lower Danube area took a predominantdiretion to the North-Western Blak Sea region. It gives an opportunity to seegenetial subbase of the Grebeniki ulture in the Danube and Balkan regions. Itsint assemblage are analogous to materials from the Balkan Protoneolithi sites ofArgissa, Sesklo, Cris�, Cuina Turului, et. [Perles 1988:95; Paunesu 1988:70-88℄.The Grebeniki population took part in formation of the Neolithi of North--Western Blak Sea region. JANIS�AWICEThe Janisªawie ulture, aording to S.K. Kozªowski [1965℄ or Vistula yle,aording to H. Wi�kowska [1964℄ has been distinguished on grounds of int ma-terials from the basins of Vistula and Nemen. About 30 Janisªawie sites are knownnow in the basin of the Pripet River (Fig 1).Single-platform one-sided ores for regular blades made by pressure tehniqueare typial for Janisªawie sites (Fig 6:1). Among the miroliths there are numerousJanisªawie points (Fig. 7:1-46) and triangles (Fig. 7:47-62, 67-74), regular, hightrapezes (Fig, 7:75-84) and miroburins (Fig. 7:63-66). There are a lot of sraperson irregular akes and blades with retouh. Axes on the akes and single burinsare typial for the Janisªawie ulture from the Pripet basin.There are loal versions of ulture under onsideration: entral | in the basinsof Upper Pripet and Bug, north or Maximonis in Nemen basin, west or Wistka | inWarta and Middle Vistula basins, east or Rudoy Ostrov | in Kiev-Zhitomir region[Zaliznyak 1991℄.At �rst researhers onneted genetially the Janisªawie ulture with Magle-mose of the west Balti [Rimantiene 1971:119; 1996; Ginter 1973:177-186; Kolt-sov 1977:190; Zaliznyak 1978:89-97℄. However, lately most Polish investigators haveseen genetial roots of Janisªawie on the territory of the Ukraine [Wi�kowska1975:339-438; Doma«ska 1990a; 1991℄.But Janisªawie int omplex is an example of the Post-Maglemose int indu-stry. The typial Maglemose artefats are single-platform, one-sided ores, pointsand long triangles with miroburin spells on the top. These elements of int tehni-que spread from the west Balti to the east through the territory of Poland. In fatJanisªawie int industry is a realisation of the west Balti Maglemose traditionson the base of new Protoneolithi pressure tehnique that arrived from the Balkanregion.The oldest Janisªawie site of Maximonis IV in the Nemen basin has been for-med as a result of migration of the Maglemose population from the west [Riman-tiene 1971:119℄. Later, Proto-Janisªawie population spread over the Pripet basin tothe Dnieper and moved aross left bank of Dnieper to the Donets basin. Janisªawie
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F i g . 6. Pressure tehnique in the Late Mesolithi of Ukraine. 1 - Janisªawie (1-8), 2 - Grebeniki (9-15),3 - Murzak-Koba (16-25).
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F i g . 7. Janisªawie ulture site Rudnya. Miroliths.
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F i g . 8. Borodyanka near Kiev. Flint artefats and pottery.forest hunters mixed with the Kukrek population in the Dnieper rapids region andhas been assimillated by the tribes of hunters and �shers from the Donets basin.On this mixed base Donets ulture originated [Formozov 1959; Zaliznyak 1978:98;1984a:102-104℄.



133The Janisªawie ulture had a pottery stage [Kozªowski 1965:147; Koltsov 1977:192℄. There are numerous int artefats of the Janisªawie type in int industry atNemen and Dnieper-Donets Neolithi ultures sites of Polesye lowland [Zaliznyak,Balakin 1985℄. The south inuenes from the Kukrek ulture on the Janisªawiesubbase have aused the Neolithization of the Kiev Polesye [Zaliznyak 1991:41-43℄(Fig. 8).The radioarbon dates of sites from the territory of Poland and Krinitsa 4 onthe Horyn River (7210±40 BC) and int artefats typology testify the early Atlantiage of the Janisªawie ulture sites. DONETSThe �rst investigator of Donets sites was M. Sibilev [1930℄. For last 20 years theyhave been exavated by A. Gorelik [1984; 1987℄. About 30 sites are known now in thebasin of the Severskiy Donets in the East Ukraine. Petrovska, Prishib, Drobyshevo1, Shevhenko, Pelagiyevka 3, Olkhova 2, 5 et. are the best investigated.The miroomplex of the Donets ulture sites onsists of baked mirobladesof the Borki type (Fig. 9:1-28), numerous low and medium trapezes (Fig. 9:37-46),Janisªawie points (Fig. 9:29-36) and single miroburins, resents and inserts of theKukrek type (Fig. 9:47-49, 60). There are a lot of miroblades from regular onialand penil-like ores (Fig. 9:66, 67). Burins are more numerous than srapers. Do-uble burins with retouh on the akes dominate among the burins (Fig. 9:54-57).Most of srapers are subround, low on the akes (Fig. 9:61-64, 68-70), but thereare end srapers, too (Fig. 9:65). In the int omplexes of the Donets ulture thereare drills (Fig. 9:59), axes (Fig. 9:72), the blades with retouh (Fig. 9:71).Most of researhers raise an issue of the Donets ulture formation on a baseof south mirolithi Mesolithi under an inuene from the north [Formozov 1959℄.The large forest omplexes on the Upper Donets gave an opportunity to arrivalof forest hunters of the Janisªawie ulture from the Kiev Polesye. The preseneof Janisªawie points in the int omplexes of the Donets ulture evidenes theinuene of the Janisªawie ulture of Polesye on the Mesolithi of the Donetsbasin [Zalizhyak 1978; 1984a, b℄. Single point of the Post-Swiderian type provessome kind of ontats with north-eastern neighbours (may be the Butovo ulture).The Donets ulture had its Neolithi development stage. Among typial intmaterials of the Donets ulture the trapezes with at retouh appeared (Fig. 9:50)as well as pottery with omb ornament of the Dnieper-Donets Neolithi ulture(Olkhova 2,5, Petrovka 4,10,28, Drobyshevo l, et.)Aording to A. Gorelik [1984℄ the Donets ulture lasted from the beginningof 6th to 4th mill. BC About 5000 BC it transformed into a Neolithi stage. In4th mill. BC the Donets ulture had been replaed by population of the NeolithiPitted-Comb Pottery ulture.
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F i g . 9. Olkhova V. The Donets ulture. Flint implements.



135PLATOVO STAVThe mirolithi int omplexes with resents and low trapezes with at retouhon a bak are known in the Lower Donets basin (Fig. 2). The regular miroblades,end srapers and penil-like ores are numerous in int olletion of this type(Platovo Stav, Murzina Balka, Zimovniki 1 et.). The simillar int industry spreadin the Mesolithi and Neolithi in Crimea, Kuban, and North Cauasus. Aordingto most Ukranian researhers these monuments are genetially onneted with theNorth Cauasus and dated to the Early Neolithi. STUDENOKThe Studenok type monuments are known in the basin of the Desna River(Studenok, Muragy, Popovo lake et.) [Zaliznyak 1984a; 1986; 1991:47-52℄.The typial feature of the Studenok int industry is rough ake tehnique.Among the miroliths rough, high asymmetri trapezes on the akes are predomi-nant (Fig. 2:80-85). There are single asymmetri points of the Altinovo type (Fig.2:87), tanged points (Fig. 2:88), oblique trunated akes (Fig. 2:86). There are alsoa lot of srapers and burins on the akes and axes.The Studenok type monuments onsitute the seond Late Mesolithi stage ofthe Pesohny Rov ulture. Muragy site is dated by radioarbon analysis to 7860±100BP. The Studenok type sites oured in the Atlanti period of the Holoene andwere a subbase of the Pitted-Comb Pottery ulture of the Desna river basin.So, during the Late Mesolithi the ompliated ultural and historial proesseshave been taking plae on the territory of the Ukraine. Without their generalisationit is impossible to understand a proess of Neolithization of East Europe.Crimea is the spei� Mesolithi region of the Ukraine. The Murzak-Kobaulture appeared in the Crimea Mountains in the Late Mesolithi. The Kukrekulture population lived, during the Mesolithi in steppes of North Crimea. Thesepeople moved to the Crimea Mountains and mixed with the Murzak-Koba ulturepopulation. On the base of this mixture the Neolithi of Crimea with trapezes andresents with at retouh on a bak was formed (Fig. 2:75-79).Kukrek hunters were autohthons of the steppes of the north Blak Sea low-land. This population was genetially onneted with the Late Palaeolithi bisonhunters of the south Ukrainian steppes. During the Mesolithi and Early Neoli-thi population of the Kukrek ulture migrated in di�erent diretions: to the so-uth into the Crimea Mountains, to the east to the basin of Donets River, to thenorth-west along the Dniester and Bug Rivers in Podolya, Volhynia, Polesye re-gions, to the north along Dnieper in the Kiev region (Fig. 1). There are typial



136Kukrek int artefats among the materials of most Ukrainian Late Mesolithi ul-tures (Murzak-Koba, Grebeniki, Donets, Janisªawie).The reason of Kukrek migration at the begining of Mesolithi was a transgres-sion of the Blak Sea. At the end of the Mesolithi the Kukrek population moved tothe north may be beause of pressure from Balkan Neolithi farmers who migratedfrom the Danube basin to the Ukraine.The strong Kukrak inuenes are observed in the int implements of the EarlyNeolithi ultures of the Ukraine (Dnieper-Donets, Bug-Dniester, Surska, Neolithiultures of Crimea). These materials gave V. Danilenko an opportunity to talkabout an important role of the Kukrek ulture in the Neolithization of the Ukraine[Danilenko 1969℄. In the Dnieper rapids region and in the basin of Molohna Riverthe Kukrek ulture transformed into the Neolithi stage.There was a ontinuation of ultural and historial development on the northBlak Sea lowland from the Late Palaeolithi bison hunters through the MesolithiKukrek ulture to the Early Neolithi. It was aused by relatively small hangesof nature in a steppe zone of the Ukraine on a border of the Pleistoene and theHoloene. As a result the steppe model of eonomy adaptation preserved with smallhanges in the north Blak See region in the Early Holoene.The west neighbour of the Kukrek population were Grebeniki tribes, whihlived in the north-west Blak Sea region in the Boreal and the Atlanti periodsof the Holoene. Migrations from Lower Danube to the north-east predomina-ted in this region from the Final Palaeolithi to the Middle Ages. The NeolithiBug-Dniester, Linear Band Pottery, Cuuteni-Trypolye ultures population ame tothe South-Western Ukraine from the Danube basin.This diretion of migration aused the Neolithization of Europe by means ofthe oldest Neolithi farmers spreading from the Near East through the BalkanPeninsula to the Northern Europe. This general tendeny gives an opportunity toassume south-western genetial roots of the Grebeniki ulture. Therefore, its intassemblages are very simillar to int olletions from the Balkan and Danube re-gions (Argissa, Sesklo, Cris�, Star�evo, Cuina Turului) [Perles 1988:29, 30; Paunesu1988:79-88℄.The proess of Protoneolithization took plae in Europe before the spread ofpottery and food produing eonomy [Kozªowski 1988:9-18℄. The essene of it wasspread of pressure or hipped stone industry from the Mediterranean region to thenorth (Fig. 6). Protoneolithization of Europe began around the 7th mill. BC and ittook two main diretions: from the Kapsian ulture of North Afria through WestEurope to North German lowland and from the Near East through the BalkanPeninsula to Central Europe with two branhes along the Danube to the southGermany and to the north-eastern diretion to the Ukraine (Fig. 10)Regular, one-sided ores for the regular medium-sized blades produed bypressure tehnique, numerous trapezes on its setions (Fig. 4:19-35) are typial forProtoneolithi int industry. This int tehnique ame to the Balkan Peninsula fromthe Near East in 7th mill. BC. The oldest of suh omplexes are known from theProtoneolithi sites of East Greee (Argissa, Sesklo, Nea Niomedea) [Perles 1988℄.
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F i g . 10. Neolithization of Europe.The Protoneolithi pressure tehnique advaned through Greee to the Danubebasin (Star�evo, Karanovo, K�or�os, Cris� ultures) and reahed the Ukraine (theBug-Dniester ulture) in 6th mill. BC This tehnique ourished in the Linear BandPottery ulture whih spread over Central Europe from the Rhine to the SouthernBug River in the 5th mill. BC. Loal Neolithi population of the southern Balti (theFunnel Beaker ulture) reeived this int industry from the Linear Band Potteryulture [Doma«ska 1995℄.The Grebeniki ulture int artefats are typial examples of this pressure teh-nique (Fig. 6:9-15). Obviously, this population advaned to the Odessa region ofthe Ukraine from the Lower Danube basin in the 7th mill BC. Judginig from apresene of Kukrek admixture in int omplexes of the Grebeniki ulture the new-omers from the Balkan region met and intermixed with aboriginal Kukrek ulturepopulation in the Blak Sea steppes. This population moved to the north alongthe Prut, Dniester and Southern Bug Rivers (Fig. 1). On this Grebeniki | Kukreksubbase Neolithi Bug-Dniester ulture originated in the region of the Middle Dnie-ster and Southern Bug Rivers in the 6th mill. BC. This oldest Ukrainian Neolithi
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F i g . 11. Flint implements of the Janisªawie type from the Neolithi sites of Kiev region: Obolon (1-36),Gorki (37-63). Flint implements of the Linear Band Pottery sites (64-70).
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F i g . 12. Neolithi ultures of the Ukraine: 1 - Nemen; 2 - Dnieper-Donets; 3 - Surska-Dnieper; 4 -Pitted-Comb Pottery; 5 - Linear Band Pottery; 6 - Bug-Dniester; 7 - Cuuteni; 8 - Tripolye.ulture was the east periphery of a large Danube Neolithi unity of the 6th mill.BC (Star�evo, Karanovo, Cris� and Bug-Dniester ulture) and developed under thestrong inuene of the Cris� ulture from the Prut river basin (Fig. 12).In the 5th mill. BC new waves of Neolithi migrants moved from the Danuberegion to Dniester basin. Under the press of this Linear Band Pottery and Cu-uteni newomers Bug-Dniester population settled to the north-east diretion andreahed Podolya, Volhynia, Polesye and Middle Dnieper (Fig. 12). The expressiveBug-Dniester featuers of oldest Neolithi erami of South Polesye and MiddleDnieper basin are the evidenes of it. So, the Protoneolithi pressure tehniquespread out in Polesye. It aused a transformation of loal Late Mesolithi Baltitradition to the int industry of Janisªawie type. Janisªawie int implements wererealisation of the Post-Maglemose Balti Mesolithi traditions on the base of newProtoneolithi pressure tehnique (Fig. 6:1-8)So, aording to arheologial material, the Neolithization of the Polesye low-land was a result of southern inuenes of the Bug-Dniester and Kukrek ultures.Kukrek population moved to the north to the Dnieper valley and Bug-Dniesterinuenes spread to Podolya, Volhynia and Polesye along the Prut, Dniester andSouthern Bug Rivers. The Bug-Dniester ultural omplex onsisted of exeptionalelements of south-western origin (pottery of the Cris�-Star�evo type, int artefats of



140the Balkan type, et.) and inluded ertain Kukrek elements (inserts of the Kukrektype, penil-like ores, numerous baked miroblades, et). Therefore at the oldestNeolithi sites of the Ukrainian Polesye there are: typial pottery with an ornamentof the Bug-Dniester ulture (Fig. 5) and the Janisªawie ulture int implements(Fig. 8:1-6, 9-23; 11:1-63) with lear Kukrek elements (Fig. 5:1-18; 8:7, 8).Aording to urrent arheologial data a food-produing eonomy ame onthe territory of the Ukraine from the Balkan Peninsula through the Danube ba-sin. The old version of the Neolithization of the Ukraine is not onvining now.Instead of it, the arheologial data indiate four waves of the migrants whih havefollowed from the Danube region to the Ukraine sine 7th mill. BC: 1) Grebeniki,2) Bug-Dniester, 3) Linear Band Pottery, 4) Cuuteni-Tripolye. Under the stronginuenes of these Neolithi newomers from the Balkan region the loal Neoli-thi ulture arisen in the North and East Ukraine (Surska, Dnieper-Donets, Nemenultures) (Fig. 12).The border between the Neolithi newomers from the Danube region andloal hunting tribes in the 5th mill. BC was established on the south edge of MiddleEuropean lowlands. It was inappropriate for mattok agriulture and did not attratNeolithi olonists. But North Germany, Poland, Polesye lowlands with their forests,rivers and lakes were the very rih with game and �sh. Therefore the anient huntingand �shing eonomy has been preserved there.However, the risis of hunting eonomy fored the hunters and �shermen toadopt di�erent innovations from more developed southern neighbours. First of all,they assimillated the Neolithi tehnique of pottery prodution, the �rst experieneof agriulture and a stok-breeding.So, in the 5-4th mill. BC to the north of the desendants of the �rst Balkanfarmers (the Linear Band Pottery and Trypolye ultures) in lowlands of North Ger-many, Poland, and Polesye and in the Dnieper valley autohthonous hunters and�shermen lived. This was some kind of barbari periphery of the Balkan farmers`protoivilization, whih was the subbase of the �rst Indo-Europeans (Fig. 6).Modern arheologial and anthropologial data from the Middle Europeanlowlands allow reonstruting the Proto-Indo-European substratum of the 6-5thmill. BC whih was a geneti basis of the �rst real Indo-Europeans [Zaliznyak1984a; 1984b: 89, 97-99℄.The hunting Mesolithi population of the Maglemose (Svaerdborg) ulture li-ved in the 7th mill. BC in the west Balti region. As a result of the Balti Sea trans-gression about 6000 BC this population began to migrate to the east and south-east.The Post-Maglemose Late Mesolithi entity spread from the North Sea to Sever-skiy Donets (Fig. 13). It onsisted of the ultures de Leien-Wartena, Oldesloe,Chojnie-Pie«ki, Janisªawie, Donets. The int implements of those ultures testifytheir relationship and genesis on the base of the west Balti Mesolithi [Zaliznyak1991℄.In Poland, sites with materials testi�ng the movement of the Svaerdborg ulturepopulation from the territory of North Germany and Denmark to Polish lowlandhave been exavated lately [Bagniewski 1993℄. There are two stages of the Ma-
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F i g . 13. Inux of Svaerdborg elements into the territory of Poland, [after Bagniewski 1993℄.glemose or Svaerdborg tradition development on the territory of Poland. The intmaterial fromWierzhowo 6 site is like the late Svaerdborg material from Denmarkwhih is dated to the end of the 7th mill. BC. Large and small triangles and thebaked bladelets of the Maglemose type are typial. Not so numerous are points ofthe Svaerdborg type and axes.Later the Svaerdborg int industry transformed into the Gudovo type om-plexes. They are the very simillar to materials of the Oldesloe ulture from northGermany and Denmark dated to the 5th mill. BC In Poland suh sites are alledthe Chojnie-Pienki ulture.Sites of the Svaerdborg type are unknown to the east of the Vistula Ri-ver. In Polesye between the Vistula and the Dnieper in the 5th mill. BC sites ofthe Janisªawie ulture spread out (Fig. 13). Reently, most of researhers talkabout the Post-Maglemosian harater of the Janisªawie int omplex. Genetiallyit is onneted with Svaerdborg population of the west Balti region [Zaliznyak1991:38, 39℄.There are several lear Maglemosian features in int artefats of the Janisªa-wie sites from Polesye. I mean spei� long triangles (Fig. 7:47-62), baked blade-
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F i g . 14. The Late Mesolithi the and Neolithi subbase of Indo-Europeans. Late Mesolithi subbase:1 - De Leien-Wartena, 2 - Oldesloe, 3 - Chojnie-Pie«ki, 4 - Janisªawie, 5 - Sites with the Janisªawiepoints, 6 - the Donets ulture. Neolithi subbase: 7 - Cultures with omb pottery, 8 - the Funnel Beakerulture, 9 - Balkan Neolithi, 10 - Near East population, 11 - Pra-Cartvels, 12 - Pra-Ugro-Finns.lets with miroburin spell on the top (Janisªawie points) (Fig. 7:1-46), the develop-ment of pressure and miroburin tehniques of int proessing, the single-platformore for regular blades (Fig. 6:1) et.Gradual disappearane of the Maglemosian features in the int materials ofthe sites towards the east an be seen. Like in the Vistula basin, the Maglemosetriangles onstitute about a half of the whole mirolithi assemblage. At the sites ofwest Polesye the triangles are not more numerous than 10-20% of the mirolithes.In the Kiev region only single triangles were found (Fig. 8:5, 6).In the basin of the Severskiy Donets there are the very few west Balti Magle-mose elements (Janisªawie points, miroburins) (Fig. 9:29-36). But most of resear-hers onsider that the Janisªawie population moved from the Kiev Polesye to theeast and took part in the genesis of the Donets ulture [Zaliznyak 1978; Gorelik1987:159℄.So, in the 5th mill. BC, beause of migration proess from the west Baltiregion to the south-east diretion the group related Late Mesolithi ultures hasbeen formed. The numerous �nds of spei� int artefats (Janisªawie points) in
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F i g . 15. Trypolyan farmers (1) and oldest Indo-European stok breeders (2). 1 - Trypolyan lay sulp-ture, 2 - reonstrution based on the skull found in Dnieper rapids.the Dnieper rapids region and even in Crimea testify that the migrants from theBalti region reahed the Blak Sea oast (Fig. 13).On this Post-Maglemose base in the5-4thmill. BC Neolithi ultures: Erteb�lle,Dubihay, Strumil, Nemen, Dnieper-Donets were formed in the south Balti region,Polesye, Middle Dnieper and the Donets River basin (Fig. 13). It is eviened byPost-Maglemosian harater of the int omplexes of the oldest Neolithi siteson the mentioned territory. For example, at the oldest settlements of the Nemenand Dnieper-Donets ultures of Polesye and Kiev region with the omb ornamentand series of typial Janisªawie points, triangles, miroburins (Fig. 8) [Zaliznyak,Balakin 1985℄.There is anthropologial evidene of an existene of ulture-geneti unity be-tween the Rhine and the Donets in the 6-4thmill. BC. The anthropologial materialsfrom the emeteries of the Dnieper basin provide evidene of the Mesolithi popu-lation movement from the Balti area to the Lower and Middle Dnieper. If in theburials near Voloshskiy and Vasilyevka villages (10-8th mill. BC) south Europoidshave been buried, the Neolithi emeteries of the Lower Dnieper (Vovnigy I,III,
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F i g . 16. Indo-European migrations from 4th to 2nd mill. BC. 1 - the Globular Amphora ulture, 2 -the Corded Ware ulture, 3 - the Seredni Stog, 4 - the Yamnaya ulture, 5 - steppe barrows, I - BalkanNeolithi, II - Pra-Cartvels, III - Pra-Ugro-Finns.Volnyanka, Yasinovatka, Mikilske) from 6-5th mill. BC ontain remains of massivenorth Europoids [Telegin, Potekhina 1987℄ (Fig. 15).These Neolithi materials and materials from ontemporary burials from Den-mark (Vedbaek, Erteb�lle et.) provide evidene of ertain ultural and genetirelationship between the populations that had lived there. They were of simillarnorth Europoidal anthropologial type.The oldest real Indo-Europeans in the 4-3rd mill. BC (Seredni Stog, Yamnaya,Funnel Beaker, Globular Amphora, Corded Ware ultures) belonged to the same orrelated north European anthropologial type, as their diret anestors from the 5thmill. BC (Dnieper-Donets and Erteb�lle ultures). But sine the 4-3rd mill. BC wean see the beginning of the proess of grailization. So, the oldest Indo-Europeansbegan to form in the 6-5th mill. BC on the base of loal north European Mesolithipopulation of hunters and gatherers under ultural inuene and ertain inux ofless massive non-Indo-Europeans from agriultural Neolithi entres of the Balkanand Danube area.The linguisti analysis of Proto-Indo-European language provides evidenethat the Indo-European homeland in the 4th mill. BC was situated between theProto-Finno-Ugri of the forest-steppe zone from Donets to the Ural, the Pra-Car-



145tvels of the Cauasus and bearers of the Near-East languages traditions (the BalkanNeolithi) [Illih-Svitih 1964; Gamkrelidze, Ivanov 1984:870-880℄. I mean the fo-rest-steppe and steppe territories of the Dnieper rapids, the left-bank Ukraine, theLower Don and may be the Kuban River. The oldest, Indo-European stok bre-eding entities, arouse in the end of 5-4th mill. BC on these territories (Mariupol,Seredni Stog, Novodanilovo, Kemi-Oba ultures et.). In the west part of the Neo-lithi Proto-Indo-European zone of Europe (Fig. 13) the �rst real Indo-Europeanunity was the Funnel Beaker ulture of the south Balti region whih is dated tothe seond part of 4-3rd mill. BC Aording to arhaeologial data the spread ofthe Indo-Europeans in the steppe zone of Eurasia began at the beginning of the4th mill. BC from the left bank Ukraine (Fig. 16).So, in the 6-5th mill. BC the same kind of barbari periphery of the Balkan--Danube Neolithi protoivilization arouse to the north of it in the lowlands fromthe Rhine to the Donets River (Fig. 13). It has been formed on the base of theautohthonous Mesolithi population whih moved from the west Balti region tothe south-east through the Oder, Vistula, Pripet, Middle Dnieper basins to theforest-steppe zone of the Left Bank Ukraine.These related ultures of aboriginal hunters and �shermen developed un-der a strong progressive inuene from the Balkan Neolithi. Beause of this so-uthern inuene and a spread of steppes through the aridization of limate theabove-mentioned loal hunting-�shing soiety of the north Europoids beame totransform in the oldest stok-breeding Indo-European ultures in 4th mill. BC (Ma-riupol, Seredni Stog, Novodanilovo, Funnel Beaker et.).The stok breeding aused the spread of the Indo-European ulture and langu-ages in the steppe zone of Europe and Asia in the 4-2nd mill. BC [Mallory 1989℄. Ithappened in the Eneolithi | very favourable for a stok breeding onditions of thelimate aridization [Kremenetsky 1991℄. The aridization ontributed to the spreadof the steppes and to the ollapse of the Balkan Neolithi ivilisation. It stimulatedstok breeding as a separate branh of eonomy and populating the steppes by theoldest stokbreeding tribes from the Indo-European ulture and languages from theDanube to Mongolia, India and Iran (Fig. 16) [Zaliznyak 1984b:78-117℄.Translated by the author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 146-159PL ISSN 1231-0344Aleksander A. YanevihTHE NEOLITHIC OF THE MOUNTAINOUS CRIMEAThe �rst Neolithi site, situated in the mountainous part of Crimea, has beendisovered at the beginning of the 20th entury [Moiseev 1918℄, and in the 1930sthe Neolithi period has been taken into onsideration in divisions of the StoneAge of Crimea for the �rst time [Bader 1940℄. In 1950-1980 new sites have beendisovered and investigated, and as a result of these a new system of divisions ofthe Crimea Neolithi ame into being [Kraynov 1960; Formozov 1962; Shhepinskiy1968; Kolosov 1971; Telegin 1982℄. At the same time a new approah on relativelyfast transition from hunting and food-gathering to farming and attle breeding inCrimea our as well as on loal pig domestiation [Kraynov 1960; Formozov 1962;Kolosov 1971℄. These approahes are however in ontradition to the results of newresearh. The proess of the Neolithization of Crimea ran in more ompliated waythan it had been thought before beause hunter-gatherers and farmers ould o-existfor a long time. That proess reets the Neolithi of the mountain part of Crimea.1. PALEOECOLOGYCrimea, in respet of topography, is divided into two parts: the north | whihis a plain, and the south | whih is a mountainous part. Three main mountainranges belong to the mountains region: north with the height of up to 250 m abovesea level, entral | with the height of about 500 m, and south, the highest, reahing800-1500 m. The peuliarity of the main (the highest) range are immense plateauxon the mountain ridges.The limate of the peninsula has been, sine the end of Early Holoene, de�-nitely warm and humid, similar to the present one. Boreal warming is well availa-ble, espeially in pollen diagrams of the Kerh sites [Matskevoy, Pashkevih 1973℄,and in diagrams from the Shan-Koba settlement [Besusko, et al. 1998℄. It is alsoreeted in haroal analyses [Gammermann 1934℄ and molluss (Helix albestins)analyses from the Late Mesolithi housing areas. During the limati optimum in



147the mid-Holoene temperatures di�ered for 1-2 C from the present ones and thetotal fall for 100 mm at the outmost [Savina, Khotinskiy 1982℄.In aordane with the rhythm of limati hanges of the end of Early Holo-ene and in mid-Holoene typial vegetation zones were formed. In the north partof Crimea, steppes overed with a great variety of grasses developed [Matskevoy,Pashkevih 1973; Pashkevih 1982℄.An inreasing humidity in the mountainous part of Crimea aused the repla-ement of oniferous forests by deiduous trees growing in warm irumstanes.Their omposition is available in haroal spetra in Late Mesolithi mountainoussettlements [Gammermann 1934℄ and in pollen diagrams of the Shan-Koba site[Besusko, et al. 1998℄. Charateristi speies are as follows: oak, beeh, maple androwan. At the end of the Late Holoene in the mountainous part a typial vertialdivision of vegetation developed. There were forest-steppe zones, beeh and oakforests and steppe on the north slopes [Rubtsov 1978:26-75℄. The presene of thesezones has been on�rmed for the boreal and Atlanti periods by pollen analysesarried out by L. Besusko for Shan-Koba site [Besusko, et al. 1998℄. The investi-gation of fauna in the Late Mesolithi settlements of the seond mountain rangegave similar results. They show a notieable domination of forest fauna in relationto the steppe one [Vekilova 1971℄.At the deline of the Early Holoene the proess of fauna omplexes formingin di�erent areas of the peninsula ame to the end. Forest fauna dominated in themountainous part; boars, deer and roe deer are known from the Late Mesolithiand Neolithi settlements. Fauna of open or half-open biotops | aurohs, donkeyand horse, is known only oasionally from the settlements whih are situated innot far distane from the steppe zone (Alimovskiy Naves, Zamil-Koba II) [Vekilova1971℄. Aurohs, bison, tarpan and donkey represent the fauna of the Crimea plain.Their bones dominate in osteologial material of the Mesolithi and Neolithi set-tlements from that area. Saiga antelope and deer are also found in small amounts[Matskevoy 1977℄.2. THE LATE MESOLITHIC SUBSTRATUM OF THE MOUNTAINOUS CRIMEANEOLITHICTypologial and statistial analyses of the int material, based on the Robinson`sindex with miroliths as a base, and on omparison of all ategories of artefats allowto distinguish �ve Late Mesolithi and Neolithi ultures in Crimea [Yanevih 1995℄.Three of them are known for a long time, they are: Murzak-Koba, Kukrek and Tash--Air ultures [Bonh-Osmolovskiy 1934; Vekilova 1966; Kolosov 1971; Telegin 1982;Yanevih 1987a, 1995℄. The other two ultures are symptoms of new Late Mesolithiand Neolithi ultural phenomena that have been worked out during reent years| namely the Shpan and Alexeevo ultures [Yanevih 1987b, , 1995℄.
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F i g . 1. The map of the Tash-Air ulture sites. 1 - Tash-Air 1 ; 2 - Zamil-Koba 2; 3 - Alimovskiy Naves;4 - At-Bash; 5 - Kaya-Arasy; 6 - Denisovka; 7 - Petrovska Balka; 8 - Shpan-Koba; 9 - Buran-Kaya 3; 10- Adzy-Koba 2.There are two di�erent views on the genesis of the Tash-Air ulture. Aor-ding to most of the speialists that ulture developed on the loal Late Mesolithisubstratum [Kraynov 1960:91-104; Formozov 1962:117; Shhepinskiy 1968:121-133;Kolosov 1971:129-135; Yanevih 1995℄. Only N.N. Danilenko onneted the originof the Neolithi of the mountainous Crimea with the Kukrek ulture [Danilenko1969:189℄.Comparison of the Late Mesolithi and Neolithi int material shows genetilinks between the Murzak-Koba and Tash-Air ultures. The Murzak-Koba ulture isrepresented by the following omplexes: Murzak-Koba [Bibikov 1940℄, Shan-Koba,layer 3 and 2, Fatma-Koba, layer 4, 3 and 2 [Bibikov 1966℄, Adzy-Koba 3 [Yanevih1984℄, Laspi 7 [Telegin 1982℄, Shpan-Koba | the upper layer, Kara-Koba [Kolosov1960℄ and others. Sites of that ulture are situated exlusively in the mountainouspart of Crimea. In the area of the seond (mountain) range they our in abris, onplateaux and on open oastal sites.The Murzak-Koba ulture is haraterised by relatively highly developed bladetehnique. Pyramid ores prevail in its assemblages (51-89%; Fig. 2:49, 50, 77).There also our ores with double platform (7-43%; Fig. 2:51), penil ores (Fig.2:52) are known as well (4%), they served to obtaining miroblades.Among the Murzak-Koba ulture miroliths geometri forms (72-100% of allthe miroliths), baked bladelets (7%; Fig. 2:70, 71) and trunated piees (4%) sho-uld be mentioned. Oasionally, the �wider points (3%; Fig. 2:76) and the Kukrekinserts (3%; Fig. 2:37, 72) also appear. Among the geometri miroliths trapezes
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F i g . 2. The Murzak-Koba ulture. Flint and horn tools.



150prevail (81-11%); their main type is a symmetri trapeze with steep retouh (Fig.2:7, 25-27, 60-61). The other type is formed by asymmetri trapezes, one-sided on-ave (Fig. 2:8-10, 30-31). A harateristi type of the Murzak-Koba ulture are avery short, symmetri or asymmetri trapezes with nothed retouh on upper base(Fig. 2:11, 28, 62), so-alled Fatma-Koba trapezes. Segments our not numerously(5-23%; Fig. 2:14, 68), triangles are rare.In omparison with another tools, srapers appear not in large amounts withinthe Murzak-Koba ulture (7-13%). They are usually made of blades but also sra-pers on a ake that prevail in ertain assemblages, an be found. Straight and onvexsrapers on a blade (Fig. 2:17-18, 44-45, 75) and srapers on a ake (Fig. 2:15-16)should be also mentioned, whereas burins are even less numerous than srapers (me-rely 6%). Dihedral burins and burins on snap prevail (Fig. 2:21, 43, 48); burins ontrunation (Fig. 2:80-82) are less numerous and they belong to so-alled Kukrek-typeburins (Fig. 2:53-54). The harateristi feature of the Murzak-Koba assemblages isan ourrene of large amounts of blades with nothed retouh (54-66%).Among bone tools arrowheads, harpoons and frames [Bibikov 1977; Telegin1982; Kolosov 1960℄ are represented. Bone arrowheads are homogeneous, they haveirle or oval ross-setion and are from 0,8 to 1,3 m in diameter, their length is| judging from well-preserved speimens | about 7 m. An arrowhead from layer3 of Shan-Koba and the one from layer 3 of Fatma-Koba have an elongated groove(Fig. 2:83), and an arrowhead from Laspi 7 | two grooves (Fig. 2:56). The lengthof harpoons is 6-8 m and their diameter | 0,7-1 m. They have a symmetri rowof teeth (Fig. 2:58-59, 87-88).It is possible to distinguish three stages of the Murzak-Koba ulture deve-lopment on the basis of int tools tehnology and morphology (Fig. 2). The �rststage inludes the Murzak-Koba, Shan-Koba (layer 3) and Fatma-Koba (layer 4)assemblages, the seond one | the Fatma-Koba (layer 3), Adzy-Koba , Laspi 7,Shpan-Koba (layer 1-2 and 1-3) and the Kara-Koba assemblages, and the third |the Shan-Koba (layer 2), Shpan-Koba (layer 1-1) and Kukrek (layer 3).3. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TASH-AIR CULTURENowadays over 30 Tash-Air ulture sites are known. They are as follows:Tash-Air 1 (layer 8-5a), Zamil-Koba 2 (layer 8-5); [Kraynov 1960℄, Adzy-Koba 2[Yanevih 1984℄, At-Bash [Formozov 1962℄, Kaya-Arasy (lower layer); [Shhepin-skiy 1962℄, Buran-Kaya 3 (layer 3), Denisovka [Shhepinskiy 1968℄, Zuya 1 [Vekilova1951℄ et. All of them are situated in the mountainous area of Crimea, in the se-ond mountain range or on plateaux (Fig. 1). In the mountains they are mainly abris,some of them are open. The open sites are situated on the plateau, usually on theedge of it, in the viinity of springs. Apart from the two areas | the mountainousone and the forest one-sites of that ulture are not known.



151Flint produtionCharateristi feature of the Tash-Air ulture is a high level of blade tehnique.Blades derive hiey from ores with single platform (40-74%, Fig. 3:17, 39-40;4:33, 35; 5:31-32). Speial types of ores with single platform are speimens withround aking surfae (Fig. 3:39; 5:32). Speimens with double platform representthe seond type of ores (31-51%; Fig. 4:34; 5:30). Other types are rare.The Tash-Air ulture mirolithi tehnique is represented by geometri mi-roliths (89-93%) and baked bladelets (3-11%; Fig. 3:32; 4:10-14; 5:12). Amongthe geometri miroliths trapezes play a signi�ant role (65-77%). Medium highspeimens with a at retouh (Fig. 3:1-2; 4:1-7; 5:1-6, 10) should be stressed asthe main type of the Neolithi trapezes of the mountainous part of Crimea. Theydi�er in proportions and size of the at retouh. High symmetri and asymmetritrapezes with steep retouh have also been registered. Segments are not so frequ-ent (23-25%). Nearly all the segments are of medium height and symmetri, withpredominane of speimens with a at retouh (Fig. 3:4-5, 31; 4: 9). Nevertheless,segments with a steep retouh are frequent, espeially in late inventories (Fig. 3:4;5:8).Srapers are the most abundant group of tools (29-41% of all the retouhedartefats). There are srapers, mainly straight ones, that onstitute the predominantgroup (Fig. 3:10, 13, 33-35; 4:16, 18-23, 30-31; 5:13-23). Double srapers are sarelyrepresented (Fig. 4:17; 5:24). Srapers on a ake our in the shape of massive semi--round srapers (Fig. 3:16, 38; 4:24; 5:29). Burins do not form a large group (10%)and burin on snap is their main type (Fig. 3:14, 37;4: 25-29; 5:26). The harateristifeature of the Tash-Air ulture assemblages are borers, whih appear in relativelylarge amounts (6%) in the shape of rather big blades with a steep retouh (Fig. 5:25,27). Retouhed blades are numerous, while the other forms of retouhed tools ourin santy amounts.Bone and horn produts serve as points, axes, knives, awls and pins frames. Abone tool from Tash-Air 1 (layer Va) [Kraynov 1960℄ seems to be very interesting;it di�ers from Mesolithi bone blades of Crimea and an probably be interpretedas a tool of a spei� role. Horn frames are preserved mostly in parts; the onlyompletely preserved speimen originates from Zamil-Koba 2. It is made of a splitboar tusk [Kraynov 1960: Table 13:5, 7℄. PotteryAording to the kind of admixture and ornamentation the Tash-Air ulturepottery an be divided into some groups of di�erent hronology. The �rst groupinludes the earliest, not numerous fragments found at Tash-Air 1 (layer 6) and
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F i g . 3. Tash-Air 1. Flint tools from layer 8 (1-17) and 7 (18-40).
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F i g . 4. Tash-Air 1. Flint tools from layer 6.
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F i g . 5. Tash-Air 1. Flint tools from layer 5a.
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F i g . 6. Tash-Air 1. Pottery from layer 5a.



156Zamil-Koba (layer 6) [Kraynov 1960:33-34℄, they are blak or dark grey and havean admixture of �ne sand. All the fragments are non-ornamental and ome fromvessel's body exept one part of the bottom.The seond group omprises the pottery from Tash-Air (layer 5a), Zamil-Koba(layer 5) [Kraynov 1960℄, Kaya-Arasy (lower layer), At-Bash, Balin-Kosh [Fomozov1962℄ and Denisovka [Shhepinskiy 1968℄ (Fig. 6:1-14). They are dark red, brown ordark brown fragments with arefully smoothed surfae and they are parts of thikvessels with a �ne admixture of rushed shells, limestone or quartz, ornamentedwith omb deoration or inised lines. These ome from slightly pro�led vesselswith pointed bottoms, espeially speimens found at At-Bash and Balin-Kosh. Thelosest analogy an be found between that pottery in Surska-Dnieper ulture vesselforms [Danilenko 1969:189; Telegin 1971:6-7℄.There ar fragments from Tash-Air (layer 5a) and Zamil-Koba (layer 5; Fig.7:1-13) that onstitute the third pottery group. These have their yellow or brownsurfae smoothed. They ome from thin, slightly porous vessels with an admixtureof rushed shells or limestone. Deoration of geometri ompositions is made witha long omb. The similarity to the Surska-Dnieper and the Azov-Dnieper ulturepottery forms should also be stressed [Danilenko 1971℄. Periodization and hronologyBeause of sare amounts of pottery the Tash-Air ulture periodization isbased on int prodution development, with geometri miroliths morphology takeninto speial onsideration. Inreasing number of trapezes with at retouh in theTash-Air assemblages allows establishing the relative hronology for sites of thatulture. The role played by pottery as a determinant grows only in late phases ofthe Tash-Air ulture.Three stages an be distinguished in the development of the Tash-Air ulture.The earliest is represented by Tash-Air site 1 (layer 8 and 7) and Zamil-Koba site 2(layer 8 and 7). The harateristi features of int tools assemblages are: at retouhon about 1/3 of miroliths number and not very large ores sizes. The assembla-ges do not ontain pottery. Tash-Air 1 (layer 6), Zamil-Koba 2 (layer 6), At-Bash,Adzy-Koba 2 and others represent the seond stage. Flat retouh is registered foralmost half of miroliths, single trapezes with surfae ompletely overed with atretouh also our. The feature of the greatest importane for that stage is theappearane of pottery. There are Tash-Air 1 (layer 5a), Zamil-Koba 2 (layer 5),Kaya-Arasy (lower layer), Buran-Kaya (layer 3), Denisovka and others that formthe third stage. Almost all of geometri miroliths are overed with at retouh,ores are massive.The establishment of the absolute hronology of the Tash-Air ulture is diÆultbeause of the lak of radioarbon dates. Lower hronologial limit for the ulture
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F i g . 7. Tash-Air 1. Pottery from layer 5a.under disussion is given by 14C dates of the seond stage of the Murzak-Kobaulture: for lower layer of Shpan-Koba 6240±150 BC∗ [Yanevih 1993℄ and forLaspi 7 series from 5500±380 to 7150±130 BC [Telegin 1982℄. On the ground ofonduted 14C analyses it is possible to plae tentatively the Tash-Air ulture overa span from the end of the 6th to the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC.
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of the 14C hronology (Editor).



158 4. MESOLITHIC AND NEOLITHIC ECONOMY OF THE MOUNTAINOUS AREAOF CRIMEAA forest animal hunting was the base of the Mesolithi and Neolithi eonomyof the area under disussion. The perentage of the forest animals reahes 85%of the osteologial material of the Shan-Koba ulture, 95% of the Murzak-Kobaulture and 90% | the Tash-Air ulture. As hunting in limited zones was moree�etive by means of bows and arrows, it aused the situation that they were themain equipment of the mountainous Crimea hunters. Diret evidene is providedby geometri miroliths domination | used, as mentioned above, as arrowheadsat Shan-Koba and Tash-Air ultures. Judging from ethnographial and historialanalogies [Kroeber 1925; K�uhn 1952; Lin Jao Chua, Cheboksarov 1961; Mellaart1967℄ following methods were pratised: approahing, hase, battue | in ase ofdeer, approahing when hunting roe-deer, battue | in boar hunting.In eonomy of the mountainous Crimea population land snail (Helix albestins)olleting was of main importane. At numerous settlements their shells were found.They onstituted a main ontent of a ultural layer at Laspi 7 [Telegin 1982:90-92℄.Colleting plants was obvious as well. Fishing was a omponent of eonomy butregarding sare �sh soures in Crimea, it played a seond-rate role. Only at Kara--Koba [Kolosov 1960℄ an abundane of �shbone was found.The annual eonomi yle of the mountainous Crimea population was dividedinto the two main periods: winter period in the seond mountain range zone andsummer one on plateaux. These yles guaranteed the best use of food supplies ofthe mountain area. The seond mountain range area sites were used only in oldperiods. About 90% of deer and roe deer onentrate in oak forests in wintertime.Settlement of the seond mountain range area is evidened by overing of bird,boar, roe-deer skulls with their horns ut as well as remains of wandering �sh(Salmo trutta) in monthly yles in ultural layers in winter. Winter harater ofthat settlement is shown by usage of abris with south or west exposition and byrelis of buildings | for instane at Shan-Koba and Zamil-Koba II [Bibikov 1977℄.Mesolithi and Neolithi settlements are with no doubt onneted with summerperiods | in all probability | with summer migrations of wild animals to subalpinemeadows and steppes. In summer there are 30% of the mountainous area on plate-aux while in winter, for the reason that the overing of snow, only 5% . Boar boneslying (in monthly yles) at Shan-Koba as well as the topography of the settlementsindiate the settlement on plateaux. They are situated in open areas, entirely notsheltered from the winter winds, reahing a speed of 42 m/se.The development of gathering | hunting eonomy in the mountainous forestof Crimea is divided into three stages. In the �rst, the Early Mesolithi stage theeonomy was forming; it ended in the turn of Holoene. The seond, Late Mesolithistage (Boreal and the beginning of Atlanti period) was a full bloom time of thattype of eonomy. Only the forest animals were the aim of hunting. As a result ofspread of ora of warm area and molluss, food-gathering beame one of the leading



159branhes of eonomy. Disoveries of speialised tools (like harpoons), and �shers'settlements (Kara-Koba) show an inreasing role of �shing. An intensi�ation ofeonomy led to stritly de�ned seasons | using natural soures on plateaux insummer and in the seond mountain range in winter.The third stage, the Neolithi one, in the Atlanti period, was a ontinuationof desribed type of eonomy. As in the previous ase, a forest animal hunting wasof the greatest importane. The perentage of animals hunted this way was 70-80%of all animals. Wide spread of bows and arrows is indiated by numerous geometrimiroliths at the Tash-Air ulture sites. Food-gathering, as well as �shing, was stillpratised. Nevertheless, domesti animals bones (espeially pigs) were found at theNeolithi sites of the mountainous Crimea [Kraynov 1960℄. So, it was the Neolithiperiod when an integration of two types of eonomy took plae, and it was breedingthat played a seond-rate role. That stage was a phase of onsolidation | aordingto M. Zvelebil [1986℄ and his model of farming | breeding eonomy formation.5. SUMMARYThe investigations of the mountainous Crimea Neolithi period give the pitureas follows:1. The proess of forming and development of the mountainous Crimea ultureshad an autohtoni harater. The Neolithi has been formed here on the basisof loal Late Mesolithi. Flint prodution is a ontinuation of the Murzak-Kobaulture prodution, and it also refers to the Neolithi bone and horn tools. Thepottery shows inuenes from the north oast of the Blak Sea, espeially from theSurska and Azov ultures.2. The type of Late Mesolithi eonomy was the base for the proess of Neo-lithization of the disussed part of Crimea. The Neolithi eonomy is a furtherdevelopment of the eonomy of the Late Mesolithi hunters, gatherers and �shersof mountain forests. Translated by M. Wojieszek



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 160-194PL ISSN 1231-0344Nadezhda S. KotovaTHE ROLE OF EASTERN IMPULSE IN DEVELOPMENTOF THE NEOLITHIC CULTURES OF UKRAINESigni�ant materials about the Neolithi of the Ukraine and Southern Russiaare aumulated nowadays. They allow to o�er the reonstrution of one histori-al aspet onneted with eastern impulse in development of the Neolithi of theUkraine.In 1960s V.N. Danilenko [1969:176-183℄ has assumed, that the beginning of theNeolithi in the Ukraine was assoiated with the eastern ultural impulse. In hisopinion, the progressive drying of a limate in Eastern Europe has resulted in risisof the hunting eonomy, and the anient population has passed to attle breeding.In searhing for new pastures it has beome to move west. The resettlement ofpopulation from the eastern areas of Europe to the Ukraine, was on�rmed byV.N. Danilenko on the grounds on similarity of the earliest Neolithi pottery. Hewrote, that pointed bottom pots with srathed and pressed deoration are knownfrom the Caspian steppes up to the north-west Blak Sea area. V.N. Danilenko datedthe �rst ourrene of pottery in the Ukraine to the end of the 7th millennium BC∗[1969:186℄.Long time there were no materials on�rming this point of view. All CaspianSea and Volga basin ultures were dated not earlier than to the 5th millenniumBC. However, at present there appeared data about the earlier Neolithi ultures.Arhaeologists from Samara and Orenburg have studied series of the Early Neolithisites in the northern Caspian Sea basin (Kugat, Kulagaisi) and in the south ofthe forest-steppe Volga basin [Vasilyev, Vybornov 1988:10, 19-26℄. In the Volgabasin the Early Neolithi materials of suh sites as Chekalino 4, Lebyazhinka 4,Nizhneorlyanskaya 2, Staro-Elshanskoe 2 and others were inorporated into theElshanskaya ulture [Mamonov 1994:22℄. It is haraterized by pro�le pointed basevessels with the organi inlusions in lay. These vessels mainly have no deoration.Less often they are deorated by srathed, tape or pressed ornament (Fig. 2). Justsuh eramis are losest to the pottery of the early Rakushehniy Yar ulture (Fig.3:2, 5; 4) and of the earliest sites of Surska (Fig. 5:1-4) and Bug-Dniester ultures(Fig. 6:3, 4, 6, 7). A series of radioarbon dates, palynologial and natural-sieneresearhes are referred of the Elshanskaya ulture sites to the end of the Boreal
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of 14C hronology (Editor).
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F i g . 1. Map of the Neolithi sites: 1 - Lebyazhinskoe, 2 - Lugovoe 3, 3 - Krasniy Gorodok, 4 - Chekalino4, 5 - Ivanovka, 6 - Staro-Elshanskoe, 7 - Maksimovka, 8 - Kulagaisi, 9 - Kugat, 10 - Tsimlyanskoe,11 - Samsonovskoe, 12 - Razdorskoe 1, Rakushehniy Yar, 13 - Bessergenovka, 14 - Razdolnoe, 15 -Mariupol emetery, 16 - Semenovka, 17 - Chapaevka, 18 - Frontovoe 1, 19 - Dolinskiy emetery, 20 -Babino, 21 - Sobahki, 22 - Vovhok, 23 - Vovnigskoe right-bank settlement and Vovnigskiy 2 emetery,24 - Vovnigskoe left-bank settlement, 25 - Vinogradniy island, 26 - Nikolskiy emetery, 27 - Vasilevskiy5 emetery, 28 - Kodahok island, 29 - Gard, 30 - Pugah, 30 - Mitkov and Bazkov islands, 31 - Sokoltsy1, 2, 6, Shurovtsy, 32 - Samhintsy.and dated them to the seond half of the 7th | a boundary of 7th-6th millenniaBC. The seond half of the Boreal in the Volga basin was haraterized by maximaldrying of a limate and spreading of the steppe landsapes in the forest-steppe areas[Mamonov 1994:23-24℄. Thus, the study of these new sites on�rm V.N. Danilenko'sassumption about an opportunity ourrene of the �rst pottery in the Ukraine asa result of borrowing it by more eastern Neolithi population.Unfortunately, nowadays in the Ukraine there are not enough materials of theEarly Neolithi epoh. It is possible only to asertain, that in the Early Neolithiin the forest-steppe Southern Bug area the Bug-Dniester ulture was formed. Re-ognizing an opportunity of the ourrene of �rst pottery as a result of inueneof eastern groups of the Neolithi population it is neessary to note, pratially
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F i g . 2. Materials of the Elshanskaya ulture settlements: 1-5 - Ivanovka, 6 - Staro-Elshanskoe [afterVasilyev, Vybornov 1988℄, 7-21 - Chekalino 4 [after Mamonov 1994℄.



163simultaneous pottery borrowing of signi�ant number of the forms and sorts of de-oration by the population of the Cris� ulture, dwelt in the Dniester basin (Fig. 6:1,2, 5). The earliest among the investigated sites of the Bug-Dniester ulture on theSouthern Bug (lower layers of the settlements on the Bazkov and Mitkov islands,lower layers of Sokoltsov 1, 2, 6) on the base of pottery with pinhed deoration,glossy bowls and ups are synhronized with the Cris� ulture and previously datedto the end of the 6th | �rst half of 5th millennia BC. In V.N. Danilenko's opinion,the basi role in eonomy of the Bug-Dniester population was played by huntingand �shing, however, the early agriulture was also known [1969:162, 165℄. In theLower Dnieper region steppe and the western Azov Sea region in the Early Neoli-thi the Surska ulture was formed (Fig. 5). Its earliest sites at present are poorlyinvestigated.In the same time on the Lower Don the sites of the Rakushehniy Yar ulturewere loated (Fig. 3; 4). The population of this ulture was engaged in hunting,�shing, food gathering, animal husbandry and, probably, early agriulture. In layersof the Rakushehniy Yar ulture at the Rakushehniy Yar settlement the bones ofattle and small attle, as well as pigs and dogs were found. Probably, to domestispeies are shown by the bones of at and horse [Belanovskaya 1983; 1995:150-151℄.At present we have onsiderably more data about the ultures of the advanedNeolithi in the Northern Blak Sea area. By the middle of 5th millennium BC inthe Northern Azov Sea region a new population whih has left sites of the LowerDon Neolithi ulture appeared [Kotova 1994:10-18℄. To these sites are re�ered:the seond and third layers of the Razdorskoe settlement 1 [Kiyashko 1987℄, the�fth | seond layers of the Rakushehniy Yar settlement [Belanovskaya 1995℄, theSamsonovskoe [Gey 1983:8-13℄ and the Tsimlyanskoe settlements, a number of sitesinspeted by G.I. Goretskiy in area of the Tsimlyanskoe reservoir on the Lower Don[Goretskiy 1955:58-78℄, and also lower layer of the Razdolnoe settlement [Kotova1994:16-17℄ and the Mariupol emetery on the Kalmius River [Makarenko 1933℄.Sites of the Lower Don ulture are dated to the middle of the 5th | beginning ofthe 4th millennia BC [Kotova 1994:53-54℄.On the basis of stratigraphy of the Razdorskoe 1 settlement [Kiyashko 1987:79℄,and of the Mariupol emetery [Kotova 1990℄, the author distinguished two periods indevelopment of the Lower Don ulture [Kotova 1994:10-18℄. Most striking materialsof the �rst period were presented in the seond layer of the Razdorskoe settlementand materials of the seond period | in the third layer of the same settlement.The publiation of materials from the Rakushehniy Yar settlement has allowedto introdue a number of orretions. The study of pottery from layers 5-2 of thissite has shown, that it ombines the features of pottery of the seond and thirdlayers of Razdorskoe 1 settlement. It demonstrates the transition from eramis ofearly shape to the older one. The given irumstane has allowed to assume, thatin development of settlement sites and pottery traditions of the Lower Don ulturethree periods existed.The seond layer of the Razdorskoe settlement onerns the �rst period (Fig.7). The pottery of this layer is made of lay with an inlusion of rushed shells.
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F i g . 3. Materials of the Rakushehniy Yar ulture: 1, 4, 7-14 - from T.D. Belanovskaya's exavationat the Rakushehniy Yar settlement [after Belanovskaya 1995℄; 2, 3 - from D.Y. Telegin's exavation atthe Rakushehniy Yar settlement; 5-6 - lower layer of the Razdorskoe 1 settlement.
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F i g . 4. Materials of the Rakushehniy Yar ulture from the Rakushehniy Yar settlement [after Bela-novskaya 1995℄: 1-19 - int, 20-24 - stone, 25 - bone.
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F i g . 5. Materials of the Surska ulture settlements (�rst period): 1 - Kodahok island; 2, 3, 6 - Vino-gradniy island; 4 - Vasilyevka, 5 - Surskoy island, 7 - Budilovskiy rapid. 1-4 - eramis, 5-7 - stone. [3, 4- after Danilenko 1969℄.The internal surfae of vessels is smooth. The pottery had at base (Fig. 7:13) androunded body. It had the maximal diameter on the one third of body or rim. Rimsof the majority of vessels had exresenes (Fig. 7:4) or slanting ut (Fig. 7:1, 6).In pottery deoration the prints of short omb stamps whih formed the horizontal
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F i g . 6. Cerami of the Bug-Dniester ulture settlements (�rst period): 1, 4, 6, 7 - Sokoltsi 2, lowerlayer [4 - after Danilenko 1969℄; 2 - Sokoltsi 1, lower layer; 3 - Mitkov island, lower layer; 5 - Sokoltsi6, lower layer.
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F i g . 7. Materials of the Lower Don ulture from 2-nd layer of the Razdorskoe 1 settlement (�rstperiod): 2 - pearl, 3, 5, 10 - bone [2, 3, 5, 10-13 - after Kiyashko 1987℄.



169lines, dominated, sometimes were ombined with vertial ones (Fig. 7:1, 4, 6, 7).Less often there are srathed lines, forming the angular ompositions, \�r" andzigzags (Fig. 7:4, 7). Ornament was rendered on the body, bottom (Fig. 7:13) andut of rim (Fig. 7:1, 4, 7).Layers 5-2 of the Rakushehniy Yar settlement onern the seond period ofdevelopment of the Lower Don ulture. As well as the earlier, the pottery was manu-fatured with an admixture of rushed shells. At this time the pottery with ollar rimsappeared (Fig. 8:6, 8). In its deoration the horizontal tape ompositions, in whihrows of omb prints were bordered by the srathed lines were used (Fig. 8:4, 10).The materials of the Rakushehniy Yar settlement allow to haraterize in detailtools of the seond period of the Lower Don ulture. The blades were obtained fromat onial or pyramidal ores (Fig. 9:2, 3). Penil-shaped and prismati nuleuswere less frequent. Pratially all ores had a slanting striking platform (Fig. 9:3).Spherial and disk nuleius were used for akes obtaining. In proess of hippingthe ores were �xed by an edge or by the pointed end.Among the blades the speimens of length less than 5 m prevail. Only about20-30% of all retouhed piees had length more than 5 m. Among the safed pieesand their fragments the speimens of width from 1,2 up to 2,4 m predominate.The number of miroblades of width less than 1,2 m is gradually redued.T.D. Belanovskaya among the blades with a retouh has distinguished knives,by whih has been attributed the blades with retouh along one or two sides (Fig.9:7). All suh artefats were found only in layers of the Lower Don ulture (layers5-2). And only 1 speimen was found in layer 8. The large part of knives hadlength of 5-7 m, the separate speimens reahed 9-10 m. Their width in mostases was from 1,5 up to 2 m, sometimes ahieving 2,5-3 m. The knives had aretouh mainly along two sides and pointed end. Only in layers 3 and 2 the toolswith sraper-formed end were found (Fig. 9:11).Among instruments the drills and borers are numerous. They are made onblades (Fig. 9:4-6). Their length in most ases was from 2 up to 4 m, and widthfrom 0,5 up to 2,5 m.In layers of the Lower Don ulture geometrial miroliths are found. They haveform of trapezes, parallelograms and retangulars. The trapezes are most numerous.Among assemblages published by T.D. Belanovskaya, they make from 2% up to 4%in di�erent layers. The trapezes had the various forms (Fig. 9:13, 14, 16-18). Thelow and high trapezes prevail. They had a retouh on the side of bak, less oftenon the side of ventral surfae. The latter is harateristi for �nds in layers 4-2. Agreater part of trapezes had a planed ventral surfae (Fig. 9:13, 16-18).Among the tools published by T.D. Belanovskaya the seond plae after theretouhed blades and their fragments is oupied by the srapers, whih make from23% of assemblages in a layer 5 up to 44% of assemblages in a layer 2. T.D. Bela-novskaya has distinguished 9 types of srapers: end srapers on blades, fan-shaped,irular and subirular, subquadrangular, thumbnail, ogival, nothed and end sra-pers on akes. In layers of the Lower Don ulture the end srapers on bladesprevail, they make 50% of all srapers (Fig. 9:11). One third (17% from all num-
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F i g . 8. Pottery of the Lower Don ulture from the Rakushehniy Yar settlement (seond period): 1, 5- layer 5; 2, 6, 10 - layer 3; 3, 9 - layer 2; 4, 7, 8 - layer 4.
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F i g . 9. Materials of the Lower Don ulture from the the Rakushehniy Yar settlement (seond period)[after Belanovskaya 1995℄: 1, 3, 10, 21, 23 - layer 2; 2, 4-6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16 - layer 4; 7, 12, 18, 20, 22,25 - layer 3; 15, 17, 19, 24, 26 - layer 5.



172ber of srapers) were fan-shaped ones (Fig. 9:12). Subirular end srapers werevery numerous (24%). Frequently there were also end srapers on akes (18%; Fig.9:19). Other forms of srapers were rare. It is possible to trae the tendenies inhange of struture of srapers in layers. Among the end srapers on blades thenumber of artefats on short blades is redued, and the amount of srapers madeon long blades, and also fan-shaped srapers inreased. In the �fth layer 38% ofsrapers were made on short plates, 12% of srapers were fan-shaped and only2% of srapers were made on long blades. In the seond layer fan-shaped srapersrepresented already 24% of srapers, 14% srapers were made on long blades andonly 8% of srapers are made on the short blades. In omparison with the �fthlayer, in the higher layers the number of subirular srapers is redued from 36%to 12%, and also the diameter of irular srapers inreased. Number of srapers,whih were made on akes inreases rapidly in the third and seond layers: the �fthlayer | 2%, the fourth layer | 16%, the third layer | 35%, the seond layer |31%.The hanges in use of the ertain semi-�nished produts are observed. Thewidth of implements varies not onsiderably. Their length did not remain onstant.The tendeny of redution of srapers number is �xed. Their length was less than3 m. A number of artiles with a length of more than 5 m inreased.In this period the bifaial worked tools represented by knives (Fig. 9:24, 26)and points (Fig. 9:21-23, 25) are known.Judging by the materials of the Rakushehniy Yar settlement the populationof the Lower Don ulture built the dwellings of subretangular form with poleonstrutions and with use of lay daub [Belanovskaya 1995:16-18℄.The �nal, third period is represented by materials of the third layer of theRazdorskoe 1 settlement [Kiyashko 1987:75℄, a part of materials from the �fth layerof the Samsonovskoe settlement [Gey 1983 :Fig. 11:6, 12, 13℄, the materials ofthe Bessergenovskoe and Tsimlyanskoe settlements, Khutor Vedernikova sites andthose near the stanitsa Romanovskaya [Goretskiy 1955:58-78℄, a lower layer of theRazdolnoe settlement and others.As well as earlier, when pottery was manufatured with the rushed shell ad-mixture, however, the internal surfae of vessels was smoothed by omb stampsin horizontal diretion. The di�usion inluded the vessels with at base and roundbody, whih maximal diameter oinide with middle of the body (Fig. 11:1, 6). Thereare not numerous non-pro�led or poorly pro�led vessels with thikened or slantwiseinside ut o� rim. The pro�led pots with ollar-shaped rim are predominant (Fig.11:1, 6; 12:1, 4). Their wide at ollar rim is made on rounded or onvex edge.In deoration the prints of omb stamps prevail, among whih \a walking omb"oures (Fig. 11:1, 6; 12:1, 4). A srathed deoration is kept, too. The horizontalompositions are replaed by omplex ones, in whih tapes form the meanders,zigzags, \oating" �gures (Fig. 12).Judging by the materials from the third layer of the Razdorskoe settlement,for the third period of the Lower Don ulture in implements manufaturing bladetehnique is harateristi. Among the knife-shaped piees of middle size the in-



173struments in form of end srapers gained aeptane. The bifaial end srapers onblade are known as well. In the third layer of the Razdorskoe settlement the geo-metrial miroliths are absent and the bifaial worked points are known (Fig. 11:2,4, 5, 8). They have the at or �gured base.Finds of the horn mattoks and querns at the Rakushehniy Yar settlement[Belanovskaya 1995:89-90℄, and also the mattok-formed tools at the Razdorskoesettlement [Kiyashko 1987:75℄ testify a probable existene of agriulture within theLower Don ulture population. They also bred the horned attle, sheep, pigs andkept dogs [Belanovskaya 1995:151℄. Bones of horse were found, too. They werede�ned by E.V. Garutt, who has left opened a question of their belonging to thewild or domesti form of a horse.Funerary ustoms of the Lower Don ulture are reeted in materials of theMariupol emetery and two burials (5 and 6) at the Rakushehniy Yar settlement[Belanovskaya 1995:158-160℄. The latter were extended and laid on the bak, withhead to the west. The ohre olouring was absent. Burial 5 was aompanied by bonepoint. Burial 6 orrelates with layers of the Lower Don ulture of this settlement.The funerary rites of the Mariupol emetery have been reonstruted repeate-dly, inluding V.N. Danilenko [1955a℄ and A.D. Stolyar [1955℄ works. These authorsassumed that the emetery itself represented a dug trenh, probably, having woodenoverlapping and being used during the long time. However, the similar reonstru-tion is ontradited by N.E. Makarenko's data [1933℄, who arefully investigated theemetery and �xed his observaton. The study of the emetery on his materials hasshown, that the burial-plae onsisted of the burials in individual pits, disposed asa row [Makarenko 1933:11℄. This row extended from north to south. The basi partof the emetery inluded about 130 inhumations and 1 remation. The analysis ofthe sequene of burial aomplishment allowed to distinguish some stages in fun-tioning of the emetery [Kotova 1990; 1994:12-14℄. Our study has allowed to markout two periods in development of funeral rites of the Lower Don ulture.For the �rst period the extended, not oloured skeletons laid on the bak areharateristi. In the majority of them the arpals of slightly bent hands laid onthe pelvis. The dead were oriented by heads in western and eastern diretions withseasonal variations. The aount of these variations has shown, that the deeasedhad been buried in a warm season. It is possible to assume that a part of burialswith bones laid out of anatomial order, belonged to the people who died in winter,but were buried only in spring, when the ground thawed.The earliest burials of the �rst period were on the depth of 90-70 m from thesurfae (stage 1 of emetery funtioning). The subsequent burials (stage 2) wereburied higher, on the depth of 40-60 m. Only 50% of funerals of the �rst periodwere aompanied by grave goods. They inluded the Unio shells, large, medium andmirolithi blades (Fig. 14:1), akes, srapers (Fig. 14:3, 4), angle burins (Fig. 14:2).The funeral lothes were deorated by teeth of deer (Fig. 15:29), sea shells with anaperture (Fig. 15:25), nareous beads of the round form (Fig. 15:26), rhombi (Fig.15:36), ylindrial (Fig. 15:31, 32), round (Fig. 15:30, 37) and �gured (Fig. 15:33, 34)beads made of bone, gagate at beads, stone pendants (Fig. 15:24), bones points,
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F i g . 10. Materials of the Lower Don ulture from the Rakushehniy Yar settlement (seond period)[after Belanovskaya 1995℄: 1, 6, 10, 12 - 4 layer; 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 - 5 layer. 1-7,10 - stone; 8, 9, 11-bone; 12, 13 - lay.
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F i g . 11. Materials of the Lower Don ulture from 3 layer of the Razdorskoe 1 settlement (third perod)[2, 3, 5, 7 - after Kiyashko 1987℄.
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F i g . 12. Materials of settlements of the Lower Don ulture: 1, 3 - Seond Romanov Perekat [afterVasilyev 1981℄; 2 - Tsimlyanskoe; 4 - Razdorskoe 1; 5 - Rakushehniy Yar, 2 layer [after Belanovskaya1995℄.boar's fangs with apertures (Fig. 15:12), adornments from boar's fangs, inludingnot ornamented plates of types A (Fig. 15:11), A-B (Fig. 15:10), B (Fig. 15:6),aording to A.D. Stolyar's typology [1955:20℄. At the beginning of the �rst periodsuh adornments and grave goods as Unio shells and teeth of deer, in the end |lothes deorated mainly with nareous and bone beads, and also plaques from theboar's fangs predominated.The seond period of the emetery funtioning is onneted with spreadingof tradition of olouring the dead with ohre. The dead were buried in individualpits, but during the interments the earlier skeletons were destroyed [Makarenko



1771933:11℄. A positon of dead's hands beomes more various. The separate burialslay on the side (No 13 and No 74), but sitting (No 55) and in exed position (No53) are known, too. Judging from the stratigraphy the remation at the grave 50onerns this period. In burial 122 there is some oal of an oak. In omparison withthe �rst period the amount of grave goods (79%) onsiderably inreases. Gravematerial and ornament of funeral lothes beome more varied. Among adornmentsthere are teeth of �sh, nareous beads with ut segments (Fig. 15:27, 28), bone pe-arl-shaped (Fig. 15:35) and gagate ylindrial beads (Fig. 15:20), pendants made ofnare, marble, porphyry (Fig. 15:22, 23), not ornamented plates from boar's fangs ofthe types A-G (Fig. 15:16) and G (Fig. 15:17), ornamented plates from boar's fangsof the types A (Fig. 15:15, 19) and B (Fig. 15:9), bone plaques (Fig. 15:18), �gures(Fig. 15:1, 2), pipes (Fig. 15:5). Grave goods of the seond period also inludes stoneaxes (Fig. 14:21), large, middle and mirolith blades (Fig. 14:5-9, 11), akes, srapers(Fig. 14:15-17, 19, 20), borer (Fig. 15:10) and ross maes. Simultaneously, a numberof burials aompanied by the Unio shells and the adornments from teeth of deeris redued. At a �nal stage of the emetery existene these arttefats do not appearany more. The greatest variety of individual sets of grave goods and adornments oflothes is harateristi for the beginning of the seond period. By the end of theemetery existene the amount of burials inventory grows up to 84%, but the num-ber of items and adornments in eah separately taken burial is redued and their setbeomes more monotonous. The belonging of the Mariupol emetery to the LowerDon ulture is determined by a number of attributes. Cemetery in Rostov, reentlyinvestigated, situated in the territory oupied by sites of the Lower Don ulture isidential as the Mariupol emetery. Besides, aording to V.N. Danilenko's infor-mation [1974:74℄, only expressive pottery fragment (the fragment of a vessel bottomwith omb ornament) from the Mariupol emetery has an inlusion of rushed shellin lay. It di�ers from the greater part of pottery of the Azov-Dnieper ulturehaving an admixture of sand. From the Rakushehniy Yar and Razdorskoe 1 settle-ments the parallels for plaques from the boar's fangs, for plates from nare, stonependants, �gures of bulls (Fig. 7:3, 5, 10) and bone beads are also known (Fig. 11:7).The Mariupol emetery in respet of the funeral rites is most similar to theVasilyevskiy 5, Vovnigskiy 2 ones [Telegin, Potehina 1987℄ and early part of theNikolskiy emetery [Bodyanskiy 1959℄. They resemble eah other by the burials inindividual grave pits loated as a row, the latitudinal diretion of dead, the repla-ement of burials not painted with an ohre by the painted ones, the general gravegoods and adornments of funeral lothes (the teeth of deer and �sh, the beads frombone, stone and nare, large and medium int plates, the akes and instrumentsfrom them). However, at the Mariupol emetery the various adornments from boneand fangs of boars, the stone and nareous pendants, the nareous beads with theut segment, the sea shells with apertures, the int axes are found. All these gravegoods are not known at suh emeteries as the Vasilyevskiy 5, Vovnigskiy 2 andearly part of the Nikolskiy burial-plae.The least similarity to the Mariupol emetery is represented by the funeral riteof suh emeteries as the Nikolskiy, Lysogorskiy and Yasinovatskiy, whih onern
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F i g . 13. Materials of lower layer of the Razdolnoe settlement.
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F i g . 14. Materials of the Mariupol emetery [6-21 - after Makarenko 1933℄.
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F i g . 15. Materials of the Mariupol emetery : 1-5, 7, 8, 18, 29-37 - bone; 6, 9-17, 19 - fang of boar;20-24 - stone; 25-27 - nare; 28 - tooth of deer [1-29, 33, 37 - after Makarenko℄.



181to the seond period of the Azov-Dnieper ulture. There the burials were loated inthe large pits, whih were used for subburials. The grave goods, similar at �rst sight,also di�er. They inlude the sea shells, the plaques from the fangs of boars, the beadsmade of bone and gagate, the bone pendants and stone axes. However, in the LowerDnieper region not all types of plates are represented. The plates of type A andundeorated plaques of type B, that is, the earliest forms of similar adornments a-ording to a stratigraphy of the Mariupol emetery are absent. At the emeteries ofLower Dnieper region there are also plates in the form of buttery, whih are absentat the Mariupol emetery. It is neessary to note, that, in ontrast to the Mariupolemetery, in all emeteries of the Lower Dnieper region single all kinds of adorn-ments, exept the pendants made of teeth deer and �sh appear. It must be emphasi-zed that the grave goods of the Mariupol emetery as a whole beause of the varietyand large number have no analogies at emeteries of the Lower Dnieper region.Exept the Mariupol emetery, in the Kalmius basin also not numerous mate-rials of the lower layer of the Razdolnoe settlement refer to the Lower Don ulture(Fig. 13). It ontains the synreti materials ombining traditions of the Lower Donand the Surska ultures [Kotova 1994:16-17℄. It is possible to assume, that the om-munity onsisting of the representatives of suh ultures as the Surska and LowerDon, lived at the end of the 5th | beginning of the 4th millennium BC at theRazdolnoe settlement. They bred the horned attle, sheep and pigs. Arheozoolo-gist E.A. Sekerskayae de�ned the horse bones as belonging to Equus allus, but inonnetion with dating the layer to the Neolithi epoh, she attributed them to thewild speies (Table 1).
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T a b l e  1

At present it is diÆult to determine a basis of formation of the Lower Donulture. V.N. Danilenko [1974:39℄ and T.D. Belanovskaya [1995:190℄ marked simi-larity of the Lower Don pottery with pottery of the Neolithi settlements of theUral region. Nowadays in the Ural new sites from the advaned Neolithi are being



182investigated. Ceramis similar to the pottery of the Lower Don ulture is found(Fig. 16). InsuÆient study of the Neolithi of steppe ountry between the Don andVolga does not allow to speak with on�dene about migration of the populationfrom the Ural Region to the Lower Don. However, taking into aount, that allNeolithi ultures of the Azov, Lower Dnieper and Don steppe region had otherforms of vessels and other deoration than the Lower Don ulture, suh an assump-tion has the right to exist. Probably, a group of the Neolithi population from theforest-steppe Volga basin or Ural Region migrated, through the Volga valley, tothe south-west up to the northern Azov Sea basin. Here the newomers partiallyhave been fored out, partially assimilated to the loal Neolithi population of theRakushehniy Yar ulture.The bifaial tools evidened the onnetions of origin of the Lower Don ulturewith the Volga-Ural region. This population was the �rst among the inhabitants ofsouth of the East Europe, who used the bifaial points. However, the similar pointsare known in the Volga-Ural region from the Early Neolithi (Fig. 2:14).The arrival of new population is �xed on the sharp hange of ulture, whih istraed at the Razdorskoe settlement 1, where the layer of the Rakushehniy Yar ul-ture is reovered by stratum with ompletely distintive materials of the Lower Donulture [Kiyashko 1987:73℄. The materials of the Rakushehniy Yar settlement, onthe ontrary, demonstrate the gradual assimilation of loal population of the Raku-shehniy Yar ulture by newomers. At �rst, in the lower layers of the RakushehniyYar settlement, among the pottery of the Rakushehniy Yar ulture, single vesselswith an inlusion of shell and omb deoration appeared, whih then dominatedin �fth-seond layers, onerning to the Lower Don ulture. There are synretigroups of pottery as well. So, in the layer 4, a vessel with stroked ornament, typialfor the Rakushehniy Yar ulture, but with ollar-shaped rim, typial for the LowerDon eramis was found [Belanovskaya 1995:114, Fig. XXIII, 2℄. The ontinuityis traed also in the adornments and stone tools found at the Rakushehniy Yarsettlement (Fig. 3; 4; 9; 10).The population of the Lower Don ulture widely settled in the northern Azovsea area. In its movement to the west, some groups of people have reahed theDnieper. In the third quarter of the 5th millennium BC, a part of the Lower Donulture population settled in the Molohnaya River basin and in the Lower Dniepersteppe. Its life in the surrounding of the indigenous population belonging to theSurska ulture has resulted in modi�ation of traditions and reation of the Azov--Dnieper ulture on the Lower Don basin [Kotova 1994:56-57℄.Some groups of the Lower Don ulture population penetrated into the SouthBug basin, too. Inuene of the Lower Don population and its probable penetrationinto the Bug-Dniestr milieu have resulted in signi�ant hanges of the Bug-Dniestertraditions and in formation of a omplex of the Samhintsy period. Most fully thesematerials are presented at the Samhintsy settlement and in the seond layer ofthe settlement on the Bazkov island. Under the Lower Don inuene the Bug--Dniester population has beome aquainted with the use of shell, in the eramismanufature, as an inlusion to lay and the omb deoration of vessels (Fig. 17).
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F i g . 16. Materials of the advaned Neolithi of the Ural Region on the Isetskoe right-bank settlement[after Kerner 1991℄.
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F i g . 17. Ceramis of settlements of the Bug-Dniester ulture (Samhintsy period): 1, 2 - Samhintsy;3 - Sokoltsy 6; 4 - Mitkov island; 6 - Bazkov island; 5 - Shurovtsy.



185Separate pots with rim slantwise ut inside o� are gaining aeptane as well (Fig.17:3, 5).Probably, results of inuene of the Lower Don population were also some bu-ildings of subretangle forms whih have appeared in the Samhintsy time, alongsidethe strutures of suboval form typial for the Bug-Dniester population.It is neessary to note, that also the Bug-Dniester inuene on traditions ofthe Lower Don ulture is on�rmed. It was displayed in borrowing strethed andtape deoration. The idea of tape ornamental ompositions was remade by theLower Don population in the traditional for this ulture exeution. In ontrastto the Bug-Dniester pottery, where the tapes were �lled with the srathed linesor strokes, on the Lower Don eramis they were �lled with omb prints. It isneessary to speify, that the tape deoration was used also by population of theSurska ulture. However, for these ornamental ompositions are harateristi theangle �gures (Fig. 5:1) di�erent from the smooth, round ompositions of the Bug--Dniester pottery (Fig. 6:1, 2). Just spreading of the subround tape patterns andtheir use by the Lower Don population (Fig. 12), parallel with angle ones (Fig.11:6), make possible to speak about the diret inuene of the Bug-Dniester ulture.The inuene of the population of the Surska ulture, settled in the western AzovSea area, simultaneously with the representatives of the Lower Don ulture, wasreeted in ourrene of stroked deoration and in go�ering of rims of some LowerDon vessels [Kiyashko 1987: Fig. 1:21).In the fourth quarter of the 5th millennium BC the inuene of populationof the Lower Don ulture on the Neolithi inhabitants of the Southern Bug basindereased. The ontats with the Lower Don population, probably, have been in-terrupted as the result of gradually worsening of inhabitation onditions in southof a steppe zone, that was onneted with the drying of the limate, whih reahedits peak at the end of the 5th | beginning of the 4th millennia BC [Spiridonova1991:198, Fig. 37℄. Overoming of inuenes of the Lower Don ulture and revivalof the Pre-Samhintsy traditions in the pottery-making have aused the formationof sites in the Savran period of the Bug-Dniestr ulture. It is dated to the fourthquarter of the 5th | beginning of the 4th millennium BC.However, just at this time lose ontats of the population of the Azov-Dnie-per ulture with the most southern groups of the Bug-Dniester population, whihinhabited north of a steppe zone are traed.In mid-1950s the Azov-Dnieper ulture was distinguished by V.N. Danilenko,who in the latest work has given only its brief harateristi [1974:36-40℄. The sites ofthe Azov-Dnieper ulture are known in the western Azov Sea area, Lower Dniepersteppe region and the steppe areas of Crimea. In development of the ulture twoperiods are distinguished [Danilenko 1974:38; Kotova 1994:43-44℄. The �rst (theNeolithi) period is dated to the seond half of the 5th | beginning of the 4thmillennia BC. It is haraterized by the eramis with omb deoration and theground emeteries, whih onsisted of individual grave pits. The seond, Eneolithi,period is dated to 1-3 quarters of the 4th millennium BC. It is haraterized bythe eramis with srathed and stroked deoration. The emeteries of the seond



186period of the Azov-Dnieper ulture (Nikolskiy, Lysogorskiy, a part of Yasinovatskiyburial-plae) onsisted of large grave pits, whih were used during long time forsubburials.The �rst period is presented in the Molohnaya River basin by not numerousmaterials from the lower layer of the Semenovka settlement and, probably, materialsof the Chapaevka site. In the Lower Dnieper region the lower layers of the Sobahki,Vovhok ang Vovnigi settlements are related to the �rst period. In the steppe Crimeathe materials of this period were found in the upper layer of the Frontovoe 1settlement [Matskevoy 1977:79-81℄.The funeral rites of the �rst period of this ulture are presented in suh e-meteries as Vovnigskiy 2, Vasilyevskiy 5, Dolinskiy and early part of the Nikolskiyburial-plae [Bodyanskiy 1959℄. The population buried the dead in individual gravepits on the territory of large earth emeteries. On the territory of the emetery thepits formed the rows. The skeletons are extended on the bak with heads to eastor west. On the surfae of emeteries the single bon�res and piles of stones, whihwere prototypes of sari�ial platforms were found. They were distributed in theseond period of this ulture development. The set of burial goods inluded theUnio shells, the teeth of deer and �sh, the beads from stone, bone and nare, theint implements. Two stages in development of funeral rites are distinguished onthe base of materials of the spei�ed emeteries. At the �rst stage of the earlierperiod the dead were not painted with an ohre, at the seond stage of this periodthe use of ohre in the funeral eremony began [Kotova 1994:43-44℄.Two stages are traed within materials of settlements, too.The �rst stage of the Azov-Dnieper ulture and oexistene with the Surskaulture are �xed in lower layer of the Semenovka settlement near Melitopol (Fig.18:2-5). This layer presumably dates to the third quarter of the 5th millenniumBC [Kotova, Tuboltsev 1996℄. The Azov-Dnieper pottery from this layer is made oflay with inlusions of rushed shell. It is ornamented by prints of omb stamps,inluding the \walking omb" (Fig. 18:3, 5). The vessels have no ollars on the rims.Combined the ornament from oval strokes, typial for the Surska ulture, with theprints of \walking omb" ours an one vessel (Fig. 18:5).The population lived in this settlement, bred neat and small attle, horses andpigs. The animal husbandry provided about 50% of meat food. The main objet ofhunting was probably European donkey, but boar, red deer, saiga and hares werealso hunted. In this favorable period with suÆient humidifying of the limate, apartfrom the European donkey and saiga | typial oupants of the steppe | in theood-lands boars and red deer were found. Probably, in valleys of the rivers at thistime of ood-land woods grew, in whih typial animals of forest-steppe and forestzones lived (Table 2).Exept the Semenovka, the eramis of the �rst stage are found at the Babinosettlement in the Lower Dnieper steppe region (Fig. 18:1). As a whole the �rststage of the �rst period previously is dated to the seond half of the 5th millenniumBC.
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T a b l e  2

To the seond stage of the �rst period (the end of the 5th| begining of the 4thmillenia BC) onerns suh settlements as Chapaevka (Fig. 19) in the MolohnayaRiver basin; Sobahki, Vovhok and other sites of the Lower Dnieper steppe region(Fig. 20; 21). During the seond stage eramis was manufatured from lay withthe inlusions of sand and vegetation. It had the at base. The pottery inludedpots (Fig. 20:1, 8; 21:11) and round | sided bowls (Fig. 20:2, 3, 5). Part of themhave the rims with ollar (Fig. 20:1, 5, 8) or the rims slantwise ut inside o� (Fig.20:2, 10). The pottery was ornamented by prints of long and short omb stamps.For division of ornamental zones the omb zigzag frequently was used (Fig. 20:2,5). The deoration was rendered on the whole surfae of a vessel, inluding theinternal ut of rim and base.For the Azov-Dnieper ulture in the end of 5th | beginning of the 4th mil-lennia BC bifaial worked points of spear-head and arrow-head, the trapezes withthinned bak, grinded hisels and adzes (Fig. 20; 21) are harateristi. The impor-tant role in eonomy of the Azov-Dnieper ulture was played by the attle breeding.It provided about 70% of meat food. The Azov-Dnieper population bred the neatand small attle, horses and pigs (Table 3).Materials of suh late Bug-Dniester settlements as Pugah 1 and 2, Gard 3,whih have been studied by N. Tovkailo [1990℄ in the Nikolaev Region, on�rmthe signi�ant inuene of the Azov-Dnieper traditions on the eramis manufa-ture and implements on the Bug-Dniester population. This is true in regard to thespreading of vessels with the ollar rim (Fig. 22:1, 2), the omb zigzag in deora-tion of erami, the grinded stone axes, the trapezes with thinned bak, the bifaialretouhed points (Fig. 22:20, 15, 24).In ontrast to the earlier time, at the end of the 5th | beginning of the4th millennium BC, the Bug-Dniestr population bred horses, neat and small attle[Zhuravlev, Kotova 1996:12℄. The horned small attle and horse, probably, hadappeared as a result of borrowing from the Azov-Dnieper population. Judging bythe materials of the Sobahki settlement, these animals were rather numerous in
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F i g . 18. Materials of �rst stage of the Azov-Dnieper ulture (�rst period): 1 - Babino; 2-5 - lower layerof the Semenovka settlement.
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F i g . 19. Materials of the Chapaevka settlement.
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F i g . 20. Ceramis of settlements of the seond stage of the Azov-Dnieper ulture (the �rst period): 1,3-5, 9, 10 - Vovhok; 2, 7 - Vovnigskoe left-bank; 6 - Vovnigskoe right-bank; 8 - Vovnigi.
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F i g . 21. Materials of the seond stage of the Azov-Dnieper ulture (the �rst period): 1, 11 - Sobahkisettlement, 2, 5, 6, 8, 13, 15-17, 20 - Vovnigskiy 2 emetery; 3, 4 - Nikolskiy emetery (from the exavationof V. Bodyanskiy); 7 - Vovhok; 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, 19 - Vasilyevskiy 5 emetery 5. 2, 3, 5 - stone; 4 - toothof deer; 6 - nare; 20 - bone.
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F i g . 22. Materials of the Pugah settlement [after Tovkailo 1990℄.
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herd of the Azov-Dnieper population. It is neessary to emphasize, that small attleand horse our just in the steppe Bug-Dniester sites and just in an arid period(Table 4).
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Thus, the study of the Neolithi sites of the middle of the 5th | beginning ofthe 4th millennium BC has shown that the east ultural impulse played an importantrole in the proes of development of Neolithi ultures of the Ukraine. As a resultof migration of the population of the Lower Don ulture in the western Azov Seabasin and the Lower Dnieper steppe region was formed the Azov-Dnieper ulture |one of the brightest Neolithi ultures of the Ukraine. The Lower Don populationhas brought traditions of the advaned animal husbandry, whih, probably, playeda basi role in the eonomy. From this population the Neolithi inhabitants of the



194Ukraine borrowed the use of omb stamps for erami deoration and the bifaialworked spear-heads and arrow-heads.Somewhat later, about the fourth quarter of the 5th millennium BC, the Azov--Dnieper ulture beame to play an important role in development of the Neolithiultures in the Ukraine. Due to this ulture inuene, in the Bug-Dniester popu-lation, in the �nal phase of its development, the advaned animal husbandry withhorned small attle, horses and pigs breeding, the vessels with ollar-shaped rim,the grinded tools from stone and the bifaial worked spear-heads have spread.In onlusion, we will note that the given work is onsidered to be at an initialstage of a diÆult and important theme. Its purpose should be onsidered to be anattempt to fous researhers' attention to existing problem of the eastern impulsein the Neolithi of the Ukraine. Translated by S.V. Mahortyh



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 195-225PL ISSN 1231-0344Alie Marie HaeusslerUKRAINE MESOLITHIC CEMETERIES: DENTALANTHROPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS1. INTRODUCTIONThe earliest known skeletal evidene for relatively large-sale habitation ofUkraine has been found in Dnieper Rapids Region Mesolithi emeteries [Telegin1982; 1989℄. Hypotheses dealing with the aÆnities of the people buried in threeof these, Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I, and Vasilyevka III, are examined in this paper.Aording to I.I. Gokhman [1966℄ and T.S. Konduktorova [1973℄ the skeletal me-tris of the skeletons exavated from these emeteries inorporated a variety ofphysial features, whih resulted from a omplex regional interation of peoplesduring the Mesolithi Era. Voloshskoe is thought to have ontained two groups ofpeoples, Mediterraneans, who were narrow faed and very graile, and Australoids(two skulls) [Debets 1955a℄. Vasilyevka I burials were Anient Mediterraneans andProtoeuropeans, who were broad faed and massive North Europeans desendedfrom a mixture of late Palaeolithi peoples, suh as those from Brno and P�redmost�i[Konduktorova 1957; Gokhman 1966℄. Vasilyevka III exed burials were Protoeuro-peans, and Vasilyevka III extended burials were Mediterraneans [Gokhman 1966℄.2. METHODS AND MATERIALSTo evaluate these hypotheses, I studied 32 dental morphologial traits, threedental pathologies, and eight mortuary features in the Ukraine Mesolithi and om-parative European and Near East samples [Haeussler 1995a; 1996, n.d.a℄. The sam-ples, uration information, and arhaeologial histories are listed in Appendix I.Their loations are shown in Figure 1.The plaques and de�nitions of the Arizona State University and Dahlbergdental anthropology system were my standards for dental morphologial trait eva-



196
F i g . 1. Map showing the loations of samples ompared in the text.luation. Following this system, frequenies of the dental features, inluding patholo-gies, are based on speimen ounts [Dahlberg 1956; Turner et al. 1991℄. Hypoplasiameans two or more teeth with hypoplasti pits and/or lines; aries, one or morearious teeth per individual.Beause the samples are very small, I used the CoeÆient of Similarity (Cs) andIndex of Similarity (Is) [Haeussler, n.d.a℄ for omparing the morphologial dentaltrait frequenies. If two samples are very similar to one another, the Cs valuesshould be lose to 1.0. A high Is value indiates a relatively large sample and/ormany traits. A relatively low value reets a very small sample size | usually sixor less in the samples ompared here. In this analysis, a Cs value with an Is lowerthan 0.980 is onsidered less reliable than one with a value of 0.980 or greater.Appendix II has the formulae and brief explanations. The omparative Cs valuesare presented on diagonal bar graphs, whih have been onstruted so that eahbar is rooted in the oordinates 0,0. The graphs have been rotated so that eah ofthe bars is visible.In addition to biologial traits, I ompared eight features assoiated with theburials in the Ukrainian and omparative samples (Table 1). In the absene ofhabitation sites, exept at Voloshskoe, mortuary evidene is the only indiation of



197the ulture of the deeased and the people who buried them [Binford 1971℄. Thefeatures fall into three ategories: those relating to 1) the burials (existene of aburial ground, presene of a habitation site, and proximity to a body of water), 2)the skeleton (body position, number of skeletons to a grave); and 3) personal gravegoods (those from stone and bone, red oher, and anthropomorphi �gures).For onsisteny, I have followed the hronologial lassi�ation of Telegin[1982; 1989℄: Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I, Vasilyevka III exed, and Vasilyevka IIIextended burials. Herein, emetery means a burial ground. I have aepted as a e-metery any site designated as a mogilnik in the Russian-language literature or as aemetery in English-language aounts. The mass grave at P�redmost�i is onsidereda emetery for omparative purposes of this analysis. Near East means the landsaround the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, inluding northeastern Afriaand southwestern Asia. The term Mediterranean inludes the Near East.The results of the analysis are partitioned into two topis. These are the regionalheterogeneity of the Mesolithi people and the aÆnity of the Mesolithi people withEuropeans and Near Easterners.3. HETEROGENEITY OF THE UKRAINE MESOLITHIC SAMPLES3.1. DENTAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL COMPARISONSThe dental morphologial trait analyses support the onept that Ukraine Me-solithi peoples were biologially heterogeneous on a regional sale. By heteroge-neous I mean that, out of the 22 features for whih all four samples had trait sites,three traits our in all of the samples with varying frequenies, nine traits are pre-sent in some samples and are absent in others, and nine traits are absent from allthe samples [Haeussler 1996℄. Figures 2 to 5 graphially illustrate that VasilyevkaI, Voloshskoe, and the two Vasilyevka III sub-samples are dentally di�erent fromone another. Were the samples homogeneous, the bars would extend to 1.0 or loseto it. Voloshskoe and Vasilyevka I, the early samples of D.Y. Telegin's [1982; 1989℄hronology, are dentally heterogeneous (Fig. 2, 3), as are the two Vasilyevka IIIsub-samples (Fig. 4, 5). The latter indiates that the two types of burials representdi�erent peoples, regardless of hronology or arhaeologial typology.Additional evidene for the dental heterogeneity of the four samples an beobserved in the variations in the frequenies of dental hypoplasia. Perentages rangefrom 0.0% in Voloshskoe to 20.0% in Vasilyevka I to 37.5% in the Vasilyevka IIIexed burial subsample [Haeussler 1996℄. The frequenies of hypoplasia in the Va-silyevka III exed burial subsample (37.5%) di�ers from that in the Vasilyevka IIIextended burial subsample (9.1%). These variations indiate that the samples may



198T a b l e 1Arhaeologial features assoiated with burialsSite Dates (BP) Burial Habitation Proximity Body Single or Personal grave Red oher Anthropomorphiground site to water position multiple goods made from �gures in burialbone and stoneUkraine MesolithiVoloshskiy Yes Site Dnieper Most exed Most single Shell None NoneRiver 13 on right 1 pair mirolithi tools1 on left2 on bak,2 extendedVasilyevka I Yes No Dnieper 24 exed Most single, Fragments of Yes NoneRiver (16 on right, 3 pairs blades with8 on left) blunted edgestrapezoidmirobladessrapersVasilyevka III 10,080±100 to Yes No Dnieper 33 exed on side Most single, Mirolithi tools Yes None8,030±100 River (24 on right 3 pairs, 3 tripole9 on left, 1 onbak)7 extendedFatma Koba No Unknown Chernaya Flexed on right Single None None NoneRiver sideMurzak Koba No Burial in site Chernaya Extended Two Worked bone, None NoneRiver head to east small bladetrapeze, endsraperRussian PalaeolithiKostenki 2, 14, 15, 17, 18 38,080±3,2005,460 No Yes Don 2 exed (14, 18) Single Headdress of Yes (14, 15) None in burialsRiver 2 seated (2, 15) polar fox teethbone knife andneedle, stone tools
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Site Dates (BP) Burial Habitation Proximity Body Single or Personal grave Red oher Anthropomorphiground site to water position multiple goods made from �gures in burialbone and stoneSungir 25,500±200 to ? Yes Klyazma All extended on Thousands of Kostenki 14, 15 Horse and14,600±600 River bak beads and all Sungir mammothbraelets, arvingspendantsRussian MesolithiOleneostrovsky 5,700±80 to Yes Possibly2 Lake Most (118) Most (133) Elk teeth Yes Elk heads, humanMogilnik 9,910±80 Onega extended on bak, single, 15 double, pendants, human & snake �gures11 on side, 5 2 tripole and snake �gures,exed, 5 vertial quartz and intarrow heads, intinsertsPopova 7,150±160 to Yes Small site nearby, Kinem All extended on Animal teeth Yes None9,730±110 unertain River bak pendants, pits withrelationship to bones & fragmentsemetery of tools, possiblyulti in natureNear East PalaeolithiAmud, Qafzeh, 27,000±500 to No Caves UnknownSkuhl, Tabun 45,000±2000Near East Neolithi'Ain Ghazal 4,000 to 6,300 No Yes Unknown Flexed, Single, Yes Plaster humansemi-exed ahes of skulls statuesunder houseoorsCzeh Republi PalaeolithiP�redmost�i 26,320±320 to Yes Yes Unknown Flexed Mass grave Mammoth Yes26,870±250 sapulaFlat pebbles,lay pellets



200Site Dates (BP) Burial Habitation Proximity Body Single or Personal grave Red oher Anthropomorphiground site to water position multiple goods made from �gures in burialbone and stoneBrno1 W�urm II No No Unknown Unknown Single Mammoth Yes Ivory humantusk, sapula, male statuerhinoeros ribs600 shells(Dentalia)ivory & stoneirles1 Brno Information is for Brno II. 2 Aording to Timofeev (personal ommuniation).Compiled from Bibikov [1940:175, Fig. 6℄, Zhirov [1940℄, Haeussler [1996: Table 37℄, Konduktorova [1973:9-12; 1974℄, Telegin [1982:Fig. 3, Table 24, 240-241; 1989:109, 123℄,Day [1986℄, Oshibkina [1983:180-191; 1989:37-38, 1990℄ Praslov [1984:110℄, Gurina [1989:31℄, Mamonova and Sulerzhitskiy [1989:Table 2℄, Prie and Jaobs [1990℄, Jaobs [1994℄,Potekhina (personal ommuniation), Potekhina and Telegin [1995℄, Adovasio et al. [1996℄, Svoboda, et al. [1996℄, Shmandt-Besserat [1997℄.



201represent either 1) people who were members of di�erent ontemporaneous groupsliving under various ultural and subsistene-related stresses, suh as those whihmight have been assoiated with the many ases of violent deaths [Konduktorova1974; Nuzhnyi 1990; Balakan, Nuzhnyi 1995; Gokhman, personal ommuniation℄;or 2) people who lived at di�erent times and under dissimilar eologial stresses thata�eted nutrition and eventually dental enamel formation [Hillson 1986℄. In om-parison, I found that only 5.3% of the dentitions in the Oleneostrovskiy Mogilniksample had hypoplasia. In ontrast, 61.8% of the burials in the Neolithi emeteryof Lokomotiv on the Angara River (6870±70 to 6670±80 BP∗) [Mamonova, Su-lerzhitskiy 1989℄ had hypoplasia [Haeussler 1996℄, as well as numerous individualswith evidene of violent death [Mamonova, Bazaliyskiy 1991℄.In ontrast to the broad range of frequenies of hypoplasia, the four UkraineMesolithi samples are alike in their mutual lak of aries, absesses, and periodon-tal disease. The healthy status in these pathogen-related diseases in all four of theMesolithi samples indiates a dependene on foods ommon to a hunter-gatherersubsistene, and a lak of habitual onsumption of proessed foods assoiated witha subsistene based on agriulture or transition to it [Turner 1979; 1982; Clarkeet al., 1986; Meikeljohn, et al. 1988℄. 3.2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPARISONSVariations in all three types of harateristis (features of the emetery, theskeletons, and personal grave goods) indiate the ultural heterogeneity of the fourUkrainian Mesolithi samples (Table 1). Two features were ommon to the threeemeteries: loation adjaent to the Dnieper river, a emetery feature, and miro-liths. Although miroliths an be interpreted as grave goods [Haeussler 1996℄, theyare presently onsidered as evidene of onit within the population [Balakin, Nu-zhnyi 1995; Nuzhnyi, personal ommuniation℄. Miroliths embedded in bone inthree of the 12 exed skeletons at Voloshskoe, two out of the 24 exed skeletons atVasilyevka I, and seven out of the 45 exed skeletons at Vasilyevka III are indiativeof violent deaths. Extended skeletons at Vasilyevka III also had miroliths whihdi�ered in shape from those in the exed burials [Nuzhnyi 1990; Balakin, Nuzhnyi1995; Nuzhnyi, personal ommuniation℄.Two of the three emeteries (Vasilyevka I and III) laked evidene of an asso-iated habitation site, a emetery feature. This may indiate purposeful and possiblyeremonial transportation of the dead to a designated area apart from that on whihthe people lived. They were then positioned in a manner prosribed by the folkwaysof their ulture, sprinkled with red oher, and provided with grave goods india-tive of themselves and the personal and ommunity expressions of their ohorts. Inlight of the numerous violent deaths, the possibility of a battleground or a ritual
∗ The author used an unalibrated version of the 14C hronology (Editor).



202
F i g . 2. Graph showing CS values for Voloshskoe ompared with the three other Ukraine Mesolithisamples: Vasilyevka I, the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample, and the Vasilyevka III extended burialsubsample. Data for Figures 2 through 12 are given in Haeussler [1996, n.d.a℄
F i g . 3. Graph showing CS values for Vasilyevka I ompared with the three other Ukraine Mesolithisamples: Voloshskoe, the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample, and the Vasilyevka III extended burialsubsample
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F i g . 4. Graph showing CS values for the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample ompared with thethree other Ukraine Mesolithi samples: Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I, and the Vasilyevka III extended burialsubsample
F i g . 5. Graph showing CS values for the Vasilyevka III extended burial subsample ompared with thethree other Ukraine Mesolithi samples: Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I, and the Vasilyevka III exed burialsubsample



204burial ground for those involved in the onit must be kept in mind [Nuzhnyi 1990;Balakan, Nuzhnyi 1995℄.The numbers of individuals in a grave and positions of the skeletons di�eredwithin and among the emeteries. In eah emetery single burials were in the ma-jority. However, multiple burials also ourred in all three. Most remains were ina exed position, although Voloshskoe and Vasilyevka III also had extended bu-rials (Table 1). D.Y. Telegin [1982; 1989℄ has interpreted this exed-extended burialdihotomy in Vasilyevka III as evidene for two diahroni ultures.In features of a personal nature, the burials di�ered in two elements (a shelland red oher) and were alike in one (miroliths), disussed above. The shell (Nassaretiulata) [Nuzhnyi, personal ommuniation℄ was found in only one Voloshskoeburial. Red oher ourred in Vasilyevka I and Vasilyevka III exed and extendedburials, but not in Voloshskoe (Table 1). 3.3. SUMMARYThe dental morphologial trait data suggest that the Voloshskoe, VasilyevkaI, and Vasilyevka III exed and extended burial samples were heterogeneous on aregional sale. Arhaeologial evidene (di�erenes in one emetery feature, twoskeletal features, and personal goods) points to the ultural heterogeneity of thesamples. Variation in the dental pathology of hypoplasia indiates di�erential patho-logy-produing stress among the Mesolithi samples. Absene of dental pathologiesof aries, absess, and periodontal disease point to a homogeneous substane de-pendant on hunting and gathering.4. NEAR EAST AND PROTOEUROPEAN AFFINITIESThe seond part of this paper has a dental anthropologial evaluation of ananient Mediterranean (Near East) skeletal aÆnity for Voloshskoe [Debets 1955a℄,a Protoeuropean and anient Mediterranean skeletal aÆnity for Vasilyevka I [Kon-duktorova 1957℄, a Protoeuropean skeletal aÆnity for Vasilyevka III exed burials[Gokhman 1966℄, and a Mediterranean skeletal aÆnity for Vasilyevka III extendedburials [Gokhman 1966℄. The results of the dental morphologial analysis are givenin four pairs of bar graphs (Fig. 6 to 13). In eah ase, the �rst graph shows theomparative Cs values for the omparisons between a spei� sample and all of theothers. The seond graph illustrates only the Cs values for samples with an Is valueequal to or greater than 0.980.



2055. VOLOSHSKOE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN (NEAR EASTERN) AFFINITY5.1. DENTAL MORPHOLOGICAL TRAIT COMPARISONThe dental morphologial trait data add a European dental aÆnity to the Me-diterranean and Australoid skeletal similarities of Voloshskoe suggested by G.F. De-bets' osteologial analysis [1955a℄. The Cs values indiate that Voloshskoe is mostlosely dentally related to the Crimea Mesolithi and Cauasus Palaeolithi andMesolithi samples. The sequene of dereasing relatedness ontinues in four addi-tional European samples: the Czeh Republi Palaeolithi, Siily Upper Palaeolithi,Russian Upper Palaeolithi, and Russian Mesolithi. These are followed by the NearEast Palaeolithi and Neolithi samples (Fig. 6), whih are the least like Voloshskoedentally.Removal of omparisons with low Is values (0.980 and less), that may be suspetdue to the small numbers of traits and speimens, learly illustrates the dentalsimilarity between Voloshskoe and the European Russian Upper Palaeolithi andMesolithi era samples. This relationship is loser than that between Voloshskoeand the Near East Palaeolithi and Neolithi eras (Fig. 7).5.2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPARISONSComparative arhaeologial analysis shows that Voloshskoe had some parallelswith all of the extra-regional samples, but a basi di�erene from the Russian UpperPalaeolithi and Near East Palaeolithi and Neolithi sites (Table 1). Parallels existedin the proximity to a habitation site, exed skeletal position, and the presene ofpersonal grave goods, suh as red oher.The Ukraine burials indiate that they and the Russian Upper Palaeolithi andMesolithi peoples were members of di�erent ultures. The basi di�erene is thepresene of a emetery at Voloshskoe and its absene at the Russian Upper Pala-eolithi and Near East Palaeolithi and Neolithi sites. This observation, however,applies only to the sites ompared in this study. For example, a Mesolithi emeteryexisted at Afalou-Bou-Rhummel in Algeria [Vallois 1952℄.Habitation sites were assoiated with Voloshskoe, as well as with most of theextra-regional omparative burial sites. Those at 'Ain Ghazal were in a village[Shmandt-Besserat 1997℄. The Russian (Kostenki and Sungir) and Czeh Repu-bli Upper Palaeolithi (P�redmost�i) burials were assoiated with sites. A site mayhave existed at the Mesolithi emeteries of Popova [Oshibkina 1982℄ and Olene-ostrovskiy Mogilnik [Timofeev, personal ommuniation℄. The Crimean burials atMurzak Koba were also found within a site [Zhirov 1940℄.
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F i g . 6. Graph showing CS values for Voloshskoe ompared with the extra-regional samples
F i g . 7. Graph showing CS values whose IS values are 0.980 or greater for the Voloshskoe omparedwith the extra-regional samples



207Nearly all of the omparative sites had exed burials, whih predominatedat Voloshskoe (Table 1). The burials at Fatma Koba, Kostenki 14 and 18, a fewOleneostrovskiy Mogilnik graves, and all of the P�redmost�i and 'Ain Ghazal burialswere exed.In spite of the parallels in the presene of a habitation site and the exedposition of the skeleton, the omparison of grave goods in Voloshskoe and RussianUpper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi emeteries suggests membership in di�erent ul-tures. Grave goods varied in quantity and in type. When ompared with the wealthof artfully made objets found in the Russian Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithigraves (Table 1), the Voloshskoe burials were relatively poor. Voloshskoe had ashell and mirolithi tools, whereas the Russian Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithiburials had elk head �gures, zig-zag motif on bone, bear and beaver teeth, stoneand bone tools at Oleneostrovskiy Mogilnik and animal teeth pendants, bones, andfragments of tools at Popova (Table 1). 'Ain Ghazal also had grave goods, yet theydi�ered from those at Voloshskoe beause they had plaster human �gures and redoher Shmandt-Besserat [1997℄.The Mesolithi Ukrainians may have had less opportunity for artisti endeavorsthan did the Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi Europeans and Near Easterners.Diret evidene for violent death has been reported at Voloshskoe [Balakin, Nuzh-nyi 1995℄, but not at Kostenki, Sungir, Oleneostrovskiy Mogilnik, or Popova. Yet,the numerous stone points in graves at Oleneostrovskiy Mogilnik [Gurina 1956:Fig. 14, 15, 21, 22, 25, 29, 33℄ ould well have been involved in human life thre-atening ativities. No suh evidene has been reported in 'Ain Ghazal, althoughno explanation of the of the deapitations and ahes of skulls has been published[Shmandt-Besseral 1997℄. 5.3. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT VOLOSHSKOEDental morphologial trait data suggest that the individuals buried at Volo-shskoe were dentally more like Palaeolithi and Mesolithi Europeans (Cauasus,Czeh Republi, Russia, and Siily) than the Palaeolithi and Neolithi Near Easter-ners ompared here. Arhaeologially, numerous parallel elements exist betweenVoloshskoe and all of the emeteries. A major di�erentiating feature is the pre-sene of a emetery at Voloshskoe and the absene of a burial ground in the NearEast, as well as the Cauasus Palaeolithi and Mesolithi, and the Russian Palaeoli-thi sites.



208 6. VASILYEVKA I PROTOEUROPEAN AND/OR MEDITERRANEAN AFFINITIES6.1. DENTAL MORPHOLOGICAL TRAIT COMPARISONSVasilyevka I dental morphologial trait frequeny omparisons parallel the Eu-ropean and Near Eastern osteologial similarities suggested by T.S. Konduktorova[1957℄. The Crimean Mesolithi and Cauasian Palaeolithi and Mesolithi samplesare the most similar to Vasilyevka I dentally, followed by the European Czeh Repu-bli Palaeolithi samples (Fig. 8). The Russian Palaeolithi and Mesolithi samplesare seventh and eighth in the dereasing order of Cs values, with the Near East Pa-laeolithi and Neolithi samples oupying the plaes above and below the Russiansamples (Fig. 8). Moreover, the Siilian sample is dentally more like Vasilyevka Ithan are the Russian samples.Elimination of the samples with low Is values (0.980 or less) learly illustratesthe aÆnities between Vasilyevka I and both European and Near East samples (Fig.9). The Vasilyevka I | European Russia Cs values fall between those of the NearEast Palaeolithi and Neolithi omparisons (Fig. 9).6.2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPARISONSAs was the ase with Voloshskoe, parallels exist between Vasilyevka I and theEuropean Russian Mesolithi and the Czeh Upper Palaeolithi Republi burials(Table 1). For example, Vasilyevka I and Oleneostrovskiy Mogilnik, Popova, andP�redmost�i were emeteries with a predominane of single graves in Russia. Similarto the Voloshskoe omparisons, Vasilyevka I and P�redmost�i burials were mostlyexed, while extended burials predominated in Russian Upper Palaeolithi andMesolithi graves. Red oher and other grave goods was found these sites, althoughVasilyevka I was relatively poor in grave goods when ompared to the Russian andCzeh Republi sites.Like the Voloshskoe omparison, the major di�erene between Vasilyevka Iand the Near East is the presene of a emetery at Vasilyevka I and the lak ofa burial ground at 'Ain Ghazal (Table 1). Yet, 'Ain Ghazal burials were similar toVasilyevka I in two features (exed body position and red oher), although they dif-fered in the presene of anthropomorphi �gures at 'Ain Ghazal and their abseneat Vasilyevka I.
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F i g . 8. Graph showing CS values for Vasilyevka I ompared with the extra-regional samples
F i g . 9. Graph showing CS values whose IS values are 0.980 or greater for the Vasilyevka I and theextra-regional samples



210 6.3. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT VASILYEVKA IDentally, Vasilyevka I has aÆnities to both Near East and European samplesanalyzed herein. Arhaeologial evidene indiates some parallels between Vasi-lyevka I, European Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi, and Near East Neolithiburials (body position and red oher). However, the presene of a burial grounddi�erentiates the site from the Near East sites ompared here.7. VASILYEVKA III FLEXED BURIAL SUBSAMPLE | PROTOEUROPEAN AFFINITY7.1. DENTAL MORPHOLOGICAL TRAIT COMPARISONSThe dental trait frequeny omparisons (Fig. 10) support a lose dental re-lationship between the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample and the Europeansamples, as exempli�ed by the Russian Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi frequ-enies. These results parallel the outome of I.I. Gokhman's [1966℄ osteologialanalysis.As in the previous two omparisons, the Crimea Mesolithi and Cauasus Pala-eolithi samples are more like the Vasilyevka exed burial subsample than are all ofthe others. However, the Czeh Republi Palaeolithi sample is only seventh out ofnine in the order of relatedness. Unlike its plae in the previous two omparisons,the Cauasus Mesolithi sample is the least like the Vasilyevka III exed burialsubsample.Further omparison of samples whose Is values are 0.980 or more learly showsthe lose dental relationship between the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsampleand the European samples. The similarity is greater than that with the Near EastPalaeolithi and Neolithi samples (Fig. 11). 7.2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPARISONSParallels exist between the Vasilyevka III exed burials and the Russian Meso-lithi burials (Table 1). The Ukraine and Russian Mesolithi burials were in eme-teries. Interments were exed and had grave goods and red oher. However, theRussian emeteries varied from the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample beauseOleneostrovskiy Mogilnik and Popova had extended burials and a relative wealthof artisti grave goods.
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F i g . 10. Graph showing CS values for the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample ompared withextra-regional samples
F i g . 11. Graph showing CS whose IS values are 0.980 or greater for the Vasilyevka III exed burialsubsample ompared with the extra-regional samples



212 Some orrespondenes between the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample andRussian and Czeh Upper Palaeolithi burials an also be found: a emetery atVasilyevka III and P�redmost�i but not at Kostenki, and exed burials and oher inVasilyevka III, Kostenki (2 and 15), and P�redmost�i.As was shown with the Voloshskoe and Vasilyevka I omparisons, basi arha-eologial di�erenes with the Near East our. These are the presene of a emeteryand the absene of anthropomorphi �gures in all of the Ukraine Mesolithi eme-teries, and the reverse in 'Ain Ghazal.7.3. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT VASILYEVKA III FLEXED BURIALSBoth the dental morphologial trait and arhaeologial analyses support a loserelationship between the Vasilyevka III exed burial sample and Europeans, exem-pli�ed by the Russian Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi samples. This relationshipis loser to European than to Near Eastern samples. The exeption is the CzehRepubli sample, whih is dentally among the least like the Vasilyevka III exedburial subsample.8. VASILYEVKA III EXTENDED BURIAL SUBSAMPLE | NEAR EAST AFFINITY8.1. DENTAL MORPHOLOGICAL TRAIT COMPARISONSComparison of the dental trait frequenies of the Vasilyevka III extended burialsubsample shows Near Eastern (Mediterranean) relationships suggested by I.I. Go-khman's [1966℄ skeletal analysis, as well as aÆnities with European samples (Fig.12). As was the ase with the previous three omparisons, however, the CauasusPalaeolithi and Crimean Mesolithi samples are the most dentally like the Vasi-lyevka III extended burial subsample. Contributing to the piture of dual aÆnitiesis the equidistane from the Vasilyevka III extended burial subsample of the NearEast Palaeolithi and Russian Upper Palaeolithi bars midway in the sequene ofCs values (Fig. 12). In ontrast, the Near East Neolithi sample is the least like theVasilyevka III extended burial subsample.Examination of samples with high Is values (equal to or greater than 0.980)learly shows the lose relationship with the Cauasus Palaeolithi sample (Fig.13). The similarity with Near East Middle Palaeolithi, and the Russian UpperPalaeolithi and Mesolithi samples are also learly illustrated. As has been the



213ase with omparisons with Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I, and the Vasilyevka III exedburial subsample, the Near East Neolithi sample is the least like the Vasilyevkaextended burial subsample. 8.2. ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPARISONSComparison between Vasilyevka III extended burials and those from UpperPalaeolithi and Mesolithi Russia shows numerous similar features, espeially inthe Mesolithi samples (Table 1). As has been disussed above, the Russian UpperPalaeolithi site of Kostenki laks a burial ground, whereas Vasilyevka III was aemetery. Mesolithi Russian similarities with Vasilyevka III are the presene of aemetery, extended burials, single and multiple burials, and red oher. As has beenthe ase in the previous three omparisons, the Russian emeteries had artisti gravegoods. Yet, Vasilyevka III extended burials had only mirolithi tools.A Near East Palaeolithi and/or Neolithi ultural relationship in material ul-ture evidene is less evident than a European aÆnity. As has been pointed outabove, the Near East Palaeolithi sample laks evidene of purposeful burials. Thesingle ultural ommonality between Vasilyevka III extended burials and those at'Ain Ghazal was presene of single burials. Near East Neolithi burials di�eredfrom the Vasilyevka III extended burials beause of the lak of a emetery, exedbody position, interment under house oors, and anthropomorphi �gures at 'AinGhazal (Table 1). 8.3. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT VASILYEVKA III EXTENDED BURIALSDental morphologial trait analysis shows European, as well as a Near EastaÆnities, for Vasilyevka III extended burials. Arhaeologially, the Vasilyevka IIIextended burials had more features that parallel those assoiated with Russian Me-solithi emeteries than other graves examined for this study, inluding Near EastNeolithi burials. 9. CRIMEA AND THE CAUCASUSUntil reently [Haeussler 1995b, n.d.a℄ the two samples that have plaed at thetop of Figures 6, 8, 10, and 12 have not been analyzed in dealing with the MesolithiUkraine aÆnities. The Cauasus Palaeolithi and Crimea Mesolithi samples, small
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F i g . 12. Graph showing CS values for the Vasilyevka III extended burial subsample ompared withthe extra-regional samples
F i g . 13. Graph showing CS values whose IS values are 0.980 or greater for the Vasilyevka III extendedburial subsample ompared with the extra-regional samples



215as they are, annot be overlooked here beause of their geographi proximity toUkraine.In spite of the similarity in dental morphologial trait frequenies, however, noultural parallels exist (Table 1). For example, the Cauasus Palaeolithi materialslak evidene of purposeful burials. The unstable position of the Cauasus Mesoli-thi sample on Figures 6, 8, 10, and 12 an be interpreted by small sample size andfew trait sites: two individuals represented only by the mandibles. Arhaeologialanalogies annot be made, beause no evidene for purposeful burial has been fo-und at either Kvahara or any other Cauasus Mesolithi site [Tsereteli, personalommuniation℄.In Crimea the Fatma Koba and two Murzak Koba individuals had likely beenpurposefully buried, as evidened by the positions of the skeletons. However, theydi�ered from the Dnieper River burials by the lak of a emetery and personalgrave goods (Table 1). 10. DISCUSSIONThe osteologial, dental anthropologial, and arhaeologial information givenabove indiate that the Mesolithi population of the Dnieper Rapids region wasindeed omplex. This omplexity required more than a single linear peopling event,be it of a short or long duration. For example, the dental anthropologial ompari-sons parallel the osteologial analyses in two out of the four samples, Vasilyevka Iand the Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample. Vasilyevka I has an alternating se-quene (Cauasus Palaeolithi, Near East Palaeolithi, Russia Upper Palaeolithi,Russia Mesolithi, and Near East Neolithi) of dental trait frequeny similaritiesand similarities to Near East and European skeletal traits [Konduktorova 1957℄.The Vasilyevka III exed burial subsample has dental traits more similar to theEuropean (Cauasus Palaeolithi, Russia Upper Palaeolithi) than to the Near EastPalaeolithi and Neolithi samples ompared here and skeletal [Gokhman 1966℄traits similar to Europeans.Two of the samples, Voloshskoe and the Vasilyevka III extended burial subsam-ple, have a mixture of dental and skeletal aÆnities. Voloshskoe has dental morpho-logial trait frequenies more similar to the European samples than to the Near Eastsamples ompared herein, but is skeletally like Near Easterners [Debets 1955a℄. TheVasilyevka III extended subsample has an alternating sequene (Cauasus Palaeoli-thi, Near East Palaeolithi, Russia Upper Palaeolithi and Mesolithi, and NearEast Neolithi) of dental relatedness to both Near Eastern and European samplesompared here, but has Mediterranean skeletal features [Gokhman 1966℄.Arhaeologially, in spite of the presene of numerous parallels in individualskeletal and grave goods features, the Ukraine emeteries are more like the RussianMesolithi and Czeh Palaeolithi burial grounds than all of the other sites om-



216pared here. The di�erentiating feature is the presene of emeteries in these sitesand their absene in the Near East Palaeolithi and Neolithi, Cauasus Palaeolithiand Mesolithi, and Russian and Siilian Upper Palaeolithi sites. The presene ofa emetery has more weight than any other burial feature beause its very existenereets a soiety, whereas elements pertaining to the skeleton and personal gravegoods reet membership in a sub-unit of the population, suh as a lan, family, orohort.Yet the Ukraine burials have relatively less grave goods than those in Russiaand the Czeh Republi. Whether the existene of onit within the Ukraine Me-solithi Era ontributed to this relative pauity of grave goods requires a arefulexamination of the Oleneostrovskiy Mogilnik materials. Unfortunately, nearly all ofthe P�redmost�i skeletons have been destroyed.Interpretation of these seemingly ontraditory physial anthropologial andarhaeologial data relies on the Dnieper river and its paleoeology during theBoreal Era. The Dnieper River is presently the fourth longest river in Europe,exeeded only by the Danube, Ural and Volga rivers. It originates northwest of Mo-sow in the Valdai Hills, whose highest summits form the drainage divide betweenthe Volga, Western Dvina, Msta, and Dnieper rivers. The Dnieper river ows south-ward, traversing the Polesye lowlands of Russia, Belorussia, and Northern Ukraine.From Kiev southward, the Dnieper River ows along the Ukrainian Shield, therebydelineating the Dnieper Uplands on the west from the Dnieper-Donetsk Lowlandsextending to the east [So�er 1985; Howe 1994℄. Approximately 2,255 km from itssoure, the Dnieper River empties into the Blak Sea east of the mouths of theDanube and Dniester, and west of the mouth of the Don Rivers.During the Valdai Glaial Era (W�urm in Western Europe, Wisonsin in NorthAmeria), the northern part of the Dnieper River was less attrative to humanslooking for permanent habitation than it was during the Boreal Era. It was situatedin a zone of ontinuous permafrost that reahed from the Sandinavian Ie Shield inthe west to the Sea of Japan in the east. The southern portion of the Dnieper Riverowed through a region of disontinuous permafrost that extended from Polandto China. The mouth of the river was in an a zone that experiened deep seasonalfreezing [Baulin, Danilova 1984℄. During the glaial maximum, the last part of whihsaw oupation of Upper Palaeolithi sites suh as Mezhirih, south of Kiev, theland was a periglaial steppe-forest, a ombination of steppe on a watershed withrari�ed forests along river oors [Dolukhanov, personal ommuniation℄.By the Boreal Era, whih oinided with the Mesolithi era, forests extendedsouthward from the zone of tundra that bordered the Arti Oean. Most of thezone of disontinuous permafrost and deep seasonal freezing had beome a mixedgrass and xerophyti steppe. During the years whih enompassed the developmentof the ultures represented by the Mesolithi Dnieper Rapids emetery samples,the forest zone moved south to the region of Kiev. From Kiev to the Blak Sea,the land remained a steppe [Baulin, Danilova 1984; Dolukhanov, Khotinskiy 1984℄,whih gradually transformed into a steppi orridor [Dolukhanov, personal ommu-niation℄.



217Zones, suh as the land around the Dnieper Rapids were eologially abun-dant, attrating the animals and �sh on whih the Mesolithi peoples dependedfor their subsistene [Nuzhnyi, personal ommuniation℄. By 9,000 BP the mega-fauna, whih the Upper Palaeolithi peoples utilized, had beome extint. Eologialonditions permitted domestiation of animals and later, albeit sporadially, plants[Dolukhanov, Khotinskiy 1984℄.Demographially, the Boreal Era Dnieper Rapids region was aessible by theDnieper River from the north and from the south. The area ould also be reahedfrom the west via the tributaries of the Dnieper River and from the east via easterntributaries and the plains, as the open southernDnieper River region land supportedinreasing numbers of peoples.After the retreat of the Sandinavian Ie Shield, many of the forest dwellingMesolithi people in northern Russia, may have retained their forest-adaptationand remained in the north. As the Boreal Era forests expanded southward, somenorthern people and their ultures, suh as relatives of those buried at Popova andOleneostrovskiy Mogilnik, ould have moved southward with the forests. Peoplesfrom Crimea, the Cauasus, and the Near East to the south ould have movednorthward at di�erent times and with varying degrees of suessful oupation.However, any movement of people from the Near East and the Mediterranean Searegion had to involve irumventing part of the Mediterranean and arriving at theBlak Sea by some route that involved either the Cauasus Mountains and possiblythe western Caspian region or Turkey and Bulgaria.Therefore, the variations in dental trait frequenies, osteologial aÆnities, andarhaeologial remains disussed above indiate that we may be looking at theresult of miroevolutionary events aused by omplex movements of peoples andtheir ultures, as suggested by I.I. Gokhman [1966℄ and T.S. Konduktorova [1973℄.This would have ourred when the Boreal Era steppe landsape of Ukraine ouldsupport larger numbers of peoples than it did during the Upper Palaeolithi Era,when the land was a zone of deep seasonal freezing.Suh miroevolutionary events may not be unique to the Dnieper River. Asan example, Kievan monuments to historially important interations of peoplesduring the past millennium illustrate the types of miroevlutionary events that mayourred during the 2,000 arbon dated years represented in the Mesolithi samples.These are the memorial to Ki, Shek, Khorib, and Lebid; the Sophia Cathedral; BabiYar; and the monument to the Great Patrioti War (World War II). In spite of agreat amount of doumentation, do not know the extent to whih the skeletal anddental traits of ontemporary Ukrainians reet any of these historial events.For example, Ki, for whom Kiev is named, along with Shek, Khorib, and theirsister Lebid were Rus who ame from the north by boat in the 9th entury. Theysettled the hills of ontemporary Kiev, but we do not know whether they mixed withor replaed the gene pool of the aboriginal people.The Sophia Cathedral was built by Yaroslav the Wise in 1037 to ommemoratehis vitory over the Pehenegs, a Turki people who aggressively oupied the step-pes north of the Blak Sea. The hurh was also planned as a symbol to unify the



218loal tribes through a ommon religion and language. It was designed by and builtby Greeks and modeled after the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul. Writing on the wallsis evidene of the �rst Russian writing, whih utilized the Greek alphabet. Boththe religion and the language have persisted by replaement of those that existedpreviously. Apparently, the Pehenegs were unsuessful in making a geneti impaton the gene pool. Yet, we do not know the extent to whih the skeletal and dentaltraits of Yaroslav and his ontemporaries replaed or mixed with the loal people.Three hundred years later, the Mongol horde saked Kiev. However, the Mon-gols left little impat on the physial appearane of the people. S.P. Segeda sugge-sted that the event was too swift for their physial features to be apparent in theontemporary people. Yablonskiy [1986℄ proposed that only the high oÆials weretruly Mongols and too few to have made a lasting geneti impat.Babi Yar is the site of fratriide and genoide of thousands of individuals duringthe 1940's. Although a few desendants of Babi Yar peoples, their religion, and theirulture persist today, we do not know the extent to whih their skeletal and dentaltraits will remain in the population.The most visible landmark in Kiev is an immense eastward looking female�gure, a monument to the defenders against the most reent invaders, who morethan 40 years ago failed to olonize the Dnieper. The invaders were defeated andtheir skeletal and dental traits failed to replae those of the thousands of membersof the loal population buried singly and in the large emetery to the north. Deidingfators in the vitory were eology, whih may leave its mark in the arhaeologialand geologial reord, and the tenaity of the Ukrainian defenders, whih will liveonly in the memories of their desendants. 11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONSExamination of morphologial and pathologial traits and material ulture evi-dene from burials in three emeteries suggests agreement with I.I. Gokhman [1966℄and T.S. Konduktorova [1973℄ that the physial features of the Ukraine Mesolithipeople were the result of a omplex interation of peoples during or preedingthe 2,000 arbon-dated years spanned by these samples. Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I,and Vasilyevka III exed and extended burial subsamples are dentally and arha-eologially heterogeneous on a regional sale. Inter-regionally, the Voloshskoe andVasilyevka III exed burial samples are dentally more like the Russian Upper Pa-laeolithi and Mesolithi samples than those from the Near East studied herein.However, Voloshskoe skeletons are similar to those in from the Near East [Debets1955a℄, while Vasilyevka III exed burials are skeletally like Europeans [Gokhman1966℄. In ontrast, Vasilyevka I and the Vasilyevka III subsample have an alternatingsequene of dental relatedness to European and Near East samples examined du-



219ring this study. However, the Vasilyevka I skeletons resemble Europeans and NearEasterners [Konduktorova 1957℄ and the Vasilyevka III extended burials, Mediter-ranean people [Gokhman 1966℄.Arhaeologially, Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka I, and Vasilyevka III have featuresthat vary on the level of intra-regional ultural variation. Inter-regionally, the threeemeteries are more like European burial grounds than the Near East graves.Interpolation of geographial, eologial, and historial information into theseresults suggests that the Mesolithi peopling of the Dnieper River ourred whenthe Boreal Era steppeland of Ukraine was apable of supporting larger numbers ofpeoples than it did during the Upper Palaeolithi Era, when the land was a zone ofdeep seasonal freezing. The dental and skeletal traits in these samples may be theresult of numerous miroevolutionary events as people moved with varying degreesof suess and permaneny into the Dnieper Rapids region from the south (NearEast, Cauasus, Crimea), west (Czeh Republi), north (Northern Russia), and east(Eastern Russia)∗
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220Appendix I. Samples, site loations, institutes where examined, and arhaeologialand publiation history.Site Loation Number of InstituteSpeimensUKRAINEUkraine MesolithiVoloshskoe Near Dniepropetrovsk 15 IAEast Bank Dnieper RiverVasilyevka I Near Dniepropetrovsk 15 IAEast bank Dnieper RiverVasilyevka III (exed) Near Dniepropetrovsk 11 (Burials 12, 16, 18, MAEEast Bank Dnieper River 22, 24, 25, 26, 27,37, 38, 42)ekasilyevka III (extended) Near Dniepropetrovsk 9 (Burials 10, 14, 19, MAEEast Bank Dnieper River 23, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36)Crimea MesolithiFatma Koba Badarskaya Valley 1 MAEMurzak Koba Badarskaya Valley 2 MAEEUROPECzeh Republi PalaeolithiBrno Brno 1 from �Cerven�y Kope south 2 (Brno 1 and 2) MMof Brno, Brno 2 from Franouzsk�aStreet in Brno, MoraviaP�redmost�i Near P�rerov, northeast of Brno, 4 (2 asts: IV K319 and MMMoravia unlabeled; 2 mandibles:A17088)1Russian Upper PalaeolithiKostenki Don River near ity of Voronezh 5 (Kostenki 2, 14, 15, MAE17, 18)Sungir Vladimir Distrit, near ity of 3 (Sungir 1, 2, 3) LARVladimirRussian MesolithiOleneostrovskiy Mogilnik Karelian Republi, on Yuzhny 38 MAEOleniy Ostrov in Lake Onega,300 km northeast of St. PetersburgPopova Kargapolskiy Distrit, Arhangelsk 3 MAEregion, left bank Kinem River,whih ows into Lake LahaCAUCASUSCauasus PalaeolithiAkhshtyr Russia, Sohi-Adler Ponti Area 1 MAEBarakaevskaya Cave Russia, Kuban River Basin 2 (Barakaevskaya v, g) MAEDzhruhula Cave Georgia, Tkibulskiy Distrit 1 GMGOrtvala Cave Georgia, Terdzhoiski Distrit 2 (2420, 3117) IPTsIANGSakazhia Cave Georgia, Terdzhoiski Distrit 5 (486, 606, 607, 1125, IPTsIANG1133)Cauasus Upper PalaeolithiDevis Khvreli Georgia, Zastafon Distrit 1 GMG



221Site Loation Number of InstituteSpeimensCauasus MesolithiKvhara Georgia, near the Blak Sea 2 PhotoL. TsereteliNEAR EASTNear East UpperPalaeolithiQafzeh DK-H2 Israel, 2.5 km from Nazareth, 1 RMsouthwest ank of Mount QafzehNear East PalaeolithiAmud Israel, Wadi Amud, 50 km east- 1 RMnorth-east of HaifaQafzeh 9, 11 Israel, 2.5 km from Nazareth, 2 RMsouthwest ank of Mount QafzehSkuhl I and IV Israel, Wadi-el-Mughara, Mount 2 RMCarmel, southeast of HaifaTabun II Israel, Wadi-el-Mughara, Mount 1 RMCarmel, southeast of HaifaNear East Neolithi'Ain Ghazal Jordan, northeast edge of Aman 16 Data fromRoller(1992)MEDITERRANEANSiily Upper PalaeolithiSan Teodoro Near Messina, Italy 2 MGP(San Teodoro 1 and 2)1 One of the mandibles is \possibly" P�redmost�i aording to M. Do�kalov�a, physial anthropologist at theMoravian Museum. Provenane numbers of all of the Russian and Ukrainian speimens are given in Haeussler [1996℄.Arhaeologial and Publiation HistoryVoloshskoe: Exavated by E.F. Lagodovskaya in 1946, A.V. Bodyanskiy and V.N.Danilova in 1952, V.N. Danilenko in 1953, and A.V. Bodyanskiy in 1954. Oste-ologial desription by Debets [1955a℄ and Gokhman [1966℄. Skeletal and den-tal metris in Jaobs [1993a; 1994℄. Dentition in Haeussler [1995a; 1996; 1998,n.d.b.℄. Catalogued in Gokhman and Kozintsev [1980℄.Vasilyevka I: Exavated by A.D. Stolyar in 1953 and desribed by Stolyar [1957,1959℄. Osteologial desription by Konduktorova [1957℄ and Gokhman [1966℄.Skeletal and dental metris in Jaobs [1993a; 1994℄. Dentition in Haeussler[1995a, 1996, 1998, n.d.b.℄. Catalogued in Gokhman and Kozintsev [1980℄.Vasilyevka III: Exavated by D.Ya Telegin, A.D. Stolyar, and I.I. Gokhman in 1953,1955. Site disussed in Telegin [1957℄. Osteologial desription by Gokhman[1966℄. Skeletal and dental metris in Jaobs [1993a; 1994℄. Dentition in Ha-eussler [1995a; 1996; 1998, n.d.b.℄. Catalogued in Alekseeva, et al. [1986℄.



222Fatma Koba: Exavated by Bonh-Osmolovskiy in 1927. Site desribed by Bonh--Osmolovskiy [1934℄. Osteologial desription by Debets [1936℄. Dentition inHaeussler [1996℄. Catalogued in Klein, et al. [1971℄.Murzak Koba: Exavated by S. Bibikov and E.V. Zhirov in 1936. Site desribed byBibikov [1940℄. Osteologial desription by Zhirov [1940℄. Dentition in Haeus-sler [1996℄.Brno: Brno 1 exavated by A. Makowsky in 1888. Site and fauna desribed byMakowsky in 1888, 1890, and 1899. Brno 2 exavated by A. Makowsky in 1891.Publiations summarized in Vl�ek [1971℄, Svoboda, et al., [1996℄.P�redmost�i: exavated by R.J. Ma�ska in 1894 [P�redmost�i 1-21, 26℄, M. K�r�i�z in 1895[Predmost 22-24, 28, 29℄, and K. Absolom in 1928 [Predmost 27℄. Publiationssummarized in Vl�ek [1971℄, Adovasio, et al. [1996℄, and Svoboda, et al. [1996℄.Kostenki 2 (Zamyatnin) Exavated by P.M. E�menko in 1923, S.N. Zamyatnin in1927, and P.O. Boriskovskiy in 1953, 1955, and 1956. Desribed by Boriskovskiyand Dimetrieva [1982a℄. Osteologial desription by Gerasimova [1982℄. Den-tition in Haeussler [1992b; 1995; 1996℄. Catalogued as Kostenki 1 in Klein, etal. [1971℄.Kostenki 14 (Markina Gora) Exavated by A.N. Rogahev in 1954. Desribed byRogahev and Sinitsyn [1982a℄. Osteologial desription by Debets [1955b℄ andGerasimova [1982, 1987℄. Dentition in Haeussler [1992b; 1995; 1996℄. Catalo-gued as Kostenki 2 in Klein, et al. [1971℄ and as Kostenki XIV in Gokhmanand Kozintesv [1980℄.Kostenki 15 (Gorodtsov) Exavated by A.N. Rogahev in 1952. Desribed by Ro-gahev and Sinitsyn [1982b℄. Osteology in Yakimov [1957℄ and Gerasimova[1982℄. Dentition in Haeussler [1992b; 1995; 1996℄. Catalogued as Kostenki 3in Klein, et al. [1971℄ and as Kostenki XV in Gokhman and Kozintsev [1980℄.Kostenki 17 (Spitsyn) Exavated by P.O. Boriskovskiy, [1955℄. Desribed by Bori-skovskiy, et al. [1982℄. Tooth mentioned in Klein [1969℄. Dentition in Haeussler[1992b; 1995; 1996℄. Catalogued as Kostenki 5 in Klein, et al. [1971℄ and asKostenki XVII in Gokhman and Kozintsev [1980℄.Kostenki 18 (Pokrovskiy Log) Exavated by A.N. Rogahev in 1953. Desribed byRogahev and Belyaeva [1982℄. Osteologial desription by Debets [1955℄ andGerasimova [1982℄. Dentition in Haeussler [1992b; 1995; 1996℄. Cataloguedas Kostenki 4 in Klein, et al. [1971℄ and as Kostenki XVIII in Gokhman andKozintsev [1980℄.Sungir: Exavated by O.N. Bader in 1950's to 1970's. Desription in Bader [1978,1984℄. Osteologial and dental desription by Bukhman [1984℄, Gerasimova[1984℄, Lebedinskaya and Surnina [1984℄, Khrisanfova [1984℄, Nikityuk andKharitonov [1984℄, Tro�mova [1984℄, Zubov [1984℄, and Haeussler [1996℄.Oleneostrovskiy Mogilnik: Exavated by V.I. Ravdonikas in 1936-1938. Desriptionby Gurina [1956℄. Osteologial desription by Yakimov [1960a℄. Dentition inHaeussler [1992a; 1995b; 1996℄. Catalogued in Gokhman and Kozintsev [1980℄.Popova: Colleted by S.V. Oshibkina in 1979. Desribed in Oshibkina [1982℄. Oste-ologial analysis by Gokhman [1984℄. Dentition in Haeussler [1996℄.



223Akhshtyr: Exavated by E.A. Velikova in 1961. Disussed by Velikova and Zubov[1972℄, Zubov [1968℄, and Zubov [1978; ited in Lyubin 1989℄. Dentition de-sribed in Haeussler [1992; 1994; 1996, n.d.a.℄. Catalogued in Klein, et al.[1971℄.Barakaevskaya: Exavated by V.P. Lyubin and P.U. Autlaev 1976-1982. Desribed byLyubin, et al. [1977; 1986℄. Skeletal materials desribed by Lyubin, et al. [1986℄and mentioned in Lyubin [1984 and 1989℄. Dentition desribed in Haeussler[1992; 1994; 1996, n.d.a.℄. Catalogued in Ullrih [1992℄.Ortvala Cave: Exavated by M. Nioradze in 1980 and 1987. Dentition desribed inHaeussler [1992; 1994; 1996, n.d.a.℄.Sakazhia Cave: Exavated by M. Nioradze in 1975 and 1979. Disussed by Niora-dze [1976℄, Gabunia, et al. [1978:157-161℄, Lordkipanidze [1989:49℄, Kharitonov[1990:89℄, Nioradze and Shhelinskiy [1990℄. Dentition desribed in Haeussler[1992; 1994; 1996, n.d.a.℄. Catalogued in Ullrih, 1992.Devis Khvreli: Exavated by G.K. Nioradze in 1926-1927 and desribed by G.K.Nioradze [1933℄. Dentition desribed in Haeussler [1992; 1994; 1996, n.d.a.℄.Catalogued in Klein, et al. [1971℄.Kvhara: Exavated by L. Tsereteli. Disussed in Bader and Tsereteli [1989:96℄.Dentition in Haeussler [1996℄.Amud: Found in 1961 by Tokyo University Sienti� Expedition to Western Asiadireted by H. Suzuki. Major publiation by Suzuki and Takai (eds.) [1970℄.Dental morphology in Haeussler [1998℄.Qafzeh: 9 and 11 found by B. Vandermeersh in 1966. Desriptions in Vander-meersh [1981℄ and Tillier [1984℄. Dental morphology in Haeussler [1998℄.Quafzeh Dk-H2 is Upper Paleolithi aording to Joseph Zias [Personal om-muniation, 1992℄.Skuhl: Found between 1929 and 1934 by Joint Expedition of the British Shool ofArhaeology in Jerusalem and the Amerian Shool of Prehistori Researh,direted by D.A.E. Garrod. Early publiations: Garrod and Bate [1937℄ andMGowan and Keith [1939℄. Dental Morphology in Haeussler [1998℄.Tabun: History and major publiations same as Skuhl. Dental morphology in Ha-eussler [1998℄.'Ain Ghazal: Dentition desribed in Roler [1992℄. Burials disussed in Shmandt--Besserat [1997℄.San Teodoro: Found by C. Maviglia prior to 1938. Skeletal materials desribed byMaviglia [1941℄. Fauna and photograph of San Teodoro 1 skeleton in Burgioand Di Patti [1990℄. Catalogued in Sergei, et al. [1971℄. Dental morphology inHaeussler [1998℄.
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225Appendix IIThe oeÆient of similarity (CS) is a simple numerial indiation of the simi-larity of two small samples being ompared. The CS is based on the perentage ofparallel trait expressions. Parallel trait expression is de�ned as a frequeny of a traitin one sample that is within 5.0% of that in the sample being ompared, the 5.0%being allotted to hane. This type of simple alulation was devised beause thegoal of the CS is to quantify similarities between samples, whih are too small toahieve statistial signi�ane with the ommonly used [Hanihara 1976; Irish 1993;Lukas, Hemphill 1992; Turner 1985℄ Mean Measure of Divergene.The CS values are based on the mean of the numbers of traits with similarexpressions, rather than on the umulative di�erenes in frequenies between sam-ples. The larger the value of the CS, the greater the similarity between two samplesbeing ompared.The formulae for the oeÆient of similarity (CS) are:when Xni = KN is the frequeny of a single trait,when K is the number of positive observations of traiti in samplen being om-pared,when N is the number of possible observations (trait sites) of traiti in thesamplen being ompared,when T is the number of traits being ompared,when D is the number of dentitions in the sample being ompared,when (X1i −X2i) > 0.5, |(X1i−X2i)| = 0,when (X1i −X2i) ≤ 0.5, |(X1i−X2i)| = 1,the CoeÆient of Similarity is:
CS = t

∑

i=1 |(X1i −X2i)|
TSine the CS based is only on frequeny data, the Indiator of Similarity (IS)provides a simple assessment of sample size (Dn) and the number of traits (T )being ompared. The lower the IS value, the less the likelihood that the CS valueis meaningful.The formula for the Indiator of Similarity (IS) is:

IS = 1− [ 1
TD1 + 1

TD2 ].



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 226-231PL ISSN 1231-0344Inna D. PotekhinaSOUTH-EASTERN INFLUENCES ON THE FORMATIONOF THE MESOLITHIC TO EARLY ENEOLITHICPOPULATIONS OF THE NORTH PONTIC REGION:THE EVIDENCE FROM ANTHROPOLOGYDuring the Soviet Era some researh projets dealing with the anient historyof South-Eastern Europe were subjets to politial restritions imposed by the re-gime. A number of them were even removed from the studies of sholars. Examplesare the inuene of the Normans on the Kievan Rus and the history of the tribesand settlements of the Goths in Crimea. However, no one an �nd a trae of limi-tations imposed by an oÆial ideology on the origin of the Neolithi and Eneolithipopulations. Sholars were able to study and disuss objetively the overwhelminginuene of western ultures (for example, Bug-Dniester and Cuuteni-Tripolye)during ertain periods of prehistory without perseution by party ideologists whohad aademi degrees or who laked them.During the time of strengthening of the sovereignty of some newly indepen-dent states, some sholars may have been inlined to hange the former minus tothe present plus. However, we are ertain that ontinuation, not revolution, is ha-rateristi of the present views and the goal of the future study of the past in theprehistory of the Ukraine. Meanwhile, in response to the original proposal of theinitiators of this onferene, I will examine all possible non-Balkan | eastern andsouthern | inuenes and omponents, whih ontributed to the formation of thephysial type of the Mesolithi, Neolithi, and Early Eneolithi populations of theUkraine.In the reent disussion of the problem of Neolithizaton of the North Ponti re-gion, some researhers [Krizhevskaya 1974; Shnirelman 1992; Jaobs 1993b, 1994℄point out importane of the Cauasus as a route of transmission of new eonomistrategies. Aording to K. Jaobs's [1993b℄ new data \the possibility that extensiveand intensifying exploitation of ereal grains oured in the Southern Russian Plainwell before and independently of developments in the Danube basin". D.W. An-thony [1994℄ instists on the traditional position that the proess spread from theBalkans and the Danube. However, I. Potekhina and D.Y. Telegin [1995℄ note thatthe southern and western routes of the spread of agriulture may not have been theonly ones.The standard idea that the prodution of food entered the North Ponti re-gion primarily through di�usion from the neighbouring population of south-eastern



227European farmers is on�rmed by the anthropologial evidene. However, the newidea that the earliest and the main route of penetration of agriultural impulsesand animal husbandry, that originated in the Levant, ran aross the Cauasus tothe region north of the Blak Sea, still requires this type of on�rmation. To provethat the orridor between the Blak and Caspian Seas was "either a soure of or aroute for important inuenes that demographially, soioeonomially, and biolo-gially transformed the early Holoene Ukraine" [Jaobs 1993b℄, it is neessary tooutline the geneti relations or at least the ommon raniologial omponents inan anthropologial omposition of the populations of South-Western Asia and theNorth Ponti region.We an see the �rst evidene of the southern and south-eastern inuene on theanthropologial omposition of the Ukrainian population in the Mesolithi skeletalmaterials. The Mesolithi population of the Dnieper rapids region and Crimea wasnot homogeneous. In their morphologial traits, the Crimean skeletons belong tothe Proto-European type [Debets 1948℄. The male skeleton from Murzak-Kobahas the losest aÆnity to the Predmost variant. The male skeleton from FatmaKoba and the female skeleton from Murzak Koba resemble eah other and aremore similar to the Cro-Magnon type than the male from Murzak Koba. Aordingto V.P. Yakimov [1961℄, the Crimean skulls have spei� harater, onsiderableranial height, whih distinguishes them from the rest of the Mesolithi skulls but issimilar to the Ibero-Maurisian ulture skeletons from the emetery of Afalou-Bou--Rhummel in Northern Afria [Vallois 1952℄. The similarity between the Crimeanand Afalou skulls indiates that southern raniologial features (Afalou) may havebeen anestral to those whih haraterize the Crimean Mesolithi physial type.As support for the southern inuene, arhaeologists, suh as S.N. Bibikov[1959℄, point to the important role of Palaeolithi elements from Northern Afriain the Mesolithi ultures of Crimea. However, suh analogies are insuÆient toon�rm a ommon origin of the Northern Afria and North Ponti populations.We an obtain substantial evidene for the south-eastern links of the Ukra-inian Mesolithi from the large skeletal series of the Dnieper rapids region. By theMesolithi, �shing ommunities in this region had ahieved suÆiently long-termstability and produed sizeable emeteries: Voloshskoe (19 burials), Vasilyevka I(26 burials), and Vasilyevka III (45 burials). Aording to G.F. Debets [1955a℄,I.I. Gokhman [1966℄, and T.S. Konduktorova [1973℄ di�erent anthropologial va-riants (ranial measurements) ould be distinguished among this population.For example, G.F. Debets [1955a℄ distinguished two types among the nine Volo-shskoe skulls that ould be measured. G.F. Debets alled the �rst type the Australoidtype, and assigned to it two skulls with a ombination of prognathism with a broadnose and low orbits. The realiability of the Australoid type was not on�rmed infurther investigation of the Ukrainian Mesolithi emeteries. The seond type isvery important for our disussion. It is haraterized by pronouned dolihorany,great ranial height, a strongly expressed horizontal pro�le, and a very narrow (129,2mm), high, vertially elongated fae with high orbits and a narrow nose. G.F. Debetsnamed this type Anient Mediterranean. G.F. Debets saw analogies to these skulls



228in Mesolithi and Neolithi skulls from Kenya, whih also had a ombination ofmarked dolihorany and a high narrow fae [Leakey 1935℄.The disovery of the Anient Mediterranean type seemed too unusual for theterritory of the steppe Ukraine, whih was inhabited mainly by di�erent variants ofproto-Europeans during the Mesolithi | Neolithi. The people of the proto-Eu-ropean type were tall and massive with a onsiderably large skull with a very broadfae. The bizygomati breadth of the male skulls in di�erent variants of the NorthPonti proto-Europeans varied between 142,5 and 151,8 mm [Potekhina 1992℄. Therepresentatives of this type were buried in Vasilyevka I, in "exed" burials of Va-silyevka III, and in all of the Mariupol type emeteries. In addition, I.I. Gokhman[1966℄ distinguished a speial variant with a moderately broad (135,6 mm) fae inskulls from the "extended" burials of Vasilyevka III emetery. This variant is inter-mediate between the hypermorphi proto-Europeans and pure Mediterranean butis loser to the former. Y.D. Benevolenskaya [1990℄ named this variant the meso-morphi Mediterranean type. It was widespread in Mesolithi | Eneolithi Europe(Zvejnieki, Oleneostrovskiy, Alexandriya).Sine no other evidene (beyond Voloshskoe emetery) of the Anient Medi-terranean type has been found in the North Ponti area, anthropologists expressedsome doubts and ritiism onerning its reality in this region (Gokhman 1966).Only after T.S. Konduktorova [1957, 1973℄ had distinguished the traits of the An-ient Mediterranean type in the skulls from Vasilyevka I (but in a softer form thanin Voloshskoe), the reality of this type was �nally on�rmed in the steppe Ukraineduring the Mesolithi.The Anient Mediterranean type ompletely disappeared from the anthropolo-gial struture of the North Ponti populations in the Neolithi. During the Neoli-thi, the same territory, the Dnieper Rapids region, was inhabited by the bearers ofthe Dnieper-Donets ulture, who onstruted the Mariupol type emeteries [Tele-gin, Potekhina 1987℄. These populations exhibit a unique omplex of features (thikranial vault bones, massive and fairly large skulls, and postranial robustness) andare generally lassi�ed as protomorphi or hypermorphi proto-Europeans (someti-mes alled the Vovnigi type). Two raniologial types an be distinguished. The �rsthas a sharp dolihorany and a very broad (142,5 mm) and well-pro�led fae. Theseond, the mesorani type, has an even broader (151,8 mm), high, and slightlyattened fae [Potekhina 1992℄.The �rst type was probably genetially related to the proto-European type ofthe native Mesolithi population. The seond one should be assoiated with themost anient hypermorphi North-European rae, whih inludes the Mesolithiraniologial series from Denmark and Sweden. First of all, this omponent appe-ared in the anthropologial struture of Vasilyevka II, the most anient Mariupoltype emetery. Due to the general hronologial division of all of the Mariupol typeemeteries into three stages, we an trae the gradual inrease of the role of the se-ond, the North European, omponent in the later stages of these emeteries. Suhhanges in anthropologial omposition of the Neolithi North Ponti populationswere assoiated with several waves of migration from northern territories.



229The onsiderable inrease in the robustness of the Neolithi North Ponti po-pulations, as ompared with the Mesolithi people, is traditionally explained as aresult of penetration of the representatives of hypermorphi North Europeans intothe Dnieper Valley and replaement of "already grailized" people by "still notgrailized" ones [Gokhman 1966; Konduktorova 1974; Potekhina, n.d.℄. Reently,K. Jaobs [1993b℄ suggested that the growth of robustness reets the inreasin-gly stressful musulo-skeletal subsistene ativities of the Ukrainian Early Neolithipopulations. If so, the inrease in the postranial robustness in the proess of thehard work of the Neolithi people during this period should be aompanied bythe inrease in the massiveness of the skull, or at least, by an inrease in the mainranial and faial diameters, whih are losely orrelated with the long bone dimen-sions. In ontrast, the omparison of three hronologial groups of skulls from theearly, late, and �nal stages of the Mariupol type emeteries shows a slow, but rathersteady derease in robustness and the size of brain ases and faes in the late and,espeially, in the �nal stage [Potekhina 1992℄. These hanges point to the beginningof the proess of grailization, whih took plae in the North Ponti region earlierthan it has previously been thought.The in-migration of the North Europeans into South-Eastern Europe produedfundamental hanges, not only in the formation of anthropologial struture ofthe Neolithi tribes, but also in ethni omposition of the native population. Theanthropologial hanges were aompanied by new features in the material ulture.These inluded new kinds of graves onstrution, the appearane of a large olletivepit-grave, hanges in burial goods, tools, the use of ritual �re, and a skull ult. Thehistorial importane of the advane of anient North Europeans into South-EasternEurope lies in the ethni hanges. The Anient Mediterranean inhabitants of theDnieper rapids region were ompletely dislodged.The Early Eneolithi in the North Ponti region is haraterized by severaldi�erent ultures (Sredni Stog, Novodanilovka, Post-Mariupol, Lower Mikhaylo-vka, Yamnaya, Kemi-Oba). The bearers of the Novodanilovka and Post-Mariupolultures belong to the proto-European type, while the series of Sredni Stog skullsinludes both the proto-European and the mesomorphi Mediterranean types [Po-tekhina 1992℄. The new evidene of the Anient Mediterranean type was foundonly in the materials of Kemi-Oba ulture of Crimea. The Kemi-Oba ulture andsomewhat earlier the Lower Mikhaylovka group of the North Ponti steppe havebeen put into a ommon ultural-historial area.The skulls from the Kemi-Oba burials are haraterized by marked doliho-rany, very narrow and high faes, and well expressed horizontal pro�les [Kruts1972℄. They are very similar to the skulls from the Voloshskoe emetery. The lowPenrose distane oeÆient (0,288) between the Kemi-Oba and Voloshskoe skullspoints to their lose geneti links.While seeking the origin of the Voloshskoe and Kemi-Oba population, re-presented by the same, Anient Mediterranean type, omparative analysis of thesynhronous raniologial series of the adjaent territories direts us towards thesout-heast (Fig. 1), beause Western Europe and the Balkan-Danube region were
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F i g . 1. Sites harateristi of the Anient (East) Mediterranean and the West Mediterranean raniolo-gial types. 1 - Voloshskiy; 2 - Vasilyevka I; 3 - Kemi-Oba; 4 - Dzhurhula Cave, Ortvala Cave, SakazhiaCave; 5 - Akshtyr Cave, Barakayevskaya Cave, Kvhara Cave; 6 - Unakoz Cave; 7 - Shengavit; 8 - Ha-sanlu; 9 - Dzheyjan Tepe; 10 - Vad Khora; 11 - Tepe Dzhemshidy; 12 - Sialk; 13 - Tepe Gissar; 14 - AltynDepe; 15 - Geoksyur; 16 - Ovadan Depe; 17 - Chogally-Depe, Chokmakly-Depe; 18 - Quafzeh, Amud,Skhul, Tabun; 19 - Ain-Ghazal; 20 - Afalou-bou-Rhummel; 21 - Russe; 22 - Kubrat; 23 - Troyan; 24 -Vykhvatyntsy; 25 - Vinha; 26 - Vlasatsinhabited by West Mediterranean type populations [Cris�-Star�evo, Gumelnitsa andTripolye ultures). The representatives of the West Mediterranean type were ge-nerally short people with narrow and graile faes, and doliho-, mesodoliho- orbrahyephali skulls. The main trait, whih distinguishes them from the AnientMediterranean type, is a onsiderably lower fae. Therefore, the relative height ofthe fae (the upper faial index) an be used as a diagnosti riterion for identi�-ation of these two Mediterranean types.The Anient Mediterranean type originally inhabited the Near East and adja-ent areas. In literature, it is often alled the East Mediterranean type, beause itis usual for the populations of the East Mediterranean region and of western partof Central Asia (Fig. 1). During the Mesolithi, the East Mediterranean region wasalso inhabited by the massive and broad-faed people of the proto-European type,suh as those buried in the Natu�an ulture emeteries of El Vad, Eynar, and VadyFalla [Ferembah l973℄.During the Eneolithi, the East Mediterranean type populations were wide-spread in southern and eastern Turkmenia (Altyn-Depe, Geoksyur, Kara-Depe,



231Ovadan-Depe, Chogally-Depe), Iran (Tepe Sialk, Tepe Gissar, Tepe Dzheyjan, TepeDzhemshidy), and the Cauasus (Shengavit, Ginhy) [Ginsburg, Tro�mova 1972;Cappieri 1973; Alekseev 1974; Kiyatkina 1987℄. Comparative analysis of the Volo-shskoe and Kemi-Oba skulls with those from Turkmenia, Iran and the Cauasusindiates their similarity. The Penrose oeÆients vary from 0.164 to 0.299.In the Eneolithi, the Cauasus was the ontat zone of the proto-Europeoidand the East Mediterranean types. The skulls of the Kuro-Araks ulture emetery,Berkaber, have traits of both types [Alekseev, Mkrthan 1989℄. Our reent studyof the Early Eneolithi skull from Unakoz Cave in the northern Cauasus pointsto the strong East Mediterranean omponent (very narrow and high fae) [Pote-khina 1995℄. All of these fats indiate the possibility of the penetration of the EastMediterranean type into the Cauasus in the Early Eneolithi.The earliest south-eastern links of the Ukrainian Anient Mediterranean Me-solithi (Voloshskoe and Vasilyevka I) and the Crimean Mesolithi populations anbe traed in the morphologial analyses of the dentitions [Haeussler, n.d.a℄. Aor-ding to A.M. Haeussler's analysis, the omparisons indiate a lose relationship ofthe Ukrainian Mesolithi with the Cauasus Palaeolithi (Akhshtyr, Barakayevskaya,Dzhruhula, Ortvala, Sakazhia Caves) and the Near East Neolithi (Ain Ghazal)and the Near East Palaeolithi (Skuhl, Tabun, Amud, Qafzeh) (Fig. 1). Aording toA.M. Haeussler's opinion, "any movement of people from the Mediterranean Searegion would have inluded irumventing some of the Mediterranean people andarriving at the Blak Sea by a route that involved either the Cauasus, the westernCaspian region, Turkey, or Bulgaria."Thus we fae the question of the genetial inuene of the anient Mediterra-neans from the Near East to the steppe regions of the Ukraine. Two possible routesfor suh an inuene exist: 1) the western route, from Anatolia to the Balkan region,and around the western side of the Blak Sea and 2) the eastern one, through theinter-Blak/Caspian Seas orridor. Sine we lak anthropologial evidene of theEast Mediterranean populations similar to those of the Ukrainian Mesolithi andearly Eneolithi in the Balkan-Danube region, the western inuene route from theNear East to the North Ponti region �nds no support here. Therefore the easternroute appears more than simply plausible. The anthropologial similarity of someUkrainian groups (Voloshskoe, Vasilyevka 1, Kemi-Oba) and populations of theCauasus, the Near East, and south-western Turkmenia points to very anient links,whih ould have been arried through the inter-Blak/Caspian Seas orridor.Translated by the author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 232-247PL ISSN 1231-0344Leiu HeapostGENETIC HETEROGENEITY OF FINNO-UGRIANS (ONTHE BASIS OF ESTONIAN MODERN ANDARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIAL)1. INTRODUCTIONEstonians, a small and one of the westernmost population of the Finno-Ugrilanguage group are surrounded by the other peoples of Balti-Finni language group(Finns, Karelains, Voti, Vepsians, Izhorians, Livonians). The majority of neighbo-uring peoples belong to the Indo-European language group (Latvians, Lithuanians,Russians and the others at the oastal ountries of Balti Sea | Poles, Germans,Danes, Swedes).Nowaday Finno-Ugri and Samojed (Urali) language groups peoples live ina vast territory from the Balti Sea to the Taymyr Peninsula in Siberia, and fromthe Arti Oean to the Danube, the middle reahes of Volga and Irtysh river inSouth.Estonians, in spite of the rather restrited territory inhabited by them, are nothomogeneous in respet to their raial omposition. While the greatest linguistidi�erenes appear between the northern and southern parts of Estonia [Kask 1959℄,the greatest anthropologial di�erenes appear in west-east diretion. On the basisof somatologial data, two prinipal anthropologial types have been stated amongthe Estonians | the West-Balti and the East-Balti [Aul 1936℄. The West-Baltitype (omparatively dolihoephali, with tall stature) predominates in West Esto-nia, while the East-Balti type (more brahyephali, with somewhat shorter stature)ours mainly in East Estonia, espeially in the South-East region, but also in someloalities of South-West Estonia. The zones of distribution of the above-mentionedtypes are not isolated territories but they fuse gradually with one another. Bothtypes are somatologially polymorphous.The aim of this report is to give a short anthropologi haraterisation, thestruture and the anthropologi position of Estonians in Europe on the basis ofreent anthropologial studies in Estonia. For that geneti data, but also ranio-logial and odontologial data have been used. From that arise ertain problemsonerning the geneti | morphologi and linguisti diversity.



2332. HETEROGENEITY OF ESTONIANSGeneti heterogeneity. Geneti data are based on 7 blood group systems, thetrait of PTC tasting, and olour blindness. The material was olleted by the authorfrom 39 loalities in di�erent regions of Estonia [Heapost 1994℄. All the individualsexamined were indigeneous Estonians, all the grandparents and parents of whihhave been born in the same loality. The loal samples were joined into seven re-gional groups (Fig. 1) more or less aording to the main dialetal areas [Murumets1982; 1983℄.

F i g . 1. Regional division of Estonia used in this study. The South-East region is divided into four loaldialet areas: T = Tartu, E = East-V~oru, W = West-V~oru, s = Setu.The di�erenes of allele frequenies between the regional populations are va-lued by the hi-square method. The degree of geneti diversity of the groups isdetermined by the method of geneti distanes [Cavalli-Sforza, Edwards 1967℄. Thegrouping of populations on the basis of these distanes is made using luster ana-lysis.Data for international omparisons were taken from literature: for Finns andFinnish Swedes [Nevanlinna 1973; Virtaranta-Knowles, et al. 1991℄, Hungarians



234[Mourant, et al. 1976; Walter, Danker-Hopfe 1993℄, Karelians [Shneider, Tihomirova1991℄, Komis [Eriksson, Frants 1982℄, Lapps [Mourant, et al. 1976; Cavalli-Sforza,et al. 1994; Walter, Danker-Hopfe 1993℄, Latvians [Kariks, et al. 1966; Rae, et al.1948; Heapost 1994℄, Lithuanians [Harvey, et al. 1983℄, Mansi [Davydova 1974℄, Ma-ris [Eriksson, et al. 1979℄, Russians [Umnova, et al. 1968℄, Swedes [Bekman 1959℄,Udmurtians [Shneider, et al. 1989℄, Vepsians [Heapost 1994℄, Vologda Russians [Si-stonen, et al. 1993℄ and data about European populations by their language groups[Walter, Danker-Hopfe 1993℄, also data about European populations [Mourant, etal. 1976; Cavalli-Sforza, et al. 1994℄.The studied geneti systems and the allele frequenies for the Estonian meanand the four most di�erent regions are given on Table 1. As ours, there are rela-tively great di�erenes between the regional subgroups, espeially in Du�y, Lewisand Rhesus systems. Although heterogeneity may be observed in the distributionof di�erent allele frequenies, an east-westerly diretion in anthropologial featuresan still be observed as in ase of alleles of MN system for example. M frequeny ishigher in eastern and lower in western regions of Estonia. M frequeny is ommonto Balti Finns (Finns 64%, Vepsians 64%, Karelians 63%, Estonians in easterndistrits 63-64%) northern Russians (64%), and Balti nations (64-65%). M frequ-eny is also high in some distrits of Belorussia and the Ukraine [Mikulith 1989;Danilova 1971℄. Very ommon is that allele in Near East, in India. In western po-pulations, but also in eastern Finno-Ugri peoples, the M frequeny is below 60%.Some of West-Estonian regions di�er from other Balto-Finni regions having a re-latively low M frequeny (as in general Saaremaa group, in the western oastal area| 53-58%). This frequeny is nearer to that in Finnish Swedes (60%) and resem-bles the M frequeny of Swedes in Southern and south-eastern regions of Sweden(54-57%) [Bekman 1959℄. The high M frequeny seems to be onneted with theethnial omponent originating from a southern part of East Europe. MS haplotypefrequeny of MNSs system in Estonia (32%) is higher than in the other Europeanpopulations. Estonians are lose to Finno-Ugri peoples Karelians, Udmurtians,northern Russians, the Balti language peoples, but also to the more southern pe-oples | Greek language group people and to Sardians (33%) and Rumanians (30%)from the Romane language group [Walter, Danker-Hopfe 1993℄. The relation ofMS:Ms in Estonians (∼ 1) is di�erent from that of the most Finno-Ugri and Euro-pean populations, having similarities with that in Lapps, in Greek language group,in Sardians and Rumanians from the Romane language group; the Celti languagegroup is also omparatively lose to Estonians. The relation of NS:Ns in Estonians(∼ 0.12) is similar to that in Maris, Mansi and in Celti language group.CDE haplotype frequeny from Rhesus system in Estonians is espeially high(2%). That frequeny is omparatively high also in northeastern and eastern Finno--Ugri peoples | Karelians, Vepsians, Mansi, being very high in Komi-Permians(3,8%). In West European populations the CDE frequeny is very low, exept forGreek group (2%), and a Gaeli speaking sample from Sotland (1,5%). The defrequeny as in the other population-geneti markers in Estonians (the mean 33%)shows a heterogeneity with the highest frequeny on West-Estonian Islands (38%).



235T a b l e 1Allele frequenies of the polymorphi systems used in all investigated Estonians and in the four mostdi�erent regionsSystem Estonia, West West North- South-and Mean (min-max) Islands Estonia East Eastalleles Estonia EstoniaABO:A1 0.2009 (0.1289-0.2489) 0.2126 0.1851 0.2008 0.2072A2 0.0391 (0.0194-0.0824) 0.0433 0.0317 0.0489 0.0382B 0.1606 (0.0950-0.2038) 0.1443 0.1737 0.1267 0.18290 0.5993 (0.5164-0.6983) 0.5998 0.6096 0.6235 0.5716n 2722 650 456 330 573Du�y:Fya 0.3562 (0.2291-0.4426) 0.3591 0.2811 0.2924 0.3730n 1544 224 183 153 486Kell:K 0.0483 (0.0208-0.0885) 0.0330 0.0447 0.0510 0.0548n 1614 324 183 151 462Lewis:le 0.4445 (0.3368-0.6268) 0.4431 0.5184 0.3368 0.4610n 1711 327 186 97 454MN:M 0.6174 (0.5303-0.7357) 0.6166 0.5791 0.6445 0.6231n 5249 639 613 550 1214MNSsMS 0.3161 (0.3083-0.3221) 0.3121 0.3083 0.3187Ms 0.3251 (0.3101-0.3361) 0.3101 0.3361 0.3287NS 0.0379 (0.0370-0.0393) 0.0378 0.0370 0.0393Ns 0.3209 (0.3133-0.3300) 0.3400 0.3186 0.3133n 267 90 97 80P:P1 0.3907 (0.2893-0.5286) 0.3970 0.4532 0.3369 0.3896n 1969 327 258 206 590Rhesus:De (Ro) 0.0389 (0.0000-0.0975) 0.0416 0.0198 0.0356 0.0248CDe (R1) 0.3902 (0.2953-0.4897) 0.3960 0.4243 0.0335 0.4047CwDe (Rw1 ) 0.0280 (0.0100-0.0545) 0.0227 0.0253 0.3479 0.0332DE (R2) 0.1529 (0.0751-0.2176) 0.0869 0.1292 0.1803 0.1740CDE (Rz) 0.0208 (0.0000-0.0925) 0.0206 0.0046 0.0470 0.0253de (r) 0.3287 (0.2423-0.4072) 0.3805 0.3350 0.3249 0.3177



236System Estonia, West West North- South-and Mean (min-max) Islands Estonia East Eastalleles Estonia EstoniaCde (r') 0.0271 (0.0000-0.0790) 0.0243 0.0497 0.0309 0.0127dE (r") 0.0134 (0.0000-0.0540) 0.0274 0.0121 0.0000 0.0077n 2039 330 257 209 558PTC-tasting:t 0.5007 (0.3475-0.6358) 0.6003 0.4976 0.4900 0.4780n 2796 332 571 366 685The de frequeny dereases eastwards (being in Eastern Estonia | 32%). TheEstonians' mean de frequeny is the losest to Vepsians, Finns, but it is higherthan that in Komis, Udmurtians, Lapps, espeially in Mansi. The de frequenyin western Estonians is loser to Balti peoples, Russians, the whole slavi group(38.5%), the Germani group (38.8%). A omparatively low de haplotype frequenylike in South-East Estonia an be found among the most southern peoples of theRomane language group (Italians | 35.4%, Corsians | 33.2%, espeially low inSardians | 22.4%) also in Greeks (27.7%).A wide range variation is harateristi of the other allele frequenies as well.The mean frequeny of Fya in Du�y system in Estonia is lower than in the otherpeoples ompared, having similarities in more southern populations as in Italy andNear East.Our geneti data are in good agreement with the other anthropologial inve-stigations suggesting that the biggest di�erenes in Estonia an be found betweenthe subpopulations of Western and Eastern regions: the geneti distane betweenthese populations is about three times bigger than that between the Northern andSouthern ones [Heapost 1994℄.By the grouping of some loal populations on the basis of geneti distanesmost samples are lustered very well into the bigger regional groups with their ne-arest neighbours. However, there exist two exeptions. First, the sample of MuhuIsland is learly di�erent from the other West-Island (Saaremaa and Hiiumaa) sam-ples, being lustered together with North-Eastern group. Some di�erenes betweenthe Muhu and the other West-Islands samples, and the similarities of the Muhugroup to the West-Estonian oastal and North-Eastern samples are expressed alsoin dermatoglyphi data [Horn 1974℄. Seondly, the sample of West-V~oru dialetarea stands relatively far from the other South-Eastern groups. At that time, theSetu sample is losely related to most of the South-Eastern and East Estonian gro-ups [Heapost 1993a, b℄. A greater frequeny of \western traits" in the West-V~orudialet area in South-East Estonia has also been observed in anthropologial [Aul1964℄ and linguistial data [Kask 1956℄. Aording to the arhaeologial data thesedi�erenes ould have appeared in the �rst enturies of our era together with the



237T a b l e 2Allele frequenies of the polymorphi systems in Estonians, in some Finno-Ugri and in other peoplesor peoples by their language groupLous A1A 2B0 Rhesus MN MNSs P K FyAlleles A1 A2 B 0 CDE CDe Cde DE De dE de M N MS Ms NS Ns P1 K FyaPopulations,LanguagegroupsEstonians .201 .039 .161 .599 .021 .418 .027 .153 .039 .013 329 .617 .383 .316 .325 038 .321 .391 .048 .356Karelians .137 .038 .193 .632 .011 .377 .023 .134 .080 .000 .375 .631 .369 .277 .345 .106 .272 .445 .042 .458Vepsians .182 .047 .135 .636 .014 .453 .014 .108 .084 .000 .327 .644 .356 { { { { .463 .057 .438Komi-Zyr .123 .046 .221 .610 .010 .376 .011 .258 .059 .002 .284 .504 .496 .243 .307 .109 .341 .499 .066 .522Komi-Per .202 .193 .605 .038 .345 .000 .239 .090 .071 .217 .539 .461 .161 397 .100 .342 .386 .033 .495Maris .187 .265- .549 .000 .454 .005 .140 .030 .000 .371 .589 .411 .211 .351 .050 .388 .456 .017 .599Udmurtians .180 030 236 .554 .000 .415 .020 268 .092 .000 .185 .605 .395 .269 .325 .088 .318 .290 .045 .502Hungarians .231 .067 .142 .560 .002 .422 .016 .144 .026 006 384 .575 .425 .244 331 107 .318 .384 .042 .446Mansi .170 .188 .642 .010 .302 .000 .466 .154 .027 .049 .449 .551 .086 .336 068 .510 .335 .004 .588Lapp .137 .266 .091 .506 .000 .610 .012 .172 .048 .000 .167 .545 .455 .257 .256 .137 .350 .439 .020 .695Finns .214 .094 .125 .566 .000 .428 .012 .183 .035 .002 .339 .643 .357 .247 .395 .078 .280 .451 .020 .471Swedes .216 .087 .079 .618 .000 .417 .010 .167 .019 .004 .383 .562 .438 .241 .321 .086 .352 .545 .037 .422Latvians .197 .050 .167 .586 .002 .444 023 .139 .015 .002 .375 .668 .332 .266 .366 .062 .306 .411 .023 .465Lithuanians .218 .035 .094 .652 .000 .439 .024 .139 .022 .000 .366 .644 .356 .277 .367 .065 .291 .483 .048 .487Russians .256 .164 .580 .001 .418 .022 .161 .033 003 .362 .551 .449 .249 .356 .079 .316 .496 .036 .494Russians V .163 .064 .186 .587 .000 .413 .012 .148 .035 .000 .392 .636 .364 .268 .368 .082 .282 .476 .059 .479Germani .208 .071 .080 .641 .001 .423 .011 .152 .019 .006 .388 .548 .452 .242 .306 .071 .381 { { {Celti .138 .043 .076 .744 .006 .401 .009 .157 .024 .006 .397 .574 .426 .265 .309 .052 .374 { { {Romane .198 .048 .072 .681 .005 .529 .014 .101 .026 .006 .318 .562 .438 .251 .311 .087 .351 { { {Greek .209 .060 .095 .636 .021 .497 .023 .126 .043 .012 .277 .564 .436 .272 .292 .123 .314 { { {Slavi .241 .047 .147 565 .003 .429 .017 .135 .028 .003 .385 .571 .429 .241 .330 .093 .336 { { {Basque .181 .086 .027 .706 .005 .395 .029 .072 .029 .003 .466 .547 .453 .225 .322 .104 .349 { { {Romany .221 .099 .112 .568 .001 .567 .029 .082 .006 .002 .313 .750 .250 .211 .539 .101 .149 { { {



238appearane of stone graves whih are harateristi of more western distrits ofBalto-Finns [Laul 1986℄. In the Eastern area, another kind of material ulture waswidespread (sand barrows). In the Western part of V~oru dialet territory, wherethe stone-graves spread, western features are also present in the population genetiharaters.In omparison of regional populations with one another it has been revealedthat the geneti di�erenes between all seven regions (like the main dialet regions)are statistially signi�ant, with the exeption of the East group, whih is very similarto the southern regions [Viikmaa, Heapost 1996℄. As it is demonstrated by thelustrogram of geneti distanes, the Central, South-West, East, and South-Eastregions are very lose. The North-East, West Islands, and West-Estonia are standingseparately (Fig. 2).
F i g . 2. Clustrogram of grouping of Estonian main regional populations based on luster analysis usingthe geneti distane matrix of Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards [1967℄.The omparison of the whole Estonian population with other Finno-Ugri andneighbouring populations is based on six blood group systems (A1A2BO, Rhesus,MN, P, Du�y, Kell, a total of 19 alleles). The geneti distanes (Table 3) suggestthat the Estonians are most losely related to the Russians and the Latvians, to theirnearest neighbours, the Vepsians and Karelians are also very lose to the Estonians,followed by the Finns, Lithuanians, Finnish Swedes, Komis and Maris.To ompare the Estonians with some other Finno-Ugri, neighbouring andsome more western populations, �ve polymorphi systems were used (A1A2BO,Rhesus, MNSs, Haptoglobin, Transferrin; 23 alleles in total). In this ase the Baltilanguage group was left out. Aording to this omparison (Table 4) the genetidistane is smallest between the Estonians and the Russians, followed by the Poles,



239T a b l e 3Geneti distanes by Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards between Estonians and some neighbouring andother Finno-Ugri peoplesVepsians Karelians Komis Maris Finns Finnish Lat- Lithu- RussiansSwedes vians aniansEstonians 0.0069 0.0074 0.0167 0.0189 0.0108 0.0115 0.0064 0.0114 0.0065Vepsians 0.0029 0.0168 0.0128 0.0089 0.0075 0.0085 0.0072 0.0066Karelians 0.0120 0.0104 0.0096 0.0095 0.0073 0.0094 0.0059Komis 0.0082 0.0106 0.0103 0.0120 0.0133 0.0081Maris 0.0080 0.0100 0.0079 0.0085 0.0058Finns 0.0017 0.0041 0.0055 0.0043Finnish 0.0063 0.0042 0.0051SwedesLatvians 0.0045 0.0032Lithuanians 0.0033T a b l e 4Geneti distanes by Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards between Estonians and some neighbouring andother peoples Finns Swedes Russians Poles Germans Hunga- Vologdarians RussiansEstonians 0.0095 0.0082 0.0038 0.0057 0.0057 0.0064 0.0097Finns 0.0056 0.0078 0.0055 0.0082 0.0072 0.0045Swedes 0.0051 0.0042 0.0012 0.0025 0.0068Russians 0.0045 0.0043 0.0030 0.0079Poles 0.0038 0.0027 0.0040German 0.0035 0.0078Hungarians 0.0066the Germans, the Hungarians, the Swedes, then the Finns and the northern (Vo-logda) Russians. So we an onlude, that the linguisti unit does not orrespondto the geneti one and the Finno-Ugri linguisti unit is learly not a geneti unit.The mean allele frequenies of the Estonians are omparable to those typial ofthe populations in North-East Europe, but the allele frequenies are haraterisedby tendenies in two opposite diretions (like in other Finno-Ugri populations):Western (a higher frequeny of K, Lua, MS, Hp1, lower Fya, CDe) and eastern(with higher B, CDE, with lower A2, P1, de, t, Le (a+) phenotype) [Heapost 1994;Viikmaa, Heapost 1996℄.



240 Craniologial data. To understand the population geneti haraterization andstruture of Estonians omparative studies of Estonian XI-XV enturies and Neo-lithi time ranial samples were arried through on the basis of luster anaysis. Itwas shown that Estonian ranial samples were assembled mainly into two lusters.The mesomorphi samples luster embraes a large part of East-Estonian ranialsamples. The other luster ombines the ranial samples of another type, with mas-sive, very long and high dolihoran with high fae skulls from almost all Estonia,espeially from western and northern Estonia. Morphologially similar to that typeof skulls were also the Neolithi Boat Axe Culture inhabitants skulls in Estonia[Heapost 1995℄.Close similarities on the basis of raniologial material were also shown be-tween Estonian XI-XV enturies populations, espeially those from East, Centraland South-East Estonia, and many neighbouring populations | from Latvia, Fin-land, Karelia, North-West Russia and even Volga-Kama area [Heapost 1993a; 1995℄.Most of these samples belong to the mesoran anthropologial type with some lo-al variations, and all the ranial samples, used in omparison, form ompletelymixed lusters with Estonian and other Finno-Ugri samples. The anthropologialtype represented by East-Estonian XI-XV enturies ranial samples in one or theother variant was spread on a large area of East-European forest belt. Evidentlythey have been losely related population groups. It is interesting to notie thatthe Finno-Ugrians of the Volga distrit had pure Europoid haraters before anypossible Slavi inuene ould have ourred. Next, the Estonian morphologiallylose ranial samples were summed up into two bigger ones. These two types ofbigger samples were ompared to some samples (mainly from 500-1500 AD) of ne-ighbouring territories: the Balti states, NW Russia, Volga-Kama distrit, Hungary,Poland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, Sweden), also to Kivutkalns Bronze Age sam-ple, Boat Axe ulture sample of Stone Age of Estonia and the ranial samples fromZvejnieki (Mesolithi to Late Neolithi). Cluster analysis on the basis of 10 ranialtraits were used [Heapost 1997℄.In Fig. 3 one an see, that the samples ompared have been assembled ma-inly into two lusters | the mesoran, mesomorphi ranial samples from EasternEstonia, North-Western Russia, Volga-Kama distrit (FU), Hungary, Poland, alsothe Selonians from Latvia, the Lithuanian sample belongs to one omparativelyompat luster (No 3-6). The mesoran samples subluster haraterized mainlyby a lower ranial height is formed by German samples and a South-East Swedensample (14-15). The Livonian sample (8) haraterized mainly by a narrow headand fae and a lower ranial height links to German's subluster. The Norwegiansample stands separately and links to the mesoran ranial samples luster (24). Theother main luster (20-22) is omposed by the dolihoran samples (20-19) | WestEstonian sample, Bronze Age Kivutkalns sample, Latvian samples (Zemgallians andLatgallians) and the Neolithi Boat Axe Culture sample from Estonia. The South--West Swedish sample also joins to that luster. The dolihoran Zvejnieki samplesbut also the Zvejnieki Late Neolithi sample, the Danish and Jaunpiebalga samplefrom Latvia (25-22) joins with the dolihoran samples luster on a higher level.
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F i g . 3. Clustrogram of grouping of the ranial samples.Odontologial data. Odontologial traits are of taxonomi peuliarities, dividingonventionaly into s.. \eastern" and \western" traits. The distribution frequeny ofeastern traits inrease in the eastern diretion and attain their maximum value inMongoloid populations; the frequeny of \western" traits inreases in the westerndiretions. In Estonia di�erent parts an be haraterized by di�erent onentra-tion of eastern and western features. The main lassi�ation unit in odontology isodontologi type, ombined with omplexes of respetiv traits [Zubov 1982℄.On the territory of Estonia one an �nd the following odontologial types[Sarap 1994℄: 1) The Balti variant of the Central European type (on the Islandsand in Western Estonia, and in some parts of Eastern and Southern Estonia). Thetype is haraterised by low ourrene of Eastern features and high ourrene ofWestern ones, and a strong redution of lower molars. 2) The northern graile type(spread in Central and Northeastern parts of Estonia, in some parts of Northern,



242Southern, Southwestern and Southeastern Estonia). The speial originality this typeis haraterised by a high frequeny of eastern and western features ourring inparallel and a strong redution of lower molar. A lassial variant of Northern grailetype is spread in Southwestern and Northwestern Finland. The odontologial type ofthe population in that distrit is lose to eastern Estonians [Zubov, Haldeeva 1989℄.3) The inuene of the North European reli type is observed in North-, East-and South-Estonia. That type is spread espeially among the Lapp population andNortheastern Finns. Features of that type are also observed in Southeastern Finns,in Vepsians, Karelians, Komis and Maris. Peuliarity of this type is the oexisteneof moderate frequeny of Western features and a high frequeny of some typialEastern features. The ombination of some \ultra-western" and \eastern" traits(the northern graile type) of dental system in other Finno-Ugri populations, inthe Balti region as well as in the Volga and Ural regions is also asertained [Zubov1982; Zubov, Segeda 1986℄.The onspiious peuliarity of the Northern Graile type is well expressed inthe quantity of ISC (Index of Spei� Combination). Usually, ISC does not exeed150, (neither in Cauasoids nor in Mongoloids), but it is always larger among therepresentatives of Northern graile type, attaining the value of 200-300 and evenhigher.ISC varies in Estonia between 37-504. North-Eastern Estonia is espeially pro-minent with ISC (502). Very high values of ISC our in several South-Estonianloal population samples (300-500). The ISC values are espeially low in the dia-let regions of the Islands, Western Estonia, and East-Estonia (72, 91, 81). In thelatter a ertain inuene of the North European reli type besides the Central Eu-ropean odontologial type has been observed. So the odontologial data also showa onsiderable heterogeneity of the Estonians, where typial Finno-Ugri and morewestern omplexes of traits have been intermingled.By the index ISC Finno-Ugri peoples di�erentiate from all the other surroun-ding peoples and form a Finno-Ugri (not Urali) odontologi ommunity startingfrom Hungary and Finland and reahing to Western Siberia to the eastern boarderof the distribution area of Khants, Mansi and Samoyedes, the latter being quitedi�erent by their odontologial type [Dubov 1990℄.Two large areas of the elevated distribution of ISC index were establishedin worldwide omparison [Dubov 1990℄: North Europe and Western Siberia |area of distribution of Finno-Ugri peoples (northern graile type) and SouthernAsia | from Mediterranean to India (area of southern graile type). Aordingto A.I. Dubov that onnetion should be genetial, while data of various sienes(ethnography, arhaeology, linguistis) �nd evident southern roots of the anestorsof Finno-Ugri peoples.In the Balti States three odontologial omplexes have been established |Central European, Northern graile and North European reli type. No absoluteborders between these types whih would follow the linguisti, ethni or other dif-ferentiations have been observed. In Estonia the Central European and Northerngraile type are ommon. In Latvia Central European, Northern graile and North



243European reli type is spread, in Lithuania | mainly Central European type justlike in Ukraine and in Russia in general. The presene of one odontologial typein many ethnoses proves the pre-ethni time of that [Zubov, Haldeeva 1989℄.In Latvia the northern graile type prevails. It is spread also on the territoryof the narrowfaed variant of the West Balti anthropologial type in Latvia. Thatembraes also distrits, one inhabited by Livonians and South-Estonians, extendinginto plaes farther o� towards southern diretions. The North European reli type ismainly spread in Eastern Latvia, where the East Balti anthropologi type is spread[Gravere 1987℄. An ourrene of the Northern graile type traits among the otherpeoples is a lear evidene, that on these distrits Finni peoples have been mixedwith the other ethni groups. Suh is the situation in the North-Western provinesof Russia.The time of appearane of graile dental omplex in the forest belt of EastEurope, also to Latvia, is presumed to be the Bronze Age. The graile dentalomplex has been established in Latvian Kivutkalns people as well as in Balanovoulture people on Volga-Oka distrits. These are supposedly genetially onnetedwith southern grail odontologial type [Gravere 1987℄. The Bronze Age Fatyanovoulture people on Volga-Oka (western) distrits represent another odontologialtype, haraterised by no redution of molars.Index of Mongoloidness and Pigmentation. Great anthropologial variety istypial for Finno-Ugri peoples and among them variants of traits our, whih areommon to the more eastern peoples (s.. mongoloid addition). In studies of Finno--Ugri peoples K. Mark [1994℄ has brought into use the indexes of Mongoloidness(MI) and the Pigmentation (PI). The MI is based on 8 somatosopi primary traits.In PI hair and eye olours are summarised. MI and PI show the position of apopulation group or a region on the s.. sale of mongoloidness and pigmentationin omparison with the other Finno-Ugri peoples and their neighbours.The di�erenes in distribution of these traits between Estonian regions arenot great and sometimes they even show an opposite trend. Altogether they stillgive a lear east-west tendeny. The MI value is smallest in West Estonia (22.0),towards the East the mongoloid addition beomes more notieable, whih is seemlyonneted with the East Balti anthropologial type. Aording to the inrease ofMI value the ompared FU and neighbouring peoples an be plaed as follows:Finnish Swedes (10.1), Western Finns (16.3), Mordvinians Erza (21.6), Karelians(28.0), Eastern Finns (29.5), Vepsians (30.1), Mordvinians-Mok�sa (32.8), Komis(33-39), Saami (46.6), Maris (48.3), Khanti-Mansi (about 85).Eye and hair olour are the pigmentation traits of interest. These traits varyquite largely, but light olours still form the majority. In omparison with the neigh-bouring peoples, the very light pigmentation of Estonians is espeially onspiuous.J. Aul [1964℄ states that as for average light degree of eye olour only very fewpeoples an ompete with the Estonians. The hair olour of Estonians is ompara-tively even more light. The population of Islands, the Setu and South-West regionsis of light pigmentation. In the rest of regions the pigmentation is very light, espe-ially in North-East, Central and North Estonia [Mark 1994℄. All the Balto-Finni



244peoples and also Finnish Swedes have a light or even a very light pigmentation.Among them the most light pigmented are North-East Estonians (PI 11.2), EasternFinns(15.0) and West-Estonians (17.8); South-East Estonians have a slightly darkerpigmentation (20.0), followed by Western Finns (22.5), Finnish Swedes (25.8), Kare-lians (26) and Vepsians (34.4). Thus, the most depigmented are the North-EasternEstonians and Eastern Finns, but not the most Europoid (with the most lower valueof MI) populations (as Finnish Swedes and Western Finns). Among the peoples ofthe Balti states the Latvians and Lithuanians have a slightly darker pigmentationof eyes and a notieably darker hair pigmentation than Estonians [Mark 1994℄.Between the values of these two indexes no positive orrelation has been found[Mark 1994℄. Majority groups of larger MI value belong to the most light ones (asCentral and North-East Estonia). The same phenomenon appears in Finland andat plaes also among the other Finno-Ugri peoples. On the basis of that K.Markpresumes, that a strong depigmentation proess has taken plae already in thegroups mixed with mongoloid addition.Heterogeneity of Finno-Ugri peoples is well expressed in dermatoglyphi tra-its. Aording to G. Heet and N. Dolinova [1997:128℄: 1) Finno-Ugrians are extre-mely heterogeneous onerning dermatoglyphis traits, and exeed the average eu-roasiati level of di�erentiation. It may be due to the initial heterogeneity of theiranestors as Finno-Ugrians have been mixing between themselves as well as withneighbouring populations. The proess of mixing was most important in the wholeanthropologial history of the Finno-Ugrians. 2) Among the Finno-Ugrians twomain raial omponents stand out quite distintly: the Europoid and Mongoloidone. The Europoid omponent is subdivided into two variants. The majority ofFinni speakers belongs to the �rst one, it is the result of a ross-breeding of theNorthern Europoids (who prevailed) with the Mongoloids of West Siberian origin.The seond one is less represented and linked to the population of Volga regionand Hungarians who inlude the marked share of Southern Europoid admixture.The Mongoloid omponent is onneted with aboriginal population of Western andSouthern Siberia. This piture is observed on both the territorial and ethnial levels.3. DISCUSSIONAll the types of studies presented in this paper reveal remarkable heteroge-neity of Estonians. The mean allele frequenies of Estonians are omparable tothose typial of the populations in North-East Europe, but the allele frequeniesare haraterised by tendenies in two opposite diretions (like in other Finno--Ugri populations): western and eastern. The ombination of some \western" oreven \ultra-western" and \eastern" traits of dental system in Estonians and in otherFinno-Ugri populations, in the Balti region as well as in the Volga and Ural re-



245gions has also been asertained [Zubov 1982; Zubov, Segeda 1986; Sarap 1994℄. Ingeneral, the di�erenes are more impressive in western-eastern diretion than innorthern-southern diretion. Some subgroups of the Estonians, espeially in North--East and South-East show peuliarities harateristi to some more eastern Finno--Ugri peoples, whereas the western groups (espeially in West Estonian mainland)are more strongly assoiated to the Indo-European neighbours. The dual branhingof geneti data orresponds well with ranial, odontologial and other anthropolo-gial data and the distribution of the two main anthropologial types (West- andEast-Balti types) in Estonia. Cranial types in Medieval Estonia were ommon to awide territory and similar ranial forms an be traed bak to the loal Bronze Ageand the Neolithi. All of this suggests that the Estonians have a omplex origin,indiating towards relations with the Finno-Ugri stem from one side, and with theIndo-European peoples from the other side.Some ombinations of traits and allele frequenies harateristi to Estoniansand many other Finno-Ugri populations showing simultaneous \eastern" and \we-stern" frequenies (for example, negative orrelation of indies of Mongoloidnessand Pigmentation, the northern graile odontologi type, and some allele frequ-enies) annot be explained by the assumption of Mongoloid admixture in theCauasoid populations. We suppose that these antagonisti frequenies of di�e-rent traits are traks of the original geneti struture of the Finno-Ugri anestorpopulation whih was not learly di�erentiated in Mongoloid-Cauasoid diretions.It does mean that the Finno-Ugri population represents a separate and anientCauasoid branh in the raial divergene. Continuity of arhaeologial ulture inEstonia from the Mesolithi has been pointed out [Jaanits, et al. 1982℄. Regardlessof that the Late Bronze and Iron Age is proved to have been a deisive period in theBaltis. Great hanges have taken plae with the appearane of the stone ist graveson the oastal zone of Finland, on Saaremaa Island and mainly on the Northernoast of Estonia, in Northern Latvia. The settlement inreased almost in all partsof Estonian territory. Earlier than in Estonia above-ground airns have made theirappearane in other lands around the Balti, inluding Sandinavia. A speial kindof oastal ulture has inhabited the oastal areas of Estonia, South-West Finland,�Aland, Eastern oastal area of Central Sweden, also Northern Latvia, espeially thelower reahes of the Daugova River [Jaanits, et al. 1982℄. Even today ertain singlesimilarities in some allele frequenies may possibly refer to that ulture on the o-astal areas of the Balti Heapost 1994℄. Meanwhile in the Late Bronze Age greatdi�erenies our between the North and West Estonia, espeially between the o-astal distrits of North and West Estonia on one side and the Southern Estonia onthe other side. The population density in South-Estonia inreased with the appe-arane of stone graves from northern part of Estonia, mainly from the southerndiretion AD, but also with South-Eastern onnetions. The regional di�erenes(linguisti, anthropologi, geneti, et.) of Estonia in modern times an probably betaken bak to the same period. Already the Neolithi inhabitants of the Boat Axeulture in Estonia did not belong to the one and the same anthropologial type[Aul 1935℄. Aording to J. Aul, in prehistori times the East and West Balti types



246did not our in their pure forms either, and already at that time the territorialtransition between these types was rather smooth, as it is nowadays. He also speu-lated that at that time these types were genetially not yet di�erentiated to suh adegree as in modern times. The tribes of the Boat Axe ulture and the Corded Wareulture were spread on a vast territory in Northern and Central Europe with theeastern variants of Fatjanovo and Balanovo ultures inbetween Volga-Oka Rivers[Kraynov 1972℄. Two odontologial types in the tribes of the Bronze Age Fatyanovoand Balanovo ultures have been established: Central European odontologial typein Fatyanovo and northern graile type in Balanovo ulture peoples with southernomponents in it [Gravere 1987℄. Both types are also presented in Balti Finnstoday, also in Finno-Ugri populations, espeially the northern graile type withantagonisti traits in it. The northern graile type features were also ommon in theBronze Age Kivutkalns population, with some features indiating to the southerngraile odontologial type [Gravere 1987℄.Anthropologially, the Kivutkalns Bronze Age population had similar featureswith the narrowfaed Boat Axe and Corded Ware ulture tribes in Saxonian-Thu-ringian, in Poland (Zªota), also in Balanovo, and di�erentiate from broadfaedFatyanovo and Boat Axe ulture tribes of Estonia [Denisova 1975℄.In anthropologial di�erentiation of the Middle Age Balti Finns, Balts andSlavi peoples on one side and Germans on the other side de�nitely expressedfeatures of anthropologial heterogeneity on the ground of proportions of the faeand brainase of skull, typial of the tribes of Boat Axe and Corded Ware ulture.A more or less exat geographi loation of these Middle Ages types may probablybe traed bak to the prehistori times [Alekseeva 1990℄.Aording to omparative statistial studies of the European ranial samplesfrom various periods of time, it turned out that the greatest hanges in ranialmeasurements (the grailization) have taken plae between the Mesolithi and theNeolithi. Sine then a separation into regions (East Europe, Balkan peninsula,Eastern middle Europa) reveals a series of regional di�erentiations [Shwidetzky,R�osing 1990℄. The taxonomi struture of European populations has been analysedduring three di�erent periods | the Early Middle Ages, the Late Middle Ages andthe Reent Period [Sokal, et al. 1987℄ and Finno-Ugri speakers always are en-trally loated and sattered throughout the graph, while skull series of some otherlanguage groups began to shift towards one or another diretion on the graph. Nospeial regions of phoneti spae ould be identi�ed for Romane, Balti, Helleni,and Finno-Ugrian speakers.In the literaturte we an �nd data, aording to whih the geneti distanebetween peoples orrelates signi�antly with geography, but not with linguistis[Harding, Sokal 1988℄. It is also shown that the speakers of Balti-Finni and Slavigroups do not di�erentiate genetially, there ould not show geneti di�ereniesbetween Balti and Slavi language groups et. [Sokal, et al. 1996℄.One may presume, that the population whih ame to the Balti espeially inthe Bronze and the Iron Age, together with the lose arhaeologial ulture, mayhave been genetially, morphologially lose, but linguistially may have not been



247thoroughly di�erentiated yet. In the ourse of times, of ourse, di�erent admixturesfrom eastern as well as from western populations were added.Some onlusions: 1. All type of studies show geneti heterogeneity of Esto-nians. 2. The losest geneti similarities of Estonians with the neighbouring popu-lations are not related to their language groups. 3. The mean gene frequenies ofEstonians are omparable to those typial of the populations in North- and EastEurope, but the gene frequenies are haraterised by the tendenies in two op-posite (western and eastern), but also southern diretions as in other Finno-Ugripopulations. 4. The raniologial types spread in Estonia were ommon over a wideterritory both in eastern and western distrits. 5. Forms similar to the ranial samplesof Medieval Times an be traed bak to the loal Bronze Age and the Neolithi.6. The geneti heterogeneity and the antagonisti traits in Estonians seem to be atrae of the original geneti struture of Finno-Ugri anestor population, whihwas neither Mongoloid nor Cauasoid. Translated by the author



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 5: 1998, 248-261PL ISSN 1231-0344Valeriy I. KhartanovihNEW CRANIOLOGICAL MATERIAL ON THE SAAMIFROM THE KOLA PENINSULAThe Saami1 | the most anient population of the extreme north of the OldWorld | is one of the best studied and at the same time one of the most mysteriousfolks in the world. Probably, judging by the interest to their origin, the amountof gathered information on them in di�erent �elds of anthropology, arhaeology,linguistis and ethnography, they an be ompared only to Ainus | the main enigmaof the Asian part of the Continent.The problem of the Saami' origin started to attrat attention of the Europeanresearhers soon after their getting aquainted with the Saami' original ultureand spei� appearane. This attention may be explained by the fat that the lowdark-haired Saami looked very unusual among tall northern europeoids with weakpigmentation. In the early anthropologial lassi�ations the Saami who di�eredobviously from the surrounding European population and from the distant Asianpopulation were distinguished in an independent taxonomi unit, standing by itselfapart from europeoids as well as from mongoloids. Even K. Linney assigned theSaami to an independent \big" rae. Topinar onsidered them as hiperboreans, andDeniker distinguished them into the Lapps rae. Coon also onsidered the Saami asan independent rae. Researhers explain appearing of the anthropologial featuresspei� for West-Europeans among the Saami by the long isolation of this folk onthe extreme northern territories of Europe.As methods in anthropology develop and theories of features taxonomially im-portant for distinguishing mongoloids from europeoids devise and basis of soureson this material widens it started to turn out that almost in all the anthropologialsystems the Saami have a number of indies bringing them together with repre-sentatives of the mongoloid rae. Some features of that kind ould be observed insome other groups of the former USSR north-west population, modern as well asanient staring from the Mesolithi epoh. Soviet researhers who had gathered andstudied a vast and manifold anthropologial material from East Europe, pre-Uralregion and Western Siberia pointed out the reinforement of features bringing thepopulation of this area together with Mongoloids in the diretion from west to east.1 The Saami nowadays inhabit northern Sweden (30 000 people), northern Norway (15 000 people) and northernFinland (5000 people). About 2000 of Saami live in Russia | on the Kola Peninsula.



249Basing on these fats Soviet anthropologists put forward and proved the theory ofanient groups penetration on the territory of North-West Russia and Balti statesin anient times and of an essential inuene of this penetration on the proess ofthe anthropologial type formation of the population on this territory [Vitov, et al.1959; Alekseev 1969; Denisova 1975℄.Mongrel oneption that seems to explain the auses of origin of \Asian" fe-atures among west European population very simply and logially reeived widedistribution at �rst in anthropology and then in other sienes and humanities de-aling with ethni genesis and ethni history, mainly in arhaeology. But here it wasoften based not on the fatologial material itself whih was sometimes ontraryto it but on the onlusions of anthropologists. In anthropology the tendeny foroverstatement of the the diagnostial role of features desribing pro�le of a faialskeleton (basi marks of di�erenes between europeoids and mongoloids on ranio-logial material) had led to the fat that the presene of at least one morphologialelement stating even a low attening of fae or bridge of nose in anient or modernseries of sulls from East Europe was sometimes onsidered as almost an absoluteevidene of presene of mongoloid admixture in suh groups.We should mention that in Russian anthropology this mongrel theory is neitherthe only one nor the generally aepted one. There was put forward and proved thehypothesis stating that the similarity of some European groups with Asian groupsbased on features of horizontal fae pro�le not always proves that new-omers fromEast took part in their genesis [Bunak 1956; 1980; Yakimov 1960a; 1960b; Gokhman1984; 1986℄. The researhers sharing this point of view on the nature of the raeforming proess in west part of Eurasia emphasize two main irumstanes that allinto question the universality of the mongrel oneption.First of all, anthropologial type of populations with the \suspiion" on themongoloid admixture is as a rule morphologially disrepant: similar to Mongolo-ids aording to a number of features they di�er from them distintly aordingto other features. Seondly, features similar to mongoloid were found not only inEast Europe and Balti states where appearane of migrants in anient times anbe admitted. These features, starting from the Upper Palaeolithi, an be also fo-und among populations of suh territories as West and South Europe (Denmark,Sweden, Yugoslavia, Czeh [Gokhman 1986℄) and the penetration of big groups ofAsian population on these territories from the geographial point of view is impro-bable and from the point of view of history | not valid. Basing mostly on theseontraditions the authors of the seond hypothesis explain the \oriental" natureof some features by the fat that the Upper Palaeolithi population of northernEurope had some morphologial harateristis outwardly similar to mongoloid butnot onneted with them genetially. With that it is emphasized that the possibilityof penetration of Asian groups of population in the Balti area an not be enti-rely exluded but their partiipation in genesis of East-European population wassarely essential.Newly obtained raniologial material and the material studied repeatedly a-ording to the modern methods introdue new arguments that prove the validity of



250the seond hypothesis. For example, raniologial olletions on Karelians, Komi--Zyrians and Izhora gathered and studied by the author in 70-90 allowed to revealamong them a spei� anthropologial type very similar with the basi anthropo-logial omplex of the anient north European population whih must have beenpreserved in some areas of North-West Russia up to the present time [Khartanovih1986; 1992; 1993℄. This omplex ombines suh disrepant (from the point of viewof division of modern Europeoids and Mongoloids) features as a weak attering offae on the upper level on one hand and sharp pro�le on the medium level, highnose bones distintly projeting to the pro�le line, and very high ranium on theother hand. In all probability, the only feature bringing the anient and the modernbearers of this omplex of features together with Mongoloids | weakening of thehorizontal fae pro�le on the level of the nasion point | is the spei� hara-teristi of the most anient northern Europeoids whih had formed independentlyfrom the Asian inuene.The situation with the anthropologial harateristis of the other Europeanfolk that also reveals some features similar to Mongoloids | the Saami | formedin the other way. First of all, as it has been already mentioned above, they revealsuh peuliarities almost in all the systems of anthropologial features. Seondly,new anthropologial data has pointed to the probability of a single migration ofSiberian groups of population on the turn of the new era to the extreme north ofFennosandia and the Kola Peninsula [Shumkin 1991℄. And after all, from ranio-logial point of view the Saami di�er distintly from the Karelians, Komi-Zyriansand Izhora [Khartanovih 1991℄. Di�erenes also appear in the features taxonomi-ally important for distinguishing Mongoloids from Europeoids. Together with theweakening of horizontal fae pro�le on the upper level the Saami have a weakenedfaial skeleton pro�le on the medium level, nasal bones projet to the pro�le lineevidently less (this feature reveals most distintly in the Kola group from Chalmny--Varre), ranium is very low. All these arguments seem to give enough reasons toadmit the mongrel origin of the Saami. But aording to some other important anth-ropologial indies the Saami' skulls are opposed to mongoloid ones. In raniologythese features are the fae height, forehead breadth, size of the nose bridge. Suha disrepant omplex of features had led the researhers to the onlusion that ifa ertain mixture took plae in the proess of forming the anthropologial type ofthe Saami, then the europeoid omponent of this mixture had to be orrespondednot to the \lassial" mongoloid form but to represent the anient formation whihdi�ered from the modern Europeoids and Mongoloids and whih was desribed inthe Soviet anthropologial shool as the \Ural" rae.Thus, it is evident that the problem of the Saami' origin leaves plae to disus-sion. Widening of the raniologial material onstantly used with the hope that theextension of data will sooner or later allow to reeive qualitatively new results isthe one of the possible ways of developing of this problem.Close to ontemporeinity series of skulls of the Saami from the Kola Peninsulawere gathered in 1976-1977 by the north European paleoanthropologial team ofthe Leningrad part of the Institute of Ethnography named after N.N. Miklukho-



251-Maklai of the USSR Aademy of Siene (now | Museum of Anthropology andEthnography named after Peter the Great [Kunstamera℄ of the Russian Aademyof Siene). There was obtained quite a representative raniologial and osteolo-gial material on four territorial groups from di�erent distrits of the Peninsula[Gokhman, et al. 1976; Khartanovih 1980℄. In the proess of working on this ma-terial we reeived new important information onerning the formation proess ofthe anthropologial type of the Kola Saami. There were distinguished some ertaindi�erenes between the oastal groups of population on one hand and the groupsinhabiting internal distrits of the Peninsula on the other hand. Anthropologialpeuliarities of the oastal groups allowed to presume the presene of a later euro-peoid admixture in them and the features of the seond type of groups | preseneof populations that had the most fully preserved the peuliarities of the Saami initialanthropologial omplex in the entral areas of the Peninsula in the XIX entury.For obtaining additional ranio-osteologial material lose to ontemporeinityespeially from the internal distrits of the Kola Peninsula there was organizeda joint Russian-Swedish arhaeologo-anthropologial expedition to the Lovozeroarea of the Murmansk distrit in 1993. Exavation works, by onsent of the loalSaami population, were arried out on the non-funtioning Saami' emetery in theSevernaya Salma region. The emetery was loated on the shore of the Lovozerolake at a distane of 15 km from the village of the same name. There were studiednine burials in eah of whih there were found bones of di�erent levels of integrity.Six skulls appeared to be suitable for raniologial analysis. Below we give theirbasi harateristis (Table 1-2).Burial N1. The skull of a man aged 40-50. Good integrity. The features of sexdimorphism on the skull are distint, on the lower jaw-bone | weak. The ranium isof a medium breadth, broad, brahyrani aording to the index. Cranium heightis small. Forehead bone is of medium breadth, weakly inlined. Faial skeletonis not high, broad, orthognati aording to the ommon faial angle mesognatiaording to the index of fae projetion. One should also pay attention to the bigvalues of nasomalar and zygomaxillary angles reeting the onsiderable degree ofthe horizontal fae atness on the upper level as well as on the medium level. Eye--sokets are broad and low. Pear-like aperture is mesorhinal. The nose bridge andnose bones are low. The nose projets moderately to the pro�le line.Burial N2. The skull of a woman aged 30-40. Good integrity. The features ofsex dimorphism are distint. The ranium is of medium length and height, broadand brahyrani. The forehead is narrow and straight. The fae is high, not wide,a little attered on the upper level in the horizontal plane and wedge-shaped onthe medium level, orthognati by the angle and mesognati aording to the index.Eye-sokets are narrow, of medium height. Eye-soket index is high. The nose isquite high and narrow. The nose bridge and nose bones are narrow and high bythe absolute indexes as well as by the indies. The nose projets moderately to thepro�le line.Burial N3. The skull of a woman aged 25-30. Good integrity. The features ofsex dimorphism are distint. The skull is extremely graile whih is proved by all the



252 T a b l e 1Individual measurements and indies of male skulls of the Saami of the Kola Peninsula from theSevernaya Salma emeteryMartin and Traits No of graveother odes g.1 g.5 g.91 Cranial length 182 176 1748 Cranial breadth 150 145 1388:1 Cranial index 82.4 82.4 79.323a Horizontal irumferene (ophryon) 558 551 49824 Transversal arh (porion-bregma-porion) 325 304 29725 Sagittal arh 384 340 34717 Cranial height (basion-bregma) 132 122 12717:1 Height-length index (basion) 72.5 69.3 72.917:8 Height-breadth index (basion) 88.0 84.1 92.020 Cranial height (porion-bregma) 118 107 1105 Cranial base length 94 98 949 Minimal frontal breadth 97 97 959:8 Fronto-transversal index 64.7 66.9 68.832 Frontal pro�le angle (nasion) 83 82 88
<g-m Frontal pro�le angle (glabella) 76 72 80| Transverse frontal angle 141 133 13310 Maximal frontal breadth 128 119 1159:10 Frontal index 75.8 81.5 82.626 Frontal arh 122 119 11529 Frontal hord 111 105 105sub.29 Frontal subtense 21.1 23.9 24.7| Frontal onvexity index 19.0 22.7 23.527 Parietal arh 114 104 12130 Parietal hord 122 93 10811 Auriular breadth 130 127 12812 Oipital breadth 118 114 11328 Oipital arh 122 117 11131 Oipital hord 97 90 94sub.31 Oipital subtense 27.4 31.9 27.2| Oipital onvexity index 28.2 35.4 28.940 Basion-prosthion length 93 97 9540:5 Fae protrusion index 98.9 99.0 98.943 Upper faial breadth 104 107 10445 Bizygomatial breadth 137 139 12745:8 Transversal faio-erebral index 91.3 95.8 92.046 Midfaial breadth 88 107 9248 Nasion-alveolare height 68 64 6248:45 Upper faial index 49.6 46.6 48.8



253Martin and Traits No of graveother odes g.1 g.5 g.948:17 Vertial faio-erebral index 51.5 52.4 48.843(1) Biorbital hord 99 101 98sub.n/ Nasion projetion over biorbital hord 13.3 18.4 16.843(1)77 Nasomalar angle 150 140 143zm'-zm' Zygomaxillary hord 89 101 96sub.ss/ Subspinale projetion over zygomaxillary hord 20.4 22.7 23.7zm'- zm'
<zm' Zygomaxillary angle 136 132 12972 Total faial angle 85 86 8673 Midfaial angle 88 88 8951 Orbital breadth (maxillofrontal)) 43 45 4251a Orbital breadth (daryon) 41 42 4052 Orbital height 33 33 2952:51 Orbital index (maxillofrontal) 76.7 73.3 69.052:51a Orbital index (daryon) 80.4 76.7 72.554 Nasal breadth 26 27 2555 Nasal height 54 49 4754:55 Nasal index 48.1 55.1 53.2SC Simoti hord 7.3 7.9 8.0SS Simoti subtense 2.7 4.4 3.4SS:SC Simoti index 36.98 55.72 42.50DC Darial hord 22.7 25.3 22.0DS Darial subtense 11.6 13.4 9.7DS:DC Darial index 51.10 53.98 44.0975 Angle between nasalia and Frankfurt plane 65? | 6175(1) Nasal protrusion angle 20? | 2560 Alveolar arh length 51 53 5261 Alveolar arh breadth 65 60 6061:60 Alveolar index 127.5 113.2 115.462 Platine length 47 47 4363 Platine breadth 38 32 3763:62 Platine index 80.8 68.0 86.0measuring harateristis. The ranium is very short and narrow, subbrahiraniby the index. The vault of the skull is very low by the absolute measurement as wellas in the orrelation with the lengthwise and transversal diameters. The foreheadbone is narrow and inlined. The fae as well as the ranium is very low and isabsolute in orrelation with the other diameters. The heek-bone diameter is small



254 T a b l e 2Individual measurements and indies of female skulls of the Saami of the Kola Peninsula from theSevernaya Salma emeteryMartin and Traits No of graveother odes g.3a g.2 g.41 Cranial length 153 175 1598 Cranial breadth 132 144 1348:1 Cranial index 86.3 82.3 84.223a Horizontal irumferene (ophryon) 502 545 50824 Transversal arh (porion-bregma-porion) 277 317 27125 Sagittal arh 305 350 31817 Cranial height (basion-bregma) 115 127 11717:1 Height-length index (basion) 75.2 72.0 73.717:8 Height-breadth index (basion) 87.1 88.2 87.320 Cranial height (porion-bregma) 109 112 1005 Cranial base length 92 91 909 Minimal frontal breadth 90 89 899:8 Fronto-transversal index 68.2 61.8 66.432 Frontal pro�le angle (nasion) 82 89 84
<g-m Frontal pro�le angle (glabella) 83 80 88| Transverse frontal angle 131 129 12910 Maximal frontal breadth 105 113 1059:10 Frontal index 85.7 78.8 84.726 Frontal arh 100 128 10429 Frontal hord 92 110 95sub.29 Frontal subtense 19.8 27.8 17.2| Frontal onvexity index 21.5 25.3 18.127 Parietal arh 108 110 11730 Parietal hord 94 102 9911 Auriular breadth 117 126 11912 Oipital breadth 103 119 10028 Oipital arh 97 112 9731 Oipital hord 80 97 83sub.31 Oipital subtense 21.6 30.0 20.9| Oipital onvexity index 27.0 30.9 25.240 Basion-prosthion length 88 89 9040:5 Fae protrusion index 95.6 97.8 100.043 Upper faial breadth 98 94 9945 Bizygomatial breadth 121 125 12345:8 Transversal faio-erebral index 91.2 86.8 91.246 Midfaial breadth 87 87 8948 Nasion-alveolare height 56! 69 54!48:45 Upper faial index 46.1 55.2 43.9



255Martin and Traits No of graveother odes g.3a g.2 g.448:17 Vertial faio-erebral index 48.7 54.3 46.143(1) Biorbital hord 91 90 95sub.n/ Nasion projetion over biorbital hord 18.1 15.9 19.343(1)77 Nasomalar angle 137 141 135zm'-zm' Zygomaxillary hord 86 89 90sub.ss/ Subspinale projetion over zygomaxillary hord 21.8 23.7 20.4zm'- zm'
<zm' Zygomaxillary angle 126 124 13172 Total faial angle 83 89 8573 Midfaial angle 86 93 8951 Orbital breadth (maxillofrontal)) 39 38 3751a Orbital breadth (daryon) 39 36 3652 Orbital height 32 33 2852:51 Orbital index (maxillofrontal) 82.0 86.8 75.752:51a Orbital index (daryon) 84.2 91.6 77.854 Nasal breadth 23 23 2455 Nasal height 44 51 4354:55 Nasal index 53.5 45.1 55.8SC Simoti hord 10.0 5.9 10.1SS Simoti subtense 4.6 3.4 4.5SS:SC Simoti index 46.00 57.62 44.55DC Darial hord 17.1 18.9 20.0DS Darial subtense 11.9 9.9 10.1DS:DC Darial index 69.59 52.38 50.5075 Angle between nasalia and Frankfurt plane 57? 64 62?75(1) Nasal protrusion angle 26? 25 23?60 Alveolar arh length 54 55 4761 Alveolar arh breadth 56 60 5761:60 Alveolar index 103.7 109.1 121.262 Platine length 44 41 4463 Platine breadth 33 38 3563:62 Platine index 75.0 92.3 79.5by the absolute measurement but in omparison with the transversal diameter ofthe skull the fae breadth should be haraterized as medium. The values of anglesof horizontal pro�le points to the wedge shape of the fae on both levels. In thevertial plane the faial skeleton is orthognati. Eye-sokets are narrow, of mediumheight. The pear-like aperture is very low, narrow but the nose index is high. The



256nose bridge is narrow and high. Nose bones are broad and high and projet weaklyto the pro�le line.Burial N4. The skull of a woman aged 18-20. Good integrity. The features of sexdimorphism are distint. The skull from the burial N4 is morphologially very similarto the skull from the burial N3a whih is also proved by measuring harateristis.The visual similarity is so great that it allows to assume that the individuals buriedin these two interments were genetially relative. We should espeially mention anextremely graile look of these two skulls.Burial N5. The skull of a man aged 40-45. Good integrity. The features of sexdimorphism are distint. The skull is massive, with the distint relief, with the smalllengthwise and big transversal diameters, brahirani and very low. The foreheadis of medium breadth, inlined. The fae is very low and broad, a little atteredon both levels. In the vertial plane it is orthognati by the angle and mesognatiby the index. Eye-sokets are wide and low. The nose is low and broad. The nosebridge and nose bones are broad and high.Burial N9. The skull of an individual aged 35-45. The skull is graile. Goodintegrity. The features of sex dimorphism are disrepant but the sex should be ratherdistinguished as male. The ranium is short, of medium breadth, mesorani by theindex and very low. The forehead is of medium breadth, straight. The fae is verynarrow and low, attered in the horizontal plane on the upper level, in the vertialplane is orthognati by the general faial angle and mesognati by the index offae projetion. Eye-sokets are of medium breadth, low. The nose is of mediumbreadth, very low. The nose bridge and nose bones are of medium breadth, nothigh. Nose bones projet moderately to the pro�le line.Thus the series is formed by the three male and three female skulls. The averagemeasurements of the skulls from Severnaya Salma are shown in Table 3. Taking intoaount the small size of the group we should nevertheless point out some of itsbasi peuliarities.First of all both male and female skulls are very graile, most of the lineal me-asurements should be orresponded to the ategory of small and very small units.Male raniums are brahyrani, with small lengthwise and high-altitude but hightransversal measurements. Faial skeleton is very low but broad and orthognatiby the index of fae projetion as well as by the general faial angle. Aordingto the European standard the fae is and nose bridge are attered, the nose pro-jets weakly to the pro�le line. Eye-sokets and the pear-like aperture are low andbroad. Female raniums omparing with female ones are even more graile andbrahirani, with smaller transversal diameters of skull and fae and sharper hori-zontal pro�le. The peuliarities of female harateristis are probably distinguishedby the mentioned above spei� individual features of the skulls from burials NN3a and 4.It is obvious that suh a small series an not be onsidered as a representativesample of the Lovozero group of the Kola Saami. For similar reasons it is doubtfullyadvisable to use statistial methods of analysis for its omparative study. Along withit, assuming that this series onsists of the asual representatives of the population



257T a b l e 3The average measurements and indies of the Saami skulls from the Kola Peninsula found in theSevernaya Salma emeteryMartin and Traits Male Femaleother odes n X n X1 Cranial length 3 177.3 3 162.38 Cranial breadth 3 144.3 3 136.78:1 Cranial index 3 81.4 3 84.323a Horizontal irumferene (ophryon) 3 535.7 3 518.324 Transversal arh (porion-bregma-porion) 3 308.7 3 281.625 Sagittal arh 3 337.3 3 308.717 Cranial height (basion-bregma) 3 127.0 3 119.717:1 Height-length index (basion) 3 71.6 3 73.517:8 Height-breadth index (basion) 3 83.8 3 87.520 Cranial height (porion-bregma) 3 111.7 3 107.05 Cranial base length 3 95.3 3 91.09 Minimal frontal breadth 3 96.3 3 89.39:8 Fronto-transversal index 3 66.8 3 65.532 Frontal pro�le angle (nasion) 3 84.3 3 85.0
<g-m Frontal pro�le angle (glabella) 3 76.0 3 83.7| Transverse frontal angle 3 135.7 3 129.710 Maximal frontal breadth 3 120.7 3 107.79:10 Frontal index 3 80.0 3 83.126 Frontal arh 3 118.7 3 110.729 Frontal hord 3 107.0 3 99.0sub.29 Frontal subtense 3 23.1 3 21.6| Frontal onvexity index 3 21.6 3 21.627 Parietal arh 3 115.0 3 111.730 Parietal hord 3 107.7 3 98.311 Auriular breadth 3 128.3 3 120.712 Oipital breadth 3 111.0 3 103.728 Oipital arh 3 116.7 3 102.031 Oipital hord 3 93.7 3 86.7sub.31 Oipital subtense 3 28.8 3 24.2| Oipital onvexity index 3 30.8 3 27.740 Basion-prosthion length 3 95.0 3 89.040:5 Fae protrusion index 3 94.0 3 97.843 Upper faial breadth 3 105.0 3 96.045 Bizygomatial breadth 3 134.3 3 123.045:8 Transversal faio-erebral index 3 94.0 3 89.746 Midfaial breadth 3 95.7 3 87.748 Nasion-alveolare height 3 64.7 3 59.748:45 Upper faial index 3 48.1 3 48.4



258Martin and Traits Male Femaleother odes n X n X48:17 Vertial faio-erebral index 3 50.9 3 49.743(1) Biorbital hord 3 99.3 3 91.3sub.n/ Nasion projetion over biorbital hord 3 16.0 3 17.843(1)77 Nasomalar angle 3 144.3 3 137.7zm'-zm' Zygomaxillary hord 3 95.3 3 88.3sub.ss/ Subspinale projetion over zygomaxillary hord 3 22.3 3 22.0zm'- zm'
<zm' Zygomaxillary angle 3 132.3 3 127.072 Total faial angle 3 85.7 3 85.373 Midfaial angle 3 88.3 3 88.051 Orbital breadth (maxillofrontal)) 3 43.3 3 38.051a Orbital breadth (daryon) 3 41.0 3 36.752 Orbital height 3 31.7 3 31.052:51 Orbital index (maxillofrontal) 3 73.0 3 81.552:51a Orbital index (daryon) 3 76.5 3 84.554 Nasal breadth 3 26.0 3 23.355 Nasal height 3 50.0 3 45.754:55 Nasal index 3 52.1 3 51.5SC Simoti hord 3 7.73 3 8.67SS Simoti subtense 3 3.50 3 4.17SS:SC Simoti index 3 45.06 3 49.39DC Darial hord 3 23.33 3 18.67DS Darial subtense 3 11.57 3 10.63DS:DC Darial index 3 49.56 3 57.5275 Angle between nasalia and Frankfurt plane 1 61.0 3 61.075(1) Nasal protrusion angle 1 25.0 3 24.760 Alveolar arh length 3 51.7 3 52.061 Alveolar arh breadth 3 61.7 3 57.761:60 Alveolar index 3 119.4 3 111.362 Platine length 3 45.7 3 43.063 Platine breadth 3 35.7 3 35.363:62 Platine index 3 78.4 3 82.3(at least its male part) let us distinguish its morphologial peuliarities omparingwith other groups.Comparing the newly reeived raniologial material with the skulls of theSaami from the Kola Peninsula studied previously [Gokhman, et al. 1976; Khar-tanovih 1980℄ we ome to the following three onlusions. First of all, they lie



259T a b l e 4Average measurements and indies of the Kola Peninsula Saami male skullsMartin Groupsand Tratis Severnaya Chalmna- Pulozero Varzino Uokangaother Salma Varraodes n X n X n X n X n X1 Cranial length 3 177.3 24 177.6 11 180.2 17 177.8 19 180.58 Cranial breadth 3 144.3 26 145.5 11 149.4 17 143.1 19 142.78:1 Cranial index 3 81.4 24 81.6 11 83.0 17 80.5 18 79.117 Cranial height (basion-bregma) 3 127.0 25 130.6 11 130.6 17 129.6 17 134.517:1 Height-iength index (basion) 3 71.6 24 73.5 11 72.6 17 73.4 16 73.217:8 Height-breadth index (basion) 3 83.8 25 89.9 11 87.5 17 90.6 17 91.39 Minimal frontal breadth 3 96.3 26 97.5 11 98.6 17 96.5 20 97.032 Frontal pro�le angle (nasion) 3 84.3 22 81.2 11 82.8 17 81.8 16 81.945 Bizygomatial breadth 3 134.3 21 135.9 10 137.7 17 134.2 17 133.145:8 Transversal faio-erebral index 3 94.0 21 93.6 10 92.6 17 93.8 16 93.648 Nasion-alveolare height 3 64.7 19 68.0 6 69.8 15 69.6 12 69.448:45 Upper faial index 3 48.1 19 50.0 5 50.9 15 52.0 12 52.048:17 Vertial faio-erebral index 3 50.9 18 51.9 6 53.2 15 54.0 11 53.277 Nasomalar angle 3 144.3 23 142.0 11 141.3 17 140.7 17 140.3
<zm' Zygomaxillary angle 3 132.3 18 132.3 10 129.7 16 129.8 13 131.772 Total faial angle 3 85.7 16 87.7 10 85.2 15 85.5 12 86.251 Orbital breadth (maxillofrontal)) 3 43.3 24 42.5 11 42.3 17 41.8 16 42.852 Orbital height 3 31.7 23 32.6 11 33.6 17 32.8 16 33.252:51 Orbital index (maxillofrontal) 3 73.0 23 76.5 11 79.6 17 78.5 16 77.854 Nasal breadth 3 26.0 22 25.5 11 25.3 17 24.5 14 24.555 Nasal height 3 50.0 22 51.4 11 51.9 17 51.8 14 50.754:55 Nasal index 3 52.1 22 49.7 11 48.7 17 47.5 14 48.7SC Simoti hord 3 7.73 23 7.97 11 8.28 17 9.09 16 8.11SS Simoti subtense 3 3.50 23 4.15 11 4.19 17 4.61 15 4.63SS:SC Simoti index 3 45.06 23 52.65 11 50.23 17 52.44 15 59.78DS Darial hord 3 23.33 20 22.33 11 21.24 17 21.29 11 20.97DS Darial subtense 3 11.57 20 12.03 11 11.70 17 12.02 10 11.58DS:DC Darial index 3 49.56 20 54.18 11 55.23 17 56.76 10 55.4175(1) Nasal protrusion angle 1 25.0 16 23.5 6 27.3 14 29.0 9 29.6within the borders of individual variations of features of other territorial gro-ups' skulls. Next, the skulls from Severnaya Salma are very similar with the se-ries from Chalmny-Varre. And, �nally, the spei� features of the \Lapps" ra-niologial omplex are the most distint on the skulls from Severnaya Salma(Table 4).



260 Indeed, the series from Severnaya Salma is brahirani, the most graile, withthe smallest ranium height not only by the absolute measurements but also withreferene of this measurement to the lengthwise and transversal diameters. Thefaial skeleton is the lowest and the broadest in the general faial part as well asin the nasal and eye-sokets parts aording to the absolute measurements andindies2. The fae, nose-bridge and nose bones atness is the highest on the upperand medium levels.The nose projets moderately to the pro�le line. As it is known, these featu-res (brahirania, graileness, low head and fae, horizontal fae and nose bridgeatness) are the spei� features of the \Lapps" raniologial omplex.Naturally, there rises the question how to explain suh distintness of thisomplex in the Severnaya Salma group. As it was already said before this ouldbe a orollary of the fat that this group is very small and not asual. But, fromour point of view there ould be another explanation. Other series of skulls ofthe Kola Saami orrespond to the XIX | beginning of the XX enturies. At thattime the Saami performed intensive ontats with other ethni groups. Oppositeto that the material from Severnaya Salma dates bak for about 200 years and,thus, orresponds to the time of more isolated period of the Saami ommunity'sexistene. Taking this fat into aount we an assume that it is these skulls thatreet the most essential and peuliar features of the Lapps' initial raniologialtype free from admixtures of other anthropologial variants.If this assumption is true and the average values of variables of the SevernayaSalma sample are determined not by the extreme variants but haraterize thegeneral totality of at least the Lovozero group of the XVIII entury Saami preiselyenough, then the peuliarities of the omplex of features distinguishing the Saamifrom the European population as well as from the Asian must have been expressedmore distintly in the \pure" early groups than in the populations loser to ourtimes.Naturally, the skulls from Severnaya Salma are the most attered among allthe Saami' skulls and are similar to Mongoloids aording to these taxonomiallyimportant features. On the other hand, this group is the most low-faed one andSiberian Mongoloids are notable for their very big fae height. Suh a low fae alsoan not be found among European groups of population.Thus, the newly reeived skulls of the Saami from the Kola Peninsula, provethe anthropologial originality of this folk in relation with europeoid populations aswell as with the \lassial" (Siberian) mongoloid populations. An extremely spei�and disrepant omplex of raniologial features of the Severnaya Salma series,from our point of view, adjusts with the hypothesis suggesting that the fators of theLapps' anthropologial type formation were not exhausted by mixture of Mongoloidswith Europeoids. Most likely the Saami also preserved in their anthropologialappearane the features of the anient formation that di�ered from the modernrepresentatives of the European and Asian rae types.2 The absolute measurement of the malar diameter is not the biggest one in the group but the fae broadness isexpressed in the omparative harateristi of this measurement in relation to the skull breadth.



261These are the basi results of the examination of the skulls from SevernayaSalma. They bare a preliminary harater and prove the neessity of the furthermore wide and detailed omparative analysis, involving the data on the Saami'groups from the whole area of this folk spreading. Along with that, the ompliity ofthe \Lapps problem" brings out the question of the atuality of the omplex study ofthe Fennosandia and north-west Russia population raniology (the territory wherethe question of the \Lapps" substratum is onstant) basing on new methodial andinformational data. Translated by the author
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